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Re: Petitions for the Imposition of Antidumping and Countervailing Duties on
Utility Scale Wind Towers from Canada, Indonesia, The Republic of Korea,
and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam

Dear Secretary Ross and Secretary Barton:

On behalf of the Wind Tower Trade Coalition ("Petitioner" or "Coalition"), we hereby

submit to the U.S. Department of Commerce ("the Department") and the U.S. International Trade

Commission ("the Commission") petitions for the imposition of antidumping and countervailing

duties on U.S. imports of utility scale wind towers from Canada, Indonesia, The Republic of Korea,

1776 K Street NW I Washington, DC 20006 I 202.719.7000 wileyrein.com
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and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (the "Petitions"), pursuant to sections 701, 702(b), 731, and

732(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (the "Act") (19 U.S.C. §§ 1671, 1671a(b), 1673 and

1673a(b)). The members of the Coalition are producers in the United States of the domestic like

product and are thus "interested parties" within the meaning of 19 U.S.C. § 1677(9)(C). Pursuant

to the Department's regulations codified at 19 C.F.R. § 351.202(c), we hereby certify that the

Petitions and required copies are being filed today with the U.S. International Trade Commission

(the "Commission").

Volume I of the petitions contains general information and the allegations of injury, along

with associated exhibits. Volumes II, III, IV and V contain the antidumping duty allegations and

associated exhibits. Volume VI, VII and VIII contain the countervailing duty allegations and

associated exhibits. There are proprietary and public versions of Volumes I, II, III, IV, V, and VII.

Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. §§ 351.202(d) and 351.304 of the Department's regulations, and

19 C.F.R. § 201.6(b) of the Commission's rules, we request business proprietary treatment for the

bracketed information in the narratives and exhibits of these petitions as detailed below.

Disclosure of this information, which is not otherwise publicly available, would cause substantial

harm to the competitive position of the submitter and would impair the ability of the Department

and the Commission to obtain information in the future necessary to fulfill their statutory functions.

Petitioner agrees to the release of this information to parties granted access under the APO issued

by the Department in this proceeding.

Volume I (Common Issues and and Injury):

(1) Pages 3, 4, 19: Business or trade secrets concerning the nature of a product or
production process (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(1)).

(2) Page 22: Production costs (but not the identity of the production components unless a
particular component is a trade secret) (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(2)).



Pages 23, 36: Terms of sale (but not terms of sale offered to the public) (19 C.F.R.
§ 351.105(c)(4)).

(4) Pages 36, 37, and Exhibit 1-26: Prices of individual sales, likely sales, or other offers
(but not components of prices, such as transportation, if based on published schedules,
dates of sale, product descriptions (other than business or trade secrets described in
paragraph (c)(1) of this section), or order numbers) (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(5)).

Pages ii, 3, 4, 19, 20, 21, 31, and Exhibits 1-7, 1-19: Names of particular customers,
distributors, or suppliers (but not destination of sale or designation of type of customer,
distributor, or supplier, unless the destination or designation would reveal the name)
(19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(6)).

(6) Pages 4, 20, 33, 36, and Exhibits 1-8: The names of particular persons from whom
business proprietary information was obtained (19 C.F.R. § 351.105 (c)(9)).

Pages ii, 3, 4, 13-15, 19-23, 31, 33, 36-40, 42, 46, Exhibit List, and Exhibits 1-3, 1-4,
1-5, 1-7, 1-8, 1-19, 1-23, 1-26: Any other specific business information the release of
which to the public would cause substantial harm to the competitive position of the
submitter (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(11)).

Volume II (Canada AD Allegation): 

(1) Pages 15, 16, 20, and Exhibits 11-4, 11-18: Production costs (but not the identity of the
production components unless a particular component is a trade secret) (19 C.F.R.
§ 351.105(c)(2)).

(2) Pages 3, 4, and 6.: Terms of sale (but not terms of sale offered to the public) (19 C.F.R.
§ 351.105(c)(4)).

Pages 4, 5, and Exhibit II-1: Prices of individual sales, likely sales, or other offers (but
not components of prices, such as transportation, if based on published schedules, dates
of sale, product descriptions (other than business or trade secrets described in paragraph
(c)(1) of this section), or order numbers) (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(5)).

(4) Pages 4 and 5: Names of particular customers, distributors, or suppliers (but not
destination of sale or designation of type of customer, distributor, or supplier, unless the
destination or designation would reveal the name) (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(6)).

Page 20 In an antidumping proceeding, the exact amount of the dumping margin on
individual sales (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(7)).

(6) Pages 3, 4, 6-8, 12-17, Exhibit List, and Exhibits II-1, 11-4: The names of particular
persons from whom business proprietary information was obtained (19 C.F.R.
§ 351.105(c)(9)).

Pages 3-8, 12-17, 20, Exhibit List, and Exhibits II-1, 11-4, 11-18, 11-19: Any other
specific business information the release of which to the public would cause substantial
harm to the competitive position of the submitter (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(11)).

(3)

(5)

(7)

(3)

(5)
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Volume III (Indonesia AD Allegation): 

(1) Pages 13, 14, 16, 17, 21, and Exhibits 111-3, III-18: Production costs (but not the
identity of the production components unless a particular component is a trade secret)
(19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(2)).

(2) Page 3: Terms of sale (but not terms of sale offered to the public) (19 C.F.R.
§ 351.105(c)(4)).

Page 4 Prices of individual sales, likely sales, or other offers (but not components of
prices, such as transportation, if based on published schedules, dates of sale, product
descriptions (other than business or trade secrets described in paragraph (c)(1) of this
section), or order numbers) (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(5)).

(4) Pages 4-6, 16-17, 21, and Exhibits III-1, 111-2: Names of particular customers,
distributors, or suppliers (but not destination of sale or designation of type of customer,
distributor, or supplier, unless the destination or designation would reveal the name)
(19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(6)).

Page 19, and Exhibit 111-21: In an antidumping proceeding, the exact amount of the
dumping margin on individual sales (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(7)).

(6) Pages 3-6, 8, 9, 11-17, and Exhibits III-1, 111-3: The position of a domestic producer
or workers regarding a petition (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(10)).

Pages 3-5, 8, 9, 11-17, 20, 21, Exhibit List, and Exhibits III-1, 111-2, 111-3, 111-12,
111-15, 111-18, 111-21: Any other specific business information the release of which to
the public would cause substantial harm to the competitive position of the submitter
(19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(11)).

Volume IV (Republic of Korea Allegation): 

(1) Pages 17, 22, and Exhibits IV-6, IV-8, IV-14, IV-22: Production costs (but not the
identity of the production components unless a particular component is a trade secret)
(19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(2)).

(2) Pages 3 and 4: Prices of individual sales, likely sales, or other offers (but not
components of prices, such as transportation, if based on published schedules, dates of
sale, product descriptions (other than business or trade secrets described in paragraph
(c)(1) of this section), or order numbers) (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(5)).

Pages 4, 5, Exhibit List, and Exhibits IV-1, IV-2, IV-3, IV-5, IV-7: Names of
particular customers, distributors, or suppliers (but not destination of sale or designation
of type of customer, distributor, or supplier, unless the destination or designation would
reveal the name) (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(6)).

(4) Page 29, and Exhibit V-30: In an antidumping proceeding, the exact amount of the
dumping margin on individual sales (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(7)).
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Pages 3, 5, 6, 9-14, 17, Exhibit List, and Exhibits IV-1, IV-6, IV-8: The names of
particular persons from whom business proprietary information was obtained (19 C.F.R.
§ 351.105(c)(9)).

(6) Pages 3-6, 9-11, 13, 14, 17, 22, Exhibit List, and Exhibits IV-1, IV-2, IV-3, IV-5,
IV-6, IV-7, IV-8, IV-14, IV-17, IV-22: Any other specific business information the
release of which to the public would cause substantial harm to the competitive position
of the submitter (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(11)).

Volume V (Socialist Republic of Vietnam AD Allegation): 

(1) Pages 2, 19, 22, 23, 29, and Exhibits V-6, V-27: Production costs (but not the identity
of the production components unless a particular component is a trade secret) (19 C.F.R.
§ 351.105(c)(2)).

(2) Pages 1, 3, 4: Terms of sale (but not terms of sale offered to the public) (19 C.F.R.
§ 351.105(c)(4)).

Page 5 Prices of individual sales, likely sales, or other offers (but not components of
prices, such as transportation, if based on published schedules, dates of sale, product
descriptions (other than business or trade secrets described in paragraph (c)(1) of this
section), or order numbers) (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(5)).

(4) Pages 4, 5, 8, 9 and Exhibit V-3: Names of particular customers, distributors, or
suppliers (but not destination of sale or designation of type of customer, distributor, or
supplier, unless the destination or designation would reveal the name) (19 C.F.R.
§ 351.105(c)(6)).

Page 29, and Exhibit V-30: In an antidumping proceeding, the exact amount of the
dumping margin on individual sales (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(7)).

(6) Page 1, 3, 5-8, 13-15, 17-19, 22, Exhibit List, and Exhibits V-2, V-6: The names of
particular persons from whom business proprietary information was obtained (19 C.F.R.
§ 351.105(c)(9)).

Pages 1-9, 13-15, 17-19, 22, 23, 29, Exhibit List, and Exhibits V-2, V-3, V-6, V-19,
V-27, V-30: Any other specific business information the release of which to the public
would cause substantial harm to the competitive position of the submitter (19 C.F.R.
§ 351.105(c)(11)).

Volume VII (Indonesia CVD Allegation): 

(1) Pages 10-13, Exhibit List, and Exhibits VII-16, VII-17, VII-19: Any other specific
business information the release of which to the public would cause substantial harm to
the competitive position of the submitter (19 C.F.R. § 351.105(c)(11)).
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The requisite certification that substantially identical information is not available to the

public is set forth as an attachment to this letter, in accordance with section 201.6(b)(3)(iii) of the
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Commission's rules. Also attached are the requisite company and counsel certifications regarding

the completeness and accuracy of the information contained in the petitions.

Pursuant to section 351.304(b)(1) of the Department's regulations, Petitioner agrees in

principle to permit disclosure of business proprietary information contained in the petitions under

an appropriately drawn administrative protective order ("APO"). Petitioner respectfully reserves

the right, however, to comment on all APO applications prior to disclosure.

Pursuant to section 351.202(c) of the Department's regulations, we certify that the petitions

and all required copies were filed today with both the Department and the Commission. The

petitions are being filed electronically on the Department's ACCESS filing system. An original

and eight paper copies of the business proprietary version and an original and two paper copies of

the public version of the narrative portions of each volume, along with CDs containing the

associated business proprietary and public version exhibits, are being filed manually at the

Commission.

If you have any questions regarding this petition, please contact us.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Daniel B. Pickard
Alan H. Price, Esq.
Daniel B. Pickard, Esq.
Robert E. DeFrancesco, III, Esq.
Derick G. Holt, Esq.
John Allen Riggins, Esq.

Counsel for Petitioner
Wind Tower Trade Coalition



COMPANY CERTIFICATION

I, Kerry S. Cole, currently employed as President of Arcosa Wind Towers Inc., certify that

I prepared or otherwise supervised the preparation of the attached submission, Petitions for the

Imposition of Antidumping and Countervailing Duties regarding Utility Scale Wind Towers from

Canada, Indonesia, the Republic of Korea and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (Investigation

Nos. A-122-867, A-560-833, A-580-902, A-552-825, C-122-868, C-560-834 and C-552-826),

dated July 9, 2019. I certify that the public information and any business proprietary information

of Arcosa Wind Towers Inc. contained in this submission is accurate and complete to the best of

my knowledge. I am aware that the information contained in this submission may be subject to

verification or corroboration (as appropriate) by the U.S. Department of Commerce. I am also

aware that U.S. law (including, but not limited to, 18 U.S.C. 1001) imposes criminal sanctions on

individuals who knowingly and willfully make material false statements to the U.S. Government.

In addition, I am aware that, even if this submission may be withdrawn from the record of the

AD/CVD proceeding, the U.S. Department of Commerce may preserve this submission, including

a business proprietary submission, for purposes of determining the accuracy of this certification.

I certify that a copy of this signed certification will be filed with this submission to the U.S.

Department of Commerce.

Signature:

Date:  7„, zov:\ 



REPRESENTATIVE CERTIFICATION

I, Robert E. DeFrancesco, III, with Wiley Rein LLP, counsel to the Wind Tower Trade

Coalition, certify that I have read the attached submission, Petitions for the Imposition of

Antidumping and Countervailing Duties regarding Utility Scale Wind Towers from Canada,

Indonesia, the Republic of Korea and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (Investigation Nos.

A-122-867, A-560-833, A-580-902, A-552-825, C-122-868, C-560-834 and C-552-826), dated

July 9, 2019. In my capacity as Counsel, I certify that the information contained in this submission

is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. I am aware that U.S. law (including, but

not limited to, 18 U.S.C. 1001) imposes criminal sanctions on individuals who knowingly and

willfully make material false statements to the U.S. Government. In addition, I am aware that,

even if this submission may be withdrawn from the record of the AD/CVD proceeding, the U.S.

Department of Commerce may preserve this submission, including a business proprietary

submission, for purposes of determining the accuracy of this certification. I certify that a copy of

this signed certification will be filed with this submission to the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Signature:
Robert E. DeFrancesco, III

Date: July 9, 2019



CERTIFICATION OF COUNSEL

City of Washington
SS:

District of Columbia

In accordance with section 201.6(b)(3)(iii) of the Commission's regulations,
19 C.F.R. § 201.6(b)(3)(iii), I, Robert E. DeFrancesco, III, of Wiley Rein LLP, hereby
certify that information substantially identical to the information for which we are
requesting proprietary treatment in the attached submission is not available to the public.

In accordance with section 207.3(a) of the Commission's regulations, 19 C.F.R.
§ 207.3(a), I, further certify that (1) I have read the attached submission, and (2) the
information contained in this submission is accurate and complete to the best of my
knowledge.

In accordance with section 207.10(a) of the Commission's regulations, 19 C.F.R.
§ 207.10(a), I also certify that copies of this document are being filed with the Department
of Commerce and the U.S. International Trade Commission on this date.

Dated: July 9, 2019

Robert E. DeFrancesco, III

Subscribed and sworn to before me on July 9, 2019.

Notary Publ
My Commission Expires:

Karen J. Dunlap
Notary Public of District of Colorable

My Commission Expires March 14,2024
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I. INTRODUCTION

These petitions are presented on behalf of the Wind Tower Trade Coalition ("Petitioner"

or "Coalition"). Petitioner alleges that utility scale wind towers ("wind towers") imported from

the Canada, Indonesia, Korea, and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam ("Vietnam")1 are being or

are likely to be sold at less than normal value within the meaning of Section 731 of the Tariff Act

of 1930, as amended ("the Act"), 19 U.S.C. § 1673. Petitioner further alleges that wind towers

imported from Canada, Indonesia, and Vietnam are subsidized within the meaning of Section

701 of the Act, 19 U.S.C. § 1671. Petitioner also alleges that these unfairly traded imports have

materially injured the U.S. domestic industry producing wind towers and threaten to cause

further material injury if remedial action is not taken. These Petitions contain information

reasonably available to Petitioners in support of these allegations.

Separate volumes regarding the allegations of dumping by producers in Canada,

Indonesia, Korea, and Vietnam, as well as countervailable subsidies provided to producers in

Canada, Indonesia and Vietnam are being filed simultaneously at both the U.S. Department of

Commerce (the "Department") and the U.S. International Trade Commission (the

"Commission"). Petitioner requests that antidumping ("AD") and countervailing duties

("CVD") be imposed to offset the dumping margins and subsidy rates detailed in the specific AD

and CVD volumes.

II. COMMON ISSUES 

This section contains information required in AD and CVD petitions by 19 C.F.R.

§§ 351.202(b)(1) to 351.202(b)(9) and 19 C.F.R. § 207.11.

Imports of wind towers from Vietnam are currently subject to an AD order effective February 15, 2013.
The Department subsequently amended its final determination to exclude CS Wind Group from the order. This AD
petition on Vietnam pertains to imports excluded from the 2013 order.

1
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A. Contact Information for the Petitioner (19 C.F.R. 351.202(b)(1)) 

The Petitioner is a coalition of producers of the domestic like product in the United

States. Accordingly, Petitioner is a domestic interested parties within the meaning of

19 U.S.C. §§ 1677(9)(E) and 1677(9)(C), and 19 C.F.R. § 351.102(b)(17). Contact information

for members of the Coalition are provided in Exhibit I-1.

B. Identity of the Industry on Whose Behalf the Petition Is Filed
(19 C.F.R. & 207.11(b)(2)(ii); 19 C.F.R. & 351.202(1:4(2)) 

These Petitions are filed on behalf of the U.S. industry that produces utility scale wind

towers for use in utility scale wind turbine electrical power generating systems. In addition to

information relating to members of the Coalition, the names, addresses, and telephone numbers

of all other domestic producers in the United States are provided in Exhibit 1-2. According to

the best information available to Petitioner, Exhibits I-1 and 1-2 identify all known producers of

the domestic like product in the United States.

C. Information Relatina to the Dearee of Industry Support for the Petition 
(19 C.F.R. & 351.202(b)(3)) 

According to 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671a(c)(4)(A) and 1673a(C)(4)(A), a petition is filed by or

on behalf of the domestic industry if: (1) domestic producers who support the petition account

for at least 25 percent of the total production of the domestic like product, and (2) domestic

producers who support the petition account for more than 50 percent of the production of the

domestic like product produced by that portion of the industry expressing support for or

opposition to the petition. To the best of their knowledge, Petitioner meets both of these

requirements.

Petitioner's estimate of total U.S. production of the domestic like product in 2018 can be

found at Exhibit 1-3. The volume of Petitioner's production of wind towers can be found at

2
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Exhibit 1-4. The production of U.S. wind tower producers who support the petitions totaled

[ jt ] towers in 2018, which constitutes [ ] percent of total U.S. production of wind towers

that year.2 Therefore, these petitions are filed on behalf of domestic producers who satisfy both

the 25 percent and 50 percent thresholds for industry support. Petitioner also notes that publicly

available information from the U.S. Department of Energy lists the domestic tower production

capacity at 3,200 towers in 2017.3 Petitioners' capacity for that year was [ ], accounting for

almost ] percent of total domestic wind tower production capacity.4

Notwithstanding the fact that the 2018 production volume of the Coalition members

exceeds the 50 percent industry support threshold, Petitioner notes that it may be appropriate to

exclude [ 4AAt

], from the industry support analysis as a related party. Petitioner notes

that [

indicates that [ &AAA6-

] data, as provided in Exhibit 1-5,

] is a

significant importer of subject merchandise from [ C. otAm'44'1 *3 ]. Consequently, if [ co.a.ph icy

] were to indicate opposition to these petitions, the Department should disregard its

opposition.5

While [ C.-okok"? lk v-rs-4" iV4L ], it has sourced a significant

proportion of its wind tower production from subject producers.

2

[1-41049 is the [ v‘4"-•4 fpc

] in the United States. Unlike other major wind turbine

Estimate of Total 2018 U.S. Production, attached as Exhibit 1-3.

3 See American Wind Energy Association, U.S. Wind Industry First Quarter 2019 Market Report and U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, 2017 Wind Technologies Market Report
at 14, attached as Exhibit 1-6. 2018 data is not available.

4 Merchant Market Trade & Financial Data, attached as Exhibit 1-4.

5 See 19 U.S.C. § 1671a(cX4)(B)(ii).
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manufacturers like [ Co w-"e (1-415" ]' [ co 64..-pc../kAAJ lb and
[ Ccv-rti [ 1"-41-vvv-sof-

1.6 Consequently, to compete with the other wind turbine manufacturers that

use unfairly traded towers in the overall turbine, [ C-owp i4] appears to have an interest in

leveraging the overall cost of its wind turbine projects by increasingly importing unfairly traded

towers. As a result, [tublan] would have a significant interest in maintaining access to unfairly

traded subject imports. It is therefore appropriate to exclude the company from the domestic

industry support analysis.

In addition, it is also appropriate to exclude [ 41.44

q) roam. CI" , from the industry support analysis as a

related party. [ C-b""frafta to ]. The towers [ CO0ApOlC.44.

0.4:x.AAA•C are shipped to the United States and used to service the same projects the

other domestic producers compete against.' Consequently, [ ex.e4,4j has a significant interest in

maintaining access to unfairly traded subject imports and it is appropriate to exclude the

company from the domestic industry support analysis.

Removing [ owvta.vaes ] from the industry support analysis further increases

Petitioner's share of U.S. production of utility scale wind towers, and clearly exceeds both the 25

percent standing threshold and the 50 percent industry support threshold required by the Act.

Petitioner, therefore, has standing and these petitions are filed on behalf of the domestic industry.

6

7

1. See [ toves,p(A,," tAmc, c_jc.cAreFfS], attached as Exhibit 1-7.

See Declaration of [ 1\10A")2., ], Exhibit 1-8.
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D. Previous Requests for Import Relief for the Merchandise (19 C.F.R.
& 351.202(b)(4)1 

1. AD/CVD Litigation 

The Department and the Commission has conducted previous AD and CVD

investigations concerning imports of wind towers from China and Vietnam.8 In December 2011,

a petition was filed on behalf of Broadwind Towers, Inc., DMI Industries, Kat:ma Summit LLC,

and Trinity Structural Towers, Inc. alleging that an industry in the United States was materially

injured by imports of wind towers from China and Vietnam being sold at LTFV and subsidized

by the government of China. Following affirmative determinations from the Department and the

Commission, AD and CVD orders were issued in February 2013. In March 2017,

following litigation at the United States Court of International Trade, the Department amended

its final determination to exclude CS Wind Group from the AD order regarding subject imports

from Vietnam.9 Petitioner is not aware of any other requests for AD and/or CVD duties by the

domestic industry with respect to wind towers.

2. Other Forms of Relief

Pursuant to Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974, on August 16, 2018, the U.S. Trade

Representative determined that it was appropriate to impose an ad valorem duty of 25 percent on

various products from China, including wind towers imported as part of a wind turbine.10

Specifically, effective August 23, 2018, the 25 percent duty applies to U.S. Harmonized Tariff

See Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196,
USITC Pub. 4372 (Feb. 2013) (Final), attached as Exhibit 1-9.

9 See Utility Scale Wind Towers from the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 82 Fed. Reg. 15,493, 15,493-94
(Dep't Commerce Mar. 29, 2017) (notice of court decision not in hamiony with the final deter, of less than fair value
investigation and notice of amended final deter, of investigation).

10 See Notice of Action Pursuant to Section 301: China's Acts, Policies, and Practices Related to Technology
Transfer, Intellectual Property, and Innovation, 83 Fed. Reg. 40,823, 40,823 (Dep't Commerce Aug. 16, 2018).
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Schedule ("HTSUS") number 7308.20.0020 covering imports of a tower or tower section(s)

alone." In addition, effective July 6, 2018, the 25 percent duty applies to HTS 8502.31.00

covering wind-powered electric generating sets as well as the steel flanges used in wind tower

construction. 12,13

E. Scope of the Investigation and a Detailed Description of the Subject
Merchandise (19 C.F.R. 4 351.202(b)(5)) 

1. Scope of Investigation

The physical characteristics of the covered product, which define the scope, are as

follows:

The merchandise covered by these petitions consists of certain wind towers,
whether or not tapered, and sections thereof. Certain wind towers are designed to
support the nacelle and rotor blades in a wind turbine with a minimum rated
electrical power generation capacity in excess of 100 kilowatts and with a
minimum height of 50 meters measured from the base of the tower to the bottom
of the nacelle (i.e., where the top of the tower and nacelle are joined) when fully
assembled.

A wind tower section consists of, at a minimum, multiple steel plates rolled into
cylindrical or conical shapes and welded together (or otherwise attached) to form
a steel shell, regardless of coating, end-finish, painting, treatment, or method of
manufacture, and with or without flanges, doors, or internal or external
components (e.g., flooring/decking, ladders, lifts, electrical buss boxes, electrical
cabling, conduit, cable harness for nacelle generator, interior lighting, tool and
storage lockers) attached to the wind tower section. Several wind tower sections
are normally required to form a completed wind tower.

Wind towers and sections thereof are included within the scope whether or not
they are joined with nonsubject merchandise, such as nacelles or rotor blades, and

11 Id. at 40,826.

12 See Notice of Action and Request for Public Comment Concerning Proposed Determination of Action
Pursuant to Section 301: China's Acts, Policies, and Practices Related to Technology Transfer, Intellectual
Property, and Innovation, 83 Fed. Reg. 28,710, 28,716 (Office of the United States Trade Representative June 20,

2018).

13 Letter from Joseph Barloon, General Counsel, Office of the United States Trade Representative, re:
Product Exclusion Request Number: USTR-2018-0032-2428 (May 7, 2019).
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whether or not they have internal or external components attached to the subject
merchandise.

Specifically excluded from the scope are nacelles and rotor blades, regardless of
whether they are attached to the wind tower. Also excluded are any internal or
external components which are not attached to the wind towers or sections
thereof, unless those components are shipped with the tower sections.

Merchandise covered by this investigation is currently classified in the HTSUS
under subheading 7308.20.002014 or 8502.31.0000.15 While the HTSUS
subheadings are provided for convenience and customs purposes, the written
description of the scope of the investigation is dispositive.

2. Uses and Technical Characteristics 

The subject wind towers in this investigation are a component of utility scale wind

turbine electrical power generating units used to convert the energy from wind to electrical

energy.I6 Wind towers are tubular steel structures upon which the other major wind turbine

components i.e., rotor blades and nacelles are mounted. Nacelles sit atop the tower and house

the primary electrical generating components such gear box, low- and high-speed shafts,

generator, controller, and brake.17 The rotor is typically mounted on a horizontal access at one

14 Wind towers of iron or steel are classified under HTSUS 7308.20.0020 when imported separately as a
tower or tower section(s).

15 Wind towers may be classified under HTSUS 8502.31.0000 when imported as combination goods with a
wind turbine (i.e., accompanying nacelles and/or rotor blades).

16 While domestic producers typically manufacture wind towers for use in onshore wind turbines, these
investigations cover wind towers for use in both onshore and offshore utility scale wind turbines. While the offshore
market is extremely small relative to the onshore market, members of the Coalition have been asked to quote
offshore towers as well. The production processes are nearly identical to onshore towers.

17 See United States International Trade Commission, Wind Turbines: Industry & Trade Summary, Pub. ITS-
02 (June 2009) at 2, attached as Exhibit I-10; Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, The Inside of a
Wind Turbine, attached as Exhibit I-11.
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end of the nacelle and houses the hub to which the blades are attached.18 Blades are normally

made from aluminum or composite fiber and range in length between 30 and 50 meters.19

Consistent wind speeds are necessary to maximize the rated installed capacity of the

generators used in utility scale wind farm projects. To reach more consistent and optimal wind

speeds, the height of the overall turbine has generally increased. Since 2012, the average height

of wind turbines installed in the United States has been about 280 feet, or 80 meters.20 Turbine

heights are continuing to increase. The average hub height of turbines installed in 2017 was 86

meters.21

Wind towers are typically built to the proprietary specifications of each turbine

manufacture to support the particular turbine manufacturer's nacelle.22 The nacelles supported

by the wind towers have a power generating capacity that generally ranges from 2.0 megawatt

("MW") to 3.0 MW and higher. Almost one quarter of all projects installed in 2018 used

turbines rated 3 MW or more.23 The towers themselves are designed to withstand the substantial

force generated by the rotor blades. The U.S. has also begun installing off-shore towers,

however, these are still a very small portion of the U.S. market.

18 United States International Trade Commission, Wind Turbines: Industry & Trade Summary, Pub. ITS-02
(June 2009) at 2, attached as Exhibit 1-10; Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, The Inside of a
Wind Turbine, attached as Exhibit I-11.

19 United States International Trade Commission, Wind Turbines: Industry & Trade Summary, Pub. ITS-02
(June 2009) at 2, 6, attached as Exhibit I-10.

20 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Wind turbine heights and capacities have increased over the past
decade (Nov. 29,2017), attached as Exhibit 1-12.

21 See American Wind Energy Association, U.S. Wind Industry First Quarter 2019 Market Report and U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, 2017 Wind Technologies Market Report
at 25, attached as Exhibit 1-6.

22 Throughout this petition, the word "turbine" is used to refer to the completed structure, i.e., the tower,
nacelle, and rotors. There are four major turbine manufacturers in the United States: GE Renewable Energy, Vestas,
Nordex USA, and Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy. See American Wind Energy Association, US. Wind
Industry Fourth Quarter 2018 Market Report (Jan. 30,2019) at 3, attached as Exhibit 1-13.

23 Id
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3. Production Methodologv24

Manufacturing wind towers entails a multi-step process, which includes a wide range of

large-scale fabrication procedures. Depending on the overall height and design, the tower will

generally be produced and shipped in three to five sections that are assembled at the project site.

The weight of the final assembled tower can often range from 100 tons to over 300 tons

depending on the height of the tower and the gauge of the steel used. The major steps may

include, but are not limited to, steel plate cutting and rolling, can/cone welding, flange mating,

can-to-can fitting up and welding, installation of welded internals, door frame installation,

painting, and final internals assembly (both mechanical and electrical). The following discussion

provides a general description of each phase.

The weight of the turbine, nacelle, and rotor blades, coupled with the constant wind and

torsional forces exerted on the tower usually requires the use of heavy gauge steel plate. To

maximize strength while at the same time reducing the overall weight of the tower, high strength

low alloy steel plate is used in the production process. The grades for this type of steel plate

range from ASTM 709 to S355J2, S355N, and A572. These plates are cut using a plasma and/or

oxygen acetylene cutter, which cuts the plates into cone or can (i.e., ring) shapes suited to

forming the structural shape. After cutting, the edges of the plate may be beveled so as to

facilitate welding.25

24 See generally Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-
1195-1196, USITC Pub. 4372 (Feb. 2013) (Final) at 1-12 —1-16, attached as Exhibit 1-9; Utility Scale Wind Towers
from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196, USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at
1-22 — 1-26, attached as Exhibit 1-14.

25 Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196,

USITC Pub. 4372 (Feb. 2013) (Final) at 1-13, attached as Exhibit 1-9; Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and

Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196, USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at 1-23, attached

as Exhibit 1-14.
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After the plate is cut, it is moved to a roller where it is rolled into a conical or cylindrical

shape (i.e., ring). The rolling machines typically run on electricity and are generally run by

between one and three workers. Subsequent to rolling, the cone or cylinder is moved to a

welding station where the adjoining longitudinal edges are welded together creating the long

seam. The welding stations typically consume welding wire, flux, compressed air, and argon gas

in the welding process, which runs on electricity. The inside and outside of the seam are welded

where the ends of the can/cone are joined. The cylindrical cans/cones are then mated to one

another and circumferentially welded together. The number of can/cones mated together

depends on the section length. Depending on the final height of the tower, there are typically

between 30 to 40 cans and/or cones that comprise a single tower. For example, in a typical 80-

meter tower, there can be over 32 can and/or cone pieces. These cans and/or cones are typically

grouped into two to five sections depending on the total height of the tower, and are shipped to

the project site for final assembly.

Next, steel flanges are welded at each end of the section. The flanges are highly-

customized, precision machined steel rings with drilled holes and tapered faces that allow them

to be mated together with flanges from other tower sections and then secured with extremely

large structural bolts and structural nuts. The same welding materials used to weld the cans and

cones together are also used to weld the flanges to the tower sections, i.e., welding wire, flux,

and gases.

After the sections are fully welded and the flanges are installed, a worker welds brackets,

clips, and lugs into the inside of the section, which serve as attachment points for the various

internal components. The brackets are generally made from bar stock steel or may be purchased
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as pre-fabricated brackets or angle steel. Threaded weld sockets of studs may also be welded to

the interior walls of the tower section.

Each wind tower typically has one utility/service door to allow access to the internal

structure. A producer may utilize an oxygen acetylene torch to cut out an oval section from the

bottom section of the tower for the door. The producer may then use either a heavy formed steel

plate or thick cut steel plate to fabricate a door frame that is then welded to the opening.

Alternatively, the producer may use a pre-fabricated frame. A door and accompanying door

hinges are then attached to the bottom tower section. A door frame may also include a fan portal

for the incorporation of a ventilation fan.

Once the basic form of the tower section is complete, the tower section then undergoes

painting and finishing steps to protect it from the significant environmental stresses to which

wind towers are subjected, including from wind, rain, spray, and salt. Producers of wind towers

often paint the tower with multiple coats depending on the turbine manufacturer's specifications.

Fach tower will typically have at least one internal coat and two external coats of paint. Wind

tower producers may also undertake the process of "metalizing" part or all of a tower to impart

additional protection.

Painting and/or metalizing involves several steps. First, coatings or metalizing may be

applied to the steel flanges as these sections may be subject to the onset of rust and corrosion.

Here, an electrically charged aluminum/zinc coating may be applied to the flanges so as to

maximize corrosion resistance. Each tower section may be shot with blast inside and out with

grit (often steel fines) to create a profile on the steel surface, which allows paint to better adhere.

The shot blast sections are then placed in a painting bay and painted both internally and

externally with different types of coatings, which can be epoxy, urethane, and others. Finally,
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the tower is left to dry under a temperature-controlled environment — essentially allowing the

tower to slowly bake — so as to ensure the proper drying and curing of the painted surface.

Curing of the paint can often take several hours, depending on the weather. Additionally, for

certain towers that are subjected to extreme environmental conditions or where the customer

demands such treatment, additional tower surface area may be "metalized" utilizing the same

process described above for the flanges.

Once the painting work is complete, the tower sections are fitted out with the remaining

internal components. Depending on the turbine manufacturer's design, the internals may include

items such as ladders, flooring/decking, electrical utility cabling, conduit, main cable harness for

the generator nacelle, interior lighting, mechanical or electrically driven "man lifts" (elevators),

tool storage lockers, or other accessories. Once the specified internals are attached, producers

ship the towers to the job site for installation.

4. Tariff Classification 

Wind towers are currently classified under the HTSUS subheadings 7308.20.0020 and

8502.31.0000. Although the HTS subheadings are provided for convenience and U.S. Customs

purposes, the written description of the merchandise under investigation is dispositive. Excerpts

from the current HTS are attached as Exhibit 1-15. The tariff numbers are provided for the

convenience of the U.S. government and do not define the scope of the Petitions.

F. The Names of the Subject Countries and the Name of Any Intermediate
Country Through Which the Merchandise Is Transshipped
(19 C.F.R. $ 351.202(b)(6)) 

The wind towers subject to these petitions are manufactured in and exported to the United

States from Canada, Indonesia, Korea and Vietnam. While one of the respondents, CS Wind,

has production facilities in Canada, China, and Vietnam, petitioner does not have any evidence

12
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indicating that the subject merchandise is produced in a country other than that from which it is

exported.

G. The Names and Addresses of Each Person Believed to Sell the Merchandise
at Less Than Normal Value and the Proportion of Total Exports to the
United States (19 C.F.R. 4 351.202 (b)(7)(i)(A)) 

The names and addresses of the entities believed by Petitioner to be producing and

exporting wind towers subject to these Petitions are provided in Exhibit 1-16. Petitioner

attempted to identify as many foreign sources of wind towers as possible through market

intelligence information [ ] as well as extensive open source

research. Information reasonably available to Petitioner does not allow it to identify the

proportion of total exports to the United States accounted for during the most recent 12-month

period by the producers listed in this exhibit. Petitioner believes, however, that the companies

listed in Exhibit 1-16 account for the majority of subject exports.26

H. All Factual Information Related to the Calculation of Export Price, the
Constructed Export Price of the Subject Merchandise, and the Normal Value
of the Foreign Like Product for Market Economy Countries
(19 C.F.R. & 351.202(b1(7)(i)(B)) 

Volumes II, III, and IV of these Petitions contain the necessary information concerning

the calculation of the normal value of the foreign like product and the export price for

merchandise produced and exported from the subject countries that are market economy

countries.

26 The Commission found that there were no imports of wind towers from Vietnamese firms other than CS

Wind from 2012- June 2018. Therefore, we believe that all exports to the U.S. from Vietnam are produced by CS

Wind and thus subject to this antidumping duty investigation. See id. at IV-1.
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I. All Factual Information Related to the Calculation of Normal Value of the
Foreign Like Product in Non-Market Economy Countries
(19 C.F.R. & 351.202(b)(7)(i)(C)) 

Volume V of these Petitions contain the information necessary to substantiate less than

normal value allegations and factual information relevant to exports of subject merchandise from

Vietnam. As Vietnam is considered a Non-Market Economies ("NME"), Petitioner's calculation

of normal value is based upon a "factors of production" analysis, as discussed in Volume V of

these Petitions.27

J. The Names and Addresses of Each Person Believed to Benefit from a
Countervailable Subsidy Who Exports the Subject Merchandise to the
United States and the Proportion of Total Exports to the United States
(19 C.F.R. & 351.202 (b)(7)(ii)(A)) 

The names and addresses of the entities believed by Petitioner to be benefitting from

countervailable subsidies and who have exported wind towers subject to these petitions are

provided in Exhibit 1-16. Petitioner attempted to identify as many foreign sources of wind

towers as possible through market intelligence information [ 5ot.4 v- c.e. ] as

well as extensive open source research. Information reasonably available to Petitioner does not

allow it to identify the proportion of total exports to the United States accounted for during the

most recent 12-month period by the producers listed in this exhibit. Petitioner believes,

however, that the companies listed in Exhibit 1-16 account for a large majority of subject

exports.

K. The Alleged Countervailable Subsidy and Factual Information Relevant to
the Alleged Countervailable Subsidy (19 C.F.R. & 351.202 (h)(7)(ii)(B)) 

Volumes VI-VIII of these Petitions contains information concerning the alleged

countervailable subsidies as well as factual information relevant to the alleged countervailable

27 See 19 C.F.R. § 351.408 (2011).
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subsidies, the law, regulations, and the decrees under which the subsidies were bestowed, the

manners in which the subsidies were paid, and Petitioner's estimation — to the extent

practicable — of the value of the subsidies to the subject producers and exporters of wind towers

subject to these Petitions.

L. The Volume and Value of the Merchandise Imported During the Most
Recent Three-Year Period (19 C.F.R. 4 351.202(b)(8)) 

Data pertaining to the volume and value of subject imports is provided in Exhibit 1-17.

While Petitioner believes that HTSUS subheading 7308.20.0020 reflects the majority of subject

wind towers shipped to the United States, it is possible that this subheading may also include

some non-subject product.28 These data demonstrate a steady and substantial increase in both

volume and value of the cumulated subject imports between 2016 and 2018. Subject import

volumes remained strong through the first quarter of 2019. These are the best data available to

Petitioner.

M. The Name and Address of Each Entity the Petitioner Believes Imports or Is
Likely to Import the Merchandise (19 C.F.R. 4 207.11(b)(2)(iii); 
19 C.F.R. 351.202(b)(9)) 

The names and addresses of importers of wind towers that are known to Petitioner at this

time are listed in Exhibit 1-18. Petitioner compiled this list based on [ SotArcz 441 and

additional open source research. However, there may be a number of importers of wind towers

from the subject countries that are unknown to Petitioner at this time. Petitioner respectfully

28 Petitioner notes that in 2017, the value of total wind tower imports was $211.2 million, while the value of

imports entered under HTS 7308.20.0020 was $252.3 million. Thus, official import statistics may be overstated by
up to 16 percent. See Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-

1196, USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at IV-2, attached as Exhibit 1-14; U.S. Imports of Wind Towers,

attached as Exhibit 1-17.
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requests that the Department and the Commission obtain this information from CBP. Petitioner

does not have access to this information.

III. MATERIAL INJURY, CAUSATION, AND THREAT

A. Introduction 

Dumped and subsidized imports of wind towers from Canada, Indonesia, Korea, and

Vietnam have caused material injury, and threaten to cause further injury, to the domestic

industry. Between 2016 and 2018, significant quantities of subject imports entered the United

States, more than doubling from 2017 to 2018 alone. The large influx of subject imports has

continued into the first quarter of 2019, with subject imports increasing more than tenfold

compared to the first quarter of 2018. Subject imports also gained market share at the direct

expense of the U.S. industry. As a consequence, key financial indicators for the industry,

including capacity utilization and employment, have fallen. Unless the domestic industry

receives relief from dumped and subsidized imports, these trends will continue, and the future

will see more mills idled or shut down completely, and more jobs lost.

Subject imports also threaten the domestic industry with further material injury going

forward. Because its financial performance was adversely affected by the subject imports during

the period of investigation ("POI"), the domestic wind tower industry is currently vulnerable to

further injury by subject imports. The large presence of and recent increase in subject imports

establishes the ability of the subject imports to enter the U.S. market rapidly and in significant

quantities. Subject imports have also had demonstrable price effects, as large volumes of subject

imports forced the domestic industry to lower prices in an attempt to maintain production. With

the phaseout of the production tax credit ("PTC"), demand is expected to soften, leaving the

domestic industry that much more vulnerable to unfairly traded imports.
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Moreover, the subject countries appear to have both substantial capacity and substantial

excess capacity. This will allow them to increase exports to the United States even further.

Taken together, these factors will make it difficult or impossible for the domestic wind tower

industry to generate the levels of profit necessary to invest in the new facilities and equipment

needed to remain competitive unless trade relief is granted. Indeed, as shown further below, the

statutory factors that the Commission is required to consider show that subject imports threaten

the domestic industry with further material injury. In the absence of trade relief, subject imports

will continue pouring into this market, causing additional harm to U.S. producers.

B. The Domestic Like Product Consists of Certain Utility Wind Towers 

In determining whether an industry in the United States is materially injured or

threatened with material injury by reason of imports of the subject merchandise, the Commission

first defines the domestic like product.29 The "domestic like product" is defined as "a product

which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the article

subject to an investigation . . . ."30 In an investigation, the like product determination is a factual

one made on a case-by-case basis.3I The Commission generally considers the following factors:

(1) physical characteristics and uses; (2) interchangeability; (3) channels of distribution;

(4) customer and producer perceptions of the products; (5) common manufacturing facilities,

production processes and production employees; and, where appropriate, (6) plice.32 In

29 See NEC Corp. v. Dep't of Commerce, 36 F. Supp. 2d 380, 382 (Ct. lnt'l Trade 1998).
30 19 U.S.C. § 1677(10).

31 See, e.g., NEC, 36 F. Supp. 2d at 383.

32 See Cleo, Inc. v. United States, 501 F.3d 1291, 1295 (Fed. Cir. 2007).
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evaluating these factors, the Commission looks for clear dividing lines and disregards minor

variations.33

Application of these criteria establishes that wind towers constitute a single domestic like

product. In its previous investigation and review of wind towers, the Commission found that all

items covered by the scope were part of a single like product.34 The scope here is identical and

there have been no significant changes in the uses, channels of distribution, or manufacturing

processes of wind towers since the prior investigation and reviews.

Utility scale wind towers are typically tubular steel structures upon which other wind

turbine components are mounted. Wind towers are generally produced from steel plate and are

designed to each OEM turbine manufacturer's proprietary specifications. Utility scale wind

towers are used primarily in utility scale electrical power generation projects and are not

interchangeable with other products. As to channels of distribution, wind towers are principally

sold to wind turbine manufacturers who design power generation systems to meet the needs of

particular wind farm projects. Customers and producers view wind towers as a distinct product

category produced by a single industry for use in wind turbine power generation units.

Moreover, the majority of the Coalition members produce large, utility scale wind towers in

dedicated facilities with dedicated employees. Accordingly, the Department and the

Commission should again find that all wind towers within the scope of these investigations

constitute a single domestic like product.

33 Id.

34 Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196,
USITC Pub. 4372 (Feb. 2013) (Final) at 4-6, attached as Exhibit 1-9; Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and
Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196, USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at 5-7, attached as
Exhibit 1-14.
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C. Domestic Industry 

Section 771(4)(A) of the Act defines the relevant domestic industry as the "producers as a

whole of a domestic like product, or those producers whose collective output of a domestic like

product constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of the product."35 As in

its prior investigations and reviews involving wind towers, the Commission should again find

that there is a single domestic industry that produces utility scale wind towers.36

1. It May Be Appropriate To Exclude I 0—ow.? c From The
Domestic Industry As Related Parties 

The Act provides that a domestic producer may be excluded from the domestic industry if

it is either related to the exporters or importers of the subject merchandise, or if it is itself an

importer of the subject merchandise.37 In these investigations, it may be appropriate to exclude

[ cow-pa...ka s ] as related parties.

As discussed above, [ is [ ] wind turbine manufacturers

and servicers in the world, having [ 138 [

]. To the extent

that [ ], any towers

needed for the project will be sourced ] from imports. In

Petitioner's experience, the tower comprises approximately [ e."10-0 r} of the overall cost of the

35 See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4XA) (2010).

36 Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196,
USITC Pub. 4372 (Feb. 2013) (Final) at 6-8, attached as Exhibit 1-9; Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and
Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196, USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at 7-9, attached as
Exhibit 1-14.

37 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4XB). See Torrington Co. v. United States, 790 F. Supp. 1161, 1168 (Ct. Intl Trade
1992); Sandvik AB v. United States, 721 F. Supp. 1322, 1331-32 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989) aff'd without opinion, 904
F.2d 46 (Fed. Cir. 1990).

38 See [ (41 Cle 4-(t.
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complete turbine installation. Thus, as a [ A.

] that import the subject product, [ c.i.f.) may have an

interest in also using unfairly traded subject imports to ensure that its [

] is as competitive as possible. Indeed, [ clo.46.-1 indicates that [c 4...r09 is a

significant importer of subject merchandise from [ &at...4414 ].39 As described in Exhibit

1-19, [c...-r1 also asks other U.S. producers to bid on certain tower designs to supply projects.

These U.S. producers, however, consistently lose sales to [40-roy] import sources. As such,

[(...f..%71 clearly has an ongoing interest to leverage its import sources at the expense of U.S.

production, including its own U.S. production.

It may also be appropriate to exclude [c...t....t1 ] from the domestic industry. As

previously discussed, [ ]. We

believe [ ] imports are theirs and Coalition members have lost sales [ 1.40

Consequently, [ ] appears to have a significant interest in maintaining access to unfairly

traded subject imports from its [ ]. Therefore, it may be appropriate to

also exclude [t. .pt] from the domestic industry as a related party.

D. Conditions of Competition 

1. The Wind Tower Customer Base Is Highly Concentrated

Wind towers are produced to each OEM turbine manufacturer's specifications to support

each OEM's turbine design. The wind towers that are subject to these petitions are used to

support large industrial wind turbines typically used in utility scale power generation projects.

Towers are generally produced after wind farm projects receive financing and turbine

39 ], attached as Exhibit 1-5.

40 Declaration of [ ] at Exhibit 1-8; [
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manufacturers award bids to suppliers. Additionally, only a limited number of OEMs purchase

wind towers in any given year, the number of new projects will vary and often just one or two

large new projects can affect demand for a particular year.4I Each transaction can be significant

and the impact of one lost sale to subject imports can have a devastating effect on domestic

producers' future pricing and production volumes.

Available evidence indicates that producers in subject countries continue to use unfair

pricing to capture increased volume and leverage down domestic conversion prices. The subject

imports caused significant disruptions in the marketplace resulting in material injury to the

domestic industry that produces wind towers.

2. Captive Consumption is a Siffnificant Issue in this Industry

[ acrrroviriv42.-. Vestas is the only vertically integrated wind tower producer in the

United States. Accordingly, Petitioners believe that Vestas internally consumes all of its

domestic production.' The Commission has previously focused on the merchant market for

wind towers because this is where competition with subject imports is most intense.43 This

condition of competition has not changed since the previous investigations on wind towers. The

Commission should again fmd that captive consumption is a significant issue in this industry and

focus its analysis on the merchant market.

41 Four OEMs, Vestas, GE, Siemens Gamesa, and Nordex, accounted for virtually all U.S. wind turbine
installations in 2017. Nordex is the other largest turbine supplier in the United States. See American Wind Energy
Association, US. Wind Industry First Quarter 2019 Market Report and U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, 2017 Wind Technologies Market Report at 11, attached as Exhibit 1-6.

42 See Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196,
USITC Pub. 4372 (Feb. 2013) (Final) at III-11, attached as Exhibit 1-9 (stating "One U.S. producer, Vestas Towers,
reported internal consumption/ transfers to related firms").

43 Id at 24 n.199.
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3. Sales Occur Through a Competitive Closed Bidding Process or
Negotiated Supply Agreements 

Wind towers are generally produced to order and typically sold either through a

competitive closed bidding process or through a long-term requirements contract. A single wind

tower may cost [,w-((] per unit or more, and despite the high price, the bid process ensures

that the market for wind towers remains competitive. OEM turbine manufacturers often request

both foreign and domestic tower producers to quote particular tower models and designs. Such a

request will include the specifications for the tower, such as the total number of steel plates, the

relative widths and thickness of the plates, the location of the particular cans and cones, types of

flanges, and even the internal components both, mechanical and electrical. In response,

producers of wind towers submit closed bids to the OEM, detailing price and confirming their

ability to meet the specifications as well as complete manufacturing within the specified time

frame. Because tower producers are essentially large scale steel fabricators, they are negotiating

on the conversion price from steel to tower. Often the steel may be a pass-through to the OEM.

What is typically negotiated is the conversion price. Producers are generally unaware of the price

quotes submitted by other producers. The producer that offers the lowest FOB price of the

tower, whether foreign or domestic, generally receives the order.

Some OEM turbine manufacturers enter into long-term requirements contracts to supply

a target number of towers over the term of the contract based on the specifications of the OEM

turbine manufacture. Often times, however, the OEM turbine manufacture's will not purchase

all of the target volumes under the contract either because the contract does not bind them to a

particular volume or because the contract term may be renegotiated. Under these types of

contracts, the OEM will identify the number and types of towers to produce, the production
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schedule, and the delivery schedule. They also enter similar contracts with subject producers as

well. Notwithstanding these contracts, however, the OEM still has the option to purchase

additional volumes from both domestic and subject producers, which could have otherwise gone

to a domestic producer. Thus, because the OEM has the option to use [

]. In fact,

the U.S. producer must allocate a portion of its capacity to these contracts but then cannot fill the

unused portion of its capacity due to the sales of imports at unfair prices.

As a result, the combination of blind bidding and requirements contracts limits the

Petitioner's ability to document specific lost sales in the manner required by the Commission.

As explained in the sections below, however, Petitioner has, to the extent possible, attempted to

identify sales lost to unfairly traded imports, although the ultimate source of wind towers in these

lost sales instances is not always known.

Additionally, it is important to note that there is a time-lag between when a project is put

out for bid and awarded, and when the towers are produced and installed. The period of a

particular project from the time the project is approved to the time that construction and delivery

of the towers begins can take years. In addition, contract volume is spread over the period, but

production depends on the pace of various projects and when OEMs issue purchaser orders under

the contract. OEMs may slow volume for certain periods, then increase in others, leading to

inconsistent trends in sales lost. As a result, due to the nature of the bidding process and the long

lead times involved in the production of wind turbine components, entries and shipments of wind

towers over discrete periods of time can be inconsistent, and do not necessarily correspond to

declines or increases in installations in the same year.
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4. Demand Considerations 

Demand for wind towers is derived from the installation of electrical wind turbine

generation systems. There are several factors that affect the overall demand for wind turbines,

such as the ability to obtain financing and the levelized cost of electricity generated by wind

power relative to other forms of electrical power generation. The Commission has previously

found government incentives, particularly the PTC and Investment Tax Credit ("ITC"), to be a

factor affecting turbine installation and by extension tower demand." The PTC is a per-kilowatt-

hour tax credit for electricity using qualified energy resources, including wind technology.45 In

short, wind facility developers are eligible for the PTC credit based on either the start date of

construction of a new facility or by meeting the "safe harbor" provision, which is demonstrated

by showing that five percent or more of the total cost of the facility was paid or incurred in a

specific year.46 In general, to qualify for the PTC credit, projects must be completed/brought

online within four years of the commencement of construction/safe harbor. The alternative ITC

provides for a tax credit equal to 30 percent of investment costs at the start of the project.'

44 Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196,
USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at 19-20, attached as Exhibit 1-14.

45 Wind projects were made eligible for the investment tax credit ("ITC", a tax credit equal to 30 percent of a
project's cost) in 2009, and each renewal of the PTC also included a renewal of wind's eligibility for the ITC. The
ITC incentive levels for wind scale down at the same rate as the PTC after 2016. The DOE reports that firms
typically opt for the PTC rather than the ITC. Id

46 See U.S. Department of Energy, Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit (PTC), attached as Exhibit
1-20; see also Congressional Research Service, The Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit: In Brief (last
updated Nov. 27, 2018), attached as Exhibit 1-21.

47 W1NDExchange, Production Tax Credit and Investment Tax Credit for Wind, attached as Exhibit 1-22.
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The PTC is currently scheduled to be phased-out by the end of 2019. The ITC incentive

levels for wind scale down at the same rate as the PTC after 2016.48 Such a phase-out process

works as follows:

• Developers of facilities for which construction commenced in 2016, or
provision was met in 2016, are entitled to 100 percent of the PTC credit.

• Developers of facilities for which construction commenced in 2017, or
provision was met in 2017, are entitled to 80 percent of the PTC credit.

• Developers of facilities for which construction commenced in 2016, or
provision was met in 2018, are entitled to 60 percent of the PTC credit.

• Developers of facilities for which construction commenced in 2016, or
provision was met in 2019, are entitled to 40 percent of the PTC credit.

the safe harbor

the safe harbor

the safe harbor

the safe harbor

Thus, for facilities in which construction began, or were safe harbored, in 2016, developers

must bring the facility online by the end of 2019, and as a result, demand in 2019 is expected to

increase. Demand in 2020 is also expected to remain high as developers seek to complete/bring

online facilities for which they are entitled to 80 percent of the PTC credit. While wind power

capacity additions decreased over the period from 8,203 MW in 2016 to 7,588 MW in 2018,

11,121 MW of wind tower installations are expected in 2020.49 Beyond that, however, demand is

expected to decline, as the phase-down at 60 percent (or lower) for projects commenced/safe

harbored in 2018 (and 2019) is expected to be much less beneficial/attractive to facility

developers. While the gradual phase-out of the PTC will likely result in declining demand, the

industry still expects there to be demand for onshore wind towers, albeit at reduced levels.

48 The DOE reports that firms typically opt for the PTC rather than the ITC. American Wind Energy
Association, US. Wind Industry First Quarter 2019 Market Report and U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, 2017 Wind Technologies Market Report at 66, attached as Exhibit 1-6.

49 Id.
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E. Subject Imports are Causing Material Injury to the Domestic Industry

In determining whether a domestic industry is experiencing present material injury

caused by unfairly traded imports, the Commission must consider the following:

(I) the volume of imports of the subject merchandise;

(II) the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the United States for
domestic like products; and

(III) the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic producers of
domestic like products.5°

An analysis of these factors shows that the domestic wind tower industry is

suffering material injury by reason of subject imports.

1. All Subject Imports Should be Cumulated 

For purposes of evaluating the volume and price effects for a determination of material

injury by reason of subject imports, Section 771(7)(G)(i) of the Act requires the Commission to

cumulate subject imports from all countries as to which petitions were filed on the same day, if

such imports compete with each other and with the domestic like product in the U.S. market.51

In assessing whether subject imports compete with each other and with the domestic like

product, the Commission generally has considered four factors:

(1) the degree of fungibility between subject imports from different countries
and between subject imports and the domestic like product, including
consideration of specific customer requirements and other quality-related
questions;

(2) the presence of sales or offers to sell in the same geographic markets of
subject imports from different countries and the domestic like product;

50 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B).

51 
Id § 1677(7)(G)(i). None of the exceptions to cumulation apply. See id § 1677(7)(GXii).
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(3) the existence of common or similar channels of distribution for subject
imports from different countries and the domestic like product; and

(4) whether the subject imports are simultaneously present in the market.52

While no single factor is necessarily determinative, and the list of factors is not

exhaustive, these factors are intended to provide the Commission with a framework for

determining whether the subject imports compete with each other and with the domestic like

product.53 Only a "reasonable overlap" of competition is required.

In these investigations, each of the Commission's usual factors indicates that subject

imports compete with each other and with the domestic like product. Indeed, in the previous

investigations and reviews regarding wind towers from China and Vietnam, the Commission

found that there was a reasonable overlap, or a likelihood of reasonable overlap, among subject

imports and between subject imports and the domestic like product.54

a. Subject Imports and the Domestic Like Produce are Fungible

Imports of wind towers from Canadn, Indonesia, Korea, and Vietnam are generally

substitutable with each other and with the domestic like product. During the bidding and contract

negotiation process, both foreign and domestic manufacturers are all offering to supply the same

tower specification for the particular OEM turbine manufacture. At the time of production, the

tower producers are effectively fabricating the tower to the particular OEM turbine

manufacture's specifications. Depending on the turbine design, it is possible to have identical

52 See Certain Cast-Iron Pipe Fittings from Brazil, the Republic of Korea, and Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-
278-280, USITC Pub. 1845 (May 1986) (Final) at 8, aff'd, Fundicao Tupy, S.A. v. United States, 678 F. Supp. 898,
899 (Ct. lnt'l Trade 1988), aff'd, 859 F.2d 915, 915 (Fed. Cir. 1988).

53 See, e.g., Wieland Werke, AG v. United States, 718 F. Supp. 50, 54 (Ct. Intl Trade 1989).

54 See Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196,
USITC Pub. 4372 (Feb. 2013) (Final) at 8-11, attached as Exhibit 1-9; Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and
Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196, USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at 9-15, attached
as Exhibit 1-14.
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towers produced by two different tower producers used by the same OEM turbine manufacture in

multiple projects in different locations with only minor modifications for a given project.

Consequently, at the time of contract negotiation and/or bidding, wind towers are fungible within

a particular OEM turbine manufacturer's designs and specifications. Moreover, in the

Commission's most recent review of wind towers, it found that the majority of market

participants reported that wind towers produced from all sources are interchangeable.' Thus, the

Commission should conclude that wind towers are highly fungible.

b. Subject Imports and the Domestic Like Product Are Sold in the
Same Geographical Markets

The record here will show that imports from each of the subject countries compete with

imports from the other subject countries and with the domestic like product throughout the U.S.

market. The Commission has found in the past that wind towers produced in the United States

were marketed and shipped nationwide.' The same is true of subject imports. Official import

statistics show that, during the POI, wind tower imports from subject countries entered the

United States in ports throughout the United States, with imports from the subject countries

overlapping at various ports of entry, further demonstrating that subject imports compete in the

same geographic markets.57 Moreover, domestic producers also offer the domestic like product

for sale in all regions throughout the United States. Thus, official import data demonstrate that

the subject imports are being offered, generally in direct competition with U.S.-produced wind

towers, throughout the entire country.

55 Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196,
USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at 14, attached as Exhibit 1-14.

56

57

Id at 10.

See U.S. Imports of Wind Towers, attached as Exhibit 1-17.
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c. Subject Imports and the Domestic Like Product Are Sold in the
Same Channels of Distribution

Wind towers are used in the construction of wind turbines, and thus the primary

purchasers of wind towers are wind turbine manufacturers, or OEMs.58 A majority of both

subject wind towers and domestic like product sales are made to wind turbine manufacturers.

Evidence submitted during the course of these investigations will confirm that domestically-

produced wind towers and the subject imports share common channels of distribution.

Consequently, all utility scale wind towers, regardless of country of origin, share similar

channels of distribution.

d. Subject Imports and the Domestic Like Product Are
Simultaneously Present in the Market

Subject imports and the domestic like product are simultaneously present in the U.S.

market. Exhibit 1-17 shows that subject imports from Canada entered the United States in each

month from January 2016 to March 2019 (the last month for which data is available). Subject

imports from Indonesia and Korea were present in the vast majority of months throughout the

period. Subject imports from Vietnam were subject to an AD order since February 2013 and as a

result were largely absent from the market during the period. However, subject imports from

Vietnam reentered the market following the Department's amended final determination where

CS Wind Group was excluded from the order and remained present in the majority of the

remaining months of the POI. Likewise, domestically produced wind towers also have been

available in the U.S. market throughout each of those same months. Thus, this factor provides

58 Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196,
USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at II-1, attached as Exhibit 1-14.
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further evidence that subject imports are competing with each other and the domestic like

product.

e. Conclusion

As demonstrated above, all of the factors usually considered by the Commission with

regard to cumulation indicate that there is a "reasonable overlap of competition" between subject

imports of wind towers from Canada, Indonesia, Korea, and Vietnam and the domestic like

product. Accordingly, the Commission is required to analyze subject imports on a cumulated

basis.

2. The Volume of Subject Imports Is Significant

In evaluating the volume of imports, the Commission must "consider whether the volume

of imports of the merchandise, or any increase in that volume, either in absolute terms or relative

to production or consumption in the United States, is significant."59 In these investigations,

available data show that the volume of subject imports, both in absolute terms and relative to

U.S. production, is significant within the meaning of the relevant statutory provision.

a. The Volume of Subject Imports is Significant in Absolute
Terms

The volume of subject imports6° is significant in absolute terms. Subject imports totaled

92,212 metric tons in 2016 and increased to 100,266 metric tons by 2018. In January-March

2019, subject imports not only remained significant, totaling 21,170 metric tons, but were also

59 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(i).

60 For purposes of measuring subject import volumes, Petitioner has relied upon data for subject imports
entering the United States under the HTS number identified in Section II.E.4 above. As previously noted, imports
entered under this HTSUS number may include non-subject merchandise but generally reflect the majority of
subject wind towers shipped to the United States.
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nearly 12 times greater compared to the same period in 2018. These huge amounts of imports

were significant absolutely and injurious to the domestic industry.61

b. The Volume of Subject Imports Is Significant Relative to
Domestic Consumption

Subject imports have also increased relative to consumption, capturing market share

directly from the domestic industry. The market share of subject imports increased from [41- ]

percent in 2016 to [ ] percent in 2018. Subject imports continued to capture significant U.S.

market share in 2019. In the first quarter of 2019, subject import market share was [1:f ]

percentage points higher compared to the first quarter of 2018.62 Meanwhile, shipments by U.S.

producers fell by [ 1 percent over the P01.63 Accordingly, during the POI, subject imports

were significant in absolute terms and relative to domestic consumption.

c. All Imports Are Non-Negligible

The Commission will consider imports from a subject country to be negligible if they account

for less than three percent of total imports of the subject merchandise.64 The threshold figure for

negligibility in CVD investigations involving developing countries is four percent.' The

Commission may make its determination using "reasonable estimates on the basis of available

statistics."66 The Commission may rely on official import statistics, questionnaire data, or some

61

62

See U.S. Imports of Wind Towers, attached as Exhibit 1-17.

The Coalition's market share analysis does not include [ . However, as previously
discussed, petitioners believe this represents the vast majority of the merchant market and is representative of the
industry as a whole. U.S. Merchant Market Share Data, attached as Exhibit 1-23.

63 Merchant Market Trade & Financial Data, attached as Exhibit 1-4.

64 19 U.S.C. §§ 1673b(a)(1), 1673d(b)(1), and 1677(24)(A).

65 Id §§ 1671b(a)(1), 1671d(b)(1), and 1677(24)(B).

66 Certain Oil Country Tubular Goods from India, Korea, the Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand Turkey,
Ukraine, and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-499-500 and 731-TA-1215-1217 and 1219-1223, USITC Pub. 4489 (Sept.
2014) (Final) at 16.
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combination of sources.' In assessing negligibility, the Commission will examine "the most recent

12-month period for which data are available that precedes the filing of the petition?"68 The most

recent 12-month period for which data are available is May 2018 through April 2019. As shown in

the table below, the official import data establishes that, during this period, no subject imports are

negligible.

U.S. Imports of Wind Towers from May 2018— April 201969

Quantity (Metric Tons) % of Total

Canada 23,218 17.0

Indonesia 36,794 26.9

Korea 44,104 32.3

Vietnam 17,438 12.8

All Others 15,123 11.1

Total 136,675 100.0

3. The Price Effects of Subject Imports Is Significant

In evaluating the effect of subject imports on prices, the Commission must consider

whether "there has been significant price underselling by the imported merchandise," and

whether the effect of imports "otherwise depresses prices to a significant degree or prevents price

increases, which otherwise would have occurred, to a significant degree."7° In these

investigations both of the statutory factors indicate that the price effect of subject imports is

significant.

67 See, e.g Certain Cold-Rolled Steel Products from Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, China, France,
Germany, India, Japan, Korea, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Russia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan,
Thailand Turkey, and Venezuela, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-422-425 and 731-TA-964-983, USITC Pub. 3471 (Nov. 2001)
(Prelim.) at 8-9.

68 19 U.S.C. § 1677(24XA)(i).

69 U.S. Imports of Wind Towers, attached as Exhibit 1-17.

70 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(ii).
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a. Subject Imports Are Underselling the Domestic Like Product

Evidence reasonably available to Petitioners indicates that the significant volume of

subject imports coincided with significant underselling by subject imports, which serves as

important evidence that the subject imports have had negative price effects. In Exhibit 1-8,

Petitioner has provided evidence that it has lost sales to competing subject imports.' This

evidence shows that since 2016, domestic producers lost major project business due to the

significant underselling by the subject imports.

Moreover, throughout the POI, the average unit value ("AUV") of subject imports were

well below the AUV of the domestic industry's U.S. commercial sales.72 Indeed, the AUV per

wind tower from subject countries declined from [ *k] percent below the AUV of U.S.

commercial shipments in 2016 to [ 4:11 percent below the U.S. AUV in 2018. The price was

even lower in the first quarter of 2019.73 This information further demonstrates the injurious

effects subject imports are having on Coalition members and the domestic industry as a whole.

As discussed above, utility scale wind towers are produced to the specifications of each

individual OEM. Sales agreements are largely determined based on the needs of a specific wind

turbine project and produced to order pursuant to either a closed bid process or a long-term

71 Declaration of [ nct me ], attached as Exhibit 1-8. Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 207.11(b)(2)(v), Petitioner
has provided information on lost sales and lost revenue that is reasonably available to it. This information is also
being submitted electronically as required by the Commission's regulations.

72 Official U.S. import statistics provide quantity data in kilograms. Petitioners converted weight to units
using an average tower weight of 185,000 kilograms. See National Wind Watch, FAQ-Size, attached as Exhibit I-
24 (stating the GE 1.5 MW model tower weighs 71 tons; the Vestas V90 weights 152 tons, and the Gamesa 087
weights 334 tons, for an average tower weight of 147.7 tons, or 133,961 kgs).

73 See U.S. Imports of Wind Towers, attached as Exhibit 1-17; Merchant Market Trade & Financial Data,
attached as Exhibit 1-4.
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requirements contract.' Given the made-to-order nature of wind towers, traditional pricing

products data may present certain limitations. As was done in the previous investigations of wind

towers, the Commission will have to alter its normal underselling analysis to collect bid prices

instead of traditional "pricing products."

Pursuant to Section 207.11(b)(2)(iv) of the Commission's regulations, Petitioner is asked

to identify products for which the Commission should collect pricing data. In this industry,

pricing data relates to specific bids for custom-designed products. While wind towers all share

common characteristics such as height size and weight, any compilation of pricing data for

multiple wind towers for different projects or customers will not be informative. As such,

Petitioner cannot recommend common wind towers specifications for the collection of pricing

data.

In similar cases in the past, the Commission has focused on the bidding process, instances

of direct head-to-head competition between foreign imports and the U.S. product, and, if

available, evidence of purchasers using bids to negotiate lower prices, rather than on presenting a

traditional price descriptor approach in its pricing analysis.75 In Mechanical Transfer Presses

from Japan, the Commission determined that the "data on bids provide{d} . . . a basis to

compare prices with regard to largely comparable products."' In this case, Exhibit 1-25 sets

forth the type of bidding and contract sales information the Petitioner believes the Commission

74 Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 73 I-TA-1195-1196,
USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at V-4, attached as Exhibit 1-14.

75 See Large Newspaper Printing Presses and Components Thereof Whether Assembled or Unassembled,
from Germany and Italy, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-736-737, USITC Pub. 2988 (Aug. 1996) (Final) at 24-25; Vector
Supercomputers from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-740, USITC Pub. 3062 (Oct 1997) (Final) at 18-19.

76 Mechanical Transfer Presses from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-429, USITC Pub. 3304 (May 2000) (Review)
at 15.
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should collect.' By collecting the per-tower fob sales values on a customer-specific basis for

both bid and contract sales, Petitioner believes the information will demonstrate both significant

levels of underselling by the subject imports and will also show significant lost sales and

revenues as a result of the subject import underselling. Petitioner also believes that the four

major OEMs control the bid process and are responsible for the vast majority of purchases of

both domestic and subject imports. Therefore, they should be the initial source of the bid data

requested by the Commission. The OEMs must provide all products bid on, not simply what

they produced, as was the case in the prior wind tower investigations and reviews. As the lost

sales and revenue declaration shows, the domestic industry bids on significantly more tower

models and types than they were awarded volume for. Supplying all of this information by the

OEMs will illustrate the negative effects imports have had on the domestic producers' ability to

make sales.

b. Subject Imports Have Caused Price Suppression and
Depression

Given the evidence of pervasive underselling by the subject imports, it is not surprising

that those imports also suppressed and depressed prices of the domestic like product. As

previously noted, a single large scale wind farm project can have a significant impact on the

domestic industry in a given year. Because wind towers are incorporated into large utility scale

electrical power generating projects, the means by which subject imports affect domestic pricing

is significantly different than that in a traditional commodity product case. In the wind tower

77 Because many of the importers appear to also be the OEM turbine manufacturers, the ITC importers'
questionnaire should also collect bid information from both domestic and foreign producers.
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industry, each time a domestic producer loses a particular bid to subject imports, the domestic

producer adjusts its pricing in future bids in an attempt to win new business.78

Because price is the principal factor that drives sales of wind towers, the domestic

producers have been forced to lower their prices to compete with subject imports. This is

evident in the average commercial sales unit values for domestic wind towers, which decreased

over the POI. The largest decline occurred in 2018, the same time when subject imports surged

into the U.S. market.79 In addition to the specific instances of lost sales detailed in Exhibit 1-26,

Petitioners with [ narreitive-

-..80i Thus, regardless of whether a tower producer

[ WI( il 'VW t 1, subject import underselling further suppressed and depressed

domestic pricing.

Over the last few years, turbine manufacturers have increased the rated power generating

capacity of their turbines and by extension the overall height of their turbines. As wind tower

heights increase, the tower consumes more steel and becomes heavier. Despite the increased

cost of production, however, the significant underselling by the subject imports prevented

Petitioner from increasing prices sufficiently to keep pace with [ k-re." A- ] associated with

the heavier and taller tower designs. While steel is often a passthrough for conversion, the

78 See Declaration of[ vs"̂  t ], attached as Exhibit 1-8.

79 See Merchant Market Trade & Financial Data, attached as Exhibit 1-4.

80 See Declaration of[ IA e••411•44 ], attached as Exhibit I-8.
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subject producers are offering and selling the same towers. The subject imports exerted negative

pricing pressure on the domestic producers' ability to increase prices. Petitioner's ratio of total

cost of goods sold to net sales revenue [ tten ] by almost [44 percent over the POI, from

[fr ] to [ AC.] percent.81 As a result, the Coalition's operating profit margin [ +re .N.I] by [-rid

percentage points over that period and the Coalition [i4041 a total of [ ic, I U e ].82 The

evidence demonstrates, therefore that the presence of large volumes of unfairly-traded subject

imports prevented and narrowed the domestic industry's ability to maintain or increase its

conversion costs.

4. The Impact of Subject Imports on the Domestic Industry Is
Significant

In examining the impact of subject imports on the domestic industry, the Commission is

instructed to "evaluate all relevant economic factors which have a bearing on the state of the

industry in the United States." 83 These factors include, but are not limited to:

(I) actual and potential decline in output, sales, market share, profits,
productivity, return on investments, and utilization of capacity,

(II) factors affecting domestic prices,

(III) actual and potential negative effects on cash flow, inventories,
employment, wages, growth, ability to raise capital, and investment,

(IV) actual and potential negative effects on the existing development and
production efforts of the domestic industry, including efforts to develop a
derivative or more advanced version of the domestic like product, and

(v) the magnitude of the margin of dumping.84

81

82

83

84

See Merchant Market Trade & Financial Data, attached as Exhibit 1-4.

See id

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7XC)(iii).

Id
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The Commission is directed to evaluate all factors "within the context of the business

cycle and conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected industry."85 Based on the

information reasonably available to Petitioner, the evidence demonstrates that the Coalition

members and the domestic industry are suffering material injury by reason of the subject

imports.

a. High Levels of Subject Imports Resulted in Declining Financial
Performance for the Domestic Industry

As noted above, in assessing the impact of unfairly traded imports, the relevant statute

directs the Commission to "evaluate all relevant economic factors. . . within the context of the

business cycle and conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected industry." 86

Thus, in considering the impact of subject imports, the Commission must compare how domestic

producers actually performed in comparison to how they would have performed in the absence of

unfair trade. The available evidence establishes that the significant levels of subject imports

caused the financial performance of the domestic wind tower industry to decline.87

Examining the financial indicia of the Petitioners demonstrates the poor and deteriorating

performance of the domestic industry as a result of competition with unfairly traded wind tower

imports. The significant presence of unfairly traded imports throughout the POI placed the

domestic industry in the untenable position of losing sales to low-priced imports or lowering

prices (and sacrificing profits) to maintain sales. The injury to the domestic industry caused by

85

86

87 See Merchant Market Trade & Financial Data, attached as Exhibit 1-4. Petitioners necessarily have access
to only their own financial information. However, as noted above, Petitioners account for at least [ ] percent of
domestic wind tower production and nearly all of the merchant market. Therefore, Petitioners believe that their
financial results are typical of the domestic industry as a whole.
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this choice is evident from its poor financial performance during the P0I.88 Notably, in a period

of increasing demand, net sales of wind towers declined by [1:19 percent by volume and [4:k ]

percent by value over the POI. Steel costs were up in 2018, however, U.S. producers could not

recover the costs increase and were forced to lower their conversions price in order to maintain

sales. The [ sales is evident in the domestic industry's [ ] during the

POI, which [ tire 6,4 ] percent between 2016 and 2018. Given these trends, it is

unsurprising that the domestic industry's [ be" ekcl ] in 2016 dropped

[ ] percentage points by the end of 2018.89

As these indicia demonstrate, the U.S. industry experienced a [ -hre

] during the POI, which has continued into the interim period.

b. Other Indicators Demonstrate Injury Caused by Subject
Imports

As reviewed above, during the POI, subject imports entered the United States in massive

and increasing volumes, despite declining apparent domestic consumption. As a result of this

surge of unfairly traded imports, the domestic industry's production and shipments suffered

significantly." Production and U.S. shipments of wind towers [ -frr

] during the P01.91 The domestic industry's capacity utilization

[ e el ], such that by 2018, it was [ -40] percentage points lower than at
88 See Heavy Walled Rectangular Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Korea, Mexico, and Turkey,
Inv. Nos. 701-TA-539 and 731-TA-1280-1282, USITC Pub. 4633 (Sept. 2016) (Final) at 29 (finding material injury
where the domestic industry cut prices to retain market share, resulting in a decline in revenues); Steel Concrete
Reinforcing Bar from Japan and Turkey, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-564 and 731-TA-1338 and 1340, USITC Pub. 4705
(July 2017) (Final) at 26 (noting that the domestic industry decreased prices to maintain market share and finding
that "{a} s a result of the significant volume of low-priced subject imports, the domestic industry's output and
revenues were lower than they would have been otherwise").

89 Merchant Market Trade & Financial Data, attached as Exhibit 1-4.

90 See id.

91 Id
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the beginning of the P01.92 Employment trends further highlight the negative effects of large

volumes of low priced subject imports on the domestic industry. Both the number of production

workers and total hours worked [le'. of ] over the period.93

c. Subject Imports Have Caused U.S. Producers to Lose Sales and
Revenues

As explained above, the vast majority of subject imports are sold to OEMs through a

closed bidding process. Accordingly, the ability of the domestic industry to identify specific

examples of lost sales or lost revenues by reason of subject imports is limited. Nevertheless,

pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 207.11(b)(v),94 Petitioners have identified examples of lost sales and lost

revenues; these can be found in Exhibit 1-26. Furthermore, as demonstrated above, the industry-

wide data leave no doubt that subject imports took market share from domestic producers and

drove down domestic prices for wind towers over the POI. Thus, the Commission should find

that subject imports have resulted in lost sales and lost revenues to the domestic industry.

IV. SUBJECT IMPORTS THREATEN ADDITIONAL MATERIAL TO THE
DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

The above discussion establishes that the subject imports have caused material injury to

the domestic wind tower industry. In addition, the evidence available to Petitioners demonstrates

that the subject imports threaten the domestic industry with further material injury. In assessing

threat, the Commission should cumulate imports from all of the subject countries.

92 Id.

Id93

94 The regulations ask Petitioners for a "listing of the main purchasers from which each petitioning firm
experienced lost sales or lost revenue by reason of the subject merchandise during a period covering the three most
recently completed calendar years and that portion of the current calendar year for which information is reasonably
available." 19 C.F.R. § 207.11(b)(2Xv). Such detailed information is difficult to provide for the wind tower
industry and thus a full listing is not reasonably available to Petitioners. However, some examples of such lost sales
and revenues are included in Exhibit 1-26.
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A. The Commission Should Cumulate Subject Imports for Purposes of Its
Threat Analysis 

The Act provides that in evaluating the threat of material injury, the Commission may

cumulatively assess the volume and price effects of imports of the subject merchandise from all

countries with respect to which the petitions were filed on the same day, "if such imports

compete with each other and with domestic like products in the United States market."95 As

these Petitions cover all of the subject countries, the first requirement is met. And as

demonstrated above, the subject imports all compete with each other and with the domestic like

product in the U.S. market. Thus, the statutory requirements for cumulation in a threat

investigation have been satisfied.

1. Subject Imports Threaten Domestic Producers with Additional
Material Injury 

In determining whether subject imports threaten a domestic industry with material injury,

the Commission must consider a number of factors. These factors include

• A significant rate of increase of the volume or market penetration of imports of
the subject merchandise;

• Price effects of the subject imports;

• The nature of any countervailable subsidies;

• Existing unused production capacity or potential increases in production capacity
in the exporting country;

• Inventories of the subject merchandise; and

• The potential for product-shifting.96

95

96

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(H).

Id. § 1677(7)(F)(1).
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In this case, all of these factors support an affirmative threat determination. The

Commission should find that the domestic wind tower industry is vulnerable, and that the subject

imports threaten the domestic industry with material injury.

a. The Domestic Wind Tower Industry Is Vulnerable to
Continued Material Injury from Subject Imports

During the POI, substantial volumes of low-priced subject imports entered the United

States and captured sales and market share from the domestic industry. As a direct result of

competition with unfairly traded subject imports, the domestic industry's trade and financial

indicators were adversely impacted. The industry's deteriorating [ frut fem-hve

] is especially significant in this regard. In fact, while the Petitioner was able to maintain a

[ 191 stir fa

Despite projections of increased demand for 2019 and 2020, OEMs are increasingly using

subject imports and not providing U.S. producers with many, if any, new orders. The

Commission should accordingly determine that the domestic wind tower industry is vulnerable to

continued material injury by reason of the subject imports. As discussed below, the phaseout of

the PTC over the reasonably foreseeable future will continue to exacerbate the adverse effects

subject imports are having on the domestic industry.

b. The Subject Imports Have Maintained a Significant Presence
Throughout the POI and Have Increased in the Interim Period

The Act provides that "a significant rate of increase of the volume or market penetration

of imports of the subject merchandise" shall be considered in determining whether the domestic

industry is threatened with material injury from the subject imports.98 As highlighted above,

97 Merchant Market Trade & Financial Data, attached as Exhibit 1-4.

98 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iXII1).
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subject imports have maintained a significant presence in the United States throughout the POI.

Moreover, the volume of subject imports more than doubled from 2017 to 2018 and was almost

12 times greater in the first quarter of 2019 compared to the first quarter of 2018, demonstrating

the ability of subject imports to significantly increase in a shortperiod.99 

c. The Subject Imports Have Had Demonstrable Price Effects

The Act provides that, in determining whether the domestic industry is threatened with

material injury, the Commission should consider "whether imports of the subject merchandise

are entering at prices that are likely to have a significant depressing or suppressing effect on

domestic prices, and are likely to increase demand for further imports."m The discussion above

shows that subject imports had such effects during the POI and, in the absence of relief, will

continue to have such effects in the near future. In particular, the rise in subject imports that

accelerated at the end of the POI led to a decline in prices for the domestic product at the end of

2018.101 Given continuing high levels of subject imports, at prices substantially underselling the

domestic like product, it is likely that the fall in domestic prices will continue. Thus, this

statutory factor shows that the domestic industry is threatened with additional material injury

from subject imports.

d. Subject Countries Encourage the Exportation of Subject
Merchandise Through Countervailable Subsidies

As part of its threat analysis, the Commission must consider "if a countervailable subsidy

is involved" and, in particular, "whether the countervailable subsidy is a subsidy described in

99 U.S. Imports of Wind Towers, attached as Exhibit 1-17.

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(IV).

Merchant Market Trade & Financial Data, attached as Exhibit 1-4.
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Article 3 or 6.1" of the WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures.1°2 Article 3

of the WTO Subsidies Agreement describes subsidies that are prohibited because they are

contingent upon export performance or upon the use of domestic over imported goods.1°3 As

demonstrated in these Petitions, subject producers in Canada, Indonesia, and Vietnam have

received countervailable subsidies, including export subsidies and import substitution subsidies.

Among the more significant of these are:

• Prohibited local content requirements;

• Purchase of wind towers for more than adequate remuneration;

• Purchase of steel plate for less than adequate remuneration;

• Provision of land for less than adequate remuneration;

• Provision of electricity for less than adequate remuneration;

• Tax breaks; and

• Discounted loans.

e. Subject Producers Have Significant New and Unused Capacity,
Which Indicates a Likelihood of Substantially Increased
Imports

The Act provides that in making a threat determination, the Commission shall consider

"any existing unused production capacity or imminent, substantial increase in production

capacity in the exporting country indicating the likelihood of substantially increased imports.""

The Commission will also consider whether other export markets that could absorb excess

production are available to the subject producers.1°5 In this case, the availability of capacity for

102 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(FXiX1).

103 Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (Apr. 15, 1994), Marrakesh Agreement Establishing
the World Trade Organization, Annex 1, 1867 U.N.T.S. 14 at Art. 3.

104

105 Id

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iXII).
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increased exports to the United States weighs heavily in favor of a threat determination."

During the prior investigation concerning wind towers, there was substantial capacity in subject

countries, totaling at least 3,100 towers.' In fact, in the Australian Anti-Dumping

Commission's most recent report concerning continuation of its AD measures concerning

imports of wind towers from China and Korea, Korean producer Win&P stated it has shifted

business to the United States. It has confirmed capacity and production commitments to supply

the U.S. market through the end of 2019." Subject producers' unused capacity and ability to

increase exports to the United States is further evidenced by the recent increase in subject

imports. As noted above, in the first quarter of 2019, subject imports totaled 158 towers, an

increase of more than 1,000 percent compared to the first quarter of 2018." Thus, to the best of

Petitioners' knowledge, subject producers have excess capacity.

f. Inventories of the Subject Merchandise Threaten the Domestic
Industry with Additional Material Injury

The Commission must also consider inventories of the subject merchandise as an

indicator of the extent to which subject imports threaten additional material injury to the

domestic industry.' I° At this time, Petitioners do not have access to data regarding inventories of

wind towers in the subject countries.

106 See Chlorinated Isocyanurates from China and Japan, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-501 and 731-TA-1226, USITC
Pub. 4494 (Nov. 2014) (Final) at 36; Polyethylene Retail Carrier Bags from Indonesia, Taiwan, and Vietnam, Inv.
Nos. 701-TA-462 and 731-TA-1156-1158, USITC Pub. 4144 (Apr. 2010) (Final) at 25-26.

10' Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196,
USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at IV-21, attached as Exhibit 1-14.

108 Australian Anti-Dumping Commission Report No. 487, Inquiry into the Continuation of Anti-Dumping

Measures Applying to Wind Towers Exported to Australia from the People's Republic of China and the Republic of

Korea (Mar. 12, 2019) at 44, attached as Exhibit 1-27.

109 U.S. Imports of Wind Towers, attached as Exhibit 1-17.

110 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(V).
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Facilities in the Subject Countries Currently Being Used to
Make Other Products Could Be Used to Produce Wind Towers

In weighing the threat to the domestic industry, the Commission must consider "the

potential for product-shifting if production facilities in the foreign country, which can be used to

produce the subject merchandise, are currently being used to produce other products."111 At its

essence, wind towers are primarily extremely large fabricated steel products. As described

above, wind towers are produced by bending or rolling and welding steel plate into a tubular

shape. Evidence indicates that foreign producers that utilize these processes to manufacture

large diameter welded pipe could shift production to wind towers. In fact, one of the world's

largest producers of wind towers with production in Vietnam and Canada, CS Wind, is "aiming

at sustainable long-term growth through diversification of our business in building offshore

towers and structural steel pipes for oil & gas industry."112 Therefore, capacity to produce wind

towers in the subject countries is theoretically limited only by the availability of steel plate.

h. Subject Imports Are Hindering the Existing Development and
Production Efforts of the Domestic Industry

The Act further provides that, in assessing the threat to the domestic industry from

subject imports, the Commission must consider "the actual and potential negative effects on the

existing development and production efforts of the domestic industry, including efforts to

develop a derivative or more advanced version of the domestic like product."3 As discussed

above with respect to present material injury, the significant presence of subject imports caused

the domestic industry to reduce its output and [ net r4 tit ] absent

111

112

Id § 1677(7XFXiXVI).

CS Wind Company Overview Brochure, attached as Exhibit 1-28.

113 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(FXi)(VIII). It should be noted that 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(VII) relates to
investigations that involve imports of raw agricultural products, which are not relevant to these investigations.
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the unfairly traded subject imports. Continuing harm of this type will make it difficult, if not

impossible, for domestic producers to adequately fund their development and production efforts.

Accordingly, this statutory factor also indicates that the domestic industry is threatened with

additional material injury by subject imports.

i. Other Demonstrable Adverse Trends Indicate the Probability
that There Is Likely to Be Material Injury By Reason of
Imports of the Subject Merchandise

Finally, the Act provides that the Commission may consider "any other demonstrable

adverse trends" indicating that subject imports are likely to cause material injury.114 These

investigations feature several such trends, many which have already been discussed in this

petition. As discussed above, demand for wind power has experienced strong growth over the

POI as a result of government incentives and improvements in wind tower technologies.

However, continuation of the PTC and ITC support programs are intended to be phased out by

2020, hindering future demand growth and leaving the domestic industry increasingly

vulnerable. At the same time, the domestic industry is experiencing significant financial losses

and is already vulnerable to significant additional material injury by reason of the subject

imports. A renewed slowdown in wind power project development will only further exacerbate

the material injury caused by the subject imports. These trends certainly show that subject

imports are likely to cause additional material injury.

J. Conclusion

All of the criteria for threat of material injury are present in this case. High and rising

levels of unfairly traded subject imports have left the domestic industry in an extremely

vulnerable condition. Subject imports rose over the POI, especially at the end of the period. The

114 Id. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(IX).
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market share of the subject imports has steadily increased and reached its highest levels at the

very end of the period. These high volumes of subject imports have demonstrably depressed and

suppressed domestic prices. The subject producers have substantial excess capacity to produce

wind towers. They also have the capability to shift production from other products, including

large diameter pipe, to the manufacture of wind towers. By depriving the domestic industry of

the revenues and profits needed to fund future research and development, in the absence of relief,

the subject imports will prevent the domestic industry from taking the steps needed to remain

competitive. For all of these reasons, the Commission should determine that subject imports

threaten the domestic wind tower industry with material injury.
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V. CONCLUSION 

All statutory factors support a finding that subject imports of utility scale wind towers

from the subject countries are a cause of material injury to the domestic industry. Moreover, the

domestic industry is threatened with additional material injury from subject imports.

Accordingly, Petitioner requests that Commerce and the Commission promptly grant the relief

requested.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The application of the Department of Commerce's ("the Department") standard dumping

methodology shows that producers and/or exporters in Canada sold, or offered for sale, utility scale

wind towers ("wind towers") in the United States at less than normal value ("NV").

Petitioner used export price ("EP") as the basis for U.S. price because certain Canadian

producers and/or exporters of subject merchandise typically sell either directly to unrelated

purchasers in the United States or through unaffiliated trading companies to unrelated purchasers

in the United States. Petitioner first computed the ex-factory EP for each transaction or offer ("ex-

factory U.S. price" or "ex-factory EP") in U.S. Dollars by deducting from the quoted transaction

prices the costs incident to delivering the merchandise to customers in the United States.

Specifically, and where applicable, Petitioner deducted transportation charges from the Canadian

manufacturing facilities to the Canadian ports of exportation, foreign brokerage and handling fees

and U.S. duties and taxes.

For the reasons stated infra, Petitioner calculated the NV for Canadian producers based

upon constructed value ("CV"), which includes the cost of materials and fabrication, overhead

expenses, selling, general and administrative expenses, and expected profit levels.'

Petitioner next compared each ex-factory EP with the ex-factory NV for identical or similar

merchandise. In making these comparisons, Petitioner calculated the Canadian producer's NV in

See 19 U.S.C. § 1677b (e) (2015). Petitioner notes that section 505(a) of Trade Preferences Extension Act of
2015 eliminates the requirement that Petitioner provide information as to whether sales have been made at less than
the cost of production. Trade Preferences Extension Act of 2015, Pub. L. No. 114-27, § 505(a), 129 Stat. 362, 385-
86, codified at 19 U.S.C. § 1677b(b)(2)(A)(ii). Petitioner requests that the Department conduct an investigation to
assess whether Marmen Inc. ("Marmen") or any other Canadian producer has made sales at less than the cost of
production. See, e.g., Certain Hot-Rolled Steel Flat Products from Australia, Brazil, Japan, the Republic of Korea,
the Netherlands, the Republic of Turkey, and the United Kingdom, 80 Fed. Reg. 54,261, 54,264 n. 6 (Dep't Commerce
Sept. 9, 2015) (initiation of less-than-fair-value investigations).
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U.S. Dollars. Petitioner then subtracted the U.S. price from the ex-factory NV and divided the

difference by the U.S. price for each observation to determine the dumping margin.

H. EXPORT PRICE

As noted supra, Canadian wind tower producers/exporters typically sell subject

merchandise directly to a U.S. installer or to a U.S. based energy services company.

A. Sales Price 

Unlike other products where merchandise is produced to standard industry specifications

and sold in large quantities to distributors or retailers in the United States, information concerning

the pricing for wind towers is not readily available — especially given the closed bidding process

and the project and purchaser specific requirements for a given project where wind towers are

utilized and given the comparatively low numbers of towers that are sold. As discussed in

Volume I of these petitions, each turbine manufacturer has unique proprietary specifications to

support each of their particular turbines. While wind towers generally share the same cylindrical

shape and certain towers of the same height and weight are priced similarly, wind towers are

effectively custom-made to meet the turbine manufacturer's project specifications. Further, there

are no published price lists that are circulated by either foreign producers or by U.S. customers.

Instead, pricing is typically settled through supply agreements or a competitive offering basis

wherein an energy services company, developer, or distributor may issue a request for quotation

for a given project from one or more potential producers of wind towers. Once the initial request

is made and offers are returned by wind tower producers, the U.S. customer may seek to obtain

more favorable pricing or terms from a select group of potential producers, may focus its efforts

2
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on negotiating with a single producer, or may simply accept the offer from a single producer

without further negotiation.2

In this industry, it is common for domestic manufacturers who are not the successful

bidder(s)/offeror(s) to never receive information concerning the final, accepted price. The

manufacturer may simply be told that its price "was too high" or that other producers offered a

"better price". In rare circumstances, domestic manufacturers of wind towers have learned of U.S.

price offerings by Canadian producers/exporters based upon [ Acery--".4--/ v.oz,

]. As discussed below, this type of information was available

to Petitioner for the period examined.

With respect to the subject goods themselves, domestic manufacturers and Canadian

manufacturers and exporters compete for sales with a limited number of turbine original equipment

manufacturers ("OEMs"). Each OEM has unique specifications for their particular turbine design.

Therefore, as between turbine OEMs, domestic and Canadian manufacturers produce their

products to similar specifications. As a result, domestic and Canadian manufacturers price their

merchandise based upon a number of factors including, but not limited to, the size of the wind

tower, the relative grade of steel to be purchased, labor hours required to fabricate the tower

sections, and other parts, including "internals," that are required to complete the tower.' Despite

the variations found in products between OEM turbine manufactures, Canadian producers'

offerings of wind towers in the United States are for comparable heights, weights, internal

specifications, external specifications, and function as those wind towers which are produced and

2

3

See Declaration of[ ] at 5, attached as Exhibit 11-1.

Id at 6.
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sold in the United States.4 Indeed, Canadian and domestic producers of wind towers compete for

the same customers and projects on a daily basis.

Petitioner obtained the following U.S. prices for sales of wind towers produced in Canada

and exported by Marmen and sold to wind tower users in the United States. The offers made by

Marmen are highly representative of the pricing and offerings made during the period of

investigation (i.e., July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019) ("P0I").5

OBS Producer Type Height Weight Price per Tower

US-201 Marmen [ fa,. tr A 4) 'Joe At 0.104414re # wke.4.$ yore. it 2-157°W ]

US-202 Marmen [ 1.014,4e okogtefr it 0.4.4,ATE vq„,44,..ve, izi I, ODD l

Information concerning the aforementioned transactions was obtained from two sources:

[ Airccovki ] and (2) official U.S. import statistics for Harmonized Tariff

Schedule of the United States ("HTSUS") subheading 7308.20.0020.6

[

AO"(1.7 Moreover, [ e-olm 9 &II

Through [ v, ‘stre.-k-cva.

4 Id.

1-8

5 For purposes of the Petition, Petitioner has utilized the traditional 12-month period and has based the date of
sale upon the known or estimated entry date for subject merchandise. This is the best information reasonably available
to Petitioner.

6

7

8

See USITC Dataweb, Imports for Consumption HTSUS 7802.20.0020, attached as Exhibit 11-2.

See Declaration of[ , attached as Exhibit II-1.
Id.
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A vorccOrkv.t. ].9 [ ] the sales price for OBS US-201 of 42'7,000

represents a sales offer from Marmen obtained through [ ntorg-oviri v e_

For OBS US-202, Petitioner used the official import statistics for HTSUS subheading

7308.20.0020 to obtain the average unit value for wind towers imported from Canada Because

the HTSUS subheading 7308.20.0020 does not specifically identify the type of wind tower

imported by OEM or the actual number of wind towers imported, Petitioner applied the per-

kilogram average unit value to a typical wind tower model imported from Canada. As noted above,

each OEM turbine manufacturer has proprietary specifications that result in variations in the

overall weight of the tower and the number of sections per tower. However, using the average

per-kilogram value for Canadian wind towers and applying it to the precise weight of a known

wind tower model essentially accounts for the variations between OEM turbine manufacturers

given that the steel plate comprises the majority of the wind tower's weight. Absent actual price

quote information, the above methodologies represent the best information available to Petitioner.

Further, because these towers appear to have been sold to [we/these towers were sold to

unrelated customers for purchase prior to importation, EP is the appropriate basis for U.S. price.10

Petitioner calculated the EPs using the quoted transaction price as the best information reasonably

available.

B. Movement and Related Expenses 

In order to calculate the ex-factory U.S. Price for sales to the United States, Petitioner

would normally deduct from the quoted transaction prices the costs associated with exporting and

delivering the product to the customer in the United States. These costs normally consist of

9 Id

io See Section 772(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1677a(c) (2000) (hereinafter the "Tariff
Act").
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movement expenses within Canada, foreign brokerage and handling fees, U.S. brokerage and

handling fees, customs duties paid upon entry of the subject merchandise into the United States,"

and U.S. domestic freight expenses. However, because the pricing for OBS US-201 was derived

from [ rt-Ct rfra. e

] as a conservative measure.12 Because

the U.S. price for OBS US-202 is derived from the official U.S. import statistics and was based on

the "Customs Value" of the goods, all movement expenses have already been stripped out of the

calculation and the prices presented represent an ex-works price for the goods.

C. Computation of Ex-Factory U.S. Price 

Owing to the nature of the price quotes within the possession of the domestic industry, and

its counsel, the offer prices made by Marmen reflect ex-works pricing (i.e., the ex-factory EP).

Consequently, there is no need to demonstrate any adjustments to the quoted price.

III. NORMAL VALUE 

The preferred method for determining the NV of imported products is to examine sales or

offers of sales of identical or similar products in the home market of the exporting country.

Petitioner attempted to obtain information on sales or offers of sales in Canada of wind towers that

are identical or similar to the goods offered for sale to the United States as described supra.

However, wind towers are a specialized product which is sold to specific classes of customers and

for specific projects. Wind towers are not sold to distributors or to entities that maintain inventory

11 According to the 2019 edition of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States ("HTSUS"), there are
no duties levied on imports of wind towers. See Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, Chapter 73 (2019),
excerpts attached as Exhibit 11-3. However, fees like the Harbor Maintenance Tax and the merchandise processing
fee would still be levied. As a conservative estimation, Petitioner has omitted any downward adjustment for customs
fees.

12 See Declaration of[ 1, attached as Exhibit 11-1.
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of wind towers for sales on the open market. Producers of wind towers in Canada are likely aware

of any and all wind farm projects in the country. It would be highly unusual and suspect for a

market researcher to contact a Canadian producer in a simulated effort to obtain home market

pricing for wind towers — especially if the market researcher is unknown to the producer and where

the researcher is requesting pricing information for a theoretical wind farm that the Canadian

producer is unaware of. Thus, it is not practicable to obtain home market pricing for wind towers

for purposes of calculating a dumping margin on a price-to-price basis.

Similarly, for the same reasons discussed above, it is not practical to obtain third market

price offers quoted by Canadian producers. Producers of wind towers in Canada would be aware

of or could easily research all wind farm projects that they would require the preparation of a quote.

It would be highly unusual and suspect for a market researcher to contact a Canadian producer in

a simulated effort to obtain third market pricing for wind towers — especially if the market

researcher is unknown to the producer and where the researcher is requesting pricing information

for a theoretical wind farm that the Canadian producer is unaware of. Given the unavailability of

home and third market pricing to calculate NV, Petitioner has relied upon CV to estimate NV.

A. Cost of Production and Constructed Value

Petitioner used the Department's standard methodology to calculate the cost of production

("COP") for the subject merchandise produced by Marmen in Canada. Because the volume of

inputs consumed by Marmen and the company's actual production costs are not reasonably

available, for OBS US-201 and 202, Petitioner used the product-specific production costs and/or

consumption rates of [C0147], a U.S. producer of wind towers, as the "Canadian Surrogate."I3

13 See Declaration of [ V dpiov.k. attached as Exhibit 11-4.
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Petitioner used [ for the [ 
teAve- 

] because it represents the period

of time for which [ do,,..130.415 ] process most closely matched that of the Canadian

respondent, overlaps with the POI, and represents a period in which data were readily available.

As with Marmen and other Canadian respondents, [ ] of wind towers.

] wind tower products including [ .14

B. The Production Process for Subject Merchandise

Manufacturing wind towers entails a multi-step process, which includes a wide range of

large-scale fabrication procedures. Depending on the overall height, which ranges from 60 meters

to over 150 meters, the tower will generally be produced and shipped in three to five sections that

are assembled at the project site. The weight of the final assembled tower can often range from

100 tons to over 350 tons depending on the height of the tower and the gauge of the steel used.

The major steps include, but are not limited to, steel plate cutting and rolling, can/cone welding,

flange mating, section fit-up and weldout, installation of welded internals, door frame installation,

painting, and fmal internals assembly. The following discussion provides a general description of

each phase.

The weight of the turbine, nacelle, and rotor blades, coupled with the constant wind and

torsional forces exerted on the tower require the use of heavy gauge high strength low alloy

("HSLA") or alloy steel plate. The production process for current tower designs typically begins

with HSLA or alloy steel plate, 10 feet wide and over 40 feet long with a thickness up to 3.0 inches

(over 75 millimeters). These plates are cut using a plasma and/or oxygen acetylene cutter, which

14 See id
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cuts the plates into either cone or can (L e., ring) shapes suited to forming the structural shape.

Immediately after cutting, the edges of the plate may be beveled so as to facilitate welding.

Once the plate is cut and beveled, it is moved to a roller where it is rolled into either a

conical or cylindrical shape (L e., ring). The rolling machines run on electricity and are generally

run by between one and three workers. Subsequent to rolling, the cone or cylinder is moved to a

welding station where the adjoining longitudinal edges are welded together creating the long seam.

The welding stations consume welding wire, flux, compressed air, and/or argon gas in the welding

process, which runs on electricity. The inside and outside of the seam are welded where the ends

of the can/cone are joined. The cylindrical cans/cones are then mated to one another and

circumferentially welded together.15 The number of can/cones mated together depends on the

section length. Depending on the final height of the tower, there are typically between 30 to 40

cans and/or cones that comprise a single tower. For example, in a typical 89-meter tower, there

can be over 30 can and/or cone pieces. These cans and/or cones are typically grouped into three

to five sections depending on the total height of the tower, and are shipped to the project site for

final assembly.

Next, steel flanges are welded at each end of the section. The flanges are highly-

customized, precision machined steel rings with drilled holes and tapered faces that allow them to

be mated together with flanges from other tower sections and then secured with extremely large

structural bolts and structural nuts.16 The same welding materials used to weld the cans and cones

together are also used to weld the flanges to the tower sections, L e., welding wire, flux, and gases.

15 See id at 1.

16 See id at 2-3.
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After the sections are fully welded and the flanges are installed, a worker welds brackets,

clips, and lugs into the inside of the section, which serve as attachment points for the various

internal components.17 The brackets are made from flat or round bar stock steel or may be

purchased as pre-fabricated brackets or angle steel. Threaded weld sockets of studs may also be

welded to the interior walls of the tower section.

Each wind tower has at least one utility/service door to allow access to the internal

structure. A producer may utilize an oxygen acetylene or plasma torch to cut out an oval section

from the bottom section of the tower for the door. The producer may then use either a heavy

formed steel plate or thick cut steel plate to fabricate a door frame that is then welded to the

opening. Alternatively, the producer may use a pre-fabricated frame.18 A door and accompanying

door hinges are then attached to the bottom tower section. A tower may also include a fan portal

for the incorporation of a ventilation fan.

Once the basic form of the tower section is complete, the tower section then undergoes

painting and finishing steps to protect it from the significant environmental stresses to which wind

towers are subjected, including from wind, rain, spray, and salt. Due to this fact, a great deal of

effort is often devoted to protecting the tower itself from corrosion. Producers of wind towers

often paint the tower with multiple coats depending on the turbine manufacturer's specifications.

However, each tower will have at least one internal coat and two external coats of high quality

paint. Wind tower producers may also undertake the process of "metalizing" part or all of a tower

to impart additional protection.

17 Some producers do not utilize brackets but instead hang internals from pre-existing holes in the steel section
flanges.

18 See id at 3.
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Painting and/or metalizing involves several steps. First, each tower section is blasted with

grit (often steel fines) to clean the steel and create a profile on the steel surface which helps paint

adhere better. Next, a special coatings or metalizing is applied to the steel flanges as these sections

are likely candidates for the onset of rust and corrosion. Here, thermally sprayed zinc coating is

applied to the flanges so as to impart corrosion resistance — "metalizing or TSZ". After this, the

sections are then placed in a painting booth and painted both internally and externally with

different types of coatings, which can be epoxy, urethane, and others. Finally, the tower is left to

dry under a humidity and temperature-controlled environment — essentially allowing the tower to

slowly bake — so as to ensure the proper drying and curing of the painted surface. Curing of the

paint can often take anywhere from three to 16 hours, depending on the weather. Additionally, for

certain towers that are subjected to extreme environmental conditions or where the customer

demands such treatment, additional tower surface area may have additional coating layers applied

or be "metalized" utilizing the same process described above for the flanges.

Once the painting work is complete, the tower sections are fitted out with the remaining

internal components. Depending on the turbine manufacturer's design, the internals may include

items such as ladders, flooring/platforms, electrical utility cabling, conduit, main cables and

connectors for the generator nacelle, interior lighting, mechanical or electrically driven "man lifts"

(elevators), or other accessories.19 Once the specified internals are attached, the towers are

transferred to inventory to await being transported to the customer's yard.

C. The Canadian Surrogate

The production process for wind towers is very similar regardless of whether the product

is produced in the United States or in Canada. As such, the Canadian Surrogate, a U.S. wind tower

19 See id at 4.
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producer, [ produced wind towers [ MAAA•10-e r 1.

Currently, the Canadian Surrogate can produce wind towers at [ to

]. The cost models

represent [ wc4v-r."-±1\Ne....

]." For these reasons,

utilization of the Canadian Surrogate to calculate Canadian producers' costs of production for OBS

US-201 and 202 represents the best information reasonably available to Petitioner at this time.

Additionally, according to the information available to Petitioner, Marmen utilized similar

production methods to produce subject merchandise, and offers [ N.*•4r4_A"1\fte...

121 Consequently, Petitioner believes that the costs reflected by these companies

are accurate estimations of the calculation of the COP.

D. Calculation of Normal Value

To calculate NV, Petitioner first calculated the amount (i.e., consumption rate) of each

production input that the Canadian Surrogates used to produce one finished wind tower that is

similar or identical to the merchandise offered for sale by Marmen in the United States during the

20

21

Id at I.

See also Marmen Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit 11-6.
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POI. Petitioner used the Canadian Surrogates' actual consumption rates for all direct material

inputs [ 0,..k.e,rtjzs

].22 Petitioner determined the average cost for most of these inputs in Canada using

publicly available information that is most contemporaneous with the POI. Similarly, using the

Canadian Surrogates' actual incurred consumption rates for energy and labor, Petitioner

determined the average cost for these inputs in Canada from publicly available information that is

most contemporaneous with the POI. Based on this information, Petitioner calculated the

Canadian respondents' NVs.

1. Adjustments for Inflation and Exchanae Rates 

Petitioner was able to obtain cost figures in U.S. Dollars for the period for which Petitioner

has cost data for certain inputs. Where an input came from a period preceding the POI, Petitioner

made adjustments for inflation using the producer price index for Canada as reported by the

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Economic Research.23 Specifically, Petitioner divided the index

for the period to which the input price pertained by the index for the proposed POI (i.e., July 2018

through June 2019).

Petitioner calculated the entire COP in U.S. Dollars pursuant to Department practice. For

input prices denominated in Canadian Dollars, Petitioner converted the price into U.S. Dollars

using the simple average of the daily U.S. Dollar—Canadian Dollar exchange rate for the POI as

reported by the Federal Reserve.24

22 See Declaration of [ /00-4A042— ], attached as Exhibit 11-4.

r, See Canadian Consumer Price Index, attached as Exhibit 11-7.

24 See Currency Exchange Rates, attached as Exhibit 11-8.
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2. Production Costs — Direct

Using the methodology described above, Petitioner estimated the COP for merchandise

produced and exported by the Canadian respondents.25

a. Raw Materials

Petitioner valued all direct material inputs used to produce wind towers products using

primarily Canadian statistics. Petitioner obtained Canadian import data from UN Comtrade's

("Comtrade") database of international trade statistics for the March 2018 through February 2019

period. Although the period March 2018 through June 2018 falls outside of the POI, Petitioner

included these months in order to have a full twelve-month cost period. This is the most recent

data available provided by Comtrade for Canadian imports.26 A summary of all surrogate values

pertaining to material inputs appears at Exhibit 11-10.27 Consistent with the Department's

standard methodology, Petitioner deleted from the calculation of surrogate values any import

pricing that was sourced from non-market economies (e.g., China, Vietnam), countries that have

been found to provide generally available export subsidies (e.g., India, Indonesia), and countries

that are unidentifiable (e.g., "Other countries, NES").

b. Steel inputs

The primary inputs utilized in the production of a wind tower are HSLA or alloy steel plate

(often European Grade S355, ASTM Grade A572 or A709) utilized to form the tower structure,

and cast or forged steel flanges that are utilized to join sections of the steel tower together.

25 See Declaration of [ MAA#4.-.0- ], attached as Exhibit 11-4.

26 See UN Comtrade Data Availability, attached as Exhibit 11-9.

27 See Summary of Canadian Inputs, attached as Exhibit II-10.
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In wind towers, heavy gauge discrete cut-to-length plate is utilized so as to support the

weight of the structure as a whole as well as withstand external forces that are placed upon the

tower (e.g., wind). The HSLA and alloy steel plate consumed in the production of wind towers

are not standard sized plates, and only a limited number of steel mills can produce the plate in the

sizes required by OEM's BOM. As a result, there is a significant price premium for steel plate

used to produce wind tower as compared to standard grade carbon plate. The thickness of the wind

tower steel plate can be as great as 3.00 inches (75 millimeters) or more. The width and length of

the discrete steel plates are also greater than standard plate sizes. The width and length for standard

discrete plate are 2,500 MM or less and 12,000 MM or less, respectively. However, [

] percent of the discrete steel plate dimensions for the specific tower models(i.e.,  [

]) exceed 2,500 MM in width or 12,000 MM in length. As a result, to value this

structural steel plate, Petitioner added a width premium of $26/MT and a length premium of

$29/MT to account for the size of the plate consumed.28

To value steel plate used in wind towers, Petitioner used HTS 7225.40, which covers "other

alloy" steel plate. The BOMs for the [ T0t....t-t--e" ctue
129 [ Sp424..h.6,4-tov%

S lat.c.A'ce c...+10vi

130 This plate contains significant

additions of this alloying element to provide high strength.31 Both HSLA and alloy steel plate sell

28 Declaration of [ ] at 6, attached as Exhibit 11-4.

29 See id at 7

30 Compare American Society for Testing and Materials Designation 572/A 572M-07, Standard Specification
for High-Strength Low-Alloy Columbium-Vanadium Structural Steel, attached as Exhibit 11-11 (specifying that for
Type 2 and 3, the maximum limit for vanadium is 0.15%), with Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States,
Revision 7, Chapter 72 (2019) at note (f), attached as Exhibit 11-12.

31 See Effects of Common Alloying Elements in Steel, attached as Exhibit 11-13.
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at a significant premium to standard grade carbon steel plate.32 OEMs typically specify the grade

of steel to be used in their BOMs and only allow equivalent grades as designated in their production

specifications. Given that the production specifications for the [ tO wei" 14A4-etOs

], Petitioner used HTS subheading 7225.40 to

value the steel. This is the best information available to Petitioner.

The steel flanges are custom cast or forged and used to join the various tower section

together and can be as large as 4 meters in diameter. To value the finely machined steel flanges

used to join together wind tower sections, Petitioner utilized import statistics from Comtrade.33

This is the best information available to Petitioner.

c. Other inputs

Many other inputs are utilized in the production of steel wind towers. These inputs include

doors and door frames, metalized paint, liquid epoxy resins, polyurethane paints, paint thinner,

and welding materials.34 Additionally, other direct materials such as mechanical and electrical

internals are utilized in the production of wind towers. With respect to the mechanical internals,

inputs would include ladders, screws, bolts, washers, pins, metal decking at various levels, hand

rails, attachments, fittings, and other items. With respect to the electrical internals, the input would

include cabling, bus bars, junction boxes, mounting devices, nuts, bolts, washers, pins, electrical

lighting fixtures and lights, electrical receptacles, electrical conduit, zip ties, cable ladders, and

other items. To value each of the aforementioned inputs, Petitioner obtained surrogate value

information as provided for under the relevant HTS numbers from the Canadian Tariff Schedule

32 See Declaration of [ wevw,e,„ I at 6, attached as Exhibit 11-4.
33 See Summary of Canadian Inputs, attached as Exhibit 11-10.

34 Not all inputs are used to produce all subject items.
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and as disseminated by Comtrade.35 The data pertains to the period January 2018 through

December 2018 and therefore covers the majority of the proposed POI. This is the best information

available to Petitioner.

3. &Lem

To value electricity, Petitioner used the Canadian electricity rates in effect during the POI

as reported by the World Bank's Doing Business in Canada.36

4. Labor

The labor expense incurred in producing fmished wind towers includes both the labor

expended in actually processing the finished merchandise as well as the labor time required to

prepare the machining equipment to produce a "run" of wind towers products. To value labor,

Petitioner used 2014 data from the International Labor Organization ("ILO") to obtain the monthly

average wage information and the World Bank's Doing Business in Canada as of May 2018 to

obtain the average hours per day and days per month worked by Canadian employees.' As the

price was obtained in 2014, Petitioner adjusted the value for inflation using the Canadian producer

price index in effect during the P0I.38

5. Production Costs — Other Expenses 

Petitioner added all of the total direct manufacturing costs (materials, labor, and energy) to

calculate the total cost of goods sold ("COGS") net of depreciation for wind towers products.39

Pursuant to the Tariff Act and the Department's regulations, Petitioner added additional expenses

35

36

37

38

39

See id

See Canadian Electricity Costs, attached as Exhibit 11-14.

See Canadian Labor Costs, attached as Exhibit 11-15.

Id.

See Declaration of [ kfa,AANA_ ], attached as Exhibit 11-4.
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relating to overhead, selling, general and administrative expenses, interest expense, and profit to

calculate a final NV. Petitioner attempted to obtain and utilize Marmen's financial statements.

However, Petitioner was unsuccessful in its efforts to obtain Marmen's fmancial

statement — including reviewing Internet website, financial report services such as Morningstar,

and queries through databases such as Dun & Bradstreet. Petitioner also searched for the financial

statements of other Canadian wind tower producers but was unsuccessful. Next, petitions searched

for publicly available financial statements of Canadian fabricators of only steel plate, such as

shipbuilder and producers of large diameter welded pipe. Petitioner was also unsuccessful in these

efforts. As the best information available, Petitioner is relying on the 2018 year end financial

statement of Stelco Holdings ("Stelco") — a Canadian producer of steel products including oil

country tubular goods ("OCTG") and fabricated structural stee1.4° Similar to wind towers, OCTG

and fabricated structural steel require the bending and welding of steel products, including hot

rolled steel plate and/or sheet. Because Petitioner was unable to obtain Stelco's unconsolidated

financial statements, the financial ratios below were calculated with Stelco's consolidated financial

statements.

a. Overhead

Petitioner multiplied Mannen's calculated COGS (Total Materials, Energy & Labor) by

Stelco's fixed overhead ratio as derived from Stelco's fmancial statements to arrive at the fixed

40 See Stelco Website Excerpt, attached as Exhibit 11-16. See also Stelco 2018 Financial Statements, attached
as Exhibit 11-17.
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overhead expense.41 Petitioner added this expense to the calculated COGS to arrive at the total

cost of manufacturing ("COM") for Mannen.42

b. Selling, General, and Administrative Costs and Interest
Expense

With respect to Selling, General, and Administrative Costs ("SG&A"), Petitioner

multiplied Marmen's calculated total COM by Stelco's SG&A ratio as derived from Stelco's

financial statements to arrive at the SG&A expense for Marmen.43 Similarly, Petitioner again

multiplied Mannen's calculated total COM by Stelco's interest expense ratio as derived from

Stelco's fmancial statements to arrive at the interest expense for Marmen.44 Petitioner added the

calculated SG&A expense and the calculated interest expense to the previously calculated total

COM to arrive at a total COP (excluding profit and packing expenses).45

c. Profit

To calculate the profit expense for Marmen, Petitioner multiplied Marmen's calculated

total COP (excluding profit and packing expenses) by Stelco's profit ratio as derived from Stelco's

financial statements to arrive at the profit for Marmen.46

41 See Stelco 2018 Financial Statements, attached as Exhibit 11-17; Calculation of Normal Value, attached as
Exhibit 11-18.

42 See Calculation of Normal Value, attached as Exhibit 11-18.

43 See id; Stelco 2018 Financial Statements, attached as Exhibit 11-17.

44 See Calculation of Normal Value, attached as Exhibit 11-18; Stelco 2018 Financial Statements, attached as
Exhibit 11-17.

45 Calculation of Normal Value, attached as Exhibit 11-18.

46 Id; Stelco 2018 Financial Statements, attached as Exhibit 11-17.
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6. Packing Expenses 

The calculation of NV must take into account the costs associated with packing the

merchandise to be exported to the United States. The costs incurred in packing are added to NV

after total COP has been calculated.'"

E. Normal Value

The calculations described above result in an FOP-based NV for the following

observations:48

OBS Product Height Weight
Normal 

Value(USD)

US-201 [ 1. ovate tiktictit & im.6.1mre•
4 0.44-sv*1-41- g 5-Z-ri 00 0 1i

US-202 [ 4,40,v. likod4k t,..te-See" it 0%4.444" e- A S/7, 5'00 i

IV. LESS THAN NORMAL VALUE COMPARISON

In order to calculate the margins of dumping, Petitioner matched each U.S. transnrtion

offer to its respective NV. Petitioner subtracted the ex-factory U.S. price from NV and then

divided the difference by the EP to determine a dumping margin for each U.S. transaction offer,

yielding a transaction-specific dumping margin.49 Petitioner also calculated a weight-averaged

margin where more than one offer was made by a given Canadian producer/exporter.

These comparisons demonstrate that Canadian producers/exporters sold, or offered for

sale, subject merchandise in the United States at prices below NV. The calculated ad valorem

dumping margin for US-201 and US-202 is 57.70% and 46.32%, respectively.50

47 Calculation of Normal Value, attached as Exhibit 11-18.

48 See Margin Calculation, attached as Exhibit 11-19.

49 See id

50 See id.
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V. CONCLUSION

Petitioner request that antidumping duties be imposed on imports of wind towers from

Canada in an amount sufficient to offset the unfair pricing described above.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The application of the Department of Commerce's (''the Department") standard dumping 

methodology shows that producers and/or exporters in Indonesia sold, or offered for sale, utility 

scale wind towers ("wind towers") in the United States at less than normal value ("NV"). 

Petitioner used export price ("EP") as the basis for U.S. price because certain Indonesian 

producers and/or exporters of subject merchandise typically sell either directly to unrelated 

purchasers in the United States or through unaffiliated trading companies to unrelated purchasers 

in the United States. Petitioner first computed the ex-factory export price for each transaction or 

offer ("ex-factory U.S. price" or "ex-factory EP") in U.S. Dollars by deducting from the quoted 

transaction prices the costs incident to delivering the merchandise to customers in the United 

States. Specifically, and where applicable, Petitioner deducted transportation charges from the 

Indonesian manufacturing facilities to the Indonesian ports of exportation, foreign brokerage and 

handling fees, ocean freight and insurance expenses, U.S. port fees, and U.S. duties and taxes. 

For the reasons stated infra, Petitioner calculated the NV for Indonesian producers based 

upon constructed value ("CV"), which includes the cost of materials and fabrication, overhead 

expenses, selling, general and administrative expenses, and expected profit levels.1 

Petitioner next compared each ex-factory EP with the ex-factory NV for identical or similar 

merchandise. In making these comparisons, Petitioner calculated the Indonesian producer's NV in 

See 19 U.S.C. § 1677b(e). Petitioner notes that section 505,(a) of Trade Preferences Extension Act of2015 
eliminates the requirement that Petitioner provide information as to whether sales have been made at less than the cost 
of production. Trade Preferences Extension Actof2015, Pub. L. No. 114-27, § 505(a), 129 Stat. 362, 385-86, codified 
at 19 U.S.C. § l677b(b)(2)(A)(ii). Petitioner requests that the Department con~uct an investigation to assess whether 
PT Kenertec Power System ("Kenertec") or any other Indonesian producer has made sales at less than the cost of 
production. See, e.g., Certain Hot-Rolled Steel Flat Products from Australia, Brazil, Japan, the Republic of Indonesia, 
the Netherlands, the Republic of Turkey, and the United Kingdom, 80 Fed. Reg. 54,261, 54,264 n.36 (Dep't Commerce 
Sept. 9, 2015) '(initiation of less-lhan-fair-value investigations). 
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U.S. Dollars. Petitioner then subtracted the U.S. price from the ex-factory NV and divided the 

difference by the U.S. price for each observation to determine the dumping margin. 

II. EXPORT PRICE 

As noted supra, Indonesian wind tower producers/exporters typically sell subject 

merchandise directly to a U.S. installer or to a U.S. based energy services company. 

A. Sales Price 

Unlike other products where merchandise is produced to standard industry specifications 

and sold in large quantities to distributors or retailers in the United States, information concerning 

the pricing for wind towers is not readily available - especially given the closed bidding process 

and the project and purchaser specific requirements for a given project where wind towers are 

utilized and given the comparatively low numbers of towers that are sold. As discussed in 

Volume I of these petitions, each turbine manufacturer has unique proprietary specifications to 

support e!ich of their particular turbines. While wind towers generally share the same cylindrical 

shape and certain towers of the same height and weight are priced similarly, wind towers are 

effectively custom-made to meet the turbine manufacturer's project specifications. Further, there 

are no published price lists that are circulated by either foreign producers or by U.S. customers. 

Instead, pricing is typically settled through supply agreements or a competitive offering basis 

wherein an energy services company, developer, or distributor may issue a request for quotation 

for a given project from one or more P,Otential producers of wind towers. Once the initial request 

is made and offers are returned by wind tower producers, the U.S. customer may seek to obtain 

more favorable pricing or terms from a select group of potential producers, may focus its efforts 

2 
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on negotiating with a single producer, or may simply accept the offer from a single producer 

without further negotiation.2 

In this industry, it is common for domestic manufacturers who are not the successful 

bidder(s)/offeror(s) to never receive information concerning the final, accepted price. The 

manufacturer may simply be told that its price "was too high" or that other producers offered a 

"better price". In rare circumstances, domestic manufacturers of wind towers have learned of U.S. 

price offerings by Indonesian producers/exporters based [ 

]. As discussed below, this type of information was not 

available to Petitioner for the period examined. 

With respect to the subject goods themselves, domestic manufacturers and Indonesian 

manufacturers and exporters compete for sales with a limited number of turbine original equipment 

manufacturers ("OEMs"). Each OEM h~ unique specifications for their particular turbine design. 

Therefore, as between turbine OEMs, domestic and Indonesian manufacturers produce their 

products to similar specifications. As a result, domestic and Indonesian manufacturers price their 

merchandise based upon a number of factors including, but not limited to, the size of the wind 

tower, the relative grade of steel to be purchased, labor hours required to fabricate the tower 

section~, and other parts, including "internals," that are required to complete the tower.3 Despite 

the variations found in products between OEM turbine manufactures, Indonesian producers' 

offerings of wind towers in the United States are for comparable heights, weights, internal 

specifications, external specifications, and function as those wind towers which are produced and 

2 See Declaration of [ tJcs.#\e. 
Id. 

], attached as Exhibit 111-1. 
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sold in the United States.4 Indeed, Indonesian and domestic producers of wind towers compete 

for the same customers and projects on a daily basis. 

Petitioner obtained the following U.S. prices for sales of wind towers produced in 

Indonesia and exported by Kenertec Power System through its Iµdonesian subsidiary, PT Kenertec 

Power Systems ("Kenertec"), and sold to wind towers users in the United States. 5 The offers made 

by Kenertec are highly representative of the pricing and offerings made during the period of 

investigation (i.e., July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019) ("POI").6 

. 
OBS Producer Type ,Height Weight Price per Tower 

US-401 Kenertec r froJvt.+ Mt•1&1r( "t .. ,.,.,< 112zs,ool) 
1 

US-402 Kenertec [ rr c? Jve, 4-- Me.s11tt' /lte"' s 1J r-e J Z'iO,ooo 1 

Information concerning the aforementioned transactions was obtained from two sources: 1) official 

U.S. import statistics for Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States ("HTSUS") subheading. 

7308.20.0020; and 2) the [ ].7 

Petitioner used the official import statistics for HTSUS subheading 7308.20.0020 to value 

the particular transactions. Because the HTSUS subheading 7308.20.0020 does not specifically 

identify the type of wind tower imported by OEM, Petitioner used the [ S.°"r'tj entry data to 

identify the wind tower models imported during the proposed POI.. 

4 

As is evident in Exhibit 111-2, the OEM for OBS US-401 was [ 

Declaration of [ V\tlf"'l ], attached as Exhibit 111-1. 

See [ ~cPV(C.~ ], attached as Exhibit 111-2. 

6 For purposes of the Petition, Petitioner has utilized the traditional 12-month period and has based the date of 
sale upon the known or estimated entry date for subject merchandise. This is the best information reasonably available 
to Petitioner. 

See id. 
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] •• 8 The [ 

]. Specifically, [ 

]."9 [ 

].10 [ 

].11 Accordingly, based on the information 

reasonably available to Petitioner, the completed wind towers for OBS US-401 were [ "' 4 ff'-. 1' ~ 

With respect to OBS 402, [ 

Furthermore, the [ 

]."13 [ 

See id 

Id 

].14 However, [ 

9 

10 

11 

12 

See id.; Declaration of [ y'\O fl'\ f ], attached as Exhibit 111-3. 

See [ ~O\Jtc.L ],,attached as Exhibit 111-2; Declaration of [ V\"' fl\ e 
See [ ':,Ov-t~ ], attached as Exhibit ID-2. 

13 See id 
14 See Declaration of [ V\"' """'- ], attached as Exhibitlll-1. 
15 See id. 

5 
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], attached as Exhibit 111-3. 
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]. Thus, based on the information reasonably 

available to Petitioner, the completed wind towers for OBS US-402 were [ 

]. 

To obtain the sales value. for each of these tower models, Petitioner applied the per

kilogram average unit value to the weight of a standard [ V\ e< f' -r ei t, ve 

] model imported from Indonesia. 16 As noted above, each OEM turbine manufacturer has 

proprietary specifications that result in variations in the overall weight of the tower and the number 

of sections per tower. However, ~ing the ayerage per-kilogram value for Indonesian wind towers 

and applying it to the precise weight of a ~own wind tower modef essentially accounts for the 

variations between OEM turbine manufacturers given that steel plate comprises the majority of the 

wind tower's weight. Further, because these towers appear to have been sold to [ ~"~ 

], these towers were likely sold to unrelated customers for purchase prior to 

importation, EP is the appropriate basis for U.S. price.17 Petitioner calculated the EPs using the 

quoted transaction price as the best infonhation reasonably available. 

B. Movement and Related Expenses 

In order to calculate the ex-factory .U.S. Price for sales to -the United States, Petitioner 

would normally deduct from, the quoted transaction prices the costs associated with exporting and 

delivering the product to the customer in the United States. These costs normally consist of inland 

and ocean freight charges from the Indonesian manufacturing facilities to the U.S. ports, 

Indonesian and U.S. port, wharfage, and/or handling fees, foreign brokerage and handling, 

16 

17 

Act''). 

USITC Dataweb, Imports for Consumption HTSUS 7802.20.0020, attached as Exhibit Ill-4. 

See Section 772(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1677a( c) (2000) (hereinafter the "Tariff 

6 
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insurance fees, customs duties paid upon entry of the subject merchandise into the United States, 18 

and U.S. domestic freight expenses. However, because the.pricing was derived from official U.S. 

import statistics and was based on the "Customs Value" of the goods, all movement expenses have 

already been stripped out of the calculation and the prices presented represent an ex-works price 

for the goods. 

C. Computation of Ex-Factory U.S. Price 

Owing to the nature of the price quotes within the possession of the domestic industry, and 

its counsel, the offer prices made by Kenertec reflect ex-works pricing (i.e., the ex-factory EP). 

Consequently,.there is no need to demonstrate any adjustments to the quoted price. 

III. NORMAL VALUE 

The preferred method for determining the NV of imported products is to examine sales or · · 

offers of sales of identical or similar products in the home market of the exporting country. 

Petitioner attempted to obtain information on sales or offers of sales in Indonesia of wind towers 

that are identical or similar to the goods ofiered for sale to the United Sates as described supra. 

However, wind towers are a specialized product which is sold to specific classes of customers and 

for specific projects. Wind towers are not sold to distributors or to entities that maintain inventory 

of wind towers for sales on the open market. Producers of wind towers in Indonesia are likely 

aware of any and all wind farm projects in the country. Indeed, reasonably available evidence 

demonstrates that Indonesia has only one 3 0-tower wind farm operating in the entire country .19 It 

18 According to the 2019 edition ofthe Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States ("HTSUS"), there are 
no duties levied on imports of wind towers. See Excerpts from Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, 
Chapter 73, attached as Exhibit III-5. However, fees like the Harbor Maintenance Tax and the merchandise 
processing fee would still be levied. As a conservative estimation, Petitioner has omitted any downward adjustment 
for customs fees. 
19 Alena Mae S. Flores, Ayala unit completes $150-m wind farm in Indonesia, Manila Standard (July 15, 2018), 
attached as Exhibit 111-6. 
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would be highly unusual and suspect for a market researcher to contact an Indonesian producer in 

a simulated effort to obtain home market pricing for wind towers - especially if the market 

researcher is w;tknown to the producer attd where ~e researcher is requesting pricing information 

for a theoretical wind farm that the Indonesian producer is unaware of. Thus, it is not practicable 

to obtain home market pricing for wind towers for purposes of calculating a dumping margin on a 

price-to-price basis. 

Similarly, for the same reasons discussed above, it is not practical to obtain third market 

price offers quoted by Indonesian producers. Producers of wind towers in Indonesia would be 

aware of or could easily research,.all wind farm projects that they would require the preparation of 

a quote. It would be highly unusual and suspect for a market researcher to contact an Indonel?ian 

producer in a simulated effort to obtain third market pricing for wind towers - especially if the 

market researcher is unknown to the producer and where the researcher is requesting pricing 

information for a theoretical wind f,arm that the Indonesian producer is unaware 0£ Given the 

unavailability of home and third market pricing to calculate NV, Petitioner has relied upon CV to 

estimate NV. 

A. Cost of Production and Constructed Value 

Petitioner used the Department's standard methodology to calculate the cost of production 

("COP") for the subject merchandise produced by Kenertec in Indonesia. Because the volume of 

inputs consumed by Kenertec and the company's actual production costs are not reasonably 

available, for OBS US-401 and 402, Petitioner used the product-specific production costs and/or 

consumption rates of P'"'fan'/], a U.S. producer of wind towers, as the "Indonesian Surrogate."20 

20 See Declaration of [ ], attached as Exhibit IIl-3. 
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Petitioner used [ {oYftr ,,_.,..'f ] for the [ f'~.ri CJ, J. ] because it represents the period 

of time for which. [ Lc.,...flc.~ 1 ] processes most closely matched that of the Indonesian 

respondent, overlaps with the POI, and represent a period in which data were readily available. As 

with Kenertec and other Indonesian respondents, [ ] of wind towers. 

] wind tower products including [ ].21 

B. The Production Process for Subject Merchandise 

Manufacturing wind towers entails a multi-step process, which includes a wide range of 

large-scale fabrication procedures. Depending on the overall height, which ranges from 60 meters 

to over 150 meters, the tower will generally be produced and shipped in three to five sections that 

are assembled at the project site. The weight of the final assembled tower can often range from 

100 tons to over 350 tons depending on the height of the tower and the gauge of the steel used. 

The major steps include, but are not limited to, steel plate ,cutting and rolling, can/cone welding, 

flange mating, section fit-up and weldout, installation of welded internals, door frame installation, 

painting, and fmal internals assembly. The following discussion provides a general description of 

each phase. 

· The weight of the turbine, nacelle, and rotor blades, coupled with the constant wind and 

torsional forces exerted on the tower require the use of heavy gauge high strength low alloy 

("HSLA") or alloy steel plate. The production process for current tower designs typically begins 

with HSI,,A or alloy steel plate, 10 feet wide and over 40 feet long with a thickness up to 3.0 inches 

(over 75 millimeters). These plates are cut using a plasma and/or oxygen acetylene cutter, which 

21 Id 
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cuts the plates into either cone or can (i.e. ring) shapes suited to forming the structural shape. 

Immediately after cutting, the edges of the plate may pe beveled so as to facilitate welding. 

Once the plate is cut and beveled, it is moved to a roller where it is rolled into either a 

conical or cylindrical shape (i.e., ring). The rolling machines run on electricity and are generally 

run by between one and three workers. Subsequent to rplling, the cone or cylinder is moved to a 

welding station where the adjoining longitudinal edges are welded together creating the long seam. 

The welding stations consume welding wire, flux, compressed air, and/or argon gas in the welding 

process, which runs on electricity. The inside and outside of the seam are welded where the ends 

of the can/cone are joined. The cylindrical cans/cones are then mated to one another and 

circumferentially welded together.22 The numqer ,of can/cones mated together depends on the 

section length. Depending on the final-height of the tower, there are typically between 30 to 40 

cans and/or cones that comprise a ,single tower. For example, in a typical 89-meter tower, there 

can be over 30 can and/or cone pieces. These cans and/or cones are typically grouped into three 

to five sections depending on the total height of the tower, and are shipped to the project site for 

final assembly. 

Next, steel flanges are welded at each end of the section. The flanges are highly

customized, precision machined steel rings with drilled holes and tapered faces that allow them to 

be mated together with flanges from other tower sections and then secured with extremely large 

structural bolts and structural nuts.23 The same welding materials used to weld the cans and cones 

together are also used to weld the flanges to the tower sections, i.e., welding wire, flux, and gases. 

22 See id 
23 See id 
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After the sections are fully welded and the flanges are installed, a worker welds brackets, 

clips, and lugs into the inside of the section, which serve as attachment points for the various 

internal components. 24 The brackets are made from flat or round bar stock steel or may be 

purchased as pre-fabricated brackets or angle steel. Threaded weld sockets of stucls may also be 

welded to the interior walls of the tower section. 

Each wind tower has at least one utility/service door to allow access to the internal 

structure. A producer may utilize an oxygen acetylene or plasma torch to cut out an oval section 

-from the bottom section of the tower {or the door. The producer may then use either a heavy 

formed steel plate or thick cut steel plate to fabricate a door frame that is then welded to the 

opening. Alternatively, the producer may use a pre-fabricated frame.25 A door and accompanying 

door hinges are then attached to the bottom tower section. A t~wer may also include a fan portal 

for the incorporation of a ventilation fan. 

Once the basic form of the tower section is complete, the tower section then undergoes 

painting and finishing steps to protect it,from the significant environmental stresses to which wind 

towers are subjected, including from wind, rain, spray, and salt. Due to this fact, a great deal of 

effort is often devoted to protecting the tower itself from corrosion. Producers of wind towers 

often paint the tower with multiple coats depending on the turbine manufacturer's specifications. 

However, each tower will have at least one internal coat and two external coats of high quality 

paint. Wind tower producers may also undertake the process of"metalizing" part or all of a tower 

to impart additional protection. 

24 

flanges. 

25 

Some producers do not utilize brackets but instead hang internals from pre-existing holes in the steel section 

See Declaration of[ V'\A"Me ], attached as Exhibit 111-3. 
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Painting and/or metalizing involves several steps. First, each tower section is blasted with grit 

( often steel fines) to clean the steel and create a profile 0n the steel surface which helps paint adhere better. 

Next, a special coatings or metalizing is applied to the steel flanges as these sections are likely candidates 

for the onset of rust and corrosion. Here, thermally sprayed zinc coating is applied to the flanges so as to 

impart corrosion resistance - "metalizing or TSZ". After this, the sections are then placed in a painting 

booth and painted both internally and externally with different types of coatings, which can be 

epoxy, urethane, and others. Finally, the tower is left to dry under a humidity and temperature

controlled environment- essentially allowing the tower to slowly bake - so as to ensure the proper 

drying and curing of the painted surface. Curing of the paint can often take anywhere from three 

to 16 hours, depending on the weather. Additionally, for certain towers that are subjected to 

extreme environmental conditions or where the cust<?mer demands such treatment, additional 

tower surface area may have additional coating layers applied or be "metalized" utilizing the same 

process described above for the flanges. 

Once the painting work is complete, the tower sections are fitted out with the remaining 

internal components. Depending on the turbi.Q.e manufacturer's design, the internals may include 

items such as ladders, flooring/platforms, electrical utility cabling, conduit, main cables and 

connectors for the generator nacelle, interior,°Iighting, mechanical or electrically driven "man lifts" 

(elevators), or other accessories.26 Once the specified internals are attached, the towers are 

transferred to inventory to await being transported to the customer's yard. 

C. The Indonesian Surrogate 

The production process for wind towers is very similar regardless of whether the product 

is produced in the United States or in Indonesia. As The Indonesian Surrogate [ 

26 See id. 
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] produced wind towers [ r'\tAtr~+.v~ ]. Currently, the Indonesian Surrogate 

can produce wind towers at [ f\G\l'l''M\\#c. 

] . The cost models represent [ 

Y,'\ et f'f' °' Tl V '( 

].27 For these reasons, utilization of the 

Indonesian Surrogate to calculate Indonesian producers' costs of production for OBS US-401 and 

402 represents the best information reasonably available to Petitioner at this time. Additionally, 

ac~ording to the information available to Petitioner, Kenertec utilized similar production methods 

to produce subject merchandise, and offers a [ ~ u r("c.. fwe 

].28 Consequently, Petitioner believes that·the costs reflected by these companies are 

accurate estimations of the calculation of the COP. 

D. · Calculation of Normal Value 

To calculate NV, Petitioner first calculated the amount (i.e., consumption rate) of each 

production input that the Indonesian Surrogates used to produce one finished wind tower that is 

similar or identical to the merchandise offered for sale by Kenertec in the United States during the 

27 

28 

Id 

See [-!,ovCte, ], attac_hed as Exhibit III-2; See also Kenertec Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit Ill-7. 
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POI. Petitioner used the Indonesian Surrogates' actual consumption rates for all direct material 

inputs [ 

].
29 Petitioner determined the average cost for 

most of these inputs in Indonesia using publicly available information that is most 

contemporaneous with the POI. Similarly, using the Indonesian Surrogates' actual incurred 

consumption rates for energy and labor, Petitioner determined ihe average cost for these inputs in 

Indonesia from publicly available information that is most contemporaneous with the POI. Based 

on this information, Petitioner calculated the Indonesian respondents' NVs. 

1. Adiustments for Inflation and Exchange Rates 

Petitioner was able to obtain cost figures in U.S. Dollars for the period for which Petitioner 

has cost data for certain inputs. Where an input came from a period preceding the POI, Petitioner 

made adjustments for inflation using the producer price index for Indonesia as reported by the 

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Economic Research. 30 Specifically, Petitioner divided the index 

for the period to which the input price-pertained by the index for the proposed POI (i.e., July 2018 

through June 2019). 

Petitioner calculated the entire CO:£:> in U.S. Dollars pursuant to Department practice. For 

input prices denominated in Indonesian Rupiah, Petitioner converted the price into U.S. Dollars 

using the simple average of the daily U.S. Dollar-Indonesian Rupiah exchange rate for the POI as 

reported by the Federal Reserve.31 

29 

30 

31 

See Declaration of [ ], attached as Exhibit ID-3. 

See Indonesian Producer Price Index, attached as Exhibit 111-8. 

See Currency Exchange Rates, attached as Exhibit 111-9. 
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2. Production Costs - Direct 

Using the methodology described above, Petitioner estimated the COP for merchandise 

produced and exported by the Indonesian respondents.32 

a. Raw Materials 

Petitioner valued all direct material inputs used to produce wind towers products using 

primarily Indonesian statistics. Petitioner obtained Indonesian import data from UN Comtrade's 

("Comtrade") database of international trade statistics for the January 2018 through December 

2018 period.33 Although the period January 2018 through June 2018 falls outside of the POI, 

Petitioner included these months in order to have a full twelve-month cost period. This is the most 

recent data available provided by Comtrade for Indonesian imports. 34 A summary of all surrogate 

values pertaining to material inputs appears at ExhibitUI-11.35 Consistent with the Department's 

standard methodology, Petitioner deleted from the calculation of surrogate values any import 

pricing that was sourced from non-market economies (e.g., China, Vietnam), countries that have 

been found to provide generally avail.able export subsidies (e.g., India, Indonesia), and countries 

that are unidentifiable (e.g., "Other countries, NES"). 

b. Steel inputs 

The primary inputs utilized in the production of a wind tower are HSLA or alloy steel plate 

(often European Grade S355, ASTM Grade A572 or A709) utilized to form the tower structure, 

and cast or forged steel flanges that are utilized to join sections of the steel tower together. 

32 

33 

34 

35 

Declaration of [ f\ o.Mt. ], attached as Exhibit Ill-3. 

See UN Comtrade Data Availability, attached as Exhibit 111-10. 

See id. 

See Summary oflndonesian Inputs, attached as Exhibit 111-11. 
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In wind towers, heavy gauge discrete cut-to-length plate is utilized so as to support the 

weight of the structure as a whole as well as withstand external forces that are placed upon the 

tower (e.g., wind). The HSLA and alloy steel plate consumed in the production of wind towers 

are not standard sized plates, and only a limited number of steel mills can produce the plate in the 

sizes required by OEM's BOM. As a result, there is a significant price premium for steel plate 

used to produce wind tower as compared to standard grade carbon plate. The thickness of the wind 

tower steel plate can be as great as 3.00 inches (75 millimeters) or more. The width and length of 

the discrete steel plates are also greater than standard plate sizes. The width and length for 

standard discrete plate are 2,500 MM or less and 12,000 MM or less, respectively. However, more 

than ~ percent of the discrete steel plate 'dimensions for the specific tower models (i.e., [ 

]) exceed 2,500 MM in width or 12,000 MM in length. As a result, to 

value this structural steel plate, Petitioner added a width premiUJil of $26/MT and a length premium 

of $29/MT to account for the size of the plate consumed.36 

To value steel plate used in wind towers, Petitioner used HTS 7225 .40, which covers "other 

alloy" steel plate. The BO Ms for the [ 

] steel plate and the [ ].37 

The official specifications for [ 

].38 

36 Declaration of [ "'I tA 14-\e ] at 5-6, attached as Exhibit 111-3. 

31 Id 

38 Compare [ !) o" r~(. 
], attached as Exhibit III-12, with Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, 

Revision 7, Chapter 72 (2019) at note (t), excerpts attached as Exhibit Ill-13. Because these alloying elements are 
intentionally added to the steel to impart certain physical and mechanical characteristics, the HSLA plate is properly 
classified as "other alloy". steel. 
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This plate contains significant additions of these alloying elements to provide high strength and 

assist with corrosion resistance.39 Moreover, half of the A572 Grade 50 steel plate types require 

the addition of vanadium in excess of the 0.1 % threshold limit for other alloy steeI.40 Both HSLA 

and alloy steel plate sell at a significant premium to standard grade carbon steel plate.41 OEMs 

typically specify the grade of steel to be used in their BOMs and only allow equivalent grades as 

designated in their production specifications. Given that the production specifications for the [ 

], Petitioner used HTS, subheading 7225.40 to value the steel. This is the best 

information available to Petitioner. 

The steel flanges are custom cast or forged and used to join the various tower section 

together and can be as large as 4 meters in diameter. To value the finely machined steel flanges 

used.to join together wind tower s~ctions, Petitioner utilized import statistics from Comtrade. This 

is the best information available to Petitioner. 

c. Other inputs 

Many other inputs are utilized in the production of steel wind towers. These inputs include 

doors and door frames, metalized paint, liquid epo.xy resins, polyurethane paints, paint thinner, 

and welding materials.42 Additionally, other direct materials such as mechanical and electrical 

39 See Effects of Common Alloying Elements in Steel, attached as Exhibit ID-14. 
4° Compare American Society for Testing and Materials Designation 572/A 572M-07, Standard Specification 
for High-Strength how-Alloy Columbium-Vanadium Structural Steel, attached as Exhibit 111-15 (specifying that for 
Type 2 and 3, the maximum limit for vanadium is 0.15%), with Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, 
Revision 7, Chapter 72 (2019) at note (f), excerpts attached as Exhibit 111-13. Because these alloying elements are 
intentionally added to the steel to impart certain physical and mechanical characteristics, the HSLA plate is properly 
classified as "other alloy" steel. 

41 Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, Revision 7, Cha:eter 72 (2019) at note (f), excerpts attached 
as Exhibit 111-13. · 

42 Not all inputs are used to produce all subject items. 
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internals are utilized in the production of wind·towers. With respect to the mechanical internals, 

inputs would include ladders, screws, bolts, washers" pins, metal decking at various levels, hand 

rails, attachments, fittings, and other items. With respect to the electrical internals, the fnput would 

include cabling, bus bars, junction boxes, mounting devices, nuts, bolts, washers, pins, electrical 

lighting fixtures and lights, electrical receptacles, electrical conduit, zip ties, cable 'ladders, and 

other items. To value each of the aforementioned inputs, Petitioner obtained surrogate value 

information as provided for under the relevant HTS numbers from the Indonesian Tariff Schedule 

and as disseminated by Comtrade.43 The data pertains to the period January 2018 through 

December 2018 and ther~fore covers the majority of the proposed POI. This is the best information 

available to Petitioner. 

3. Energy 

To value electricity, Petitioner used the Indonesian electricity rates in effect during the POI 

as reported by the World Bank's Doing Business in Indonesia.44 To value natural gas, Petitioner 

used Indonesian natural gas prices sourced from the World Bank's World Gas Intelligence 

publication as reported by Index Mundi.45 

4. Labor 

The labor expe~e incurred in producing finished wind towers includes both the labor 

expended in actually processing the finished merchandise as well as the labor time required to 

prepare the machining equipment to produce a "run" of wind towers products. To value labor, 

Petitioner used 2017 data from the International Labor Organization ("ILO") to obtain the monthly 

43 

44 

45 

See Summary of Surrogate Values, attached as Exhibit 111-11. 

See Indonesian Electricity Costs, attached as Exhibit 111-16. 

See Natural Gas Costs, attached as Exhibit 111-22. 
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average wage information and the World Bank's Dbing Business in Indonesia as of May 2018 to 

obtain the average hours per day and days per month worked by Indonesian employees. 46 As the 

price was obtained in 2017, Petitioner adjusted the value for inflation using the Indonesian 

producer price index in effect during the POI.47 

5. Production Costs - Other Expenses 

Petitioner added all of the total direct manufacturing costs (materials, labor, and energy) to 

calculate the total cost of goods sold ("COGS") net of depreciation for wind towers products.48 

Pursuant to the Tariff Act and the Department's re~ations, Petitioner added additional expenses 

relating to overhead, selling, general and administrative expenses, interest expense, and profit to 

calculate a final NV. Petitioner attempted to obtain and.utilize Kenertec's financial statements. 

However, Petitioner was unsuccessful in its efforts to obtain Kenertec's financial statement -

including reviewing Internet website, financial report services such as Morningstar, and queries 

through databases such as Dun & Bradstreet. As the best information available, Petitioner is 

relying on the 2018 year end financial statement of PT Steel Pipe Industry of Indonesia Tok 

("SPII")- a Indonesian producer of tubular steel goods, including large diameter welded pipe 

("LDWP").49 As a leading manufacturer and exporter of LDWP, Petitioner utilized SPII's 

financial statements because one of the primary inputs utilized in the production of LDWP is 

discrete steel plate, which is purchased in wide sheets and in thicknesses that are comp¥able to 

subject merchandise. Indeed, the production of LDWP starts with the selection of discrete plate 

46 

47 

See Indonesian Labor Costs, attached as Exhibit 111-17. 

Id 
48 See Calculation ofNormal Value, attached as Exhibit 111-18. 

49 Set: SPII Website Excerpt, attached as Exhibit 111-19. See also SPII 2018 Financial Statements, attached as 
Exhibit ill-20. 
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and is rolled and bended to form its cylindrical' shape, similar to the cylindrical cans/cones of a 

wind tower.5° For these reasons, Petitioner believes that the utilization of SPII's financial 

statements is reasonable. Because SPII's unconsolidated financial statements do not contain notes 

and Petitioner was unable to breakout the depreciation expense, Petitioner used SPII' s consolidated 

financial statements to calculate the finan~ial ratios,below. This is the best information available 

to Petitioner at this time. 

a. Overhead 

Petitioner multiplied Kenertec's calculated COGS (Total Materials, Energy & Labor) by 

SPII's fixed overhead rati'o as derived from SPII's financial statements to arrive at the fixed 

overhead expense.51 Petitioner added this expense to the calculated COGS to arrive at the total 

cost of manufacturing ("COM") for Kenert,ec. 52 

b. Selling, General, and Administrative Costs and Interest 
Expense 

With respect to Selling, General, and Administratiye Costs ("SG&A''), Petitioner 

multiplied Kenertec' s calculated total COM by SPII' s SG&A ratio.as derived from SPII' s financial 

statements to arrive at the SG&A expense for Kenertec. 53 Similarly, Petitioner again multiplied 

Kenertec's calculated total COM by SPII's interest expense ratio as derived from SPII's fmancial 

statements to arrive at the interest expense for Kenertec. 54 Petitioner added the calculated SG&A 

50 See SPII Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit 111-19. 
51 See Declaration of [ Y"\-."" -t.. ] at Cost of Production Model, attached as Exhibit 111-3. 
52 See Calculation of Normal Value, attached as Exhibit 111-18; SPII 201& Financial Statements, attached as 
Exhibit 111-20. 
53 See Calculation of Normal Value, attached as Exhibit 111-18; SPII 2018 Financial Statements, attached as 
Exhibit III-20. 
54 See Calculation of Normal Value, attached as Exhibit 111-18; SPII 2018 Financial Statements, attached as 
Exhibit III-20. 
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expense and the calculated interest expense to the previously calculated total COM to arrive at a 

total COP (excluding profit and packing expenses).55 

c. Profit 

To calculate the profit expense for Kenertec, Petitioner multiplied Kenertec's calculated 

total COP (excluding profit and packing expenses) by SPII's profit ratio as derived from SPII's 

financial statements to arrive at the profit for Xenertec. 56 

6. Packing Expenses 

The calculation of NV must take into account the costs associated with packing the 

merchandise to be exported to the United States. The costs incurred in packing are added to NV 

after total COP has been calculated. 57 

E. Normal Value 

The calculations described aboye result in an FOP-based NV for the following 

observations:58 

Normal 
OBS Product/Grade Height Weight Value 

{USDl 

US-401 p'" .( "e,\- Mt•,,,"t f\o\et.1Slf\Cl I 31s;ooo1 

US-402 ProJ11£..+ ~.,, I)(-{. ft'\e1.1~'1tt: 1370 Oo() 1 

IV. LESS THAN NORMAL VALUE COMPARISON 

In order to calculate the margins of dumping, Petitioner matched each U.S. transaction 

offer to its respective NV. Petitioner subtracted the ex-factory U.S. price from NV and then 

ss 

S6 

S7 

S8 

See Calculation ofNormal Value, attached as Exhibit III-18. 

See id.; SPII 2018 Financial Statements & Indonesia Financial Ratio Worksheet, attached as Exhibit 111-20. 

See Calculation ofNormal Value, attached as Exhibit 111-18. 

See Margin Calculation, attached as Exhibit 111-21. 
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divided the difference by the EP to determ:ine·a dumping margin for each U.S. transaction offer, 

yielding a transaction-specific dumeing m?-tgin. 59 Petitioner also calculated a weight-averaged 

margin where more than one offer was made by a given Indonesian producer/exporter. 

These comparisons demonstrate that Indonesian producers/exporters sold, or offered for 

sale, subject merchandise in the United States at prices below· NV. The calculated ad valorem 

dumping margin for US-401 and US-402 is 38.58 percent and 27.23 percent, respectively.60 

V. CONCLUSION 

Petitioner requests that antidumping duties be imposed on imports of wind towers from 

Indonesia in an amount sufficient to offset the unfair pricing d~scribed above. 

59 See id. 

60 See id. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The application of the Department of Commerce's ("the Department") standard dumping 

methodology shows that producers and/or exporters ~n l(orea sold, or offered for sale, utility sc~le 

wind towers ("wind towers'') in the United States at less than normal value ("NV"). 

Petitioner used export price ("EP") as t4e basis for U.S. price because certain Korean 

producers and/or exporters of subject merchandise typically sell either directly to unrelated 

purchasers in the United States or through unaffiliated trading companies to unrelated purchasers 

in the United States. Petitioner first computed the ex-factory export price for each transaction or 

offer ('~x-factory U.S. price" or "ex-fact9ry EP'') i'n U.S. Dollars by deducting from the quoted 

transaction prices the costs incident to d,elivering the merchMdise to customers in the United 

States. Specifically, and where applicable, Petitioner deducted transportation charges from the 

Korean manufacturing facilities to the Korean ports of exportati9n, foreign brokerage and handling 

fees, ocean freight aRd in~urance expenses, U.S. po1i fees, and U.S. duties and taxes. 

Focthe reasons stated infra, Petitioner calculated the NV for Korean producers based upon 

constructed value ("CV"), which includes the cost of materials and fabrication, overhead expenses, 

selling, general and administrative expenses, and expecte,d profit levels. 1 

Petitioner next compared each ex-factory EP with the ex-factory NV for identical or similar 

merchandise. In making these comparisons, Petitioner calculated the Korean producer's NV in 

See 19 U.S.C. § 1677b(e). Petitione!· notes that section S0S(a) df Trade Preferen0es Extension Act of 2015 
eliminates the requirement that Petitioner provide information as to whether sales have been made at less than the cost 
of production. Trade Prefe,;ences Extension Act of20 ! 5, Pub. L. No. 114-27, § 505(a), 129 Stat. 362, 385-86, codified 
at l 9 U.S.C. § ! 677b(b)(2)(A)(ii). Petitioner requests that the Department conduct an investigatiJ)n to assess \\'.hether 
Dongkuk S&C (''Dongkuk") or any other Korean producer have made sales at less than the cost of production. See, 
e.g., Certain Hot-Rolled Steel Flat ProducJs from Australia, Brazil, Japan, the Republic of Korea, the Netherlands, 
the Republic ofTwkey, and the United 'Kingdom, 80 Fed. Reg. 54,261, 54,264 n.3(i (Dep't Commerce Sept. 9, 2015) 
(initi!ltion of less-than-fair-value investigations). 
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U.S. Dollars. Petitioner then subtracted the U.S. price from the ex-facto,;;y NV and divided the 

difference by the U.S. price for each observation to determine the dumping margin. 

II. EXPORT PRICE 

As noted suprat Kotean wind tawef producers/e,epo1'ters typically sell subject merchandise 

directly to a U.S. installer or to a U.S. b~sed energy services company. 

A. Sales Price 

Unlike other products where merchandise is produced to standard industry specifications 

and sold in la{ge quantities to distributors or retailers in the United States, information concerning 

the pricing for wind towers is not readily avaITab,le - espec_ially given the closed bidding process 

and the-preject and purchaser specific requirements for a given project where v.'ind towers are 

uHlized and given the comparatively jow numbers of towers that are sold. As discussed in 

Volume I of these petitions, each turbine manufacturer has unique proprietary speaificatipns to 

support each of their partieular turbines. While wind to,wers generally share the same cylindi'ical 

shape and certain towers of the same height and w.eight are priced similarly, wind towers are 

effectively custom"'111ade to meet the turbfoe manufacturer's project-specifications. Further, tliere 

are no published price lists that are circulated by either foreign prodocet's or hy U.S. custom"ers. 

Instead, pricing is typically settled through supply agreements or a competitive offering basis 

wfietein an energy services- corftpany, developer) .Of distributor may issue a request for ql.iqtation 

for a given project from one or more pofential producers of wind towers. Once the initial request 

is made and offers are returned by wind tower producern, the U.S. customer rnay seek to obtain 

more favorable pricing or terms from a select group of potential }1roducers, may focus its efforts 

2 
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on negotiating with a single producer, or may simply accept the offer from a single producer 

without further negotiation.2 

In this industryl it is c~nnmon for domestic manufacturers who are not the successful 

biddei(s)/offeror(s) to never receive information concerning the final, accepted price. The 

manufacturer may simply be told that its price "was too high" or that other producers offered a 

"bette1.11price." In rare circumstances, domestic manufacturers of wind to,wers have learned of U.S. 

price offerings by Korean producers/exporters based upon [ 

]. As discussed below, .this type of information was not available to 

Petitioner for the period ex~mined. 

With respect to the subject goods themselves, domestic manufacturers and Korean 

manufacturers and exporters compete for .sales with.a limited number of turbine original equipment 

manufacturers ("OEM"). Each OEM has µnique specifications for their particular turbine design. 

Therefore, as between turbine OEMs, domestic and Korean manufact1:1!'ers produce their product5 

to similar specifications. As a result) domestic f\Ild Korean manufacturers price their merchandise 

based upon a number of factors including, but ngt limited to, the size of the wind tower, the relative 

grade of steel to be purchased, labor hours required to fabricate the tower sections, and other parts, 

including "internals," that are required to complete the tower.3 Desphe the variations found in 

products between OEM turbine manµfactures, Korean producers' offerings of wind toweFs in the 

Unitecj States are for comparable heights, weights, internal specifications, external specifications, 

2 See Declaration of [ f\f iJ.IW'.Q... J at 5, attached as Exhibit lV-"l. 

Id at 6 

3 
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and function as those wind towers which are produced and sold in the United States.4 Indeed, 

Korean and domestic producers of wind towers compete for the same c11stomers and projects on a 

daily basis. 

Petitioner obtained the following U.S. prices for sales of wind towers produced in Korea 

and exported by Dongkuk S & C ("Dongkuk") &nd sold to wind towers users in the United States. 5 

The offers made by Dongkuk are highly representative of the pricing and offerings made during 

period of investigation (i.e., July 1, 2018 to Jui;ie 30, 2019) ("POI").6 

OBS Producer Type Height Weight Price-per Tower 

US--601 Dongkuk [ "fow-tt" Mod.& 'f,/,...11""'~..,.~ AA"-"'-.,_~.,...c... '308,000 ] 

US-602 Dongkuk [ 1"w-1 (' ;11,{,, J,,l. iJ.Ac-,..,1,~ ~~ ..... v-..(_.. .$.!:IS, 0 bO ] 

Informatiop concerning the aforementioned. transa:ctions was obtained from two sources: I) official 

U,8 . .importstatistics for Harmonized Tari'ff$chedule of the United States ("HTSUS") subheading 

7308.20.0020; and 2) the [ ].7 

Petitioner used the official import statittics for HTSUS subheading 7308.20.0020 to value 

the particular transactions. Bec~use the HTSUS ~ubheading 7308.20.0020 does not specifically· 

identify the type of wind tower imported by OEM, Petitioner used the [ r,l ttw-.l..] entry data to 

identify the wind tower models imported during the proposed POI. As is evident iu Exhibit.IV-2, 

the OEM for OBS US--601 was [ 

]. The [ t./ iu] entry information also indicates that these wind towers 

Id. 

See [ \.f ~ ], attached as Exhibit IV-2. 

6 For purposes of the Petition, Petitioner has utilized the traditional 12-month period and has based the date of 
sale upon the known or estimated entry date for subject merchandise. This is the best information reasonably availab1e 
to Pefaioner. 

7 See id. 
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were comprised of [ v\ IA.\\/\ 9-e..< ] given that the [ "c, -r ro-. ~i v-Q. ] , which represents the 

number of tpwer,,sections, is [ 

The [ .,._p.v,..Q,J data also mentions that these towers were for [ ~l/"v-o...+-h,,.12_ 

Y\, lA \N" \o.J2..r 

].
10 As a result of.a 201·6.merger, Acciona sold its wind turbine 

manufacturing subsidiary, Acciona Windpowerto Nordex and Acciona became Nordex's principal 

shareholder with a 29.9% stake. 11 Wind farm projects won by [ C...-o~ U 
].

12 According to [ v-.. o..-.r,ro-..~,• v-..Q..-

].13 Beyond 

this, [ ~ c.lv. e, t 

Based on the infonnation reasonably available to Petitioner, the completed t0wers for OBS US-

60 l were for [ 7 l.?v,.,-f>V" Mo J.,e_,Q., ] . 

In addition, the [ fl i..w-..t.] entry information indicates that the towers associated with OBS 

US-602, were impo11ed by [ C. 'I) ~ c..."<f 

See id 

9 See id. 

10 See [ -r 1 +--1-IZ. ], attached as Exhibit IV-3. 
11 Acciona Windpower and Nordex complele merger to create new wind indusuy leader, Acciona (Apr. 4, 
20,16), attached as Exhibit (V-4. 

12 See [ A..-+i•c.. f,e. Ii ·He,. 
), attached as Exhibit IV-5. 

13 See[ A-r+l'<:.lf... 1rH~ ], attached as Exhibit JV-3. 

14 See Declaration.of[ N caw-....A.... ], attached as Exhibit IV-6. 

5 
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]_15 The [N•\Mt..] data indicates that the 

imported tower model was a [f.,w,,.,- .P.o~] tower to be delivered to the "[ Pr-oje c.,+ 

]" and consists of 

"[ -r c, ~V'" v\,A 0~ .S,. ]."17 

[ C..,o v.-r~ V'--~"'~+-, -,...e..,. 

).
18 However, [ 

]. Thus, based on the infotmation reasonably available to Petitioners, 

indicates that the completed wind towers for OBS US-602 were for [ +otA.A .,- 11V1..0 &......12 

'I-- V. IN\~.("' ] in height. 

To obtain the sales value for each of these tower models, Petitioner applied the per

kilogram average unit value to the weight of a standard [ 4,-cv,....Q"" ~~S 

] model imported from Korea. 19 As noted above, each OEM turbine 

manufacturer has proprietary specifications that result in variations in the overall weight of the 

tower and the number of sections per tower. However, using the average per-kilogram value for 

Korean wind towers and applying it to the precise weight of a known wind tower model essentially 

accounts for the variations between OEM turoine manufacturers given that steel plate comprises 

the majority of the wind tower's weight. 

Further, because Dongkuk sold these towers to [ t,.,o "°''f>""' ~ ], they were sold to 

unrelated customers for purchase prior to importation and export pric~ is the appropriate basis for 

15 

16 

17 

IS 

19 

See [ flfo.w.D- ], attached as Exhibit IV-2. 

See id. 

See[ Wi.,..,,( fwi'W' Vtb.sitt... ],attachedasExbibitlV-7. 

Declaration of [ rJ (>,V\IU.., ] at 5-6, attached as Exh'ibit JV-8. 

USITC Dataweb, Imports for Consumption HTSUS 7802.20.0020, attached as Exhibit IV-9. 
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U.S. price.20 Petitioner calculated the export prices using fue_quoted transaction price as the best 

information reasonably available. 

B-. Movement and Related Expenses 

In order to calculate the ex-factory U.S. Price for sales to the United States, Petitioner 

would norfually deduct from the quoted trahsaction prices the costs associated with exporting and 

delivering the product to the customer in the United States. These costs normally consist of inland 

and ocean freight cparge·s from the Korean manufacturing facilities to the U.S. ports, Korean and 

U.S. port, wharfage, and/or handling fees, foreign brokerage and handling, insurance fees, customs 

duties paid upon entry of the subject merchanqise into the United States,21 and U.S. domestic 

freight expenses. However, because the p:ricing was derived from official U.S. import statistics 

and was based on the "Customs Value" of the goods, all movement expenses have already been 

stripped out of the calculation and the prices presented represent an ex-works price for the goods. 

C. Computation of Ex-Factory U.S. Price 

Owing to the nature of the ririce quotes within the possession of the domestic industry, and 

its counsel, the offer prices made by Dongkuk reflect ex-works pricing (i.e., the ex-factory export 

price). Consequently, there is no need to demonstrate any adjustments to the quoted price. 

III. NORMAL VALUE 

The preferred method for determining the NV of imported products is to examine sales or 

offers of sales of identical or similar products in .the home market of the exporting country. 

20 

Act"). 
See Section 772(a) oftne Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § I 677a(c) (2000) (hereinafter the "Tariff 

21 According to the 2019 edition of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States ("HTS US"), there are 
no duties levied on imports of wind towers. See Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, Revision 7, 
Chapters 72 and 73 (2019), excerpts attached as Exhibit IV- 101 However, fees like the Harbor Maintenance Tax and 
the merchandise processing fee would still be levied. As a conservative estimation, Petitioner has omitted any 
downward adjustment for customs fees. 
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Petitioner attempted to obtain information on sales or offers of sales in Korea of wind towers that 

are identical or simile!{ tp the gopds offered fdr sale to the United Sates as described supra. 

However, wind towers are a specialized product wh1ch is sold to specific classes of customers and 

for specific projects. Wind towers are not sold to distributo_i:s or to entities that maintain inventory 

of wind towers for sales an the open market. Ptoducers of wind towers in Korea are likely aware 

of any and all wind farm proj~cts in the country. It would be highly unusual and suspect for a 

market researcher to contact a Korean prodlicer in a simulated effort to obtain home market pricing 

for wind towers - especially if the market researcher is unknown to the producer and where the 

researcher is requesting pricing information fe1r a theoretical wind farm that the Korean prod,ucer 

is unaware of. Thus, it is not practicable to obtain home market pricing for wind towers for 

purposes of calculating a dumping margin on a price..to-price basis. 

Similarly, for the same reasons discussed above, it is not practical to obtain third market 

price offers quoted by Korean producers. Producers of wind towers in Korea would be aware of 

or could easily research all wind fa1m projects that they would require the preparation of a quote. 

It would be highly unusual and suspect for a market researcher to contact a Korean producer in a 
' 

simulated' eff0rt to obtain third.market pricing f ot wind towers - es,peciall y if the market researcher 

is unknown to the producer and where the reseai:cher is requesting pricing information for a 

theoretical wind farm that the Korean producer is unaware of. Given the unavailability of home 

and third market pricing to calmilate NV, Petitioner has relied upon CV to estimate NV. 

A. Cost of Production and Constructed Value 

Petitioner used the Departm.ent's standard m~thodology to calculate the cost of production 

("COP") for the subject merchandise produced by Dongkuk in Korea. Because the volume of 

inputs consumed by Dongkuk and the company's. actual production costs are not reasonably 
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available, for OBS US-601, Petitioner used the product-specific production costs and/or 

consumption rates of [ C.o...,.~11.~ ], a 0.S. producer of wind towers, as "Korean Surrogate 1."22 

For QBS US-602, Petitioner used the product-specific production costs and/or consumption rates 

of [C•w.r,, a U.S. producer of wind ,towers, as "Korean Surrogate 2."23 

Petitioner used [ C..O\tv--{) ~ ] for the [ '/'(>fA<' 

] 13ecm:1se it represents the period of time for which [ C,.0~4 

processes most closely matched that of the Korean respondent, overlap with the POI, and represent 

a petiod in which data were readily available. As with Dongkuk and other Korean respondents,, 

] of wind towers. [ C...0~~ 

r--- 0..1(' ,rt:A.. .\-: .,..4.-
] wind 

towel' products including [ t--~"'-\-( '-"L- t...~ ~t- ].24 

B. The Production Process for Subiect Merchandise 

Manufacturing Wind towers entails a multi-step process; whith includes a wide range of 

large-scale fabrication procedures. Depending on the overall height, which ranges from 60 meters 

to over 150 meters, t4e tower will generally be produced and shipped in three to five sections that 

are assembled at the project site. The weight of the final assembled tower can often range from 

100 tons to over 350 tons depending on the height of the tower and the gauge of the steel used. 

The major steps include, but are not limited to, steel plate ctttting and rolling, can/cone welding, 

flange mating, section fit~up and weld out, installation of welded internals, door frame installation, 

22 See Declaration of [ No,,w,.L J, attached as Exhibit IV-6. 

23 See Declaration of( ['J' IA~ ], attached as Exhibit IV-8. 
24 See Declaration of [ f'l' ~ W\-2.. ]. attached as Exhibit IV-6; Declaratic.:m of [ tJ ().MA..L ], attached as 
Exhibit JV-8. 
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painting, and final.internals assembly. The following discussion provides a general description of 

each phase. 

The weight 0f the turbine, nacelle, and rotor blades, coupled with the constant wind and 

torsional forces exerted on the tower require the use of heavy gauge high strength low alloy 

("HSLA") or alloy steel plate. The production process for current t@wer designs typically begins 

with HSLA or alloy steel plate, 10 feet wide and over 40 feet long with a thickness up to 3.0 inches 

(over 75 millimeters). These plates are cut using a plasma and/or oxygen acetylene cutter, which 

cuts the plates into either cone or can (i.e., ring) shapes suited to forming the structural shape. 

Immediately after cutting, the edges of the plate may be beveled so as to facilitate welding. 

Once the plate is cut and beveled, it is moved to a roller where it is rolled into either a 

conical or cyJindrical shape (i.e., ring). The rolling machines run on electricity and are generally 

run by between one and three workers. Subsequent to rqlling, the cone or cylinder is moved to a 

welding station where the adjoining longitudinal edges ai:e welded together creating the long seam. 

The welding stations consume welding wire, flux, compressed air, '1nd/or argon gas in the weldiqg 

process, which runs on electricity. The inside and outside of the seam are welded where the ends 

of the can/cone are joined. The cylindti,cal cans/cones are then mated to one another and 

cii:c.umferentially welded together.25 The number of cawcones mated together depends on the 

section length. Depending on the final height of the tower, there are typically between 30 to 40 

cans and/or cones that compr.ise a single tower. For example, in a typical 89-meter tower·. there 

can be over 30 can and/or cone pieces. These cans and/or cones are typically grouped into three 

25 See Declaration of [ N OiMf',1.. ] at I, 3, attached as Exhibit fV-6; Declaration of[ l'f ~ ] at 1-
2, attached as Exhibit IV-8. 
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to five sections depending on the total height of the tower; and are shipped to the project site for 

final assemoly. 

Next, steel flanges are welded at each end of tl:fe section. 'fhe flanges are highly

customized, precision machined steel rings with ddlled holes and tapered faces that allow them to 

oe mated together with flanges fro~ othet tower sections and then secured with e.xtreme1y large 

structural bolts and structural nuts.26 The same welding materials used to weld the cans and cones 

together are also used to weld the flanges t.o the tower sections, i.e., welding wire, flux, and gas~s. 

After the sections are fully welded and the flanges are installed, a worker we1ds brackets, 

dips, and lugs into the inside of the sectipn, which serve as attachment points for the various 

internal 00mponents.27 Ths' brackets a_re made, from flat or round bar stock steel or may be 

purchased as pre-fabricated bracket-s or angle steel. Threaded weld sockets of studs may also be 

welded to the interior walls of the tower section. 

Each wind tower has at least one utility/serv'ice door to allow access to the internal 

structure. A producer may utilize an oxygen acetylene or plasma torch to cut out an oval section 

from the bottom section of the tower for the door. The producer may then use either a heavy 

formed steel plate· or thick out steel plate to fabricate a door frame that is then welded to the 

opening. Alternatively.,the producer may,use a pre ... fabrLCated frame. 28 A door and accompanying 

doot hinges are then attached to the bottom tower section. A tower may also include a fan po1'taI 

for the incorporation of a ventilation fan. 

26 Set: Declaration of [ tJ o,.v-.,....t_ ) at 2-3, attached as Exhibit IV-6; Declaration of[ tJ ~ ] at 3, 
attached a.;, Exhibit fV-8. 
27 

flanges, 
Some producers dp not utilize brackets but instead hang internals from pre-existing holes in the steel section 

18 See Declaration of [ N o-iW-L ) at 3, attached as Exhibit IV-6; Declaration of [ N ~ ] at 3, 
attached as Exhibit IV-8. 
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Once the basic form of the tower section is complete, the tower section then undergoes 

painting,and finishing steps to protect it from the significant environmental stresses to which wind 

towers are subjected, including from wind, rain, spray, and salt. Due to this fact, a great deal of 

effort is often devoted to protecting the tower itself from coi:rosion. Producers of wind towers 

often paint the tower -vyith multiple coats depending on the turbine manufacturer's specifications. 

However, each tower will ha\!C at least'one internal coat and two external coats of high quality 

paint. Wind tower.producers may also undertake the process of "metalizing" part or all of a tower 

to impart additional protection. 

Painting and/or Il)et"'"lizing invelve,s'several steps. First, each tower section is blasted with 

grit (often steel fines) to clean the steel and create a profile on the steel surface which helps paint 

adhere better. Next, a special coatings 01· metalizing ls applied to the steel flanges as these sectioQs 

are likely candidates for the onset of rust and conosioh. Here; thermally sprayed zinc coating is 

applied to the flanges so as to impart corrosion resistance - "metalizing or TSZ." After this, the 

sections are then placed in a painting booth and painted both internally and externally with 

different types of coatings, which can be epoxy, urethane, and others. Finally, the tower is left to 

dry under a humidity and temperature-controlled environment~ essentially allowing the tower to 

slowly bake - so as to ensure the proper drying·arld curing of the painted surface. Curing of the 

paint can often take anywhere from three to 16 hours, depending on the weather. Additionally, for 

certain towers that are subjected to rxtreme environmental conditions or where the customer 

demands such treatment, additional tower surfoce area may have additional coating layers applied 

or be "metalized" utilizing the same process described above for the flanges. 

Once the painting work is complete, the tower section-s are fitted out with the remaining 

internal components. Depending on the turbine manufacturer's design, the internals may include 

12 
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items sµch as ladders, floorihglplatforms, electrical utility cabling, conduit, main cables and 

connectors for the generator nacelle, interior lighting, mechanical or electrically driven "man lifts" 

(elevators), or other accessories.29 Once the specified internals are attached, the towers are 

transferred to inventory to await being transported to the customer's yard. 

C. The Korean Surrogates 

The production process for wind towers is very similar regardless of whether the product 

is produced in the United States or in Korea. Korean Surrog,ate 1 has produced wind towers [ 

] and currently produces wind towers at [ 

] . The cost model is [ \I'\... CM<" r(I,. +.; V<2--

].3° For these 

reasons, utilization of Korean Surrogate 1 to calculate Korean: producers' costs of production for 

OBS US-60 l represents the best information reasonably available to Petitioner at this time. 

Korean Surrogate 2 [ ] produced wind towers [ "!A IA\b e< 

). Currently, Korean Surrogate 2 can produce wind towers at [ Lo c t.t.. +I O v, 

). The 

29 See Declaration of [ tJ~ ] at 4, attached as Exhibit lV-6; Declaration of [ /J ~ ] at 4, 
attached as Exhibit IV-8. 

30 Declaration of[ N ~ ] at 5-6, attached as Exhibit IV-6. 
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cost model is [ 

].
31 For these 

reasons, utilization of Korean Surrogate 2 to calculate Korean producers' costs of pr-0duction for 

OBS US-602 reP,resents the best information reaso!1ably available to Petitioner at this time. 

Additionally, aecording to the information available to Petitioner, Dongkuk utilized similar 

production methods to produce subject•merchandise, and offers a [ f\ °'""'""""-.J,...: \f"e.... 

].32 Consequently, Petitioner believes that the costs reflected by 

these companies are accurate estimations of the calculation oftlie COP. 

D. Calculation of Normal Value 

To calculate NV, Petitioner first caleulated the amount (i.e., consumption rate) of each 

production input that the Korean Surrogates used to produce one finished wind towers that is 

similar or identical to the merchandise offered for sale by Dongkuk in the United States during the 

POI. Petitioner used the Korean Surrog!'ltes' actual consumption rates for all direct material inputs· 

[ w-. u... .\---t -rt' ot. l..$ 

). 33 , Petitioner determined the average cost for 

most of these inputs in Korea using publicly available information that is most contemporaneous 

with the POI. Sim1!arly, using the Korean Surt@gates' actual incurred consumption rates for 

energy and labor, Petitioner determined the average cost for these inputs in Korea from publicly 

31 Declaration of [ "/{' ~ J at 5-6, 8, attached as Exh ibiUV-8. 

32 

11. 
See [ N ~ 'ML ], attached as Exhibit IV-2; see also Dongkuk Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit IV-

33 See Declaration of [ /\{ ~ J at 5-6, attached as Exhibit JV-6; Declaration of [ /J ~ J at 5-
6, 8, anaclJed as Exhibit IV-8. 
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available information that is most contemporaneous with the POI. Based on this information, . . 

Petitioner'Calculated the Korean respondents' NVs. 

1. Adjustments for Inflation and Exchange Rates 
' 

Petitioner was able to obtain cost figures in U.S. Dollars for the period for which Petitioner 

has cost data for certain inputs. Where an input came from a period preceding the POI, .Petitioner 

made adjustments for inflation using the nroducer price index for Korea as reported by tlie Federal 

Reserve Bank of St. Louis Economic Research.34 Specifically, Petitioner divided the index for the 

period to which the input price pertain~d bythejndex for the proposed POI (i.e., July 2018 through 

Jw1e 2019). 

Petitioner calculated the entire COP in U.S. Dollars pµrsuant to Department pi:actice. For 

input prices denominated in Korean Won, Petitioner converted the price into U.S. Dollars using 

the simple average of the daily U.S. Dollar-Korean Won exchange rate far the POI as reported by 

the Federal Reserve. 35 

2. Production Costs - Direct 

Using the methodology described above, Petitjo~r estimated the COP for merchandise 

produced and expo1ted by the Korean respondents.36 

a. Raw Materials 

Petitioner valued all direct material inputs used to produce wind towers products using 

primarily Korean statistics. Petitiener obtained Korean impo1t data from lJN Comtrade's 

("Com trade") dataBase of international trade statistics for the July 2017 through June 2018 period. 

34 

J6 

See Korean Producer Price Index, attached as Exhibit IV-12. 

See tJ.S. Dollar - Korean Won Currency Exchange Rates, attached as E'xfiibit JV-13. 

See Calculation of Normal Valu·e, attached as Exhibit IV-14. 
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Although the period July 2017 through June 2018 falls outside of the POI, Petitioner included 

these months in order to have a full twelve-m,onth cost period. This is the most recent data 

available provided by Comtmde for Korean imports.37 A summary of all surrogate values 

pertaining to materjal inputs appears at Exhibit IV-15.38 Consistent with the Department's 

standard methodology, Petitioner deleted from the calculation of surrogate values any import 

pricing that was sourced from non-market economies (e,g., China, Vietnam), countries that have 

been found to provide generally available export subsidies (e.g., India, Indonesia), and countries 

that are unidentifiable (e.g., "Other countries, NBS"). 

b. Steel inputs 

The primary inputs utilized in the production of a wind tower are HSLA or alloy steel plate 

(often European Grade S355, ASTM Gr~de A572 or A 709) utilized to form the tower structure, 

and cast or forged steel flanges that are utilized to join sections of the steel tower together. 

In wind towers, heavy gauge disqrete cut-to-length plate is utilized so as to support the 

weight of the structure as a whole as well as withstand extemal forces that are placed upon the 

tower (e.g., wind). The HSLA and alloy steel plate oonsumed in the production of wind towers 

are not sta,1dard sized plates, and only a limited number of steel mills can produce the plate in the 

sizes required by OEM's BOM. As a'result. there is a significant price premium for steel plate 

used to produce wind tower as compared to standard grade carbon plate. The thickness of the wind 

tower steel plate can be as great as 3.00 inches (75 millimeters) or more. The width and length.of 

the discrete steel plates are also greater than standard plate sizes. The width and length for standard 

discrete plate are 2,500 MM or less and 12,000 MM or less, respectively. However, more than 

3& 

See UN, Comtrade, Monthly Merchandise Trade Data Availability, attached as Exhibit IV-16. 

See Summary of Surrogate Values, attached as Exhibit IV-15. 
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[i) percent 6fthe discrete steel plate dimensions for the specific tower models (i.e., [ 

]) ex~eed 2,500 M:M; in widtli or 1 '.21000 MM in length. As a result, to 

~.alue this structural steel plate, Petitioner added a width premium of $26/MT and a length premium 

of $29/MT to account for the size of the plate consumed.39 

The BOMs for the [ (Q~'("'" V'A,o~ 

Sf€ cJ' ~- c ,,_ ,\-i o'(\ ] steel plate. 40 The official specifications for [ V\ CA. '(',r (>... .\.,' 11 e., 

J.41 This plate contains significant additiorrs of these 

alloying elements to provide high strength and assist with corrosion resistance.42 Both HSLA and 

alloy steel plate•·sell at a significant premium to standard grade carbon steel plate. OEMs typically 

specify the grade of steel to be used in their production sheets and only allow equivalent grades as 

designated in their production specifications. Given that the production specifications for the 
, 

], Petitioner used HTS subheading 7~5.40 to value the steel. This is the best information 

available to Petitioner. 

The steel flanges are custom cast or forged and used to join the various tower section. 

together and can be as large as 4 meters in diameter. To value the finely machined steel ·flanges 

39 Declaration of [ tJ ~ ] at 5-6, attached ps Exhibit IV-8. 
40 See Declaration of [ tf fJ.N.,,..L ) at 5, attached as Exhibit tV-6. 

41 Compare [ S ~,t,,,"e,,,J, .. loll\ 
], attached as Exhibit IV-17, with Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, 

Revision 7, Chapters 72 and 73 (2019), excerpts attached as Exhibit IV-10. Because these alloying elements are 
intentionally adi,ied tQ the steel to impart ce11ain physical and mechanical characteristics, the l-lSLA plate is properly 
classified as "other alloy" steel. 

42 See Effects of Common Alloying Elements in Steel, attached as Exhibit IV-18. 
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used to join together wind tower sections, Petitioner utilized import statistics from Comtrade. This 

is the best information available to Petitioner. 

c. Other inputs 

Many other inputs are utilized in the productibn of steel wind towers. These inputs include 

doors and door frames, metalized paint, liquid epox:y-resins, polyurethane paints, paint thinner, 

and Welding ntaterials.43 Addilional~y, other direct materials such a~ mechanical and electrical 

intem.als are utilized in the production of wind towers. With respect to the mechanical internals, 

inputs would include ladders, screws, bolts, w.as)l~rs, pins, metal decking c;1t various levels, hand 

rails, attachments, fittings, and other items. With respect to the electrical internals, the input would 

include cabling, bus bars, junction boxes, moul)ting devices, nuts, bolts, washers, pins, electrical 

lighting fixtures and lights, electrical receDtacles, electrical conduit, zip ties, cable ladders, and 

other items. To value each of the aforementioned inputs, Petitioner obtained sunogate value 

information as provided for under the relevanrHTS numbers from the Korean Tariff Schedule and 

as disseminated by Com trade, 44 The data pertains to the period January 20 I 8 through December 

2018 and therefore covers the majority of-the proposed POI. This is the best information available 

to Petitioner. 

43 Not all inputs are used to produce al! subject items. 
44 See Summary of Surrogate Values, attached as Exhibit IV-15. 
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3. Energy 

To value-electricity, PetitiQner us~d the:f<o11ean electricity rates in effect during the POI as 

reported by the World Bank's Doing Business in Korea.45 To value natural gas, Petitioner used -

Korean prices-reported by the Oxford Institute for Energy Studies.46 

4. Labor 

Tlre labor expense incurred in producing finished wind towers includes both the labor 

expended •in actually processing the finished merchandise as well as the labor time required to 

prepare the machining equipment to produce _a "run" of wipd towers products. To value lJtbor, 

Petitioner used 2017 data, from the International Labour Organization ("ILO") to obtain the 

monthly average wage information and the World Bank's Doing Business in Korea as of May 

20J 8 to obtain the average hours per day and days pe1"inonth worked by Korean emplqyees.47 As 

the price was obtained in 2017, Petitioner adjusted the value for iz:i.flation using the Korean 

producer price index in effect during the Por:48 

5. Production Costs, Other Expenses 

Petitioner added all of the total direct manufacturing costs (materials, labor, and energy) to 

calculate the total cost of goods sold ("COGS") riet of depreciation for wind towers products.49 

P~rsuant to the Tariff Act and the Department's regulations, Petitioner added additional expenses 

relating to overhead, selling, general and administrative expenses, interest expense, and profit to 

calculate a final NV. Petitione!'-attempted to obtain and 1-1tilize Dongkuk's financial statements. 

45 See Eltctricity Cost in Korea, attached as Exhibit lV-19. 
46 See South Korea's Energy Ro/icy Change and the ll11J)lications.for its LNG imports, The Oxford Institute for 
Energy Studies, attached as Exi1ibit JV-23. 

48 

49 

See Korean Labor Rate, attached as Exhibit IV-20. 

See id.; Korean Producer Price Index, at1ached as Exhibit IY-12. 

See Calculation of Normal Value, attached as Exhibit IV-14. 
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Howevet, Petitioner was unsuccessful in its efforts to obtain Dongkuk's financial 

statement - including reviewing Internet website, financial report services such as Mornin&,star, 

and,queries through databases such as Dun & Bradstre~t. Petitioner also searched for the financial 

statements of other Korean wind tower producers but was unsuqcessful. Next, petitions .. searched 

for publicly available financial staJements of Korean fabricators of steel plate, such as shipbuilders 

and producers of large diameter welded pipe ("LDWP"). As the best information avatlable, 

Petitioner is relying on the 2018 year end financial statement of SeAH Steel Holding Corp. 

t"SeAH") - a Korean producer of tubular steel goods, including LDWP.50 As a leading 

manufacturer and exporter of LDWP, Petitioher utllized SeAH's financial statements because one 

ofthe primary inputs utilized in the production ofLDWP is discrete steel plate, which is purchased 

irt wide sheets and in thicknesses that are comparable to subject merchandise. Indeed, the 

production of LDWP starts with the selection of discrete plate and is rolled and bended to form its 

cylindrical shape, similar to the g,lindrical cans/cones of a wind tower. 51 For these reasons, 

Petitioner believes· that the utilization of SeAH's financial statements is reasonable. As a result, 

this is th-e best infonnation available to Petitioner at this time. 

a. O'(1erhead 

Petitioner multiplied Dongkuk's calcuiated COGS (fotal Materials, Energy & LaboP) by 

SeAR's fixed overhead,ratio as derived from Se.A.H's unconsolidated financial statements to artjve 

so See SeAl-l website excerpt, attached as Exhibit rv~21. see also SeAH 2018 Financial Statements, attached 
as Exhibit IV-21. 

~I See id 
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at the fixed overhead expense. 52 Petitioner added this expense to the calculated COGS to arri\'e at 

the total cost of m,aqµfacturing ("COM") for Dongkuk:. 51 

b. Selling, General, and Administrative Costs and Interest 
}l;xpense 

With respect to Selling, General, and Afuninistrative Costs ("SG&A"), Petitioner 

multipli.'ed Dongkuk's calculated total cost of r:natmfacturihg by SeAH's SG&A ratio as derived 

from SeAH's unconsolidated financial statements to arrive at the SG&A expense for Dongkuk.54 

Similarly, Petitioner again multiplied Dongkuk's calculated total cost of manufacturing by SeAH's 

interest expense ratio as derived from SeAH' s financial statements to arrive at the interest expense 

for Dongkuk. 55 Petitioner added the calculated SG&A expense and the calculated inteuest expense 

to the prevjously calculated total cost of manufacturing to arrive at a total COP (excluding profit 

and packing expenses).56 

c. Profit 

To calculate the profit expense for Dongkuk, Petitioner multiplied Dongkuk's calculated 

total COP (excluding profit and packing expenses) by SeAH's profit ratio as derived from SeAH's 

financial statemel1ts to anive at the profit fot Dongkuk.57 

52 

5.1 

54 

55 

56 

51 

See Calculation of Normal Value, attached as. Exhibit IV-14. 

See id. 

See id. 

See id. 

See id. 

See id. 
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6. Packing Expenses, 

The calcula:titm of NV must take· into account the costs associated with packing the 

merchandise to be exported to the United State.s. the costs incurrej:l in packing are added to NV 

after total COP has been calculated. 

E. Normal Value 

The calculations described ~ove result in an FOP-based NV for the following 

observations:58 

OBS Pr-0duct1Grade Height Weight Normal Value (USO) 

US-601 [ 1ow-e.< ~~ ~ .... , ... .,..,. . ~:Ir> ':, ""v-&--" Jl>L q~O, 000 l 

VS-602 [ tdw-U M,o~ "" ... ,;14 .,..c., w',,t....c. ... ~ $, Z.1 j Z. ~ D i>D J 

IV. LESS'THAN NORMAL VALUE COMPARISON 

In order to calculate the margins of dumping, P~titioner matched each U.S. transaction 

offer to its respective NV. Petitioner subtracted the ex-factory U.S. price from NV and then 

divided the difference by the EP to determine a dumping margin for each U.S. transaction offer, 

yielding a transaction-specific dumping margin,59 Petitioner also calculated a weight-averaged 

margin where more than one offer ·was made by a given Korean producer/exporter. 

These comparisons demonstrate that Korean producers/exporters sold, or offered for sale, 

stl~ect merchandise in tne United States at prices below NV. The oalculated ad valorem dumping 

margin for US-601 and US.-602 is 422.8-7 percent and 350.62 percent, respectively.60 

58 

$9 

60 

See Margin Calculation, at1ached as Exhibit IV-22. 

See id. 

See id. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Petitioner request that antidumping duties be imposed on imports of wind towers from 

Korea in an amount sufficient to offset the unfair pricing described above. 
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Ii INTRODUCTION 

On 15ehalf of the Wi.nd Tower Trade Coalition ("Petitioner"), this Petition seeks the 

imposition of antidumpi'Qg duties on Utility Scale Wind Towers (hereinafter "wind towers") from 

the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (hereinafter "Vi'etnam'~). As discussed below, the application 

of the Department of Commerce's ("the Department") standard non-market economy ("NME") 

dumping methodolbgy shows that C""S Wind Vietnam Co. ("CS Wind"), a producer/exporter from 

Vietnam sold wind towers, or offered then;i for sale, in the United States at less than normal value 

("NV"). CS Wind is the sole Vietnamese wind tower producer that is not currently subject to the 

existing antidumping duty ("AD") order ott wind towers from Vietnam. 1 

Petitioner ased export price as the basis for U.S. price because CW Wind typicallJ sells 

directly to a U.S. installer or to a U.S. based ertergy setvices company.2 Based upon Petiti6ner's 

knowledge, CS Wind does not have lJ.S. based affiliates and instead utilizes the services of a 

trading company or trading division of the produc~r - located in Vietnam. Petitioner computed 

the ex-factory export price (hereinafter "ex .. factory U.S. Pi:ice") in U.S. dollars by deducting from 

the quoted transaction prices the costs.inc..ident to derive1fog the merchandise to customers in the 

United States - where such costs are incJudea in the U.S., price.3 Specifipally, and dependit1g on 

the nature of particular quote. Petitioner deducted· ttansportation charges from the Vietnamese 

Tire U.S. Internati?rral Trade Commission (the "Com11lission") found that there were no impo1ts"0f wi}1d 
towers from Vietnamese fll·ms other tban CS Wind from 2012- June 2018. Therefore, we believe that all exports to 
the Onited Stares Win Viet6i'lm "are produced by CS Wind and thus subject to this anti~umping duty investigation. 
See t.lti/ity Scale Wind Towel'f/rom C,hina and '(l;e1nam, Inv. Nos. 70!-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196, USITC 
Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at IV- I, excerpts attached as Exhibit V-1. 
2 See Declaration of[ f'f4~t' ), attached as Exhibit V~2 (sales process). 

As is described infra, [ V1 a '""' h v,e 

]. 
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manufacturing facffitres to Vietnamese ports of exportation, insurance, foreign brokerage and 

handling charges, ocean freight expenses (includin~ insurance costs, where applicable), U.S. port 

and handling charges, and U.S. domestic'freight charges where the price quote. included such 

expenses and charges. 

Because the Department considers Vietrtant t9 be an NME; Petitioner calculated·NV by 

valuing the factors of production ("FOP"')' (or subject.merchandise based on the cost or value. of 

those factors in a surrogate country: India. PeJ~tioner based FOP consumption rates ( 

J the average ,tonsuinption rates of a wind ·tower producer in the 

United States (hereinafter the "Vietnamese Surrogate"), for Mentical or similar merchandise, 

since information regarding consumption rates in Vietnam was not reasonably available to 

Petitioner. 

Petitioner next compared each ex.J'actory U.S. price with the NV for identical or similar 

merchandise. rn·making these comparisons, Petitioner calculated NV in U.S. dollats, subtracted 

the lJ.S. price from the NV, and divided tpe djfference by the U.S. price to determine the 

dumping margin. 

II. EXPORT FRICE 

As noted supra, CS Wrnd typically selk. subject merchandise directly to a U.S. installer or 

to a' U.S. based energy services company. 

A. Sales Price 

Unlike other products where merchandise is produced to standard industry specifications 

and sold in large quantities to distributors or retailers in the United States, information 

2 
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concerning the pricing for wind towers is not teadily a:vailable - especially given the cla'sed 

biddirtg proces-s and the project and purchaser specific· requirements for a given project whete 

wind towers are utflized arid given the comparatively low numbers of towers that are sold. As 

discussed in Volntne I of these petitions, each turbine manufacturer has un1que proprietaty 

specifications to support each ofth'eir particular turbines. While wind towers generally share the 

same cylindrical shape and certain towers of the same- height and weight are priced similarly, 

wind towers· are effectively custom-made 'fo meet the turbine manufactUrer's project 

specifications. Further, there are no pnolished prite liSts that are Girculated by either foreign 

producers or by U.S. customers. Instead, pricing i~ typically settled through supp\y agi;eements or 

a competitive offering basis wherein an energy services- company, developer, or distributor may 

issue a request for quotation for a given proJect from one or more potential producers of wind 

towers. Once the initial request is made and offers ate retumed,by wind tower producers, the U.S. 

customer may seek to obtain mo're favorable pricing or terms from a select group of potential . . 

pro,ducers, may focus its efforts on negotiating with ~ single producer, or may simply accept the 

offer from a single producer without further negotiatiorf.4 

In this industry, it is common for domestic manufacturers who are not the suc_cessful 

bitlder(s)/offeror(s) to never receive info1mation concerning the final, accepted price. The 

manufacturer may simply be told that its price ''was too higb" or that other producers offered a 

"better price." In rare circumstances, domestic manufacturers of wind towers h~e learned of 

U.8". price offerings b);' CS Wind based upon [ no.rr°' ·•t\ ve 

See Declaration of ( V'l"4 fl'lt ], attached as Exhibit V~2. 

3 
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]. As discussed below, such information was not available to develop the U.S. 

price. 

With respect to the sobject goods themselves, domestic manufacturers and CS Wind 

compete for sales with a limited number of OEM Q,ltbine manufacturers. Each OEM has unique 

spefifications for their particular turbine design. Therefore, as between OEM turbine 

manufacturer, domestic manufacturers "and CS Wind produce their products. to similar 

spes:ifica'tions. As a resuf t, domestic manufacturers and CS Wind price their merchandise based 

upon a nfimber of factors including, but not limited, to, the size of the wind tower, the relative 

grade of steel to be purchased, labor hours required to fabricate the tower sections, and other 

parts, including "internals," that are required to conrplete the tower.5 Despite the variations found 

in products between OEM turbine manufitctures, CS Wind's offerings of wind towers in the 

United States are for comparable heights, weights, internal specifications,,extemal specifications, 

and function as those wind towers which Eµ"e_produced and sold in the United States.6 Indeed, CS 

Wind and domestic producers of wind towers compete for the same customers and projects on a 

daily basis. 

Petitioner obtained the following U.S .. p1:ices for sales of wind towers produced in 

Vietnam and ,exported hy CS Win•d Corporatron through· its Vietnamese suosidiary, CS Wind, 

and sold to v.~nd towe1·s users in the Unifed States. 7 The offers made by CS Wil'l.d are <highly 

See id. (sales process). 

6 id. 

See [ ':tovrt .. t ), attached as Exhibit V-3. 

4 
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representative of the pricing and offeri~s made during the proposed period of investigation 

("POI") (i.e., January2019..June 2019).8 

OBS Prod~cer Type Height Weight Price per 1:ower 

US-701 cswv r pt-oJv,.;- (\,'\(' t!I $ IO"(' W°'eQ,VII'('. IJ Z'-f.01 oop l 
' 

US-702 C$WV r f roJvct- t"'e•svtt l"'\e't::\5.v"~ 1/;2.SoJ 0()0 1 

US-703 -CSWV r () n,J"e.-+- fl'teosvv..a. ~~~sv,e /J2 2£;C>l>O l 

Key:,CSWV: CS Wind Vietnam 

Information concerning the aforementioned transactions was obtained from three sources: 

(1)[ ];9 (2) official US. import statistics for Harmonized Tariff 

Schedule of the United States ("HTSJJS") subheading 7308.20:0020; and 3) the [ $ oc.,,, (:.. ,e 

J.10 

8 For purposes of the Petition, Petitioner has· 4tilized a traditional six-rhonth ·period and has based the date of 
sale upon the known or estimated entry date for subject merchandise. This is the best informro:.ion reasonably availa
ble to Petitioner. However, duf(ng'the investigation, p'etitioner o~lieyes that the Dep_a1t(nent should consider expand, 
ing the POI beyond the traditional six-months in NME c,ases. Oiven the nature of'tne projects, the Department may 
consider extending the POI beyond the traditional six-month Pot. See Futuren, Wind Energy: Completing a wind 
project, attached as Exhibit V-4. The Depaliment's regulations·clearly.. provide the Department with the ability to 
modify the standard P01 when app'l'opt·iate. See 19 C.F.R. § 351.204(0) ("the Secretary may examine merchandise 
solp during any additional or alternate perfod that the Secretary cons:;ludes is appropriate"). ln prior investigations 
where the agency has investigated high-value, made to oi;der products, with long 1ead times, the agency has adopted 
ff' flexible P01 that is longer than the standard six- or twelve-n;10nth POl found in NME and market economy pro
ceedings, respectively. See, e.g., large Newspaper Printing Pr<!fses and Components There,<]/, Wheiher Assembled 
or Unassembled, Fi·om Germa11y, 61 Fed. Reg. 8035, 8038 (Dep't"Commerce Mar. I, 1996) (notice of prelim. deter. 
,of sales at less than fair value.and postponement of final deter.). Con~equently, given the extended lead times and 
highly specialized sales made to otder, the Petitioner believes that, during the investigation, the Department should 
consider extending its tradition&) six-month POI to capture the largest number of sales possible, if the situation war
rants. 

9 

JO 

See Declaration of [ n<-u-e ], attached as Exhibit V-2. 

See [ S o\J(lA!. ], attached as Exhibit V-3. 
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]. 11 Howevet, [ 

].12 

To obtain the sales value for this tower model, Petitioner applied the per-kilogram 

average .unit value to the weight from the official import statistics of a standard [ f ro .Ju<::. t-

] model imported from Vietnam. 13 As th~ Commissio:o recently found in its sunset review, 

there were no imports of wind towers from Vietnamese firms other than CS Wind from 2012-

June 2018. 14 Therefore, Petitioner believes that all imp@rts to the l)nited States from Vietnam 

are produced by CS Wind and thus, the import pricing reflected in the official import statistics 

represent price offerings from CS Wind. As noted above, each OEM turbine manufacturer has 

proprietary specificatiqns that result 'in variations in the overall weight of the tower and the 

number of seqions per tower. However, using the average per-kilogram value for CS Wind's 

wind towers and applying it to the precise weight 'Of a known wine! tower model essentially 

accounts for the variations between OE~1 turbine manufacturers given that steel plafu comprises 

the majority of the wind tower's weight. 

II See Declarat(on of [ V\<...t v"'-€. ], attached as Exhibit V-2. 

12 Id. 

13 See USJTC Dataweb, Imports for Consumption HTS US 7802.20.0020, attached as Exhibit V-5. 

14 See Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196, 
US ITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 20 I 9) (Review) at IV- I, excerpts attached as Exhibit V-1. 

6 
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Petitioner used the official import statistics for HTSUS subheading 7308.20.0020 to value 

US-702. Because the HTSUS subheading 7308.20.0020 does not specifically identify the type of 

wind toWef imp6rted by OEM, P-etitioner used the [ S O U fl- e ] entry data to 

identify the wind tower models imported during the proposed POI. As is evident in Exhibit V-3, 

] indicates that the towers associated with OBS US-702, were 

imported by [ 

].
16 The [ ] dat,i indicates that CS 

Wind shipped [ r foJvc.t] to}Vers to the United States. 17 
[ V'\c-t t/f r:,. ti ve 

].18 

] . Thus, based on the 

infonnation reasonably available to Petitioners, indicates that the completed wind towers for 

OBS US-702 were for ( V\.&t frtA -t\ \/( ] in height. 

To obtain the sales value for this tower model, Petitioner applied the Rer-kilogram 

average unit value to the weight of a standard [ V'l£\fr0i1've ] model 

imported from Vietnam. As noted abov.e, each OEM tutbine manufacturer has proprietary 

specifications that result in variations in the overall weight of tli~ tower and the number of 

sections per tower. However, using the average per-kilogram value for CS Wind's wind towers 

lS 

16 

,, 
18 

See [ •-"'''t.J, attached as Exhibit V-3. 

See id 

See id. 

Declaration of ( 'i'\r...f'II. (. ], attached as Exhibit V-6. 
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and applying it to the precise weight of a.. known wind tower model essentially accounts for the 

variations between OEM turbine manufacturers given that stee1 plate comprises the majority of 

the, wind tower's weight. 

With respect to OBS US-703, Petitiofler used the official import statistics for HTSUS 

subheading 7308.20.0020 to value this tower offer. Because the HTSUS subheadtng 

7308.20.0020 does not specifically identify•the type o:f wind tower imported by OEM, Petitioner 

used the [ ] entry data to identify the wind tower models imported during 

the proposed POI. As is evident in Exhibit V-3, tl,1e [ ] indicates that the 

towers associated with OBS US-703, were irripo{ted by [ V\ er.. ({ ~ "1~ 

]. Although the [ /f"lt:. ff~tuie 

]. 19 The [ C:, ~v (t,.E ] 

data indicates that CS Wind shipped [ ~c..,i\Jc.,1"' ] towers to the United States. In fact, the 

19 

21 

n 

] describes the shipment as [ 

].
21 However, [' V"I l,\ if r 4 it ve 

See [ I:, c\Jf'U], attached as Exhibit V-3. 

See id. . 

].22 

See Declaration of [ V'\q ~e ], attached as Exhibit V-2. 

Id. 

8 
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To obtain• the sa'.les value for this tower model, Petitioner applied the per .. kilogram 

average unit value to the w~ight fro~ the official import statistics of a ·standard [ f t't> olvc+-

] model imported from Vietnam.23 As noted above, each OEM turbine manufacturer has 

proprietary specifications that result in variations in the overall weight of the tower and the 

number of sections per tower. However~ using the average per-kilogram value for CS Wind's 

V?ind towers and applying it to the precise weight of a known wind tower model essentially 

accounts for the variations between OEM turbin~ manufacturers given that steel plate comprises 

the majority of the wind tower's weight. 

Further, because these towers appear to have been sold to [ t"\ c.. ( r .... tl\,e. 

], these towers were 'likely so1a· to unrelated customers for purchase prior to 

importatiorf, ,export price is the appropriate basis,for U.S. price.24,Petitioner calculated the export 

prices usin,g the quoted transaction price as the best information reasonably available. 

B. Movement and Related Expenses 

In order to calculate the ex-factory U.S. Price for sales to the United States, Petitioner 

would normally deduct from the quoted transaction prices the costs associated with exporting and 
,. 

delivering the pr-0dnct to the customer 'in the United States. These costs normally consist of 

inland and ocean, freight charges from the Vietnamese manufacturing facilities to the U,S. po11s, 

Vietnamese and lJ.S. port, wharfage, anqfor handling fees, foreign brokerage and handling, 

insurance fees, customs duties paicl upon entry of the subject merchandise into the United 

23 See VSl"fC Dataweb, Jmpor'ts for Consumption HTSUS 7802.20.0020, attached as Exhibit V-5. 

24 See Section 772(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, codified as amended at, 19 U.S.C, § l 677a(c) (2000) 
(hereinafter the "Tai:iff Act"). 

9 
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States,25 and U.S. domestic frei~ht expe~ses. However; because the, pricing was derived from 

official U.S. import statistics and was based,on ffie "Customs Value" of the goods, all movement 

expenses have a)ready been stripped out of the calc,ulation and the prices presented represent an 

ex-works,price for the goods. 

C. Computation of Ex-Fa'Ctory U.S. Price 

Owing to the nature of the price quotes within the possession of the domestic irrdustry, 

and its counsel, the offer prices made'by CS Wind reflect ex,.,worl<s pricing (i.e., the ex-factory 

export price). Consequently, there is no need-to qemonskate any-adjustments to tlre quoted price. 

III. NORMAL VALUE 

Pursuant to Section 773 of the Tariff Act, 19 U.S.C. § 1677b(c)(4) (2019), if subject 

merchandise is exported from an NME, the Department shall determine NV based on the value 

of the FOP used to produce the subject men;handise., as valued in an appropriate sun-agate 

market economy country.26 General .expenses, profit, tlte cost of containers, coverings, and other 

expenses must be added to this amount (where .such expenses are incurred in the production of 

subject merchandise).27 Because .the Department has not revoked its designation of Vietnam as

NME, Petitioner has calculated NV using th~ values ofFOPs from a surrogate country. India. 

25 • According to the 2019 edition of thd-lannonized Tariff Schedule of the United States ("HTSUS"),. there 
are no duties levied on imports of wind towers. See Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, Revision 7, 
Chapter" 73 (2019), excerpts attached as E,xhibit V-7. However, fees like the Harbor Maintenance Tax and -rhe 
merchandise processing fee would still be levied. As a conservative estimation, Petitioner has omitted any 
downward adjustment for customs fees. 

27 

Tariff Act, Section 773(c)(l), 19 U,S.C. § 1677b(c)(4). 

Id. 

10 
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A. Vietnam is a Non-Market Economy 

Vietnam is an NMJi The 'Department has treated Vietnam as a NM~ in e:very 

administrative proceeding in which Vietnam has been involved, and has continued to do so in 

adrtiinistrative proceedings concluded this year.28 Indeed, in its preliminary determinatien of its 

ADinvestigation of Polyethylene Retail Carrier Bags (the last otiginal investigation on a product 

from Vietnam), the Department found that Vi[ytnmnese producers and .exporters of commercial 

goods operate in an economy that is, by all legal standards, a NME.29 Consequently, by statute 

and by Departmental ·policy, Vietnam's NME status remains in effect today, since the 

Department has not revoked its determination that Vietnam as a whole, or any individual industry 

within the Vietnam, is an NME.30 

B. India is the ,Appropriate Surrogate Country for Vietnam 
* " 

The Department should utiliz~. India as the .surrogate-country for the purpose of -.;aluing 

FOP fot' wifld towers produced in Vietnam. The T!8riff Act specifies that the Department shall 

value FOP in a market economy tb,at is (1) at a comparable level of development to the NME 

28 !Jaminated Woven Sacks From the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 83 Fed. Reg. 51,436, 51,437 (Dep't 
Commerce Oct. 11, 2018)"(prelim. deter. of sales at less than fair value) (unchanged in Laminated Woven Sad.s 
Ftom the Socialist Republic of Vietnamt 84 t'e'd. Reg. 14,647, 14;648 (Dep't Commerce Apr. 11, 2019) (final deter. 
of sales at less than fair value)); Certain Fr9zen Fish Fillets Fi·om the Socialist /?.epublic of Vietnam, &3 Fed. Reg. 
46,479 (Dep't Commerce Sept. 13, 2018) (prelim. results of the anfidumping duty admin. rev., prelim. deter. of no 
shipments and partial rescission of the antidumping duty admin. 1·ev,; 2016-2017, ftnal results ofno shipments of the 
antidumping duty adni'in. rev.; '2.ffl 6,2017) (unc:hanged in Certain Frozen Fish Fillets From the Socialist Republic of 
Vietnam, 84 Fed. 'Reg. J 8_;007 (Dep't Commerce Apr. 29, 2019) (fina~ results, and final results of no shipments of 
the antidumping duty admin. rev.; 2016-2017)). 

29 Polyethylene Rel(lil Carrier Bags From the Socialist Republ{& of Vietnam, 74 Fed. Reg. 56,813, 56,815 
(Dep't Commerce Nov. 3>0, 2009) (prelim. deter. of sales at less than fair value and postponement of final deter.). 

30 Se~ Tarfff Act, S~ctio11 771(18)(c)(l), 19 U.S.C. § l677(18)(c)(i). See also lamina1ed Woven Sacks From 
the Socialist Republic of l(ietnam, 83 Fed. Reg. at 51,437 (the Depat:tment finding that a count1y's NME status 
remain~ as is as no findings to the contrary have been made). 

11 
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country, and (2) is a significant producer of comparable merchandise.31 For the following 

rea,sons, India satisfies both requirements with respect to production of wind towers. 

First, India and Vietnam have similar per capita gross national incomes (hereinafter 

"GNI"). Data for 2017 compiled by the World Bank indicate that India's per capita GNI was 

$1,?20.00, while Vietnam's percapita GNI W(lS $2,170.00.32 The Department has determined in 

a number of ongoing and recently conclµded investigations and administrative reviews that India 

is at a level of development comparable to Vietnam.33 Additionally, in the first anti.dumping 

investigation covering wind towers from Vietnam, the Department found that Jnd.ia is a proper 

source of surrogate values due to the comparabilitj7 of its economy with that ofVietnam.34 

Second, India is a maj.or producer and exporter of wind towers ru1d related products. 

According to the Commission's final staff report in the first sunset review of Utility Scale Wind 

Towers from China and Vietnam, in ·2016, India was the second largest e~porter of wind towers, 

only behind China. 35 In 2017, India remained among the top seven exporters of wind towers. 36 

Additionally, India's wind energy industry is expanding. India has large OEMs, such as Suzlon, 

that are supplying new wind farms in India and li~ely using dqmcsticaJ}y produced towers to 

' 1 Tariff.Act, section 773(c)(4)(A) - (B), 19 U.S.C, § 1677b(c)(4)(A) - (B). See also U.S. Department of 
Commerce, import Administt;a/lon Policy Bulletin 4. J - Noii-"Market Economy Sun,ogate Country Selection Process 
(Mar. 1, 2004 ), attached as E,xh ibit V-~. 

32 See M~morandum lrom Carole Showers to lartre,s Mat!der; re: Ust qfSurrogate Countries/or AntiduTQping 
lnwstigations and Reviews froli1 the Socialist Republic of Vietlfom (Aug. 2, 2018), attached as Exhibit V-9. 

33 See, e.g., Certain Frozen Fish Fillets From the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 76 Fed. Reg. 77,485, 77,486 
(Dep't Commerce Dec. 13,,201 l)(prelim. results of the new shipper"rev.); Certail'I Frozen WarmwaterShrimpJ-"'rom 
the Socialist Republic o/Vietnam, 76 Fed. Reg. 12,054, 12,060 (bep"t Commerce Mar. 4, 2011) (prelim. results, 
pa1tial rescission, and requ~st for Jevqcation, in part, ofJhe fifth admin. rev.). 

34 Polyt!thylene Retaj/ Carrier Bags from the Socialist Republic of Vie1na1?1, 74 Ped. Reg. at 56118 J 5. 

35 See Utilily Scale Wind Towers from China and Vietnam, Inv. Nos. 70 I-TA-486 and 731-TA-1195-1196, 
USITC Pub. 4888 (Apr. 2019) (Review) at IV-18 (Table IV-61, attached as E~hibit V-1. 

36 Jd. 
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support their turbines.37 Thus, India's ability to produce and ~xport such large qyantities of 

identical and comparable rnerchandise is indicative of the country's ability to produce wind 

towers and comparable goods.38 

In sum, India's ability to export substantial quantities of wind towers is clearly indicative 

oft.he fact that India is both a significant producer and consumer of subject merchandise. India is 

also at a comparable level of development as Vietnam an.d is routinely used by the Department as 

a surrogate country for Vietnam. For all these reasons, India is an a~propriate surrogate country 

for petition purposes. 

C. No·rmal Value Calculation 

1. Factors of Production 

Because Vietnam is an NME, vafuation of the FGPs (i.e., raw materials, energy, and 

labor) involved in prodllcing Vietnamese ,vind towers musl be based upon the value of the FOPs 

in a surrogate market economy country. The usage rates of those FOPs (i.e., quantities of raw 

materials consumed, amount of energy consumed, a11d riumber of labor hours required) shoul<l be 

based upon the consumption rates of the .Vietnamese manufacturer. However, because 

information regardi•rrg the quan?:ities of inputs cpnsumed by CS Wind is not reasonably available 

to Petitioner, we have used the BOMs for prodt.tct-specific production costs and/or consHmption 

rates of a U :s. wind tower prod\lcer~ [ l 0 tw-fQ11 - the "Vietnam.ese SmTogate" - for the period 

37 See Global Wind Turbine Manl!facturers Score Big Orders in India (Jan. 19, 2019), attached as Exhibit V-
31. 

,s Petitioner based its analysis of Jndian exports categori7.ed ,m<ler Indian I-ITS number 7308.20 I 9 (Towers 
for Other Purposes WIN Assembled) and 7308.20 I I (Towers For Transmission Line WIN Assembled). See United 
States International Trade Commission, Indian Customs Tariff, Section-XV, Chapter 73, attached as Exh1bit Y-10. 
Indian HTS number 7308.2019 is analogous to U.S. imports of wind tower~ which are categorized under HTS US 
number 7308.20.0020. Under World Customs Organization rules and regulations, tariff schedules are typjcally 

13 
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calendar year 2018.39 There are virtually no changes from the BOM provided to U.S. producers 

to quote and the actual model that is produced and installed in a wind farm project. As such, once 

awarded the contract, wind tower producers use the OEM-provided BOMs to produce the actual 

tower models that will be used in the wind farm project. This is the most recent information 

availab'le to Petitioner. Petitfoner used data fr~m this time period for [CPj-A"~ because it 

provides the most ,recent information reasonably· available- to Petitioner, and encompasses the 

period for ,which Petitioner obtained certain U.S. pricing information. Like CS Wind, [ 

]. 

J.40 

a. Th·e production process for wind towers 

Marmfacturing wiml towers entails a multi-step process, which includes a wide range of 

large-scale fabrication procedures. Depending on the overall height, which ranges from 60 meters 

to ovet I 50 meters, the tower will generally be produced and shipped in three to five sections that 

are assembled at the project site. The weight of the final assembled tower can often range from 

harmonized only to the six-digit level. Indeed, at the six-digit level, the HTSUS and the Indian HTS are identical. 
By process of elimination, the only Indian HTS number in which wind towers can be classified is 7308.2019. 

39 See Declaration of [ J, attached as Exhibit V-6 (cost ~eclaration). 

40 See id.; CS Wind Production Process Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit V-11. 
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100 tons to over 350 tons depending on the height of the tower and the_ gauge of the steel used. 

The major steps include, but are not limited ,to, steel pla,te cutting and rolling, can/cone welding, 

flange mating, section fit-up and weldout, installation of welded internals, door frame 

installation, painting, ~t:id final internals assembly. The follo:win$ discussion provides a general 

description of eacn phase. 

The weight of the turbine, nacelle, ,and rotor blades, co~pled with the constant wind and 

torsion.al forceS' exerted on the tower require the use of heavy gauge high strength low alloy 

("HSLA'') or alloy steel plate. The production process for current tower designs typically begins 

with HSLA or alloy steel plate, 10 feet wide and over 40 feet long with a thickn~s up to 3.0 

inches ( over 7 5 millimeters). These plates are cut using a plasma and/or 'oxygen acetylene cuttei:, 

which cuts the pla~s fnto -either cone or can (i.e., rjng) shapes sµited to forming the structural 

shape. Immediately after cutting, the edges of the plate may be beveled so as to facilitate 

welding. 

Onee the plate is cut and beveled, it is moved to a roller where it is rolled into either a 

conical or cylindrical shape (i.e., ring). The rolling machines run on electricity and are generally 

run by between one and three workers. Subsequent to rolling, the cone or cylinder is moved to a 

welding station where the adjoining longitudinal edges are welded together creating· the long 

seam. The welding stations consume welding wire, flux, compressed air, and argon gas in the 

welding process, which runs on electricity. The inside and outside of the seam are welded where 

the ends ofthe can/cone are joined. The cylindrical cahs/cones are then mated to one another and 

circumferentially welded together.41 The number of can/cones ;nated together depends on the 

41 Declaration of [ ""c.i.""t. ], at1ached as Exhibit V-6. 
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section length. Depending on the final height of the tower, there are typically between 30 to 40 

cans and/or cones that comprise a single towei:. For-example, in a typical 89-meter tower, there 

can be over 30 can and/or cone pi~es. These cans and/or cpnes are typically grouped inta three 

to five sections depending on the total height of the tower, -aod are shipped to the project site for 

final assembly. 

Next, steel flanges are welded at each end of the section. The flanges are highly

customized, precision machined steel rings \\'.,ith drilled holes and tapered faces that allow them 

to he mated together with flanges from other tow,er ,sections anq then ~ecured with extremely 
"!,, 

large structural bolts ahd structural nuts.42 The same welding materials used to weld the cans and 

cones together are also used to weld the flanges to the tower sections, i.e., welding wire, flux, and 

gases. 

After the sections are fully welded and the flang~s are installed, a worker welds brackets, 

clips, and lugs into the inside of the section, which serve as attachment points for the various: 

internal components.43 The brackets are made from flat or round bar stock steel or may be 

purchased as pre-fabricated brackets or a!'igle steel. Threaded weld sockets of studs may also be 

welded to the interior walls of the tower s,ection. 

Each wind tower has at least one utility/service door to allow access to the internal • 

structure. A producer may utilize an oxygen acetylene ot plasma torch to cut out an oval sectio1). 

from the bottom section of the tower for the door. The producer may thtn use either a heavy 

formed steel plate ot thick cut steel plate to fabricate a door frame that is thea welded to the 

42 Jd. 

43 Some producers do not utilize brackets but instead hang internals from ~re-existing holes in the steel section 
flanges. 
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openmg. Alternatively, the producer 'may use a pre..,fabricated frame.44 A door and 

accompanying door hinges are then flttached to tlte bottom tower se.~tion. A tower may also 

include a fan portal for the incorporation of ~fventilation fan. 

Once the basic fonn of the tow.er section is complete, the tower section then undergoes 

painting and finishing steps to protect it from the significant environmental stresses to which 

wind towers are subjected, includit,1g from wind, rain, spray, and salt. Due to this fact, a great 

deal of effort is often devoted to protecting the tower itself from corrosion. Pr-oducers of wind 

towers often paint the tower with multiple coats depending on the turbine manufacturer's 

specifications. However, each tower will have at least one intemal coat and two external coats of 

high quality paint. Wind tower producers may also undertake the process of "metalizing" part or 

all of a tower to impart additional protection. 

Painting and/or metalizing involves several steps. First. each tower section is blasted with 

grit (often steel fines) to clean the steel and create a profile ort the steel surface which helps paint 

adhere better. Next, a special coatings or ·metalizing, is applied tb the steel flanges as these 

sections are likely candidates for the onset of rust and corrosion. Here, the1mally sprayed zinc 

coating is applied to the flanges so _as to 1t11part cortosicm resistance - ''metalizing or TSZ." After 

this, the sections are the!} placed in a painting booth and painted .both internal1y and externally 

with different types of coatings, which ean be epoxy, urethane, and others. Finally, the tower is 

left to dry under a humidity ancj. temperature-controlled environment - essentially allowing the 

tower to slowly bake - so as to ensure the proper drying and curing of the painted surface. Curing 

of the paint can often take anywhere from three to 16 hours, depending on the weather. 

44 Declaration of [ ""'°" M. t, ], attached as Exhibit V-6. 
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Additionally, for certain towers that are $ul,->jected to e~treme erlvir-0runental conditions or where 

the customer demands .such treatment, addi'tiQnal tower surfac.e area may have additional coating 

layers applied or be "metalized" utilizing the same process described above for the flanges. 

Once the painting work is complete, the tower sections are fitted out with the remaining 

internal components. Depending on the turbine manufacturer's design, the ifitemals may include 

items such as ladders, flooring/platforms, electrical utility cabling, ctmduit, main cables and 

connectors for the generator nacelle, interior lighting~ mechanical or electrically driven "man 

lifts" (elevators), or other accessories.45 Once the specified internals are attached, the towers are 

transferred to inventory to await being transp9rted to the customer.'s yard. 

This production process is used by the Vietnamese Surrogate, a company which has 

produced wind towers [ r'\~ ,o,"\"\\Jt 

at[ 

model is [ 

]. The Vietnamese Surrogate can produce wind towers 

]. The.cost 

].46 For these reasons, utilization 

of the Vietnamese Surrogate to calculate Vjetnamese producers' costs of production represents 

the best information reasonably available to Petitioner at this time. AG!ditionally, according to the 

information available to Petitioner, CS Wind utrlized similar production methods to produce 

subject merchandise, and offers a [ nt.A ff"~, '1€,. 

45 

46 

Id. 

Id. 

).47 

47 See [ £.,o\)r £.(., ], attached as Exhibit V-3; see also CS Wind Production Process Website Excerpts, 
attached as Exhibit V-1 l. 
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Consequently, Petitioner believes .that the costs reflected by these c::ompanies are accurate 

estimations of the caltulation of the cost of production ("COP")- described infra. 

2. Calctilation of Notmal Value 

To calculate NV, Petitioner first calculated the amount (i.e., consumption rate) of each 

production iqput that '1:he Vietnamese SuITbgate nsed to produce one finished AA'ind tower that is 

similar or identical to the merchandise offered for sale by CS Wind in th~ United States during 

the proposed POI. Petitioner used the BOM I?rovided by the OEM to tower producers to produce 

th~ exact tower offered in the United States and the Vietn.amese Surrog~te's actual consumption 

rates for some direct matetiaUoput:, [ V\ C\ r 'f Ga\ -\", v~ 

],
48 Petitioner determined the avera:ge 

cost for these inputs in the surrogate country, India) using publicly a:vailable information that is 

• 
most contemporaneous with the POI. Similarly, Petitioner [ "'eit (' ; 4 -h V e 

J and dete1mined the average cost fot.these 

inputs in the surrogate country, India, from publicly avaU,~bfe ~nfonnation that is ffl.l)St 

contemporaneous with 1he proposed POI. BaSed on this •information, Petitioner calculated CS 

Wind's NV. 

3. Adjustments for lrlflatiorl and Exchange Rates 
I, ,.- ,.. 

For certain inputs, Petitioner could not obtain cosrfrgures in U.S. dollars or for the period 

for whf ch Petitioner has cost data. Where an input came frorh a period preceding the POI, the 

peri"od for whfoh Petitioner lias cost data, Petitioner made adjustments for inflation using the 

consumer price index for India as reported by the Intemational Mpnetaty Fund in its publication 

See Declaration of [ r\O.M ( ], Exhibit V-& 
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IFS.49 Because the IMF h~s only released data thro.ugp March 2019, Petitioner divided the index 

for the period to which the input price ,Pt:rtained by the index for the most recent six month 

pedod where data is available (i.e., October 2018 tqrough March 2019). 

Petitioner calculated the-entire COP in U.S. Dollars pursuant to Departtnent practice. For 

input prices denominated in Indian Rupees,.-Petitiorrer converted-the price into U.S. dollars using 

the simple average of the daily U.S. dol!ar - Indian Rupee eKchange rate for the POI reported on 

the Department's Internet site.50 

4. Adjustments- for Freight 

In most circumstances, a Vietnamese producer of wind towers must procure materials 

from sources outside of the company, ConsequenUy, per, Depaitmental practice, surrogate 

material inputs must be adjusted for freight expenses incurred in transpo1ting tbe goods to the 

producer. As best information available, Petitioner would normally increase the reported 

surrogate value by the reported fodian freight rate as utilized by the Department ht previouS' 

administrative proceedings. Pursuant to the Court of AJ1).)eals for the Federal C1rcuit's holding in 

Sigma Corp. v. United States, 117 F.3d 1401 (Fed: qr. f997), Petitioner would limit the distance 

used to calculate freight costs to the shorter of the dista11ce from the supplier's factory to the 

49 See Jndia Consumer Price fndex, attached as Exblbit V-12. As discussed inji-a, and pursuant to 
Departmental policy, Petifidnei• utilized' the producer price to inflate fobor costs as opposed to the producer price 
index. Petitioner notes that lndia appears to have only recently staited tracking p~oducer price index information. 
See Government to release inflation 'index for /0 services as trial in June, Economic Times (May 8, 20 H~). attached 
as Ed1ibit V-13. 

so See India Currency Excl1a1Jge Rates 2018, attached as Exhibit V-14. 
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wind·towers factory or the distance-from CS Wind's fa.cilitieS to the nearest port of e~portation 

for wind towers. 51 

Petitioher has determined that the distance from CS Wind's facilities situated in the Pho 

My Industrial Park, Tan Thanh Distrl.ct, Ba R_ia-Vung Tau Province to the Phu My :Ba Ria 

service port is certainly less than 5' kilometers away.52 Petitioner included this distance (where 

appr-0priate) as the distance r.equired to ship material input goods from CS Wind's suppliers to 

the company's production facilities. This is the best information available to Petitioner. 

However, owing to the short distart,ce inv'ol'(ted in shipping goods to the pol;'t of 

exportation, Petitioner has omitted this cqst from CS Wind's NV. This omission would result in 

a slightly understated NV .. and a .slight\y understated dumping margin. Consequently, this 

methodology is conservative. 

5. Prodnction Costs 

Utilizing the aforementioned ,methodol,pgy, Petitioner has estimated the COP for 

merchandise produced and exported by CS Wind. A, summary of all surrogate values appears in 

Exhibit V-21,53 and the calculations for the production costs in question appear in Exhibit V-21. 

5' Petitioner notes that this methodology is relevant only where the surrogate value is based u]'>on import 
statistics. See Issues and Decision Memora~dum accompanying Certcfin Lined Paper Productsfi·om the People's 
Republic of Vietnarll, 71 Fed. Reg. ~.3,079 (Dep't Commerce Sept. 8, 2006) '(less·than•fair•value investigation) at 
cmt2. · 

52 See CS Wind Vietnam Website Excerpts, at1ached as Exhibit V-15. 
53 Consistent with Department practice, Petitioner has excluded from the calculation of surrogate values 
import statistics pertaining to imports of goods from NM Es (e.g., China, Vietnam, Moldova, etc.), from countries 
that <Jfe known to provide generally available export subsidies (e.g., lndia, lndonesia, and Thailand), and from 
countries whose identity fs unknown (e.g., "Unknown Country"). 
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a. Raw materials 

(i) Steel inputs 

The primary inputs utilized in the production of a wind,tower is 'MSLA or alloy steel plate 

(often European Grade S355, .A.STM Grade A572 or A71J9) ufilized to form the tower structure,54 

and cast or rowed steel flanges that ar$! uti!ized to join sections 9f the. steel tower ta.gether. 

In wind towers, heavy gauge discrete cut-to-length plate is utilized so as to support the 

weight of thf! structuU;: as a whole as well as withstind external forces that are placed upon the 

tower (j?.g., wind). The HSLA and alloy steel pl~te consumed ill' the production of wind towers 

are not standard -sized plates, and only a limited number of steel mills can produce the plate irt the 

sizes required by OEM's BOM. As a result, there is a significant price premium for steel plate 

used t0 produce Wind tower as compared to standard grade carbon plate. The thickness df the 

wind to,.wer steel plate can be a~ great as 3.00 inches (75 millimeters) or more. The Width and 

length of the discrete steel plates are also greater than standard plate ,sizes. The width and fength 

for stancjard discrete plate-are 2,500 MM or less and 12,000 MM or less, respecti~ely. However .. 

more than['%] percent of the discrete steel plate dirnensi·ons for the specific tower models (i.e., 

[ ]) exceed,2,500 MM in width or 12,.000 MM ir1 lengtb. 

As a result, 43 ~alue this structural steel plate, Petitioner added a width premium of $26/MT and 

a length premium of $'29/MT to-account for the site of'.the plate consumed. 55 

To value steel plate used in wind towers, Petitroner used HTS 7225.40, which covers 

"other alloy'' steel plate. The BOM for the [ rno.,(("'&1 f: tie 

54 See Declaration of [ V\ OI. wt e J, attached as Exhibit V-6. 
5s Id. 
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] steel plate and the [ n c-:, t f C\ -\'1 ve 

J. 56 
[ 'h Gt ('{'<(-t: ve 

). 57 The official speciflcatforts for [ V'\ t,_ .. ,t( t\. 11 v (:. 

].58 This plate c0ntruns significant additions of these alloying elements to provide high 

strength and assist with corrosion resistance. 59 Both HSI.A and -alloy steel plate sell at a 

significant premium to standard grade car1'on steel plate. OEMs ~picafly specify the grade of 
~ 

steel to be used in their production sheets and only allow equivalent grades as designated in their· 

production specifications. Given that the production specifications for the [ 

], Petitioner used HTS subheading 7225.40 to value the steel. This is the 

best information available to Petitionei'. 

The steel flanges are custom cast or forg~~ and used to join the various tower section 

together and can be as large as 4 meters 'in dian1et,er. io value the finely machined steel flanges 

56 See id. 

51 Compare Amerkan Scciety for Testing and Material's" Designation A 709/A '709M, Standard Specification 
for Structural Steel for Bridges, attached as Exhibit V-,16, and American Society for Testing and Materials 
Designafion 572/ A ~7'.2M-0"Z, Stat;dcfftd Specification for High-S;trength Low-A/1oy Columbium-Vanadiu'ltl Slructura/ 
Steel, attached as Exhibit \1-17 (specifyirrg that for Type 2 anti ·3, the maximum limit .for vanadium is 0.15%), with 
Harmonized iariff Schedule of the United States, Revision 7, Chapter 72 (2019) at note (f), attached as Exhibit V• 
18. 

Compare [ 
], attached as Exhibit V-19, with hlarmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, 

Revision 7, Chapter 72 (2019) at note (f), excerpts attached as Exhibit V-t8. 
$9 See Effects of Common Alloying Elements in Steel, attached as Exhibit V-20. 
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used to join together wind tower sections, Petitioner utilized import statistics from UN 

Comtrade's ("Comtrade") database or' international trade statistics.60 The data pertains to the 

period July 2018 fhrough December 2018. T.hi;; is the most recent data available provided by 

Comtrade for Indian imports-. 6.1 .A!s such, this is the hest information available to Petitioner. 

(ii) ,Other itiputs 

Many other inputs are utilized in the producti?n of steel wjnd tpwers. These inputs 

include doors and door frames, metalized paint, liquid epoxy resins, polyurethane paints, J5aint 

thim1er, and welding materials,62 Additionally, other direct materials such as mechanical and 

electrical internals are utilized in the production of Wind towers. With respect to the mechanical 

intern~ls, inputs woulc1 include ladders, S'crews, bolts, W'ashers, pins, metal decking at various 

levels, hand rails, attachments, fittings, and other items.,, With respect to the electrical internals, 

the input would include cabling, bus bars, junction boxes, mounting devices, nuts, bolts, Washers, 

pins, electrical lighting iixtures and lights, electrical teceptacles, electrical conduit, zip ties, cable 

ladders, and other items. To value each of the aforementioned inputs, Petitioner obtained 

surrogate value information as provided fo.r under the relevant HTS numbers from the Indian 

Tariff Schedule and as disseminated by Comtrade.63 The data pertains to the period July 2018 

1hrough December 2018. This is the most recent data available pr6vided by Com trade for In,dian 

imporfs.64 This is the best information available to Petitioner. 

GO 

61 

62 

6, 

See Summary of Surrogate Values, attached as Exhibit V:..21. 

SeetJN Comtrade Ntonthty Merchandise Trade Data Availability, attached as Exhibit V-22. 

Not all inputs are used to produce all subject items. 

See Summary of Surrogate Values, attached as Exhibit V-21, 

Sed.JN Comtrade Monthly Merchandise trade Data Availabilizy. attached as Exhibit v~22. 
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b. Energy 

To value electricity, Petitioner utilized the Jndian eleetricity rate for various periods as 

collected and disseminated by the Central Electricity Authority.65 

To value natural gas, Petitioner calculated an average natural gas rate relevant to Indian 

consumers of natural gas. Twice a year, the governme_nt publfshes the price for natural gas from 

ordinary fields as well as the maximum rate producers can charge for gas from difficult fields 

such as those in deep sea and high-pressure high-temperature. Petitioner averaged the published 

prices from both natural.gas sources.66 As the pricing pertained to tiltes within the POI, there was 

no need to inflate this value·to a POI contemporaneous rate (unlike the rate f'or electricity). 

To value remaining energy inputs (which are arguably either direct material inputs or 

energy inputs) -- argon and nitrogen -- Petitioner relied on.two different sources. With respecLto 

argon, Petitioner utilized Indian impo1ts of ''Argon" categorized under Indian HTS number 

2804.2100. Because the Indian impott pricing ·was based on a price per kilogram, Petitioner · 

converted the price per cubtc meter (the basis maintained by the Vietnamese sun-agate) to arrive 

at a price per cubic meter (M3
).

67 Similarly, ·for nitrogen, Petitioner utilized Indian imports of 

"Nitrogen" categorized und,er Indian HTS nurriber1804.3000. As with argon, !Secause the Indian 

impo1t pricing was based on a price per, kilogram, Petitroner converted the price per cubic meter 

<,S See Electricicy Cosr in India, attached as Exhibit V-23. 

66 See Ministry,of Petroleum & Natural Gas, Govemment of India, Domestic Natural Gas Price for the period 
April - September 2018 (Mar. 2S, 2018), attached as Exhibit V~24. 

67 See Conversion Rate Tab[es,, attached as Exhibit V-26. 
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(the basis maihtained by the Vietnamese,surrogate) to arrive at a price per cubic meter (M3
).

68 

This is the best information available to Petitioner. 

c. Labor 

Consistent with the Department~s methodology vis-a-vis the valuation of labor in non

market economies, Petitioner valued labor utilized in the production of wind towers based upon 

data provided in the Government of India's Annual Labor ~p01t 2017-2018 and the 

International Financial Sta'tistics.69 

Petitioner utilized !LO category 29 ("Manufacture of Machinery and Equipment NEC") 

as this category reflects the nature of wotk performed• on wind towers. The wage rate - Rs. 

474.20 per pa;r-was conve1ted to a rate per hour by dividing the ¥alue by 8. 

Becaqse the data was collected in 2013, Petitioner also infla:ted·the reported wage rate by 

the consume!' price index inflation rate in effect during the POI as reported by the IMF. The 

adjusted hourly wage. rate ar,pears in Exhibit V-25. 

6. Total Cost of Production 

Petitioner addecl all of the total direct manufacturing costs arrive at the total cost of goods 

sold ("COGS'') net of depreciation for wind towers. 70
• Pursuant to Departmental regulations an a 

statute, Petitioner added addition~] expenses relating. to· overhead, selling, general and 

administrative expenses, and profit. To value these ex,penses, Petitioner attempted to :find 

publicl}' available financjal stalements from Indian entities that are producers of identical or 

68 

69 

70 

See id. 

See Calculation of Indian Labor Rate, attached as Exhibit V-25. 

See Cost of Production Calculation, attached as Exhibit V-27. 
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comparable merchandise. Petitioner has utilized the fiscal year 2017-201~ financial statements of 

ISGEC Heavy Engineering Ltd. ("ISUEC"). ISGEC is a leading manufacturer and exporter of 

various process equipment, such as high pressure vessels. Petitioner utilized ISGEC because one 

of the primary inputs utilized "in the production of high pressure vessels is discrete steel plate, 

which is purchased in wide sheets and in thicknesses that are comparable to subject merchandise. 

Indeed, the production of high pressure vessels start with the selection of discrete plate and is 

roll~d and bended to form its cylindrical shape, similar to the' cylindrical cans/cones of a wind 

tower. 71 For these reasons, Petitioner believes that the utilization @f ISGEC's financial 

statements is reasonable. This is the best inform~tion available to Petjtioner at this time, 

a. Overhead 

Petitioner was unable to obtain CS Wind's actual company-wi9e overhead costs. As best 

information available, Petitioner obtairte4 infoqnation concerning overhead expenses from 

information published by ISGE8 for the fiscal year 2017-2-018. Petitioner calculated individual 

overhead expense ratios based on its unconsolidated financial statements in its annual report,72 

Petitioner then multiplied COGS by the calculated overhead ratio to a1Tive at the total cost of 

manufacturing ("COM").73 

b. Selling, General, and Administrative Costs 

Petitioner was unable to obtain CS Wind's actual company-wide selling, general, and 

administrative costs ("SG&A") expenses. As best information available, Petitioner utilized 
I 

SG&A expenses as published by ISGEC for the fiscal year 2017-2018. Petitioner calculated the 

71 

n 

73 

See ISGEC Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit V-28. 

See Calculation of financial Rat.ios: ISGEC, attached as Exhibit V-29. 

See Cost of Prodpction Calculation, attached as Exhibit V-27. 
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SO&A expense ratio based upon·the company's. unconsolidated financial statements in its annual· 

report as seen in Exhibit V-29·. Petitioner then multiplied ,COOS plus overhead expenses -

COM- by the SO&A expense ratio to arrive at the total COP.74 

c. Profit 

Petitioner was unable to abtain CS Wind's actual company-wide profit rates. 

Consequently, P~titioner utilized the profit rate as reported by ISOEC for fiscal year 2017•2018 

based upqn its profits for the year. Petitioner multiplied the calculated COP by the profit ratio to 

arrive at NV net of packing expenses. 75 

7. Packing 

The calculation of NV must take into account the costs associated with packing the 

merchandise to be exp011ed to the United States. The costs incurred in packing are .added to NV 

after total COP has been calculated. 76 

D. Northa) Value 

Petitioner calculated NV by adding together the total direct CdP with total packing costs 

(including packing materials, laboi:, and ~pergy), whHe at the same t1me, subtracting any scrap 

credit offsets fotTeclaimed scrap. The calculations described above result in a,11 estimated NV f@r 

the following observations: 77 

74 See Calculatiorr of FirmnciaJ Ratios: JSO'EC, attached as Exhibit V-29; Cost of Production Calculation, 
attached as Exhtbtt V-27. 
15 See Calc'\.1lation of Financial Ratios: ISGEC, attached as Exhibit V-29; Cost of Production Calculation, 
attached as Ifrftibit V./l7. 
76 See Calculation of Finarrcial Ratios: ISGEC, attached a~ Exhibit v ... 29; Cost of Production Calculation, 
attached as Exhibit V-27. 
77 See Calculation of Financial Ratios: ISGEC, attached as Exhibit V-29; Cost of Production Calculation, 
attached as Exhibit V-27. 
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OBS Producer Typ'e Height Weignt Normal Value 

US-701 cswv [ f>rcJvt- t- ~..sure \V\e-.svil"(. i.51-l~occ ) 

US-702 cswv [ p10Jvt":-\-- W!f!Ct';Jufl )'l,,\,tqs..«1r(. J j-'f t)J ~t) ] 
.. 

US-703 cswv [ ptoel,;~~ tv>f~svr-< Me-"$ ur-e \57~0~ ] 

IV. LESS THAN NORMAL V A:LUE COMPARISON'("DUMPING MARGINS"} 

In calculating the dumping tnatgins, Petitioner matchep the U.S. transaction offers with 

their respective NVs. Petitioner then subtracted the ex-factory export price for each observation 

from NV for the corresponding observation and· divided the difference by the export price to 

determine the dumping margin for the U.S. transaction offer. This yielded a transaction-specific 

dumping margin. Petitioner then calculated a weight-average dumpirig margin based upoir the 

quantity of wind t,owers offered in each observation.78 

The comparisons demonstrate that CS Wind exported and sold., or offered to sell, the 

subject merchandise in the Uniteg S_tfites at prices that are less than NV. The calculated dumping 

mar.gin for OBS US-701, US-702, and US-703, is 87.32 perce~t, 79.96 percent, and 109.86 

percent, respectively. 79 

V. CONCLUSION 

Petitioner requests ,that antidumping duties be imposed on imports of wind towers from 

the Socialist's Republic of Vietnam in an amount sufficient to offset the unfair pricing described 

above. 

78 

79 

See Calculation of AD Margin, a11ached as Exhibit V-30. 

See id 
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Utility Scale Wind Towers from China and VietIJ.am, Il\V. Nos. 701-
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THE DEPARTMENT SHOULD IMPOSE COUNTERVAILING DUTIES ON 
UT,ILITY SCALE WIND TOWERS FROM CANADA 

' 

Pursuant to 19 U.S.C. §§' 1671(a}(l) and (2), the, Department of Commerce (the 

"Department") is required to i~pose a countervailing du,ty ("CVD") when a "Subsidies 

Agreement", countcy is found to provide countervai\able subsidies to manufacturers that sell or 

import merchandise intp the United States, and the iµiported mercbandise materially injures or 

threatens to injure an industry in the United S~fltes. ~s a member of the World Trade Organization 

("WTO"), Canada is considered to be a "Subsidies Agreem~nt" ~ountry under 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(b). Petitioner alleges that the G'overnment of Canada ("GOC'') maintains various 

economic programs and policies that have conferred countervailable subsidies on Ca,nadian 

producers of certain utility scale wind tower ("wind towers~'), and that these subsidized subject 

imports are materially injuring the U.S. wind·tow¢r industry. Accordingly, Petitioner requests that 

the Department apply U.S. CVD laws to the policies and programs outlined in this petition. 

II. NAME OF THE COUNTRY IN WHI€H THE SUB.lEeT MERCHANDISE IS 
MANUFACTURED OR PRODUCED 

The name of the country in whi~h the subject merchandise is manufac.tured or produced is 

Canada. 

III. NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF CANADIAN WIND TOWER PRODUCERS 
BENEFITING FROM·SUBSIDY PROGRAMS 

Petitioner has identified a number ofwin.d tower producers or exporters in.canada believed 

to have benefited from countervailable subsidies and whose products are believed to have been 

exported to the United States. The names and addresses of these companies are attached as 

Exhibit 1-16 to Volume I of this petition. 
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IV. EFFORTS TO OBTAIN INFORMATION 

Petitioner has conducted extensive researcp. to ·document Canadian government subsidies 

to the wind tower industry in Canada, iqcluding a review of the following sources: :gnancial 

statements of Canadian wind to-Wer prqducers, where available; company websites; mwket and 

industry research; news sources; WTO, 'U.S. government and Canadian government ·reports; 

private market research reports; and recent Departmei;lt CVD investigations with respect to 

Canada. 

However, much of the information that }Vould allow Petitioner to determine with certainty 

the types and amounts of subsidies received. by each of Canada's wind tower producers is difficult 

or impossible to obtain. For example, the intetest rates at which Canada's wind tower produ,cers 

obtain preferable loans are not publicly available. As, a result of the difficulties inherent in 

documenting subsidization, Petiti9ner concurs with the Department that "there are typically no 

fndependent sources for data on company-specifi~ benefits resulting from countervailable subsidy 

programs."1 The most accurate and thorough manner in,which the type and amount of subsidies 

may be determined is through administrative investjgation and through the issuance of preliminary 

and final-administrative determinations.2 

Despite these difficulties in obtaining information, Petitioner investigated and is providin& 

information demonstrating that the GOC has &ranted, and continues to grant, financial assistance 

to Canada's wind tower producers - assistanc~ which constitutes countervailable subsidies under 

section 771 of the ·Act. 

Prestressed Concrete Steel Wire Strand from India, 68 Fed. Reg. 40,629, 40,632 (Dep't Commerce July 8, 
2003) (prelim. affirm. countervailing duty deter.). 
2 See id. 
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V. THE DATE FROM ~HICH THE, DEPARTMENT SHOULD MEASURE 
SUBSIDIES ., ' 

For purposes of 19 C.F.R, § 351.524(d)(2), the average useful life of renewable physical 

assets in this industry - i.e., in the mimufacture of fabricated structural metal products such as s' 

wind tower - is 12 years} Accordingly, a:51>uming that the period of investigation ("POI") is 

calendar year 2018, Petitioner respe9tfully requests that the Department investigate any allocable, 

non-recurring subsidies granted during the period from 2007 to 7018, and any outstanding loans 

or recurring subsidies provided during the presumptive POI. 

VI. COUNTERVAILABLE SUBSIDY PROGRAMS 

The Cana;dian government grants ·extensive ·subsidies to its producers of subject 

merchandise, including: 

• grants, cash infusions and preferential'loans; 

• tax incentives and rebates; 

• local content requirements; 

• programs for producers in designated"locations; and 

• export subsidies. 

Cases of this nature are typically not amenable to mediation because they involve agency decisions 

pursuant to statutory/regulatory schemes on 'tl,J.e basis of tlte administrative record. 

The available evidence indicates that these programs constitute countervailable subsidies 

under section 771 of the Act because they are financial contributions, provide a benefit to wind 

tower producers, and are specific. 

See Publication 946: How to Depreciate Property, Internal Revenue Service, Department of the Treasury 
(Feb. 27, 2018) at 105, excerpt attached as Exhibit Vl-1. See also Issues and Decisions Memorandum accompanying 
Utility Scale Wind Towers from the People's Republic of China, 77 Fed. Reg. 75,978 (Dep't Colllmerce Dec. 26, 
2012) (final affirm. countervailing duty deter.) at 74. 
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Based on the locations of the wind tower p'mducers identified in Exhibit 1-7 to Volume I 

of this petition, in addition Jo subsidies prqvided by tpe GOC, Petitioner has identified subsidies 

provifled by the following provincial governments: 

• The Government of Nova, Scotia ("GNS"), as DSME Trenton Ltd. (DS1N) has 
production facilities in the province of Nova Scotia. 

• The Government of Quekec ('.'90Q"), c}S Mahnen Inc. ("Marmen") and Fabrication 
Delta, Inc. ("Fabrication Delta") have production facilities in the province of Quebec. 

• The Government ,of Ontari9 ("GOO"), as CS Wind Canada, Inc. ("CS Wind") has 
protluction facilities in the province of Optario. 

• The Government of Saskatchewan ("GOS"), as Hitachi Canadian Industries ,Ltd. 
("Hitachi") has production facilities in the province of Saskatchewan. 

Provided below is a description of the various countervailable subsidies available to 

Canadian wind tower producers. 

A. Government of Canada. Subsidy Pro!n·ams 

1. ;Export Guaranfe,e Pr9gram 

The GOC provides guarantees,for loans from pri.vate banks to cover Canadian companies' 

international sales contracts.4 Specifically, the GOC' provides companies with guarantees to 

encourage banks to increase access to financing. 5 The program provides guaranteed amounts of 

up to $10 million per customer and financing forforeign and domestic assets.6 To qualify for a 

guarantee under this program on a domestic oper~tion line or capital expenditure loan not directly 

related to an export, the company's exr.ort sales il} the past year must have been at least 15 percent 

or C$5 million and the company must have also exported goods and services in the same amount 

in the previous year. As Canadian wind tower producers have won projects in the United States 

5 

6 

Export Development Canada, Export Guarantee Program, attached as Exhibit VI-2. 

Id. 

Id. 
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valued at well-abovy the C$5 million ffireshold, it is reasonable to believe that such companies 

would qualify for, and utilize,·this progrrup.. 

a. Export Guarantees Prov{ded to Canadian wind tower Producers 
Constitutes a Coub.tervaiiahle Subsidy 

(1) Financial, Conti;ibution 

Preferential loans and other benefits granted under this export guarantee program should 

be considered loans-provided directly by the GOC an.d thus financial contributions within the 

meaning of sectiop 775(5)(D)(i) of the Act.7 

(2) Benefit 

These export loan policies appear to be administered on preferential, non-commercial 

terms, which confer a benefit to recipients within the meaning of section 771 ( S)(E)(ii) of the Act. 

The benefit is equal to the difference betwee't\ what the recipient paid on the loan and the amount 

that wouJd have been paid on a comparable commer~ial loan without the government-provided 

guarantee. 

(3) Specificity 

The benefits conferred under this program are spec,ific because they are contingent on 

export performance, under section 771(5A)(B) of the Act. 

2. Canada Border Services Ag~ncy Trade Incentive Programs 

The purpose of Canada Border Services Agency's ("CBSA") trade incentives programs is 

to keep Canadian companies competitive by providing ·relief from duties under special 

7 See, e.g., Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Coated Free Sheet Paper from the People's 
Republic of China, 72 Fed. Reg. 60,645 (Dep't Commerce Oct. ·25, 2007) (final affirm. countervailing duty deter.) 
("CFS Paper China IDM") at 54. 
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citcumstances.8 The CBSA offers a variety of programs that~nable Jt to waive (relieve), postpone 

( defer), or ref\md (drawback) some or all of the duties and truces that would otherwise be payable.9 

For each program, Canadian wind tower producers inust submit a form and be approved by the 

CBSA.10 The program covers imported go9ds that c9mp~ies will eventually re-export in.the same .. 
condition or after 11sing, consuming or expending them to process other goods. 11 Canada maintains 

antidumping duty orders on several sources of imp_prted steel plate, applied safeguard duties on 

heavy steel .plat~ during the proposed i>OI~ as well. as tariffs ,on imported U.S. steel products, 

including steel plate. 12 These tariffs are special cluti~s as they do not apply generally to all imported 

Canadian products or appear in the country's Departmental Consolidation of the Customs Tariff. 

Indeed, the duty exemption and p.uty drawback form~. haye fields to identify AD/CVD duties and 

other surtruces that may applkable to the imported product, such as safeguard duties, indicating 

that these special duties may be eligible for. e?{(?:rp.ptions qr a drawback. 13 

Canadian wind tower producers, .such as CS Wind and Marmen, likely imported steel plate 

during the proposed POI. To the extent that )Vind tower producers ·have imported plate which is 

subject to.AD/CVD duties, safeguard duties, or duties applied to,steel imported from the United 

States, Canadian producers wouid• li,kely use the duty exe:rp.ptioni duty deferral, or duty rebate 

See Canada Border Services Agency, Facilitating Trade: Trade incentive programs, attached as'Exhibit VI-
3. 

Id. 
10 See Canada Border Services Agency, Form K90 - [1_uty Relie¼ attached as Exhibit VI-4; see also Canada 
Border Services Agency, Fonn K32 - Duty Drawback, attached ~s Exliibit VI-5. 
11 Canada Border Services Agency, Facilitating Trade: Trade incentive programs, attached as Exhibit VI-3. 

12 See Canadian Steel Plate Antidumping Orders, attached as Exhibit VI-6; see Notification of Canadian 
Safeguard Duties, attached as Exhibit Vl-7. HSLA plate consumed in the production of wind towers would be subject 
to the Canadian antidumping orders on HSLA plate. 

13 See Canada Border Services Agency, Form.K90 - Duty Relief, attached as Exhibit VI-4; see also Canada 
Border Services Agency, Form K32 - Duty Drawbac~,.attached a& Exhibit Vl-5. 
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programs to leverage the ability to obtain steel plate products 'in Canada witht>ut the payment of 

duties., Furthermore, prod~cers with both U.S. and Canadian operations that can supply portions 

of the tower from €anada, can.leverage the duty,exemJltion, d~ty deferral, or duty rebate programs 

provided in Canada to reduce their overall cost of protlucing .. and supplying towers. Becal,lse 

import~ subject to AD/CVD and safeguard duties that have been found to be unfairly traded by the 

government of Canada are being exempted, deferred, or rebated from these duties upon entry into 

Canada~ allowing Canadian wind tower producers to benefit from injurious steel ~late inputs and 

then passing on the distortions caused by these unfairly traded imports to the U.S. market. The 

Department s1'ould not allow such a distortive scheme to remain unaccounted for upon initiation. 

Indeed, to the extent that the steel plate 'being exempted, defi;:rred, or rebated is subject to 

AD/CVD duties, such program is. inconsistent with Canada's North American Free Trade 

Agreement ("NAFTA") obligations under Article·303. 14 This article prohibits a NAFTA Party 

from refunding, waiving, or reducing an "{AJ::;>/CVD} duty that is applied pursuant to a Party's 

domesti~ law and that is not applied inconsistentfy with Chapter Nineteen (Review and Dispute 

Settlement.in Antidumping and Countervailing D.uty Matters)."15 Given that some Canadian wind 

tower producers import steel plate and then further manufa<;ture the steel into wind towers or wind 

tower sections, it is likely that such companies wowd qualify for, and utilize program. 

The effects of CBSA's duty exemptiop,,deferral, or drawback program are highlighted by 

the lost sales information contained in Volume I of these petitions. 16 High strength low alloy or 

alloy structural steel plate represents the vast majority of~e wind tower's cost. Structural steel 

14 

15 

16 

See North American Free Trade Agreement ~t Article 303, attached as Exhibit Vl-9. 

Id. 

See Petition at Vol. I, Exhibits 8 and 26. 
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plate sold in the United States and' Canada have similar prices, which means that wind tower , 

producers in tlie United States at\d Canada should have similar.cost structures given that they,both 

bid to supply the sanie tower models. F,or. C@adia}lproduce.rs to consistently undersell U.S .. 

producers at ~ignificant margins, Canadian iJroducers are likely acquiring their steel plate inputs 

at below market prices. The CBSA's duty exemption, deferral, or drawback programs allow 

Canadian wind tower producers to. import dumped and subsidized steel plate into Canada wi~o:ut 

the payment of antidumping and countervailing duties, safeguard, and other surtaxes on steel plate. 

Canadian producers then further manufacture tfie product into a wind tower, and subsequently 

export the wind tower to the United States, gaining·an unfair advantage through the support oftlte 

GOC. 

a. CBSA Trade Incentive Programs Constitute Countervailable 
Subsidies 

(1) Financial ContribO.tion 

The Departmept should consider that the dutY. exemptions, duty deferrals, and duty 

drawbacks for AD/CVD duties, safeguard duties, .. or steel imported from the United States under . 
the CBSA Trade Incentive Program constitute a financial contribution to Canadian wind tower 

producers in the form of revenue forgpne by the government pursuant to section 771 (5)(D)(ii) of 

the Act. 

(2) Benefit 

The duty exemptions, duty deferrals, and ~uty drawbacks for AD/CVD duties, safeguard 

duties, or steel imported from the United States under the CBSA Trade Incentive Program 

constitute a benefit to recipients under.section 771(5)(E) of the Act and 19 C.F.R. § 351.509(a)(l) 

in the amount of exempted duties. Alternatively, the exemptions·provide a benefit under .19 C.F .R. 

§ 351.510 of the Department's regulations. Th~ ~xemptions provided under the" CBSA Trade 

8 
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Incentive Program allow Canadian wiI}d tower producers like Marmen and CS Wi.nd to increase 

exports and lower their costs of producing and selling subject rnerchan(;lise. 
} ·~ 

Petitjoner notes that to the extent'the Department analyzes this,program under 19 C.F.R. 

§ 3 51.519, the duties being exemptecf are not general "import charges." Rather, these duties are 

special duties related to products' that have been deemed unfairly traded by the C~adian 

government. Moreover, allowing the GOC to provide a drawback for unfairly traded steel inputs 

would be inconsistent with Canada's NAFTA obligations. Accordingly, the Department should 

find that to accurately measure the drawback, the agency should µse the amount of exempted or 

returned.duties divided by the Canadian \tjnd tower producer's exp(?rt sales. 

(3) Specificity 

There is reason to believe or suspect that Marmen, CS Wind and other Canadian wind 

tower producers' receipt of duty exemptions, duty deferrals, and duty drawbacks for AD/CVD 

duties, safeguard duties, or steel imported from the United States were specific within the meaning 

of sections 771(5A)(A), (B). These programs are only available if the producer exports the 

imported good·for which the ~xemptiori, duty deferral, or duty drawback has been claimed. As 

such, this program qualifies as an export subsidy. f.urther, this progratn is specific within the. 

meaning of sections 771(5A)(D)(i), (iii), and (iv) pf the Act. This program is de facto specific as 

-the number of importers of steel plate which would be eligible for the program are limited in 

number. Further, the number of Canadian importers o:f, steel plate that subsequently export steel 

plate in the same condition or incorporate the plate into downstream steel products are limited in 

number and to certain eligible industries (i.e., downstream steel plate consuming industry). 

Finally, to be eligible for the program?, an importer must submit a form to CBSA in which they 

have discretion to approve, reject, or otherwise deny the application. Accordingly, there is reason 

9 
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to believe or suspect that the recipients of these exemptions, deferrals, and drawbacks are limited 

in number, downstream steel manufacturers are predominantJ1sers of the subsidy, and are subject 

to discretionary approvals. 

3. Foreign Affairs and International Tr.ade Canada CanExport 
J 

Program 

The CanExport is a .new program des_igned to increase the· competitiveness of Canadian 

companies. 17 It will provide up to $50 million over 'five years in direct fjnancial support to small 

and medium-si,zed enterprises ("SMEs"1 in-Canada seeking to develop'new export opportunities, 

particularir in high-growth priority markets and sectors. 18 This program is contingent on export 

activity. As there are Canadian wind tbwer producers that have less than 500 employees19 and 

have targeted their exports at the United States, ft is reaspnable to believe that such companies 

would qualify fot;, and utilize, this program. 

a. Grants Under the CanExport Program Constitute 
Countervailable Subsidies 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Grants under the CanExport pr~grapl'provide f! "direct trans'fer of funds" in the form of a 

grant from the GOC within the meaning of section 771(5)(D)(i) of the Act. 

(2) Benefit '. 

Grants made under the CanExport program provide a benefit equal to the amount of the 

grant.20 

17 

18 

See Government of Canada, About CanExport, attached as Exhibit VI-10. 

Id 

19 See Al Industries Builds with Automation Push, Canadian Fabricating & Welding (Aug.2016) at 19, excerpt 
attached as Exhibit VI-I I; Industry Canada, Key ~mall Business Statistics (July 2012), attached as Exhibit VI-12. 

20 See Government of Canada, About CanExport, attached as Exhi~it Vl-10. 
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(3) Specificity 

Grants provided under.the CanExport program are,specific because they are contingent on 

export performance, under secjion 771 (SA)(B) of the Act. These benefits are also specific pursuant 

'to section 771 ( SA)(D)(iii)(II) of the Act because, they appear to be d~ected at specific ~gh-growth 

priority markets and sectors, such asJhe wintl tower industry.21 

4. Export- Development Canada Export Financing for Steel 

The,Export Development Canada c:'EDC"), Canada's -~xport·credit agency, is making up 

to $900 million in commercial financing and insurance available ov~r .the next·two years to assisf 

viable companies·in the steel and aluminum sectors and related industries.22 EDC's financing and 

insurance solutions can be used for activities such as: 

• Providing for additional liquidjty based on existing commitments by a co:tnn}ercial 
lender; 

• Partnering with banks to guarantee the issuance of eligible letters of credit, freeing up 
working capital; 

• Providing insurance to,ensµre payment by a foreign,15uyer; or 

• Providing access to working capjtal .to fulfill an international COJ\tract.23 

Given that Canadian wind tower producers are part of the st~el industry ~supply chain, it is 

reasonable to believe that such co~panies would qualify for, and ut_ilize, this program. 

21 See id. 
22 Export Development Canada, EDC is offering support for the steel and aluminum industries, attached as 
Exhibit VI-13. 

23 Id. 
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a. Subsidized EDC ExporJ Financing Provided to Canadian Wind· 
Tower Producer$ Conslitutes a Countervailable Subsidy 

,(1) Financial Contribution 

~referential ldans ru;td ~tlier beµefits granted under the EDC financing program should be .. 

considered loi;ms provided directly by the GOC and thus financial contributions within the meaning 

of section 775(5)'1))(i) offu.e Act.24 Funds disbursed under the EDC e'xport financing program fqr 

_jnsurance constitute financial contributions under section 771 (5)(Q)(i) of the Act because they are 

direct transfers of liability to the GOC. 

(2) ]}enefi_i 

These export loan and insurance policies appear to be administered on preferential, non

commercial terms, which confer a benefit to recipients within the meaning of section 7•71(5}(E)(ii) 

of the Act. The benefit is equal to the difference between what the recipient paid on the loan and 

the amount 'that would have bee11- paid on a comparable commetcial loan. For the export insurance 

program, the benefit is equal to the difference between what the recipient paid on the loan imd the 

amount that would have been paid on a comparable c9mmercial loan without the government

provided guarantee. 

(3) Specificity 

The benefits conferred under the EDC financing program are specific pursuant to 

section 771(5A)(D)(iii)(II) of the Act because they appear to be limited to the steel and aluminum 

industry, which includes Canadian wind.tower producers that are part of the steel industry supply 

chain.25 

24 See, e.g., CFS Paper China IDM at 54. 

25 See Export Development Canada, EDC is offering support for the steel and aluminum industries, attache~l.as 
Exhibit VI-13. 
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5, Federal Accelerated Capital Cost Allowances· for Class 29 Assets 

Toe GOC allows Cl'ass-29 assets (i.e., machinery used in manufacturing or processing 

operations) acquired after March 18, 7007, and before 4016, tO'be claimed as a tax deduction under 

the Accelerateq Capital Cost Allowance program. 26 U:,nder this allowance, .Class 29 assets, can b~ 

fully depreciated at an accelerated rate over thr~e years and the amount of depreciation can b.e 

claimed as a deduction to reduce the taxpayer's taxable income.27 This subsidy is a recuping 

subsidy with the benefit as the difference between the deduction calculated using the Class 29 

accelerated rate of depreciation 'and the .deduction calculated using ·the standard rate of 

depreciation. Toe Department recen~y found this. program to be countervailable in Certain 

Uncoated Groundwood Paper fro,n Canada:-8 Because Canadian wind tower producers liJ<ely 

acquired manufacturing or proc~ssing machinery between 2014 and 2016, it is reasonable to 

believe t;hat such companies ~ould qualify for:' and utilize, this program. 

a. Tax Ci:edits for Chtss 29 Assets Constitute Countervailabl~ 
Subsidies 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Toe tax credits granted under the·Accelerat,ed Capital Cost,Allowance,program constitute 

a financial contribution in the form of revenue foregone by the Government pf Canada ("GOC''), 

consistent with section 771(5)(D)(ii) of the Act.19' 

26 

27 

Government of Canada, Classes of depreciable property at 45, a~ached as Exhibit VI-14. 

See id 
28 See Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Certain Uncoated Groundwood Paper from Canada, 
83 Fed. Reg. 39,414 (Dep't Commerce Aug. 9, 2018) (final affirm. countervailing duty deter.) ("UGW Paper Canada 
IDM") at 9. 

29 See, e.g., Certain.Steel Grating from the P,eople's Republic of China, 74 Fed. Reg. 56,796, 56,801 (Dep't 
Commerce Nov. 3, 2009) (prelim. affirm. countervailing 9ufy deter. and alignment of countervailing duty deter. with 
final antidumping duty deter.) ("Steel Grating China Prelim CVD Determination"). 
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(2) Ben~fit 

The tax credits granted under the Accelerated Capital Cost Allo'\3/ance program confer a 

' 
benefit on the recipients in an amount eq'4al_to the tax savings, under 19 C.F.R. § 351.509(a)(l):30 

(3) ,Specificity 

As the Department has previously found,31 the. Canadian g~vemment's provisio~ of tax 

credits under theAccelerated,Capital Cost,Allowance program ts de ju,:e specific because, as a 

matter of law, eligibility for this tax program.is expressly limited to certain industries. ·~ 
Federal Accelerated Capital Cost Allowances for Class 43.1 and 43.2 

"' ; 
6. 

Assets 

The GGC provides tax support for clean e:ner~y through its capital cost allowance regim,e, 

Classes A3.l and '43.2 of Schedule II to the.Income ,Tax Regulations.32 This allowance covers 

assets that were acquired before 2020, whicli covers the POI and the full AUL. 33 Wind energy 

conversion systems under class 43.l include a fixed location device that is used primarily for tbe 

purpose of converting wind energy into electrical energy such as "support structures (e.g., . . . 

towers)."34 This allowance provides accelerated capital cost allowance rates (30 percent and 50 

percent, respectively, on 'a declining-balance 'basis) for investments in specified clean energy 

generation·and conservation es:iuipment.35 Both classes il}.clude eligible equipment that generates 

or conserves energy by using a renewable energy source, including wind power.36 Providing 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

16. 

35 

36 

See, e.g., id. at 56,801. 

UGW Paper Canada IDM at 184. 

Tax Measw;es: Supplementary Information (Feb. 27, 2018) at 22-23 attathed as Exhibit VI-15. 

Id. 

Natural Resources Canada - Technical Guide to Class 43. 1 and 43.2 (2013) at 86, attached as Exhibit VI-

Tax Measures: Supplementary Information (Feb. 27, 2018) at 22, attached as Exhibit VI-15. 

Id. 
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accelerated capital cost allowance i~ an exception .to tlie general practice of setting capital seost 

allowance rates based on the useful life of assets:37 Accelerated capital cost allowance provides a 

financial benefit by deferring taxation. 38 A's indicated by the GOC in a receQ.t presentation, class 

43 accelerated capital cost allowance rates have a sfgnificant "i~pact on business incom<; tax {es}" 

,:when compared to the benchmark rate ·of class" 8 allowances.39 Because Canadian wind tower 

producers likely produce assets that are primai:i}Y l;lSed .for the qonversion of wind energy into 

electrical energy, it,is reasonable to believe tliat such companies would qualify for, and utilize, this 

program. 

a. Tax Credits for Class 43.l' ,and 43.2 Assets Constitute 
Countervailable Subsidies 

(1) Financial Contribution 

The tax credJts granted under the Accelerated Capital Cost Allowance program for class 

43.l and 43.2 assets constitute a financial c6ntribution in th~ form of revenue foregone by the 

GOC, consistent with section 771(5)(D)(ii) of the Act.40 

(2) }lenefit 

The tax credits granted under tpe Accelerated Capital Cost, Allowance program for class 

43. i' and 43.2 assets confer a benefit on the recipients in an amount equal to. the tax savings, under 

19 C.F.R. § 351.509(a)(l).41 The Department shoultl find that class 8 assets represent the 

benchmark rate for capital cost allowances, which is consistent with the representations made by 

37 

38 

Id. 

Id. 

39 See Class 43.1, Class 43.2 and CRCE: Presentation to Canadian Solar Industries Association (June 21, 2018), 
attached as Exhibit Vl-17. 
40 

41 

See, e.g., Steel Grating China Prelim CVD Detetmination at 56,801. 

See, e.g., id. 
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the GOC in the normal course of business whe~ it explaining Fupayme51 In its explanation of class 

43.1 and 43.2 accelerated capital cost allowance on the "impa.¢t on business income tax{es}," the 

Department should use class 8 as the benchmark rflte. when compared to the benchmark rate of 

class 8 allowanceS'; 

(3) . Speclficity 

The Canadian government's ~~ovisibn ·of tax credits under the Accelerated Capital Cost 

,Allowance-program is de jure specific ~ec~use, as a matter of law, ~ligibility for this tax program 

is expressly limited to the renewable.energy industry. 

7. Federal Scientific ~esearch and Experimental Development Tax 
Credit 

The GOC provides a tax credit on companies' eligible research and development 

expenditures, such as salary m1d wages, materi~ls, overhead, and contracts. 42 The GOC offered a 

standard tax.credit of 15 percent of the cost of these expenditures, with an enhanced rate of 35 

percent for small'Canadian businesses\43 The Department found this program to be countervailable 

in Certain Softwood Lumber Products from. Canaaa44 ijnd Certain lfncoated Groundwood Paper 

from Canada.45 Given that Canadian wind tower producers conduct research and development 

("R&D"), it is reasonable to believe that such companies woula qualify for, and utilize, tms 

program. 

42 

43 

See Government of Canada, Claiming SR&ED tax incentives, attached as Exhibit VI-18. 

Id. 

44 See Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Certain Softwood Lumber Products from Canada, 82 
Fed. Reg. 51,814 (Dep't Commerce Nov. 8, 2017) (final affirm. countervailing duty deter., and final negative deter. 
of critical circumstances) ("Softwood Lumber Canada IDM") at 14. 
45 See UGW Paper Canada IDM at 9. 
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a. Federal Scientific Research and Experimental Development Tax 
Credits Copstitute Countervailable Subsidies 

(1) Financial Contri.bution 

Federal Scientific Research and E;xperimental Development tax credits constitute a 

financial contribution in th~ form of rS!venue ,foregone ·by the GOC, consistent with section 

771(5J(D)(ii) pf the Act.46 

(2) Benefit 

Federal Scientific Research and Experimental Uevelopment tax credits confer a benefit,on 

the recipients in an amount equal to the tax savings, under 19 C.f.R. § 351.509(a)(l).47 

(3) Specificity 

As the Department has previously found,48 this program is de facto specific within the 

meaning of section 771(5A)(D)(iiI)(I) of the Act, because, the actual recipients, relative to totijl 

corporate tax ·filers, are limited in number on an enterpris~ basis. 

8. Federal Apprenticeship .Toh Creation Tax Credit 

The GQC·,provides the Apprenticeship Job Creation Tax Credit for employers to claim a 

tax credit of 10 percent of wages for qualifying apP.rentices in the first two years of employment, 

with a maximum 9f C$2,000 per apprentice per year.49 The Department has explained th~t "{~} 

qualifying apprentice is someone wc5rkii;ig in a prescribed trade in the first two years of their 

apprenticeship contract."50 In addition,. to qualify 'Cmder this program, the apprentice must be 

46 See, e.g., Initiation Checklist, Uncoated []roundwood Paper from Canada (Aug. 29, 2017) ("Initiation 
Checklist, U.GW Paper Canada") at 34-35, attached as Exhibit Vl-19. 
47 

48 

49 

See id, at 34-35. 

See Softwood Lumber Canada IDM at 190. 

Government of Canada, Apprenticeship Job Creation Tax Credit, attached as Exhibit VI-20. 
50 Preliminary Decision Memorandum accompanying Certain Softwood Lumber Products from Canapa, 82 
Fed. Reg. 19,657 (Dep't Commerce Apr. 28, 2017r(prelim. affirm. countervailing duty deter., and alignment of final 
deter. with final antidumping deter.) ("Softwood Luni"ber Canada Prelim. Memo") at 73. 
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working in one of the "Red Seal J'rades,"51 ''which includes the trades in the iron and steel 

manufacturing and fabdcatiop industry,·sucl} as the productio11- of wind towers.52 The Department 

found this program to be countervailable,in Certain Softwooq Lumber Products from Canada. 53 

a. Federal Apprenticeship Job Creation Tax Credits Constitute 
Countervailable Su'6sicJies 

(1) Fin~ncial Contribution 

F~sferal Apprenticeship Job Creation tax credits ~ol),stitµte a :financial contribution in the 

form ofrevenue foregone by ~e GOC, consistent with secti9n 771(5)(D)(ii) of the Act.54 
,,., 

(2), Benefit 

Federal Apprenticeship Job Creation.tax credit~ confer~ benefit on the recipients in an 

amount equal to the tax savings, under 19 C.F.R. § 351.509(a)(l).55 

(3) Specificity 

As the Department previo,usly found, 56 this program is de j7fre specific within the meaning 

of section 771 (SA)(D)(i) of the Act, because, as ~ matter of law, eligipility for this tax program is 

expressly limited to certain industries, i.e., "Red· Seal Trades." 

SI 

52 

53 

54 

ss 

Id. 

See Red Seal Trades, attached as:Exhibit Vl-21. 

Softwood Lumber Canada IDM at 14. 

See, e.g, Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 35., attached as Exhibit VI-19. 

See id. at 35. 
56 See Softwood Lumber Canada IDM at 201-02; see also Initiation Checklist, UG W Paper from Canada at 35, 
attached as Exhibit VJ-19. 
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9. Western, Jtconomic'. Diversification -Canada's Western Innovation 
Initiative ' 

The GOG's Western !nnovation Initiative ("WINN") provides a countervailable subsidY, 

consisting of a C$ l 00 million, five-year'loan for SMEs with operations in Western Canada. 57 The 

program supports companies' move to new technology from rese,arch and development to the 

marketplace.58 SMEs in Western Canada may request up $3.5 million per project and,there•is ~ 

maximum funding limit of$7.5 milJion per recipient.over the five-year period.59 This initiative 

provides a repayable contribution, and funds are reimbursed for a specific set of expenditures that 

suppor,t the te{::hnology commercialization aptivities identified in the application. As long as the 

WINN recipient is in good standing; interest will not be applied to the repayment of the funas. 

Re~arding eligibility fo.r the repayable ·contribution, the SMEs incorporated to do business in 

Canada must have less than 500 employees, have conducted business for at least one year, and 

have operating facilities in Western Canada (defined as ~ritish Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, 

or Manitoba).60 Wintl tower producers'located in these provinces, such as Hitachi, are eligible for 

this regionally specific program. The ;Department initiated an investigation into this subsidy 

program in Certain Uncoated Groundwood Paper from Canada and should do so here. 61 

51 See Western Economic Diversification Canada, Western Innovation (WINN) Initiative, attached as Exhibit 
Vl-22; see also Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 29', attached as Exhibit VI-19. 
58 Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 29, attac'hed•as Exhibit VI-19. 
59 

60 

See id. 

See id. at 29-30. 

61 See id. The Department ultimately found that this program was not used during the period of investigation. 
See UGW Paper Canada IDM at Appendix u,' pg. II-2. 
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a; Loans Granted Under the WINN Program Constitute a 
Couniervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Preferential loans and other b(?nefits granted-under the WINN Program should be consicfer· 

loans provided by the government and tlius a financial contribution within the meaning of section 

775(5)(D)(i) of the Act.62 

(2) Benefit 

The loans granted under the WINN Program _app~ to be 'administered .on preferential, 

non-commercial terriis, which confer a benefit to recipients within the meaning of section 

771(5)(E)(ii) of the Act. The benef!Hs equal to the difference between what the recipient paid on 

the loan and the amount that would have been paid on a comparable commercial loan. 

(3) Specificity 

The benefits conferred unqer this pro~am are regionally specific in accordance with 

section 771(5A)(D)(iv) of the Act because it is limited to companies in. Western Canada. 63 Further, 

this program is de facto specific under sectic;m 771(5A)(D)(iii)(I) of the Act because the recipients 

are limited in number to only exc~tional applicatjons from entities meeting the program's 

requirements for an SME. 64 

10. Atlantic Investment Tax Credit 

The GOC provides the Atlantic Inve.stment Tax Credit to encourage investment in the 

Atlantic Region of Canada, which encompasses the provinoes of N~wfoundland and Labrador, 

62 

63 

64 

See, e.g., CFS Paper China IDM at 54. 

Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 29-30, attached as Exhibit VI-19. 

See id. at 29-30. 
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New Brunswick, Nova S,potia, Prince Edward Islarid.1 Jip.d Que°Qec's Gaspe '.Peninsula.65 The 

program proVIdes a creditagainst feperal incofl\e tax,owed·and cah equal IO percent of the value 

ofinvestments that the company has made"in qualified property located in the Atlantic Region and 

is used in certain sectors. Qualifying property includes machinery and equipment for 

manufacttrring, farming, logging, and fishin,g.66 The credits "can be .earned in the .year that the 

qualifyin9 property is first put into u~e, regardless oJ the acquisitio1;1 date" and can be applied 

"against federal taxes payable three years bapk and 20 years forward."67 The Department found 

this program to be ·countervailable in Softwood Lumber from Canada. 68 Given that certain wind 

tower producers are located in th~se provinces, including DSTN, it is reasonable to believe that 

they benefitted from this program. 

a. The Atlantic Investment Tax Credit Constitutes a 
CountervailabJe Subsidy 

(1) Ffo.anchtl, Contribution 

The Atlantic Investment Tax Credir constitutes a financi?l contribution in the form of 

revenue foregone by the GOC, consistent with section 771(5)(D)(ii} Qfthe Act.69 

(2) Benefit 

The Atlantic Inyestment Tax, Credit confers a benefit on the recipients in c}Il amount equaf 

to the tax savings, under 19 C.F.R. § 35l.509(a)(l).70. 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

See Government of Canada, Atlantic investment tax'credit, attached as Exhibit VI-23. 

Softwood Lumber Canada Prelim. Memo at 73-74. 

Id. at 74. 

See Softwood Lumbe]' Canada IDM at 14. 

See, e.g., Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Cana?ia at 36, attached as Exhibit Vl-19. 

See id. at 36. 
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(3) Specificity 

As the Department found ;n Softwood Lumber from Canada,71 this program is regionally 

specific within the meq.ning of section 771(5A)(D)(iv) qf. the Act, because, it is limited to 

companies or projects within a designates! geographical region within the jurisdiction of the 

authority providing the subsid):. 

11. The Federal Atlantit Innovation Fund 

The Atlantic ·Innovation F~tl 'helps businesses, unhz-ersities, colleges and resear~h 

institutions to develop ana bring to µiarket new products or services, adapt technology to rpeet 

'business and market needs, and partner with other firms and researchers to achieve 

commercialization success.72 This program can,.provide assistance of up to 75 percent of eligibl~ 

costs of projects valued between C$500,000 and C$3,million and is available to entities operating 

in the Atlantic Region of Canada. 73
- This aid may take place in the form of transfer payments that 

are repayable, conditionally repi;iyable, or non-repayable.74 The·Department found this program 

to be countervailable in Softwood Lumber from Canada. 75 Given that certain wind tower producers 

are loc&,ted,in these provinces, including DSTN, it is reasonable to believe that they benefitted 

from this program. 

71 See Softwood Lumber Canada Prelim. Memo at 74; see also Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 36, 
attached as Exhibit VI-19. 

72 

73 

74 

75 

See Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency, Frequently Asked Questions, attached as Exhibit VI-24. 

See Id 

See Softwood Lumber Canada IDM,at 223. 

See id. at 18. 
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a. The Atlantic innovation Fund Constitutes a Countervail~ble 
Subsidy 

(1) Financial,.Contribution 

Preferential loans and grants under the Atlantic Innovation Fund constitute a financial• 

contribution in the form of a direct transfer ofJunds from under.section 771(5)(D)(i) of the Act. .. 
The other forms of assistance untler this prograin would similarly constitute a direct transfer, of 

funds. 

(2) Benefit 

As the Department found in Softwood Lumber from Canada, 76 Atlantic Innovation Fund 

l,oans are interest free and constitu!e a benefit measured by the difference between the zero-rate 

paid on the Atlantic Innovation Fund loan and the market rate paid on · similar loans on the 

commercial market. A benefit also exists under 19 C.F.R. § 351.504(a) equal to the amount of the 

payroll rebate, the Canadian wind tower producer r.eceived. 

(3) Specificity 

As the Department found in voftwood Lumber from Canada, 77 the Atlantic Innovation 

Fund is regionally specific within the meaning of,section 771(5A)(D)(iv) of the Act because it is 

limited to companies in the Atlantic Re&,io:g. of Canada. Further, this program is de facto specific 

under 771 (5A)(D)(iii)(I) of the.Act beca1Jse the lecipients are limited in number to only exceptional 

applications from entities meeting the program's requirements for an SME. 

76 See id. at 223; see also Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 28-29, attached as Exhibit Vl-19. 
77 Softwood Lumber Canada IDM at 223;'see also Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 28-29, attached 
as Exhibit Vl-19. . 
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12. Business Development 1:1rogram 

The GOC provides countervailable loan subsidies· to businesses located in the Atlantic 

Region through Atlantic Canada bpportunities 4,gency Loans program ("ACOA"). The GOC 

established ACOA in 1985 to support an~ pron;:i~te opportunity for economic development of the 

Atlantic Region of Canada, with particular emphasis on SMEs, pursuant to the Atlantic Canada 

Oppbrtunities,Agency Act;on the basis of strengthening the Atlantic region's economy by he~ping 

businesses become more innovative, pro<luqtive an,d competitive. 78 Under this program, recipients 

can receive up to 75 percent of efigible,projects costs up''fo C$500,000. 79 The program h~ awarded 

hundreds of millions of dollars in aid.in the foqr Atlantic provinces1 including in the province of 

New Brunswick.80 ACOA will contripute $450 million over the µext few years to innovation 

projects in the region. 81 The Department initiated an investigation of this program in Uncoated 

Groundwood Paper from Canada and should do so here. 82 Given that certain wind tower 

producers are lgcated in these provinces, including DSTN, it is reasonable to believe that.they 

benefitted fi:.om this program. 

.,. 

78 See Initiation Cl)ecklist, UGW Paper Canada at-27, (infornal citations omitted), attached as Exhibit VI-19; 
see also ACOA, Business Development Program, attached as Exhibit VI-25. 
79 Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency, Business Development Program (last updated Dec. 22, 2017), 
attached as Exhibit VI-25. 
80 See Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 27, attached as Exhibit VI-19. 
81 See id.; see also Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency, Business Development Program (last updated 
Dec. 22, 2017), attached as Exhibit VI-25. 
82 See Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 27-28, attached as Exhibit VI-19. The Department 
ultimately detennined that the program was not used during the period of investigation. See UGW Paper Canada 
IDM at Appendix II, p. II-2. 
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a. Loans Granted Under the ACOA 'Program Constitute a 
Coqntervailable Sub·sid)t 

(1) Financial Contributiop 

Preferential loans and other ,benefits granted under the ACOA Program should be 

considered !O"alls provided by the governm~nt and thus financial contributions within the meaning 

of section 775(5)(D)(i) of the Act.83 

(2) Benefit 

These loans granted under the ACOA Program appe~ to be ~dm'inistered on preferential, 

non-commercial terms, which confers a benefit to recipients withfn the meaning of section 

771(5)(E)(ii) of the Act. The benefit is equal fo !he difference'between what the recipient paid on 

the loan 'and the amount that would have been paid on a comparable commercial loan. 

(3) Spe~ifi~ity 

The benefits conferred under these programs are regionally,specific in accordance with 

section 771(5A)(D)(iv) of the Act because it is limited to companies in the Atlantic Regjon of 

Canada.84 Further, this program is de facto specifip under 771(5A)(D)(iii)(I) of the Act because 

recipients are limited in number to onl):'. ~xceptional applications from entities meeting the 

program's requirements for an SME.85 

83 See, e.g., CFS Paper China IDM at 54. 

84 See Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 27-28, attached as Exhibit VI-19. 
85 See Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency, Business Development Program (last updated Dec. 22, 2017), 
attached as Exhibit VI-25. 
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B. Gover.nment of Nova Scotia Subsidy P:rogr~n'ls 

1. Employer Trainer Grant (Canada..:. Nova Scotia Job Grant) 
' ., 

The GNS '.s employer trainer grant program is a cost-share arrangement between the federal 

and provincic!l governments and employers- to provide employee-based skills training. 86 

Specifically, the governments provide twb-thirds of total training cost for an employee up to 

$1'0,000 pe; perSbn of the total training cost.87 To be eligible for this grant, the company must be 

lo'Cated in Nova Scotia with a $2 million liability insurance policy.88 Given that certain wind tower 

producers are located in Nova Scotia, including DSTN, it is reasonable to believe that they 

benefitted from this program. 

a. Noya Scotia Job Grants C9nstitute Countervailable Subsidies 

(1) Financial Contribut,ion 

Nova Scotia Job Grants })rov~de a "direct transfer of funds" in the form of a grant from the 

GOC and GNS within the meaning of section 771(~)(D)(i) of the Act ... 
' 

(2) Benefit 

Nova Scotifl Job Grants provid~ a benefit equal to the amount of the grant received by 

eligible employers. 

(3) Specificity 

This program is regionally specific within the m~anihg of section 771(5A)(D)(iv) of the 

Act, because funds are being provided by both the GOC fintl GNS and eligibility is limited to 

companies or projects within a designated gebgraphical region within the jurisdiction of the 

86 

87 

88 

See Canada-Nova Scotia Job Grant (CN~JG), attached as Exhibit VI-26. 

See id. 

Id. 
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autp.ority providing the subsidy.89 The program is also d({ facto specific because the actual 

Tecipients of the subsidy are limited in number.90 

2. ~ orkplace Innovation and Productivity S½ills Incentive QYIPSI) 
Program 

The Wll;>SI Program is administered by t® Workp1ace.Initiatives Division (LAE), which 

is an initiative of tl}e Canada - Nova Scotia Job Grant.91 'Fhe. program supplements employer 

contributions to train full-time staff who ar,e perm~ently located in Nova Scotia to improve 

prodvctlvity and profitability, increase innovation, adapt to new technology, machinery and 

equipment, or work processes, and.ihcre~e iµtema'tional compep.tiv~ess.92 Generally, the WWSI 

Program provides up to 50 percent-of direct training cosls; however, small businesses with 50 

employees or less may be eligible for coverage·of up td 100 percent pf direct training costs (up to 

$10,000).93 To be eligible for this program, the company must be (1) 'located in Nova Scotia; 

(2) registered and active in the Nova Scotia Registry of Joint Stoel<: Companies or incorporated by 

an Act of'tlte Nova Scotia Legislature; (3) have operated for at least'-one calendar year; and 

(4) generate.at least thirty peraent of revenue-from·commerdal activity.94 Given that certain wind

tower produqers are located in Nova Scotia, including DSTN, and they appear to meet the 
' . 

eligibility criteria, ·it is reasonable to believ~ that they benefitted from this program. 

89 See Initiation Checklist, Fabricated Structural Steel from-Canada (Feb. 25, 2019) at 28, attached as Exhibit 
VI-27. 

9o Id. 

91 Department of Labour and Advanced Education, Workplace Innovation and Productivity Skills Incentive 
Program: Application Guidelines (last updated Dec. 2017), attached'as Exhibit VI-28. 

92 Id. 

93 Id 

94 Id 
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a. WIPSI Progr~m Gra}lts Col\,stitute Countervailable Subsidies 

(1) Financial Contribution 

WIPSI Program Grants provide a "direct'transfer of funds" in the fonn of a grant from the 

GOC and GNS within the meaning of section 771(5)(D)(i) of the Act. 

(2) ~enefit 

WfPSI Program Grants. provide a.benefit equal to the·amount of the grant received by 

eligible employers. 

(3) Sp~cificity 

This program is regionall,y specific within tl'ie meaning of section 771(5A)(D)(iv), of the 

Act, because it is limited to companies or projects within a designated geographical region within 

the jurisdiction of the authority providing the subsidy. 

c. Government of Quebec Subsidy Programs 

1. Quebec Tax Holiday for Large Investment Projects 

The GOQ provides a tax holiday for 15 years on income·from certain activities related to 

large investment projects.95 Such projects are investment projects of $100 million or more in 

Quebec ($50 million or more if the investment is carried out in an yligible region). 96 Subject to 

certain limitations, qualifying corporations may receive a deduction from their taxable.income and, 

for corporations, an exemption from the employer contribution to the health services fund for 

eligible activities relating to a project.97 The Department initiated an investigation into this subsidy 

95 

96 

97 

See Revenue Quebec, Large Investrpent Projects, attached as Exhibit VI•29. 

Id. 

Id. 
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program in <;;ertain Unc0atea Groundwood Paper froin Canada ·and should do so here.98 Given· 

that at least one wind tower producer is located in Que.bee (i.e., :ty:lannen), it is reasonable to believe 

that Canadian wind tower producers benefitted from this program. 

a. Quebec Tax Holiday for•Large Investment Projects Constitute.s a 
Countervailable Subsidy 

(lJ Financial Cont,ribution 

The Quebec Tax Holiday for Large InvestmeJ!t' Projects constitutes a financial contribution 

in the form ofrevenue foregone by ~e GOQ, consistent with section 771(5)(D)(ii) of the Act.99 

(2) Ben,efit 

Tqe Quebec Tax Holiday for Large Investment.Projects confers a benefit on the recipients 

in an amount equal to the tax savings, under 19 C.F.R.,§ 351.599(a)(l). 100 

(3) Specificity 

This program is de Jure s2ecific within the meaning of section 771 (5A)(D)(i) •of the Act, 

because, as a matter oflaw, eligibility for this tax program is expressly limited to the manufacturing 

and processing sectors. 101 

2. Tax Credit for the Acquisition of Manufacturing and Processing 
Equipment in Oueoec • 

The GOQ provides a tax credit for investments for new property used mainly in the 

manufacturing and processing of items to be sold or leased that are acquired before January 1, 

98 See Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 39-40, attached as Exhibit Vl-19. The Department 
ultimately found that this program was not used during the period of investigation. See UGW Paper Canada IDM at 
Appendix II, pg. 11-3. 
99 

100 

101 

See, e.g., Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 39-40, attached as Exhibit VI-19. 

See id. at 39-40. 

See id. 
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20 f7 .102 The basic credit rate for this program is five percent,,,but corporations may be eligible for 

an increased rate based on where the inv6sbn.en,t is made and its consolidated paid-up capitaI.103 

Inde~d, a temporary additional {ncrease of µp to 10 percen~ is also. ~vailable for corporations in the . 
metal processing sector.104 Further, corporattons ma~ b~nefit from-~an increased credit rate under 

certain conditionJ,.105 The Department fo1;md this- program to be countervailable in Certain 

Uncoated Groundwood Paper from Cpnacla. 106 Given that.at l~ast one wind tower producer i~ 

located in Quebec (i.e., Marmen), it is reasonable to believe that Canadian wind tower producers 

benefitted from this program. 

a. Quebec's i:ax Credjf,for the Acqujsition of Manufacturing and 
Processing Equipment Constitutes a Countervailable Subsidy 

Jl) Financial ContrilJ,µtion 

Quebec's Tax Credits for the Acquisition of Manufacturing and Processing Equipment 

consti_tute a financial contribution in t,he ·form ofr.evenue foregone by the DOQ, consistent with 

section 771(5)(D)(ii) of the Act. 107 

102 See Raymond Chabot Grant Tjlorrtton, Update on Manufacturing Enterprises in Quebec: On-line Tax 
Strategies (Apr. 2019), 'attached as ExhibieVI-30 (the date is before January 1, 2023 in certain zones); see also 
Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 40, attached as Exhibit VI-19. 

103 See Raymond Chabot G~nt Thornton, Update on Manufacturing Enterprises in Quebec: On-line Tax 
Strategies, attached as Exhibit VI-30. 

104 

l05 

l06 

107 

See id. 

See id. 

See UGW Paper Canada IDM at 11. 

See, e.g., Initiation Checklist, UGW Paoe_r~Canada at 40, attached as Exhibit VI-19. 
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(2) Benefit 

Quebec's Tax Credits for th~ Acquisition of Manufactwing and Processing Equipment 

·confer a benefit on the recipients jn an amount eq,ual to the tax savings, under 1'9 C.f.R:. 

§ 3~ l .5,09(a)(l ). 108 

(3) Specificity 

As the Departqlent found irL Certain Uncoatefl Grozffldwood Paper from Canada, this 

program is de jure specific within the meaning of section.771. (SA)(D)(i) of the Act, bec~use, as a 

matter of law, it is limited to comRariies th;l,at purchase qualifietl man,ufacturing and processing 

equipment. 109 

3, Quebec €apital Cost Allowance for Property Used in Manufacturing 
and Proc~ssing · 

The GOQ provides an in~reased capital cost allowance rate and deduction for new 

buildings acquired for manufacturing and processing purposes.II 0 The Department initiated an 

investigation into this program in Certain 'Uncoated Groundwood Paper from Canada and should 

do so here. 1II Given that at least one wind tower producer is located in Quebec (i.e., Marmen), it 

is reasonable to believe that Canadian wind tower producers benefitted from this program. 

108 See id. 

109 See Preliminary Decision Memorandum accompanyihg Certain Groundwood Paper from Canada, 83 Fed. 
Reg. 2133 (Dep't Commerce Jan. 16, 2018) (prelim. affirm. countervailing duty deter. and alignment of final deter. 
with final antidumping duty deter.) ("UGW Paper Canada Prelim. Memo") at 54; see also Initiation Checklist, UGW 
Paper Canada at 40, atta(,hed as Exhibit VI-19. 

110 See Raymond Chabot Grant Thornton, Update on Manufacturing Enterprises in Quebec: On-line Tax 
Strategies (Apr. 2019), attache.d as Ij:xhibit VI-30 (the date is before January 1, 2023 in certain zones); see also 
Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada at 40-41, attached as Exhibit Vl-19. 

111 Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada ati.,40-41, attached as Exhibit Vl-19. The Department ultimately 
found that this program was not used during the'period o(investigation. See UGW Paper Canada IDM at Appendix 
II, pg. II-3. . 
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a. The Quebec Capital Cost Allowance for Property Used i:q 
Manufa:cturipg and Proc~ssing Con~titutes a Countervailable 
Subsidy 

(1) ,Financial, Contribution 

The·Quebe~ Capital Cost Allowapce for Propel'ty U&,ed in Mmmfacturing and Processing 

subsidy constitutes a financial CQhtribution in the fortl}. ofrevenue foregone by the GOQ, consistep.t 

with section 771(5)(~)(ii) of the Act. 112 

(2) Benefit 

The Quebec Capital Cost Allowance fpr Property Used in Manufacturing and. Processing• 

subsidy confers a benefit on the recipients in ?fl amount equal to the tax savings, under 19 C.F .R. 

§ 351.509(a)(l). 113 

(3) Sptcificjty 

This· program is de jure specific within the meaning of section 771 (SA)(D)(i) of the Act, 

because, as a matter of law, eligibility for this tax program is/~xpressly limited to manufacturing 

and processing industries, such as the wino.tower industry. 114 

4. Quebec Columbia Scientific Research and Experimental 
Development Tax Credit 

The GOQ provided a SR&ED tax credit for salaries and wages for R&D work. 115 

Taxpayers who carry on business in Canada and perform R&D, or have R&D carried out on tlieir 

behalf, in Quebec can claim a tax credit for the sa1aries and•wages or for the consideration paid in 

Quebec. 116 The Department found this program to be coui;:i.tervailable in Certain Uncoated 

112 

113 

114 

115 

I 16 

See, e.g., Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canada a.i 40-41, ~ttached as Exhibit Vl-19. 

See id 

See id 

See id at 44-45 

See id 
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-Groundwood Paper from Canada. 111 Given that·at least one wind tower producer is located in 

Quebec (i.e., Mannen), it is reasonable.to 15elieve tl].~t • .Canadian wind tower producers benefitted 

from. this pr9gram. 

a. The Quebec SR&ED Ti\X Credit Constitutes-~ Countervailable 
Subsidy 

(1) ~inancial Contribution 

The Quebec SR&ED Tax Credit constitutes a financial contribution in the form of a tax 

refund and/or credit from the GOQ, consistent with section 771(5)(D)(ii) of the Act. 118 

(2) l3enefit 

The Quebec SR&ED Tax Credit cortfets a b~nefit on the recipjents in an amount equal to 

the tax savings, under 19 C.F.R. § 35_1.Sff9(a)(t}'.'i 1~ 

(3) Specfficity 

As the Department found in Certain Uncoated Grounawood Paper from Canada, this 

program is de facto specific within.the meaning of section 771 (SA)(D)(iii)(I) of the Act, because 

the actual recipients, relative to total corporate ta~ filers, are limited in number on an ~ntefRrise· 

basis. 120 

5. Hydro-Ou~bec Irtterruptible Elec!ricity Option Program 

Hydro-Quebec is a state-o\\;Iled utilhr, whose sole shareholder is the Quebec 

government. 121 Hydro-Quebec is manaated to supply power &nd.to pursu1y the energy El(?ctricity 

117 

118 

119 

See UGW Paper Canada IDM at 10. 

See, e.g., Initiation Checklist, UGW Paper Canatja at 44-45, attached as Exhibit Vl-19. 

See id. 

120 See UGW Paper Canada IDM at 198; see also Initiation Checklist, UG W Paper Canada .at 44-45, attached 
as Exhibit VI-19. . 

121 See Hydro Quebec Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit Vl-31; see also UGW Paper Canada Prelim. 
Memo at 69-70. 
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Option, 'which is designed to help Hydr9-Quebec, meet increased power requirements during the 

wiµter period (i.e., December 1 to March 31 ). 122 The Department has previously found that Hydro

Quebec is a goverriment authority. 123 

The ·Hydro-Quebec Interru,Ptible Electricity Option Program requires particip~ts to be 

able to.c~l power on demand, or risk penalties assess~d by Hydro·:..Quebec.124 As payment for 

complying with Hydro .. Quebec interruption notices, the participants receive certain fixed and 

variable credits for the winter period:125 Historicall9", this progi;am relies on less than 35 
~ ,l. • ,. "' 

irlterruptible-energy-option customers.126 Ih <:>rder to be ~ligible for this program, customers must 

apply to Hydro-Quebec and propose a quantity of interruptible power with which to commit, meet, 

and comply with interruption notices. 127 While this program is available to all Medium-Power 

Customers, Large-Power Customers on Rate L (industrial), and Rate LG Customers, access to this 

subsidy is limited to industrial users with the technical capacity to curtail power on notice of 

interruption. 128 

122 

123 

See UGW Paper Canada Prelim. Memo at 69-70. 

See, e.g., id., unchanged in UGW Paper Canada IDM at 220. 
124 See Hydro Quebec Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit VI-31; see also UGW Paper Canada Prelim. 
Memo at 69-70. 
125 

126 

See Hydro Quebec Website Excerpts,.,attached as Exhibit VI-31. 

See UGW Paper Cariada Prelim. Memo at 70. 
127 See Hydro Quebec Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit Vl-31; see also UGW Paper Canada Prelim. 
Memo at 69-70. 

128 See UGW Paper Canada Prelim. Memo at 70. 
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a. Grants Under the Hydro-Quebec Interruptible Electricity Option 
Program Constitute Counterviilable Subsidies 

(1) Financial Cbntribution 

Grants under 't4e Hydro-Quebeclnteiruptible 'Electricity Option Program provide a "direct 

transfer of funds" in the form of a grant from tl}.e GOQ within the meaning of section 771(5)(D)(i) 

of the Act. 

(2) Benefit 

Grants made under the Hydro-Ql_;Jebec Interruptible Electricity .~ption Program provide a 

benefit equal to. the amount of the grant.. 

(3) Specificity 

As the Department previously foung, grants provided under the Hydro-Quebec 

Interruptible Electricity Option Program are de Jure ~pecific under-section 771(5A)(D)(i) of the 

Act because the subsidies that are provided by Hydro-Quebec through this program are expressly 

limited by law to enterprises that meet specific energy generation and consumption requirements 

and have the technical capacity to curtail power on notice·of interruption. 129 

6. Hydro-Quebec Electricity Discount Program for Capital Investments 
' 

In the March 2016 Quebec Economic Plan, tfie, provincial government announced a 

program to stiml.Jlate capital investment by large industrial companies that are located in Quebec 

and are billed at Rate L (large power). 13
Q Through this program, Hydro-Quebec provides power 

r~bates to large industrial companjes enabling them to recoup up tp 50 percent of eligible project 

costs (i.e. r.eimbursement of 40 percent.of committed eligiple costs; and additional recovery of up 

to 10 percent of committed eligible costs in the case of projects designed to reduce GHG 

129 See UGW Paper Canada IDM at 220. 

130 Hydro Quebec Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit VI-31. 
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emissions). 131 Rate L applies to an annual contract w~9Se contract poweds 5,000 kilowatts (kW) 

or more and which is principally for an industrial activity. 132 As some wind tower producers would 

likely be large consumers of elecJticity, it is reasonable· to believe that Canadian wind tower 

producers have, benefitted from ,this program. In addition, because at least one wind tower 

producer is located ,in Quebec (i. e:, Mannen), it is r~asonab!e to believe that Canadian wind to}Ver 

producers beqefitted from this program. 

a. Grants U*d_er th¢ Hydro-Quebec Electricity Discount Program 
for Capifal lnvestme~ts Constitute ~ountervailable Subsidies 

(1·) Financial Contribution 

.Grants under the Hydro-Quebec Electricity Dis~ount Program for Capital Investments 

provide a "direct transfer of funds'"'in tl}e form of•a rebate from the GOQ within the mea,ning of 

section 771(5)(D)(i) of the Act. 

(2) Benefit 

Grants made under the Hydro-Queb.ec Electricity Discount Program for Capital 

Investments provide a benefit equ,a\ to the amount oftheTebate. 

(3) Specificitr 

Grants provided under Hydro Electricit;r bis'cou.nt Program for Capital Investments are de: 

Jure specific under section 771,(SA,)(Q)(i) of the Net because the subsidies that are provided by 

Hydro-Quebec'through-this program are ex~ressly li.mlted by law to enterprises that meet specific 

energy consumption requirements and have made capital 'inve~tments. 

131 Id 

132 Id 
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7. Hydro-Quebec ElectriciJy Disco'llfit ~rogram for-Industrial Users 

Hydro-Quebec also offers discounts for large industrial custotp.ers with Rate L contractsP3 
I 

For example, large-power customers installing new equipment are temporarily exempt from 

certain rate cpnditions while the new equipm¥nt is being put into service and operations are being 

optimized. 134 Hydro-Quebec ·also offers discounts for large industrial customers testing new 

equipment, 135 When· large-power custopiers,, run slibrt tests after adding new equipment or 

modifylng ,or optimizing existing equipment and tlieir po~er demand rises, Hydro-Q9ebec 

exemprs these companies from paying for the-increased power consumption. 136 Moreover, Hydro

Queqec provides discounts for companies to ·use electricity beyond their normal consumption to 

· fill short-term orders or meet exceptional ·needs at a 10\yer' price fo~ both energy and power.137 

Finally, Hydro-Quebec offers an '$conomic Development Rate" for Rate L customers that are 

building or commissioning a new facility with a power demand of at least 500 kW or adding at 

least 1,000 kW of power demand tcr an existin~ facility. 138 As some,·wind tower producers would 

likely be large consumers of electricity, it is reasonable to believe that Canadian wind tower 

producer~ have benefitted from this prograrµ. In addition, because at least one wind tower 

producer is ·1ocate'd in Quebec (i.e., Marmen), it is reasonable to believe that Canadian wind tower 

producers benefitted from this program. 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

Id. 

Id. 

Id. 

Id. 

Id 

Id. 
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a. Discounts {!'nder the Hydro-Quebec'Electricity Discount Program 
·Constitute Counfervailaole Subsidies 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Electricity discounts under the I-!ydro-Qtiebec Electricity Discount Program constitute a 

financial contribution in' the fortn of revenue forgone by the GOQ, consistent with sectiun 

771(5)(D)(ii) of the Act. 

. (2) Benefit t. lf 

Electricity discounts made under the Hydro-Quebec J;-:lectricity Discount Program confer. 

a benefit on the recipients in an amount e~ual to the electpcity discount. 

(3) Specificity 

Electricity discotint's provided under Hydro-Qu~bec Electricity Discount Program are de 

jure specific under sectiorr 771(5A)(D)(i) of the Act because 'the subsidies that are provided by 

Hydro-Quebec through this program·are expressly limited by ,l~w to enterprises that meet specific 

energy consumption requirements. 

8. ESSOR Program - Investment ,Ptoiects Support Component 

The ESSOR program aims to support investment projec~ in Quebec that increase 

competitiveness, prqductivity, job creation, and sustainable dev~lopment. 139 One of the pfogram:s 

main objectives is to "{s}upport c9mpanies, especially those in the manufacturing ~ector1 to invest 

in advanced equipment and technologies to i:mpi:ove their cor~petitiveness" and "{a}ccelerate the 

implementation of investment proj~cts carried out as part of the establishment or expansion of 

139 See Economie et Innovation Quebec, ESSOR Progra!Jl, attached as Exhibit VI-32. 
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businesses here or elsewhere."140 Tl}.e ESSORI?'rogram is adrp.inistered'j9intly by Investissement 

~uebec and the Ministere de l'Economie·et del'Irt~ovatioµ. 141 

Through the ESSOR Pr<?gram, ,the GQQ provides loans and loan guarantees at below 

market rates. 142 Indeed, local news 'publications have reported that the GOQ provided "an interest 

free loan of $1.5 million" to a Quebec c6mpa:hy tp.at "acquired a new plant to increase its 

productive ca.Pacity."143 Goyernment non-payable contributions (i.e., grants) and equity 

investments are also available through the ESSOR Program. 144 in fact, the GOQ recently provid~d 

a Quebec company with "a non-repayable financial contribution -0f $1.5 million" through the 

ESSOR Program. 145 The financial assistance grartted through this, program can represent a 
. ~ 

m~imum of 15 percent Gr 25 percent of'eligible expenses, depending on the nature of the project 

and the business sector of the company. 146 For loaiguarantees, the GOQ will guarantee loans for 

up to 10 years and for a net loss up to 70 ,percent. 147 

To be eligible for the ESSOR Program, the Quebec company must be in the manufacturing. 

sector or a ,company in a targeted 'Sector. 118 Investmen,t projects with eligible expenditures of 

$250,000 or more for the purpose of starting a new business or expanding (including modernizing) 

140 Id 

141 Id 

142 Id 

143 See John Meagher, Quebec lends"support to expanding Brai-d'Urfe firm Ranger Design, Montreal Gazette 
(Apr. 11, 2017), attached as ,Exhibit VI-3:l 

144 See Economic et Innovation Quebec, ESSOR Program, attached ~ Exhibit VI-32. . ; 

145 See Canada;Economic Development for Quebec Regions, Creation of j6Jobs in Sherbrooke - SOP REMA 
receives $8.5 million in government assistance for a new plant in the Estrie region (Sept. 25, 2017), attached as 
Exhibit VI-34. , . 

146 

147 

148 

See Economie et Innovation Quebec, ESSOR Program, attached as Exhibit VI-32. 

Id 

Id. 
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an e~isting busin~ss are eligible Jor fundin~. 149 However, manufacturing companies only need to 

invest $100,000 to be eligible f<?,t funding. 150 0-ivep that 'wind tower producers operate ih the 

manufacturing sector aµd haye likely invested more'than $100,000 in expanding or modernizing 

their busine'ss, it is reasonable to"believe that Canadian wµid tower producers have benefitted from 

this program. In addition, because· at least one wind tower producer is located in Quebec (i.e., 

Marmen), it is reasonable to belieye that Canadian wind tower producers benefitted from this 

program. 

a. ESSOR Program Funding Providetl to Canadian wind to.wer 
Producers Constitutes a Countervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial.Contribution 

Preferential loans arid other benefits granted under this, export guarantee program should 

be considered loans provided directly by tli'e GOC and thus a financial contribution within the 

meaning of-section 771(5)(D)(i) of the ActJ51 Grants artd equity infusions under the ESSOR 

Program provide a "direct transfer of funds" in the form of a grant from the GOQ within'the 

meaning of section 771(5)(D)(i) of thy Act. 

(2) Benefit 

The loans granted under t~e ESSOR prqgram appear to be administered on preferential, 

non-commercial terms, which confer a penefit to -recipients within the meaning of section 

771(5)(E)(ii) of the Act. The benefiH~ equal to the difference between what the recipient paid on 

the loan and the amount that would have been paid on a comparable commercial loan. The loan 

guarantees also appear to be administered on preferential, non-commercial terms, which confer a 

149 

150 

151 

Id. 

Id. 

See, e.g., CFS Paper China IDM at 54. 
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benefit to recipients witl}ip. the meaping of section 771(5)(E)(ii) of th.e Act. The benefit is equal 

to the difference between what the recipient paid on the loan and the amount that would have been 

paid on a comparable commercial, loan ,without the government-provided guarantee. For 

governmenf grants and equity infusio:ns,under t\}e .ESSOR Program, the benefit is equal to lhe 

amount of the grant and/or equity infusion. 

(3) Spe~ificity 
... 

The funding assistance under the ES SOR Program is de .facto specific under section 

771(5A)(DJ(iii)(I) of the Act because the actualnumb~r of recipients is limited in number. 

9. EcoPerformance - MERN {TEO)/Ehergy Efficiency Conversion 
Projects ' ' ' 

The EcoPerformance program is administered by the Transition energetique Quebec 

("TEQ"), a division pf the Ministere de I:Ener1pie et Ressources Naturelles (Ministry of Energy 

and Natural Resources or MERN).154 The EcoPerformance program was launched in October 

2013 as the ·successor program to the Progyamme·de reduction de;hi consommarion de mazout 

1ourd (Program to reduce the consumption ofqeavy fuel oil), that ran from 2008 to 2012. 153 The 

purpose of the EcoPerformance program is to provide financial assistance to businesses, 

insti,tutions, and municipalities to reduce greeqhouse gas·emis~ions through the implementation of 

measures or projects. 154 The applicants must ·satisfy the following. criteria: (1) be located in 

Quebec; (2) consume fossil fuel; (3) inv~st ·more' than 15 percent of project cost in the proJect; 

(4) reduce greenhouse gas.emissions; (5) meet energy r,ate ofretum requirements; and (6) r~spect 

152 See Memorandum from James P. Maeder to Gary Taverman, re: Post-Preliminary Analysis of Countervailing 
Duty Investigation: Certain Uncoated Groundwood Paper from Canada (June 18, 2018) (" VG W Paper Canada Post
Prelim. Analysis Memo") at 16-17, attached as Exhibit Vl-35. 
153 Id at 17. 

154 Id. 
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!SO14064 for quaI}tification o,f greenhouse gas emission reductions. 15~ As some wind tower 

producers would likely be large cqnsumers offo'Ssil fuel and would J;iave likely invested in projects 

t<;> reduce greenhouse gas emissions, it is reasonable to believe that Ganadian wind tower prqducers 

have benefitted from.this program. In addition, because ai least one·Wind tower producer is,located 

in Quebec (i.e., Marmen), it is reasonable to believe that Canadiiµi wind tower producers benefitted 
' 

from this prograll}. Finally, the Department found that this program is a countervailable subsidy 

in Uncoated Groundwood Paper. 156 

a. Grants Under the, EcoPerformance 
]Uficiency Conversion Projects 
Countervaila,ble Subsidies 

(1) Financial ~ontribution 

- MERN (TEQ)/Energy 
Program Constitdt~ 

Grants under the EcoPerformiffice - :tv¢RN.(J::?Q)/Energy Efficien<?Y Conversion Projects 

Program provide a "d'irect transfer o,f funds" in the fol'llJ. of a grant from the GOQ within the 

meaning of section 771(5)(D)(i) of the Act. 

(2) Benefit 

Grants made under the -EcoPerformanc_e - ·MI::RN (TEQ)/Energy Efficiency Conversion 

Projects Program provide a benefit equal to ~hefflllount bf the grant. 

(3) Specificity 

As the Department previously found, grants provided under EcoPerformance - l\:ffiRN 

(TEQ)/Energy Efficiency Conversion Projects Ptogram are de facto specific under section 

771(5A)(D)(iii)(I) of the Act because the actual number ofrecipients is limited in number. 157 

155 Id. 

156 See id.; unchanged in UGW Paper Canada iDM at 248-49. 

157 See id. 
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,10. Prohibitetl Lo~al'Content Req1;1irefu.ents .. 

Quebec has been using local content req'!irements ,in its wind energy tenders since 2003 .158 

The GOQ's prilllary_ reason for using l~cal content requirements was to create a local supply chain, 

as Wyll as. new economic opportunities· in regions that were experiencing difficulties.159 The 

GOQ's support for its renewable enerw firms has transitioned such that "they can take advantag~ 

of the opening of new markets stemming from growing worldwide demand for wind power,'.'160 

including the wind towers manufactured jn the province. the Quebec government's perspective 

of wind,power. development is in keeping·with this cont~xt arid it hopes that certain wind farms 

built in Quebec can respond to·business opportunities and export all of their electricity to NoJ1h 

American m~kets. 

Initially, Quebec mandatetl-!hat it~ wind farms hav~ 40·percent local content, but has since 

increased this requirement to 60 perce:p.t. 161 Further, wind, farm developers in Quebec are required 

to source 30 to 35 percent Qf the content from t_pe Gaspesie-Iles-de-la-Madeleine region of 

Quebec. 162 In evaluating bid criteria, the GQQ gives additional points to wind farm developers that 

guarantee use ofregional,content in ~xcess'Ofthe minimum local content requirements. 163 Indeed, 

" { i} fa bidder was able to exceed the minimum local content require~eq.ts, this would provide an 

158 See Jan-Christoph Kuntze and Tom Moerenhout, bocal Content Requirements and the Renewable Energy 
Industry -A Good Match?, International Centre for Trade ari4 Sust~inable Development (May 2013) at 22 attached 
as Exhibit VJ .. 36. 
159 See id. 

160 Government of Quebec, The 2030 Energy Policy: Energy In Quebec, A Source of Growth (2016) at 51, 
attached as Exhibit VI-37. , · 

161 See Joanna I. Lewis and Ryan H. Wiser, Supporting LocalizatiQn,of Wind Techno(ogy Manufacturing through 
Large Utility Tenders in Quebec: Lessons/or China (June 8, 2006) at 22.,23, ~O, attached as Exhibit VI-37. 
162 United States Trade Representaf1ve, 2015 National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers (2015) 
at 61, attached as Exhibit VI-39. 
163 See Joanna I. Lewis and Ryan H. Wiser, Supporting Localization of Wind Technolof!;Y Manufacturing through 
Large Utility Tenders in Quebec: Lessons for China (June 8, 2006) at 14, attached as Exhibit VI-40. 
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additional 45 or 35 percent of the scorin¢' in Quebec's first,and second wind energy tender~.164 

Essentially, to be competitive for wind farm projects in Qu~bec, project developers and OEMs are 

requirecLtQ surpass Quebec's identified minimum locarcontent requirements, which ensures that 

substantially all of the wind turbin~ components·are prqduced in Quebec, including the wind tower. 

In fact! according to the GOQ's 2030 Energy Policy, thete has been approximately $8 pillion in 

investments carried out or under way to dey_elop Quebec's wind farms 1n which the ''tender{s} 

stipulate that !;'Lt least 60% of this amount must be sp,ent in Quebec."165- Accordingly, at least $4i8 

billion was used to purchase materials from wind energy producers in Quebec. 16~ 
' 

By; forcing deyelopers of renewable energy tb source from doiµestic suppliers, the local 

content requirement raises the, cost of generating renewaple electricity. 167 "That is· because 

sourcing from domestic equipment manufacturers reduces access to technology providers from 

outside the jurisdictions that mig\lt be lower cost .tl).an ,,the domestic options."168 Ip.deed, ifi a 

jurisdiction where there are very few producers, such as Quebec, the wind tower manufacturers 

wielq significant pricing power because of the GOQ's lpcal content requirements. As a result, 

wind tower producers in Quebec, including "Marmen,- benefit from the GOQ's local content 

requirements because if allows these companies to make aoditional sales of their wind towers that 

would not otherwise have existeq QUt for the ,GOQ's requirement tha( wind farm developers use 

164 See Joanna Lewis and Ryan Wise,r, Fostering fl Renewa_ble Energy Technol9$Y Industry: An International 
Comparison of Wind Industry Pg/icy Support Mechanisms (Nov. 2QOS) at I4;attached as Exhibit VI-40 (emphasis 
added). 
165 Government of Quebec, The 2030 Energy Policy: Energy In Quebec, A Source of Growth (2016) at 21, 
attached as Exhibit Vl-37. 

166 Id. 

167 Sustainable Prosperity, Domestic Content Requirements for Renewable Energy Manufacturing (Apr. 2012) 
at I, attached as Exhibit Vl-41. 

16s Id. 
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local suppliers. In fact, even the GOC acknowledged that ''the majority of wind farms outside of 

·Quebec, which generally do not have Canadian content stipulations linked to them, import ne~rly 

all of their large wind turbine generators (including.the components''that comprise them)."169 

' ' 

Furthermore, the GOQ's local contt?1;1t requirements essen,tially require that all wind farm 

projects in Quebec be sourced from Ma.mien:. "The wind tower comprises the single largest cest in 

a wind turbine, representing over 26 percent ofthe'"'totai cq_st of a wind turbine.170 Given that many 

OEMs have standiµ-d nacelles wl1:ich are manufactured in a foreign country,171 to reach the 30 

percent requirement for content sourced in.the Gaspe region and"satisfy the overall requirement 

that 60 percent of the. comp~onents be produc~d in Quebec, OEMs afe essentially required to 

purchase towers in Quebec 1:0 meet the ,province's requirements. For the GOQ's initial wind 

energy tenders, the OEM that won tp.e bids (i.e., GE), ·contracted with Marmen to produce towers 

and nacelles and then contracted with LM Glasfiber to ptoduce the blades. 172 Indeed, " { t} he. 

combination of locally sourcing, these -three components. in addition to using local labor for 

assembly, allows GE to meet the 60 percent target."173 

The GOQ 's local content req~irements also encourage· producers to establish 

manufacturing plants in provinces whei;e they normally would not have absent go:vernment 

suppprt. 174 The effects of the local content requirements in Canada have borne out in Ontario. In 

intre1clucing its FIT program for renew,!lble energy in May 2009, the Government of Ontario 

169 Government of Canada, Opportunities for Canadian 'Stakeholders in the North American Large Wind 
Turbine Supply Chain at 2, attached as Exhibit VI-42 (emphasis added). 

170 

171 

See Global CCS Institute, Wind Turbine,Components, attached as Exhibit VI-43. 

See Quebec Power 2014 Digital Release, attached as Exhibit Vl-44. 

172 See Joanna I. Lewis and Ryan· H. Wiser, Supporting Localization of Wind Technology Manufacturing through 
Large Utility Tenders in Quebec: Lessons for China (June 8, 2006) at 6, attached as Exhibit Vl-40. 
173 

174 

See id 

Quebec Power 2014 Digital Release, attached as Exhibit VI-44. 
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stipulated that a certain percentas.e of the components µsed in any single green energy installation, 

whether it was wind or sola~, must deliver vah.te to the province. 175 The government imposed local 

content requirements in order for eligi~ility·to the;,highest level of the FIT.176 As a result, many 

greeti energy producers established production facilities in Ontario, including CS Wind Canada. 177 

In 2010, Japan and the,European Union filed a case'against Canad~ alleging, inter alia, "that 
, ' 

Ontario's local contept requirements for renewable energy projects were inconsistent with articles 

3 .1 (b) and 3 .2 of the SCM -agreeµient as prohibited subsidies. 178 In 201-2, a WTO Panel ruled in 

favor of Japan and the European Union, findi~g that a financial contribution existed but did not 

make a factual finding with respect to benefit.179 This.decision was affirmed by the WTO 

Appellate Body in 2013. 180 As a result, Ontario eliminated its local content requirements for 

renewable energy projects to be eligible for the feed-in-tariff, making its law WTO compliant. 181 

While the WTO did not haxe an additional five years to analyze whether the local content 

requirements provide a b~nefit to Ontario wind energy manufacturers, that the two wind turbine 

manufacturing plants that were established as a result of Ontario's local content requirements are 

175 

176 

See Ian Clover, Ontario rescinds FIT domestic content ruling (July 31, 2014), attached as Exhibit VI-45. 

Id 

177 See CS Wind Canada Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit Vl-4.6; Ministry of Energy, New Wind Tower 
Plant Creates 700 Jobs in Windsor'(Dec. 1, 2010), attached as Exhibit VI-47. 

178 Canada-Certain Measures Affecting the Renewable Energy Gene,.-ation Sector and Canada-Measures 
Relating to the·Feed-in Tariff Program (Dec: I 9, 2012), WTO boc Wl'tDS412/R and WT/DS426/R (Pane.I Report) 
at para 3.1, 3.4, attached as Exhibit VI-48. 
179 Id at para 8.4, 8.8, attached as Exhibit VI-48. 
18° Canada-Certain Measµres Affecting the Renewable Energy Gene,:ation Sector and Canada-Measures 
Relating to the Feed-In Tariff Program (May 6, 2013), WTO Doc WT/0S412/AB/R and WT/0S426? AB/R (Appellate 
Body Report), attached as Exhibit VI-49. 

181 See Ian Clover, Ontario rescinds FIT domestic con'tent ruling (July 31, 2014), attached as Exhibit VI-45. 
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now either idled182 or closetl.J83 Th~ cu,rrent non-productive stlitus of these facilities demonstrates, 

that these manufactur~I1g plants ·would· not. hl!ve existed but for Ontario's local content 

requirements and government support. ,Jiideeq, without the local content requirements, CS Wind 

Canada was unable to sustain the level of sales and production 184 necessary to continue as a going 

-concern despite other wind tower projects solicjttng biqs in North America. 

'Mannen, a wincftower producer-in Quebec, es't~blished its Matane facility due to Q\Jebec's 
1• 

local content rc;:quirements. A Montreal Gazette article ,explains that Marmen 

was building wind-turbine tower~ in its, Trois-Rivieres plant when Hydro-Quebec 
launched its first tender for wind power. Wht<!n General Electric,, its biggest 
customer, landed contracts to build the, turbines, Marmen h'ad to build a new 
factory in Matane to meet local-content requirements. ,Asked by The Gazette 
in 2005 about his new $25-million fa~tory, company president Patrick Pellerin 
bristled. "We. could have done (in Trois-Rivieres) what we'll be doing in 
Matane," he said then. The two factories have cieate~ a'. "higher average cost {for 
Marmen) ... and is interfering with its ability to become competitive in the North 
American market," Bernard said. 185 

' " 

In other words, the establishment of additional c1,tpadty at Marmen' s Matane facility would not be 

warranted or-viable but for Quebec:$ loc13;I cont~rit requirements. 

In a 2014 article, GE's sales manager for <;anada, explained that "we had to be smart in 

the way we approached the local content issues for the first RFP" and "it made sense to bring 

{Mannen} in Quebec."186 Hxdro Quebe'c's wind energy tenders require that the wind fann 
' 

182 No activity at Windsor's wind turbine plant, workers laid off, CBC News (Mar. 15, 2019), attached as Exhibit 
VI-50. 

183 Mike Hensen, Siemens closes wind turbine plant in Tillsonburg- 340 green energy jobs gone, National Post 
(July 28, 2017), attached as Exhibit VI-51. 
184 

VI-50. 

185 

Vl-52. 

186 

No activity at Windsor's wind turbine plant, workers laid off, CBC News (Mar. 15, 2019), attached as Exhibit 

See Lynn Moore, Local content rules stir debate, Wind Energy News (Sept. 8, 2007), attached as Exhibit 

See Quebec Power 2014 Digital Release at) 1, attached a~ Exhibit-VI-44. 
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developers and the turJ,~ne manufacturers su~mit joint "blds, which include the turbine prl~e.187 

The wind energy tender essentially guarant~es the OEM and ifs wi.nct'tower supplier an established 

price from the GOQ for the particular wind farm project, Inde,ed, bids "must include a joint 

statement from the,bidder and his desigµated wind .turbine manufacturer in which they confirm 

that they have signed a firm agreement regaraing the manufacture, 'delivery and price qfthe 
V, "" ~ 

wind turbines required for the bidder's wind farm project,. including how local content 
., 

reguire)!lents will be met." 188 For exa.g:ipt\;l,,.Quebec's initial RFP "stipulated that the turbin~ 

nacellys be assembled in the region, and that pr9ject developers include in their project bidding 

documents ·a statement from a turbine manufacturer guaranteeing that it will set up assembly 

facilities in the region." 189 To comply with the RFP and the requiretnent that 60 percent of the 

project expen,ses be sourced in Quebec, GE's contract with Marmen required the wind tower 

producer to build anothe\-tower manufacturing,and nacelle assembly :Plant in the Matane region. 190 

When it commissioned the largest wind:farm in Canada, GE acknowledged that it used components 

produced in Quebec because of the province's· local content requirements. 191 Specifically, GE 

boasted that its "local supply chain rrianufacturing aqd supplier partners have been integral to the 

fulfillment of the province's local content te9-uirem,~rlts."192 

187 See Joanna Lewis and-Ryan Wiser, Fostering a Renewable Energy Technology Industry: An International 
Comparison of Windlndustry Policy Support)1edhanisms (Nov. 2005) at 5, 13, attached as Exhibit VI-38. 

"'" ,. 
188 See Joanna I. Lewis and Ryan H. \Viser, Supporting Localization of Wind Technology Manufacturing_ 
through Large Utility Tenders in Q.uebec: Lessons for China (June 8, ;2006) at 10, 13, attached as Exhibit VI-40. 
189 See Joanna Lewis and Ryan Wiser, Fostering a Renewable J;nergy Tecf}nology Industry: An International 
Comparison of Wind Industry Policy Support Mechanisms (Nov. 2005) at 13, attached as Exhibit Vl-38. 
190 

191 

53. 

See id. 

See GE, Largest Wind Farm in Canada Commissianed in Quebec (Nov. 28, 2012), attached as Exhibit VI-

192 Id. 
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Reasonably available evidence demonstrates fuat Marmen continues to bepefit from the 

GOQ's local cohtent requir~ment~. In partic\J}ar, Marmen rece:µtly completed a 147 MW wind 

project in Quebec owned by Patt~rn 'Energy Group LP ("Pattern Development") that used primru;ily 

local content ·from Quebec producers. !93 In a press release, Pattern Development explained that it 

us~d f'locally-sourced components,"194 includ~g the turbin~ hubs and towers. Specifically, the 

towers of the 46 Siemens Gamesa 3 .2MW wind turbines "were manufactured by Marmerl. at the 

company's facility ih Matane, Quebec/'195 

Quebec's prohibited local content requirements al:So provide a second type of benefit to 
,, 

Canadian wind tower producers. In particular, the benefits of the GOQ' s local content requirement 

extend beyond wind farm projects in.Quebec. In issuing its initial wind.energy tender requirem~nts 

for wind farms, the GOQ implicitly acknow!edged that the pr9vince w,.ould likely "not have enough 

demand for wind on a long-terrtj basis to maintain a manufacturing oase pnly serving . . . local 

demand, but the government recognized { th~t} it could &erve as a manufacturing hub for the rest 

of the 9ountry, or the continent."196 As a result, the QOQ allows wind turbine producers to claim 

"local content credit for components mahufactured locally, but exported to other countries or 

regions."197 Giving "credit to manufacturers forlocal't6n!ent on turbines on components that are 

exported el5.ewhere'' encourages manufactfirers to establish facilities in Quebec with installed 

193 Pattern Development Completes 147 MW Wind Project i~Quebec, Becoming Canada's Largest Wind Power 
Producer Pattern Development (Apr. 11, 2018), attached as Exhibit Vl-54. 

194 Id. 

19s Id. 

196 See Joanna I. Lewis and Ryan H. Wiser, Supporting Localization of Wind TechnologyManufacturing through 
Large Utility Tenders in Quebec: Lessons for China'(Jun. 8, 2006) at 17, attached as Exhjbit VI-40. 
197 See id. at 9, 17. 
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capacity that signifi"antly exceeds the demand.required tb serve Quebec's lqcal markets, 198 which 

could then be used t(? target wind fahn projects ih the United States. Accorµing to 9E, the company 

"plans to use the Quebec plants to supply projects beyond the Gaspe regjon. Hydro Quebec's 

request for proposals (RFP) for tpe wind capacity allows GE to claim local content credit for· 

components exported to other markets i~•Canada and the US, which it will need to do to 

reach its targets."199 In otl}er words, the GOQ has created demand for wind towers and parts 

thereof produced'in Qm::bec that would not have otherwise existed but for the creait given to OEMs 

for their use of Quebec .. producecl wind towers abroad. 

To achieve local content targets promised to the· GOQ in the :wind energy tender contract 

and avoid substantial financial penalties if targets are missed,200 the GOQ's local content 

requirements force OEMs to prioritize turbine component~; including wind towers, made in 

Queqec for their North American'profects: Because bEMs ''must submit yearly follow-up reports 

to Hydro-Quebec of the regional content and Quebec content fot the project, which will be verified 

by an independent auditor," OEM:s are incentivized· to sour9e primarily .from Quebec-produced 

components for all of their North American proJects until they meet their annual-requirements for 

years after the jnitial l;>id is won. Therefore, the GOQ encourages 'tlie establishment of facilities in 

198 See id; Components drive creates Quebec j_obs - Meeting GE Energy's demand Wind Power Monthly 
(June 1, 2005), attached as Exhibit Vl-55 (explaining that Maqnen~s Matane facility has a capacity of 150 towers 
running only two·shifts). 

199 See id 
200 See Joanna I. Lewis and Ryan H. Wiser, Supporting Localizatior; ofWjnd Technology Manufacturing through 
Large Utility Tenders in Quebec: Lessons for China (Jun. 8, 2006) at 9, 17, attached as Exhibit Vl-40 ("For the first 
three percentage points of deficit, the penalty is equal to the contract capjlcity, multiplied by- $2,000/MW, multiplied 
by the number of percentage points of deficit. For deficits greater than three percentage points, 11n additional)lenalty 
shall apply equal to the contract capacity, multiplied by $8,000/MW, multq,lied by'the number of percentage points 
of deficit beyond the first three. Any deviation in content within the 'Gaspesie region as outlined in the bid will entail 
a penalty of$ 1000/MW times the contract capacity and points. of peficit. "). 
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Quebec and fu,e use of domestic content over imported componel}ts, 2~1 (qr both prdjtcts in,Canada 

and in the U.S. 

a. Prohitiited Local Content 
C~untertailable Subsidies 

Requirements Constitute 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Import substitution subsidies such as Quebec~s prooibi~d local content requirements are 

financial contributions most analogous to the direct transfer of funds from _the government pµrsuant . ~ 

to section 771(5)(D)(i) of the Act.202 As giscussed, ab9ve, the demand for wind towers produced 

in Q~ebec, especially in the Matane region, Vias artificially created by the province's local cor,itent 

requirements. Further, because OEM's receive credit towards meeting their local content targets 

by_ using turbine components, such as wind towers, sourced from Quebec even on projects outside 

of tlie province or country, Canadian wind tower producers benefit from additional revenue on 

projects that would not have existed absent gbvernment support, But for Quebec's local content 

requirements, Marmen and other Canadian producers •in Quebeo's Gaspe region capacity would 

not have been established and•thus, they woul<l'have never realized the revenue generated from 

production of wind towers from those facilities. 

Because the Government requires that at least 60 percent of a wind farm project be sourced 

with domestic content, owners of the· wind f~ms are .essentially dii:_ected and entrusted with 

government functions and act .,as ':government authorities" within the meaning .of section 

771(5)(B)(i) of th~ Act.203 Further, through the wind energy tender contracts, which the GOQ 

requires "a joint statement from the bldderand his designated wind turbine manufacturer in which 

201 

202 

203 

See id. 

19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)(iv). 

Id. § 1677(5)(B)(i). 
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,they confinn that they have signed a firm agreement res;arding the manufacture, delivery and 

price of the wind turbines required for the bidder's y.,ind. fann project, including h_ow local content 

requirements will be met,"204 the government's payment for the wind towers that would r,.ot have 

been produced is essentially, a direct transfer of funps to wipd tower producers. 

(2) Beµefit 

Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 351.503{b)(J)t a benefit is conferred when a company "receives 

more revenues than it otherwise. wpuld earn."205 Where the Department has promulgated specifi,c 

rules to measure the benefit of a particular type- of government program.206 (e.g., grant, loan, equity 

infusion, etc.), the agency will meas).lfe the extent to which a financial contribution ( or income or 

price ·support) confers a benefit as provided in that rule. However, where no special rule addresses 

the subsidy program, the Dep·artment will analyze whether there is a benefit under 19 C.F.R. 

§ 351.503(b)(l).207 19 C.F.R. § 351 :503(b)(t),, however, "is not intended to limit the ability of the 

Secretary to impose countervailing duties when the facts of a particular case establish that a 

financial contribution (or income or price support) has conferred a benefit, even if that benefit does 

not take the form of a reduction in input costs or an enhancement of revenues."208 Here, the 

Department has not promul'gated a "regulation describing precisely how it measures purchases 

204 See Joanna I. Lewis and Ryan H. Wiser, Supporting Localization \of Wind Technology Manufacturing 
through Large Utility Tenders in Quebe9: Lessons for China (June 8, 2006) at 6, attached as Exhibit VI-40. 

205 19 C.F.R. § 351.503(b)(l). 

206 See 19 C.F.R. § 351.521 (Import substitution subsidies {Reserved}). 

207 See Countervailing Duties, 63 Fed. Reg. 65,348, 65,359 (Dep't Commerce Nov. 25, 1998) ("Paragraph (b) 
outlines the principles we will follow when dealing with alleged subsidies for which these regulations do not establish 
a specific rule. In such instances, we will nonnally consider a benefit to be conferred where a firm pays less for its 
inputs (e.g., moriey, a good, or a service) than it otherwise would pay in the absence of the government progr~, or 
receives more revenues than it otherwise wduld earn."). 

208 Id. at 19 C.F.R. § 351.503{b)(2). 
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pursuant to prohibited local content requiremehts.209 But this subsidy represents a financial 

contribution to Canadian \y,iJ'.!d tower producer,~ •th~t is tied to artificial creation ·of demand and the 

resulting s~es. that should have never occurred and faciljties that should have never been built. At 

the very least, it is "revenue enhancement that { Cariadian_producers} would not otherwise have 

enjoyed ~bsent the government action"J10 ,and shouW b~ fully ·countervailed as a prohibited SCM 

subsidy. 

The GOQ's local content requirements create a market for wind towers that would not have 

existed but for the government intervention. Indeed, Marmen built its Matane, Quebec facility, 

becaµse the GOQ requires that at 1¢ast "30 percent of the projecrto be pro~uc.ed in the Matane or 

Gaspie region of Quebec., In other words; but for the local content requirements, Marmen would 

not have been producing wind towers in the Matane region. And but for the local qmtent 

restrictions, Marmen would not maintain the level ·of sales necessary to keep the plant open. In 

fact, the GOC acknowledges that wind fatin projects outside of the province of Quebec rarely 

utilize Canadian produced towers. Indeed, virtually all of the wind tower plants in Canada that are 

not sµpported by local content requirements hav~ been closed or idled during the AUL, 211 which, 

demonstqttes that bul for Quebec's local content requirements that are bolstering its wind tower 

producers, they would also shut down. As such, the viability of Quebec's wind tower producers 

is based on the Province's requirement that wirid farm developers source turbine components, 

including wind towers, from producers in Quebec. 

209 See generally, 19 C.F.R. § 351 Subpart E. 

210 See Countervailing Duties, 63 Fed .. Reg. 65,348 (Dep't Commen;e Nov. 25, 1998) at 65,360. 

211 See, e.g., No activity at Windsor's wind turbine plant, workers laid off, CBC News (Mar. 15, 2019) attached 
as Exhibit VI-50. 
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\ 

Accordingly, the benefit of~e local cqntent,requiremeJ:!tS iS'the entir$' sales value of wind 

towers sold "pursuant t9 locafrequirenfents, which includes all towers ·sold in Quebec as well as 
~ ,: ..,,., 

those towers exported froll! Quebec whete the OEM receiYes a local content credit. Thus, similar 

to export subsidies· which are proh\bited by the .SC!\{ agreement and fully countervailable, the 

revenue generated from Quebec's local content requ\rements should be fully countervailed. 

(3) Specificity, 

' 
The local content requirements subsidy program is specific within the meaning of se9tion 

771(5A}(A) because it is an•import substitution subsidy that is contingent upon the use of domestic 

goods over imported goods. Indeed, the GOQ's tenders require that bidders guarantee that (iO 

percent of the turbfrre be manufactured- in Quebec to be eligible to participate in a wind energy, 

tender. 

The local con"tent requirements subsidy prqg~am is also both de jure and de facto specific' 

within the meaning of section 771~5A) (D)(i) 6fthe Act, 'since.this subsidy is only eligible to one 

group of users - wiµd energy components pro~ucers in Quebec, which includes Marmen:212 This 

subsidy is also regiol).ally specific pursuant td' section 771(5A)(D)(iv), given that specific benefits 

are limited to producers manufactupng in the Gaspe region of Quebec. 

11. Purchase of •Wind Towers;fof" More Than Adequate Remuneration 
·1· ¥ ... ,, 

Quebec's local content r.equirements violate artiples 3. l(b) and 3.2 of the SCM agreement 

as a prohibited subsidy. To the extent the Departmenf-thooses not to initiate this program as a 

prohibited subsidy where t4e value of wind tower sale represents the benefit to the Canadian 

producer, the Department shol!ld anal)'.ze this program as the purchase of wind towers for MTAR. 

212 19 U.S.C. §§ 1677(5A)(D)(i) & (iii)(I). 
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As described above, C'anaaa•s local content requttement policies limit access to purchasing 

components for wind towers in Quebec. Because the tower Tepresents l\pproximately'26 percent 

of the wind turbine's total value,213 file local content restrictions requiring that 60 percent of the 

wind tower's value essentially requires the wind farm developer source the towers from producers 

located in Quebec. With limited wind tower Rroducets in Quebec, wind ·farm developers pay a 

premium for these towers.214 

As described above, reasoJ.lably available.;evidence demonstrates that Marmen recently 

completed a 147. MW.·wind project in•'Quebec owned by Pattern Energy Group LP ('.'Pattern 

Developmenf') that used-primarily local content from Que~ec producers.215 In a press.release, 

Pattern Development explained that it used "locally-sourced cotnponenis,"216 including the turbine 

huos and towers. Specifically, the towers of the 46 Siemens Gamesa 3.2MW wind turbines "were 

manufactured by Marmen at the company's facility in Matane,, Quebec."217 
' > 

a. The PurcJ:\a~e of Wiii4 Towers for More than Adequate 
'R~muner;ition Constitutes Countervailable Subsidies 

(1) Fi1J1lnciat€ontribution 

Pursuant to section 771(5)(D)(iv) of tl,)e Act,218 the R~chase of goods for MTAR 1s a 

,financial contribution. As discusse? above, because the Government requires that at least 6!) 

percent of a wind farm project be sourced with domestic content,, owners of th~ wind farms are 

213 See Global CCS Institute, f:v{n<J Turbine Components, attached as Exhibit VI-43. 
214 Ganada-Cf!rtain Measures Affecting the Renewable Energy Genlration Sector and Canada-Measures 
Relating to the Feed-In Tariff Pragram (May 6, 2013), WTO Doc WT/DS412/AB/R and WT/DS426? AB/R (Appellate 
Body Report), attached as Exhibit Vl-49. 

215 Pattern Development Completes 147 MW Wind Project in Quebec, Becoming Canada's Largest Wind Power 
Producer, Pattern Development (Apr. 11, 2018), attached as Exhibit VI-54. 

216 

217 

218 

Id 

Id 

19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)(iv). 
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essentially directed and entrusted with government functi~ns and" act as "government authorities" 

within the meaping of section 771(5)(B)(i) of the Act.219 

(2) Benefit 

Pursuant to sectj,on 771(5)(E)!iv) of the Act,220 a benefit js.conferred whe:p. tlie government 

makes purchases for more than adequate rem.urreration. While the Department has not 

promulgated a regulation describing precisely how it measures whether a purchase was adequately 

remunerated,221 the statute states that, like measuring whether ,a ·good or seryic~ is provided for. 

less tpan adequate remuneration, the.;ubsidy benefit for measuring whether a purthase. is made for 

more. than adeqqate remuneration is determined by measutj'ng ,the differ~nce, between the 

government price and the market price.222 The prices that Marmen and other wind tower producers 

in quebec charge to wind farm developers are not publi<?!Y available. However, the Department 

should compare the prices Canadian producers char~e to Quebec wind farm developers to the 

prices at which they export wins! t~_wer~ from Quebec to detenri'in,e the benefit. 

(3) 'Specificity 

Tpe local content requirem~nts subsidy program is specific within the meaning of section 

771(5A)(A) because it is an import substitution subsidy that is contingent upon the use o{domestic 

goods over imported goods. Indeed, ~the GOQ's. tenders require that bidders guarantee that 60 

percent .of the turbine be manufactured in Quepec to be eligible to participate in a wind energy 

tender. 

219 

220 

221 

222 

Id § 1677(5)(B)(i). 

Id § 1677(5)(E)(iv). 

19 C.F.R. § 351.512. 

19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E)(iv). 
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The local content requireqients subsidy program ,is also 'bot& c[~ jure anci de facto specific 

within the meaning of section 77-1 (SA) '{D)(i) of the Act, ,sjpce.1:his subsidf is,only eligible to one 

group of users-wind energy components producers in,Quebec, which includes Marmeo.223 This 

subsidy is alsp regionally sp<!cific pursuant to section ·111rsA)(D)(iv), given that specific b~Ilefits 

are limited to producers m;umfacturihg in the Gaspe region of Queb~c. 

D. Government of'Ontario Subsidy P.rograms 
' 

1. Employer Trainer'Grant (Canada -Ontario Job Grant) 
.. ... l'l ,. 

Th~ GOO's employer train~r grant program ~s. a.cqst-sh,are arrangement between the 

federal and provinci!1,l governments anf em~1oyers to protide.employee-based skills training.224
• 

,Specifically, the governments provide up t9 $10,000 in grants to assist in training new 

employees. 225 Large companies with more thqn 100 employees are required to provide one half 

of the total cost for training, whereas small and medium sized companies (i.e., less than 100 

empl9yees) are only reguired to provide 1/6 of the total cost of training.226 Additionally, small 

employers who are training and hiring unemployed indiviquals are eligible for 100 percent funding 

and up to $15,000 per trainee.227 To be eligibl~ for tfii~ grant, the company must be licensed to 

operate in Ontario and the job must be located in Ontario.228 Given that wind tower producers are 

located in Ontario, including 4NJ Industrial Fab Ltd., Niagara Structural Steel, and Walters, Inc., 
, ' 

it is reasonable to believe that they benefitted :from this, program. 

223 

224 

225 

226 

19 U.S.C. §§ 1677(5A)(D)(i) & (iii)(l). 

See Canada-Ontario Job Grant, a_ttached as Exhibit y(..57. 

Id. 

See id. 

227 See Ministry of Advanced, Education and Skills Development, Canada-Ontario Job Grant Employer 
Overview Pr~sentatio'n (:Apr. 2018), attached as Exhibit Vl:-58., 

22& Id. 
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a. Oqtario Job Gr.ants Constitute Counterva{lable Subsidies 

(1) financial Contributio~ 

Ontario Job Grants provide a "direct transfer of funds" in the fonn-0f a grant from the GOC 

and QOO within the mea~ing of seqtion 771(5)(D)(i) of the Act. 

(2) }¼enefit 

Ontario Job Grants provide a'benefit equallo the amount of the gr~t received by eligible 

employers. 

.(3) Specificity 

This program is regionally specific within the meaning of ~ction 771(5A)(D)(iv) of the 

Act, because it is limited fo companies ~r projects within a designated geographical region within 

the jurisdiction of the authority providing the subsidy. 

2. Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) Demand Response 

T]le Independent Electricity System Operator is a government-designated independent 

system operator that operates Ontario's electricity ~rid, administers the region's wholesale 

electricity markets, and provides reliability planning for the region's bulk electricity system.229 

The IESO was created and its a(?tivities are governed by the Electricity Act of 1998.230 1:he 

Department has found that the IESO is an "authority" ~.ithin the meaning of section 771(5)(B) of 

the Act because it is an agency of the Optario Ministry of Energy, 231 and this Ministry appoints 

IESO's Chief Executive Officer and board of directors. 

229 See Independent ElecJricity Sy~tem Operator, About thee IESO, attached as Exhibit VI-59; see also UGW 
Paper Canada Prelim. Memo at 68. 

See id. 230 

231 See UGW Paper Canada IDM at 225; see UGW Paper Canada Prelim. Memo at 68. 
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IESO fully administers the Demand Response Pro~ram, whereby firms alter their 

electricity consumption patterns ,.in exchan-ge for availability payments.232 The purpose of the 

~ procurement of demand response capaci~.is to ensure the reliability pla.ru:iing for the region's bulk 

electricity system ,by reducing the overall regional d~mand for electricity in response to)ESO's 

reliability mandate.233 ;\.s some wind tower proclttcers would likely be large consumers 9f 

electricity, it is reasonable to believe that Can~dian wind tower, producers have benefitted from 

this program. In addition, a number of Canadian wind tower producers are located in Ontario, 

including ANJ Industrial Fab Ltd., Niag~a Structural Steel, at1d Walters, Inc., meaning they would 

be eligible for this program. Fin~lly, the Deparqnent found that this program is a countervailable 

subsidy in Uncoated Groundwood Paper.234 

a. Grants Under the IESO Demand Response Program Constitute 
Counterv~ilable Subsidies .. 

(1) Financial Coptribution 

Grants under the IESO Demand Response Program provide a "direct transfer of funds" in 

tne fprm of a grant from the GOO within the meanJng of section 771{5)(D)(i) of the Act. 

(2) Benefit 

Grants made under the !ESQ Dem~d Respopse Program provide a benetit eqqal to the 

amourit of the grant. 

232 See Independent Electricity System Operator, Capacity Based Demand Response, attached as Exhibit VI-
60; Independent Electricity System Operator, Q&A: .Demand Response, attached as Exhibit Vl-61. 
233 

234 

See UGW Paper Canada Prelill}, Memo at 68. 

See UGW Paper Canada IDM at 14. 
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(3) Specificity 

As the Department previously, found, grants _provided'·under IESO Demand Response 

Program are de facto specilic under section 1771(5A)(D)(iii)(IJ ,0f the, }\ct because the actual 

number of recipients is limite9 innumber.235 

3. Prohibited Local Content Requirements 

As described above, local content requirements 'encourage producers ,to establi~ 

manufacturing plants in proviq.ces w~ere they normally would not have absent government 

support.236 The effects of the local content requfre:m~nts.in Canada have borne out in Ontario. In 

introducing its FIT program for renewable energy in May 2009, the GdO stipulated that a certain 

percentage of the compohents used in any single green energy installation, whether it was wind or 

solar, must deliver value to the province.237 'I)le government imposed-local.content requirements 

in order for eligibility to the hJghest revel of the FITA311 As a result, m~y green energy produc~rs 

established production facilities in, Ontario, including CS Wind Canada. 239 
•• ,, i, 

In 2010, Japan ancl the European.Union filed a case against Canada alleging, inter alia, that 
~ . 

Ontario's local c9ntent requirements fo,r rynewapfe energy projects were inconsistent with articles 

3.l(b) and 3.2 of'the SCM agreement as prohi~it,ed $.U0s1dies.240 In 2012, a WTO Panel ruled in . ' 

favor of Japan and the European Uni9n, finding that a.financial cohtribution .existed but did not 

235 

236 

237 

238 

See id. at 225. 

" Quebec Power 2014<Digital Release, attached as Ethibit VI-44. 

See Ian Clover, Ontario rescinds FIT.domestic content ruling (July 31, 2014), attached as Exhibit VI-45. 

Id. 

239 See CS ,Wind Canada Website. Excerpts, attached as Exhibit VI-46; Ministry of Energy, New Wind Tower 
Plant Creates 700 Jobs in Windsor (Dec. 1, 2010), attached as Exhibit Vl-47. 
24° Canada-Certain Measures Affecting the Renewable Energy Generation Sector and Canada-Measures 
Relating to the Feed-in Tariff Program (Dec. 19, 2012), WTO Doc WTIDS412/R and WTIDS426/R (Panel Report) at 
para 3. 1, 3 .4, attached as Exhibit VI-48. · 
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make a ~actual finding with respect to benefit.241 This decision was affirmed by the WTO 

Appellate Body ht 2013.242 As a result, Ontario eliminated,its local content 1equirements for 

renewable .. energy projects to be eligible for the feed-in-tariff1 making its iaw WTD compliant.243 

H_owever, many of the wind tower 'facility investments were.nrade during the AUL and are tied to 

the caP,jtal assets of the wind tower producer. As a result, wind'tower producers-in Qntario are 

still receiving hel.lefits from this program.- Thus,,,.the Department should this program to be 

coimtervailable. 

a. Prohibited I:,ocal Content Requirements Constitute 
Countervailable Subsidies 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Import substituti9n subsidies such as Ontariti' s prohibited local content requirements are 

financial contributions most analogous to the cij.rect transfer of funds from the government pursuant 

to Section. T71(5)(D)(i) of the }\ct.244 As 'discussed above, the demand for wind towers produced 

in Ontario was artificially created by the province's iocal content requirements. But for Ontario's 

local content requfrerµents, CS. Wind and other Canadian producers•in Ontario capacity would not 

have been established and thus, they WOl.!f d have never. realized the revenue generated from 

production of wind towers from those facilities. 

Because the Government imposep local content requirements in order for eligibility to the 

highest level of the FIT, owners of·the wind farms are yss~ntially directed and entrusted with 

241 id at para 8.4, 8.8. 

242 Canada-Certain Measures Affecting the Renewpble Energy Generation Sector and Canada-Measures 
Relating to the Feed-in Tariff Program (May 6, 2013 ), WTOTioc WT/DS4 l 2/ AB/Rand WT /DS426? '}BIR (Appellate 
Body Report), attached a~ Exhibit VI-49. . 

243 

244 

See Ian Clover, Ontario rescinds FIT damestic content ruling (July 31, 2014), attached as Exhibit VI-45. 

19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)(iv). 
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government functions and act as "goverm,flent authorities"· 'withiq. the meaning of section 

771(S)(B)(i) of the Act.245 

(2) Benefit 

Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 351.503'(b)(l), a qenefii is conferred when a company "receives 

more revenues than.it otherwise would eapi:"246 Where the Deparj:ment has promulgated.specific 

rules to measure the benefit of a particular1ype.,of goverm1'l.ent ptogram247 (e.g., want, lo'ant equity 

infusion, etc.), the agency will measure the extent to whi~h a financial contribution (or income or 

price support) confers a benefit as provided itrthat rule. However, where no special.rule addresses 

the subsidy program, the Department will analyze whether there is a benefit unqer 19 C.F.R. 

§ 351.503(b)(l).248 19 C.F.R. § 351.5,03(b)(l), however) ·"is not intend~d to limit the ability of the 

Secretary to impose countervailing duties when the ·facts of·a particular case establish that a 

financial contrJbution (or income or pi;:ice supp~rt) has conferred a benefit, even if that benefit does 

not take the form of a reduction in jnput costs O{ an enhancement ofrevenues."249 Here, the 

Department has not promul$ated a tegulati<;m describing precisely how it measures purchases 

pursµant to prohibited local content requirements.250 But this subsidy represents a financial 

contribution to Canadian 'Yind tower producers that ls tied to artificial creation of demand and the 

resulting sales that should have never occurred and facilities that shoulc:l have never been.,built. At 

245 

246 

247 

Id. § 1677(5)(B)(i). 

19 C.F.R. § 351.503(b)(l). 

See 1'9 C.F.R. § 35 l.J521 (import substitution subsidies {Reseryed} ). 

248 See Countervailing Duties, 63 Fed. Reg. 65,348, 65,359 (Dep't Gommerce Nov. 25, 1998) ("Paragraph (b) 
outlines the principles we will follow when dealing with alleged subsidies for which'these regulations do not establish 
a specific rule. In such instances, we will normally consider a benefit to be conferred where a firm pays less for its 
inputs (e.g., money, a good, or a•servic~) than it otherwise would pay in the absence of the government program, or 
receives more revenues than it otherwise would earn."). 
249 Id. at 19 C.F.R. § 351.503(b)(2f 

250 See generally, 19 C.F.R. § 351 Subpart r;. 
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the very \east, it is "revenue enh~cc;:menUhat { Canadian producers} wotµq not otherwise have 

·enjoyed 'absent the goverllil).ent action"251 and should be fullt co~tervailed as a prohibited SCNl 

subsidy. Giv.:en that these'be:nefits are lied. to capital a,ssets, ·the Department should find that wind 

tower proqucers in Ontario are receiving, benefits througp.out the AUL period. 

Accordingly, the benefit of )he local content requiremeritsJs th~ 'entire sales value of wind 

towers sol~ pursuant to local ·requjrements, which includes all .towers sold in Ontario as well as 

th0$e towers exported from o·ntario based on facilities established to comply with GOO's loca) 

content requirement. Thus, similar to export subsidies which are prohi6ited by the SCM agreement 

and fully countervailable, the revenue ~enerated from Ontario's local 9ontent requirements sliould 

J,e fitlly countervailed. 

(3) S_pecificity 

The local content re_quirements subsidy program is SJ2~cific within the meaning of section 

771(5A)(A) because it is an imgort substi\ution subsidy that is contingent upoi;i the use of domestic 

goods over imported goods. Indeed? to qualify for highest level of the FIT, GOO required that a 

certain percentage of the components used in any single greeh energy installation deliver value to 

the province. 252 

The local content .requirements subsidy program i_s also both de.Jure. and de facto specific 

within the meaning of section 771(5A) (D)(i) of the Act, since this subsidy is only eligible to one 

group of users- wind ~nergy components producers in Ontarlo, which includes CS Wind.253 

251 

252 

253 

See Countervailing Duties, 63 Fed. Reg. 65,348 (Dep't Commerce Nov. 25, 1998) at 65,360. 

See Ian Clover, Ontario rescinds FIT dome,stic content ruling (July 31, 20.J.4), attached as Exhibit VI-45. 

19 U .S.C. §§ 1677(5A)(D)(i) & (iii)(I). 
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4. Purchase of Wind Towers for More Than Adequate· Remuneration 

Ontario's local content requirements violate articles 3.1{b) an:d 3.2 of the SCM agreement 
'I' ~ :I' .;,,. 

as a prohibited subsidy. To the extent the Department chooses not to initiate this program as a 

prohibited subsidy where th~ yalue of win~ iower sale represents the benefit to the Canadi~ 

producer, the Department should analyze this program as the purchas~ of wind towers for MTAR, 

As described above, Canada's local 'qontent requirement policies limit access to purchasing 

components ·for wind towers in Ontario. Because eligibility for the Flt, which is necessary to 

make wind farm projects in Ontario ".fable, requires. that a certain percentage 'of the project be 

sourced locally in Ontario, wind farm developers are forced·to source the towers from producers 

loca;ted in Ontario. With limited wind tower produs::ers in Ontario, ,wind farm developers pay a 

premium for these towers.254 :fleasonably available evidence demonstrates that CS Wind and other 

wind tower producers in O,ntwio continued to benefit from this program as CS Wind recently 

provided towers for a wind farm in O9-tario255 and was operating during the POI. 256 

a. The Purchase of Wind Towers for More than Adequate 
Remuneration Constitutes Cp¥ntervailable Subsidies 

(1) Financial Contribµtio~ 

Pursuant to section 771(5)(D)(iv) of the 'A..ct,25i the purchase of goods for MTAR'is a 

financial contribution. As discussed above, because the GOO imposed local content requirements 

in order for eligibility to the highest level of the FIT, owners- of the wind farms are essentially 

254 Canada-Certain Measures Affe;cting the Renewable Energy Generation Sector and Canada~Measures 
Relating to the F eed-Jn Tariff Program (May 6, 2013), WTO Doc WT /DS412/ AB/Rand WT /DS426? AB/R (Appellate 
Body Report), attached as Exhibit Vl-49. 
255 See Samsung and Pattern Development Complete 100 MW Belle River Wind Power Facility in Ontario, 
Electrical Line Magazine (Oct. 9, 2017), attached as Exhibit VI-62. 
256 No activity at Windsor's wind turbine plant, workers laid off, CBC News (Mar. 15, 2019), attached as Exhibit 
VI-50. 

257 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)Qv). 
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directed and entrusted with government fun,ctions and act ~ "go\?epunent authorities" within the 

meaning of<section 771(5)(B)(i) of the Act.258 

(2) ,Benefit 

Pursuant to section 771(5)(:E)(iv) of the Act,259 a benefit is conferred when,the government 

makes purchases for more than adequate remune{ation. While the Department has not 

promulgated. a regulation describing precisely,how it measures whether a. purchase was adeguately 

remunerated,260 the statute states that, like measuring whether a good or service is provided for 

less than adequate remuneration, the subsidy be.nefit for measuring whether a purchase is mad~ for 

more than adequate remunetation is determined by meas-µring the q.ifference between the 

government price and the market price.261 The prices that CS Wind and ·other wind tower 

producers in Ontario charge to wind farm developers are not nublicly ,available. However, the 

Department should compare the prices Canadian produ~ers charge to Ontario wind farm 

developers to the price~ at :which they export wind towers, from Ontario to d~termine the benefit. 

Furthermore, given that wind tower,production facilities would not have existed but for the GOO's 

local content requirements, the revenue generated from these sales are essentially tied to the capital 

assets of the company and the Department should investigate whether the benefit should be 

apportioned over the AUL. 

(3) Specificity 

The local content requirements subsidy program is specific within the p:ieaning of section 

771 (5A)(A) because it is an import substitution subsidy that is contingent upon the use of domestic 

258 

2S9 

260 

261 

Id. § l 677(5)(B)(i). 

Id. § 1677(5)(E)(iv). 

19 C.F.R. § 351.512. 

19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E)(iv). 
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goods over imported goods. Indeed, to qualify (or htghest l~vel o-fthe FIT, GOO required that a 

certain percentage of the componepts used in any single green energy in~tallation deliver value to 

the province. 262 

The local,.content require~ents substdy program is als,p both de jure and de facto specific 

within the meaajng of section 771(5A) (D)(i) of the Act, since,this subs'idy ~s,only eligible to one 

group of users - wind energy components produc.ers in Ontario, which includes CS Wind. 263 

E. Government of Saskatchewan Subsidy Programs 

1. Employer ·Trainer Grant (Can~da - Sas!<,atchewan Job Grant) 

The GOS' s employer ~iner gi:ant program is a cqst-share arrangement between the federal 

and provincial governments ancl employers. to provide employee-based skills training.264 

Specifically, the, governments provide two-thirds of total training cost for an employee up to 

$10,000 per person of the total training cost:265 Th~ GOS andGOC will fund up to $100,000 per 

employer.266 To be eligible for this grant, the company must be located in Saskatchewan. GiveQ. 

that certain wind tower producers are located in Saskatchewan, such,as Supreme Steel LP., it is 

reasonable to believe that they benefitted from this program. 

a. Saskatchewan Job Grants Constitute Countenrailable Subsidies 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Saskatchewan Job,Grants proyide a "direct transfer of funds" in the form of a grant from 

the GOC and GOM within the meaning of section 171(5)(D)(i) of the Act. 

262 

263 

264 

63. 

265 

266 

See fan Clover, Ontario rescinds FIT domestic content'ruling (July 31, 2014), attached as Exhibit VI-45. 

19 U.S.C. §§ l 677{$A)(D)(i) & (iii)(I). 

See Government of Saskatchewan, Apply for the Canada Saskatchewan Job Grant, attached as Exhibit VI-

See id 

Id. 
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(2) Benefit 

Saskatchewan Job Grants provide a benefit equal to the a.mount of the grant 'received by 

eligible employers. 

(3) $pecificity 

This program is regionally ~pecific within the m~aning of section 771 (5A)(D)(iv) of the 

~ct, because it is lifnited to cqmpanies of projects within a designated geographical region within 

the Jurisdiction of the' authority providiflg'the subsidy. 

VII., CONCLUSION 

As described above, Canadian wing. <tower• producers are benefiting fron1 substantial 

countervailaole suosidies, which are causing material injury to the wind tower industry in the 

United States. Petitioner therefore requests that the Department initiate a CVD investigation on 

imports pf wind tower 'frQlil Canad}l, that the Department make affirmative determ.inations of 

countervailable subsidies, and that the,C~mmission make an affirma.tive determination of m~teriaj. 

·injury by reason of such unfairly traded imports. 
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I. 

PUBLIC VERSION 

THE DEPARTMENT .SHOULD IMPOSE COUNTERVAILING DUTIES ON 
UTILITY SCALE WIND TOWERS FROM INDONESIA 

Pursuant to 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671(a)(l) and (2), the Department of Commerce (the 

"Department") is required to impose a countervailing duty ("CVD") when a "Subsidies 

Agreement" country is. found to provide countervailable subsidies to manufacturers that sell or 

import merchandise into the United States and the imported merchandise materially injures or 

threatens to injure an industry in the United States. As a member of the World Trade Organization 

("WTO"), Indonesia is considered to be a "Subsidies Agreement" country under 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(b). Petitioner alleges that the Government of Indonesia ("GOI") maintains various 

economic programs and policies that have conferred countervailable subsidies on Indonesian 

producers of utility scale wind towers, and that these subsidized subject imports are materially 

injuring the U.S. wind tower industry. Accordingly, Petitioner requests that the Department apply 

U.S. CVD laws to the policies and programs outlined in this petition. 

II. NAME OF THE COUNTRY IN WHICH THE SUBJECT MERCHANDISE rs 
MANUFACTURED OR PRODUCED 

The name of the country in which the subject merchandise is manufactured or produced is 

the Republic of Indonesia. 

III. NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF INDONESIAN WIND TOWER PRODUCERS 
BENEFITING FROM SUBSIDY PR6GRAMS 

Petitioner has identified a wind tower producers or exporters in Indonesia believed to have 

benefited from countervailable subsidies and whose products are believed to have been exported 

to the United States. The names and addresses of these companies are attached as Exhibit 1-16 to 

Volume I of this petition. 
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IV. EFFORTS TO OBTAIN INFORMATION 

Petitioner has conducted extensive research to document Indonesian government subsidies 

to the wind tower industry in ll].donesia, including a review of the following sources: financial 

statements of Indonesian wind tower producers, where available; company websites; market and 

industry research; news sources; WTO, U.S. government and Indonesian government reports; 

private market research reports; and recent Department CVD investigations with respect to 

Indonesia. 

However, much of the information that would allow Petitioner to determine with certainty 

the types and amounts of subsidies received by each of Indonesia's wind tower producers is 

difficult or impossible to obtain. For ~xample, the interest rates at which Indonesian producers 

obtain loans at preferential rates are not publicly available. As a result of the difficulties inherent 

in documenting subsidization, Petitioner concurs with the Department that "there are typically no 

independent sources for data on company-specific benefits resulting from countervailable subsidy 

programs."1 The most accurate and thorough·nuµmer in which the type and amount of subsidies 

may be determined is through administrative investigation and through the issuance of preliminary 

and final administrative determinations.2 

Despite these difficulties in obtaining information, Petitioner investigated and is providing 

information demonstrating that the GOI has granted, and continues to grant, financial assistance 

to Indonesia's wind tower producers - assistance which constitutes countervailable subsidies under 

section 771 of the Act. 

Prestressed Concrete Steel Wire Strand.from India, 68 Fed. Reg. 40,629, 40,632 (Dep't Commerce July 8, 
2003) (prelim. affirm. countervailing duty deter.). 

2 See id 
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THE DATE FROM WHICH THE DEPARTMENT SHOULD MEASURE 
SUBSIDIES 

For purposes of 19 C.F.R. § 351.524(d)(2), the average useful life of renewable physical 

assets in this industry- i.e., in the manufacture of metal products such as a wind tower - is 12 

years.3 Accordingly, assuming that the. period of investigation ("POI") is calendar year 2018, 

Petitioner respectfully requests that the Department investigate any allocable, non-recurring 

subsidies granted during the period from 2007 to 2018, and any outstanding loans or recurring 

subsidies provided during the presumptive POI. 

VI. COUNTERV AILABLE SUBSiDY PROGRAMS 

The Indonesian government grants subsidies to its producers of subject merchandise, 

including: 

• financing guarantees; 

• tax holidays; 

• the provision of material ·inputs for less than adequate remuneration; and 

• export financing. 

Cases of this nature are typically not amenable to mediation because they involve agency decisions 

pursuant to statutory/regulatory schemes on the basis of the administrative record. 

The available evidence indicates that these programs constitute countervailable subsidies 

under section 771 of the Act because they are financial contributions, provide a benefit to wind 

tower producers, and are specific. 

3 See Publication 946: How to Depreciate Property, Internal Revenue Service, Department of the Treasury 
(Feb. 27, 2018), excerpts attached as Exhibit VII-1. See also Issues and Decisions Memorandum accompanying 
Utility Scale Wind Towers from the People's Republic of China, 77 Fed. Reg, 75,978 (Dep't Commerce Dec. 26, 
2012) at 7. 
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Provided below is a description of the various countervailable subsidies available to 

Indonesian wind tower producers. 

A. Government of Indonesia Subsidy Programs 

On July 2, 2018, President of Indonesia Joko Widodo inaugurated the Sidrap Wind Farm, 

the first operational wind farm project in Indon,esia.4 Other wind projects shortly followed.5 These 

projects stem from the GOI' s aim to have 23 percent of electricity generated from renewable 

sources by 2025.6 Indeed, the electricity from the Sidrap Wind Farm will be channeled directly to 

Perusahaan Listrik Negara ("PLN"), the GO I's state-owned electricity company. 7 To achieve these 

renewable energy and more general industrial development goals, as well as to earn foreign 

exchange the GOI has provided numerous suosidy programs that benefit Indonesian industrial 

entities, including wind tower producers. The GO I's support of the Indonesian wind tower industry 

long predates the opening of the Sidrap Wind Fann; in fact, Indonesia has been exporting 

substantial quantities of wind towers to the United States since at least 2012. The Department 

should investigate the following subsidy programs offered by the GOI because there is evidence 

that these programs constitute countervailable subsidies, which benefit Indonesian wind tower 

producers and injure United States wind tower producers. 

4 Andi Hajramurni, Jokowi Inaugurates First Indonesian Wind Farm in Sulawesi, The Jakarta Post (July 2, 
2018), attached as Exhibit VIl-2. 

Second Sulawesi Wind Farm Project Near Completion, The Jakarta Post (Nov. 7, 2018), attached as Exhibit 
VII-3. 

6 Id. 

7 President Jokowi in Sulawesi to lnagurate Indonesia's First Wind Farm, Sekretariat Kabinet Republik 
Indonesia (July 2, 2018), attached as Exhibit VII-4. 
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Provision of Cut-to-Length Steel Plate at Less than Adequate 
Remuneration 

Indonesian Cut-to-Length Steel Plate is Largely Produced and 
Sold by Government-Owned Entities 

The primary input into the production of wind towers is cut-to-length steel plate ("CTL 

plate"). A utility scale wind tower is basically a massive steel pipe standing on end to support the 

generating turbine. Therefore, more than 80 percent of the cost of production of a wind tower is 

reflected in the cost of the steel plate used to make this "pipe." 

Petitioner believes that the Indonesian wind tower producers purchase CTL plate primarily 

from two Indonesian producers, PT Krakatau Steel (Persero ), Tbk ("Krakatau Steel") and PT 

Krakatau POSCO ("K.rakatau POSCO"): The GO! has substantial ownership stakes in both 

companies. As discussed below, the available evidence indicates that both Krakatau Steel and 

K.rakatau POSCO should be considered government "authorities" within the meaning of 19U.S.C. 

§ 1677(5). The evidence also indicates that the Indonesian wind tower producers purchase CTL 

plate from Krakatau Steel and Krakatau POSCO forJess than adequate remuneration ("LTAR"). 

By providing CTL plate to its domestic wind tower producers at LTAR, the GO! subsidizes the 

domestic Indonesian wind tower industry to promote its development. 

The GO! has substantial ownership stakes in both K.rakatau POSCO and Krakatau Steel. 

As of December 31, 2018, the GO! owned 80 percent of K.rakatau Steel's shares, with the 

remaining 20 percent being held by various individuals and institutions.8 Krakatau Posco is a joint 

venture between the GO!, through Krakatau Steel, and POSCO, a South Korean steel 

manufacturer. The GO!, through Krakatau Steel, owns 30 percent of K.rakatau POSCO, while 

See Krakatau Steel 2018 Annual Report at 95, attached as Exhibit VII-5. 
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POSCO, owns 70 percent.9 Krakatau Steel retains the option to increase its ownership share in 

Krakatau POSCO to 45 percent. 10 

Both Krakatau Steel and Krakatau POSCO.are capable of prpducing the CTL plate used in 

the production of wind towers. Krakatau Steel offers cut-to-length plate in thicknesses up to 25 

mm. 11 Krakatau POSCO also offers CTL plate in the sizes required by Indonesian wind tower 

producers. 12 Krakatau Steel and Krakatau Posed maintain their primary plate mills adjacent to one 

another at the port city of Cilegon, a short distance (less than ten miles) from the facility where PT 

Kenertec Power Systems ("Kenertec"), the largest Indonesian wind tower producer, manufactures 

its wind towers. 13 Krakatau POSCO specifically advertises the use of its steel in wind towers, 14 

and press reports indicate that Kenertec purchaseg CTL plate from Krakatau POSCO.15 As such, 

it is likely that Indonesian wind tower producers obtain cut-to-length plate from either or both of 

these two steel producers. 

The GOI provides massive subsidies to the Indonesian steel plate industry. Indeed, the 

Department has imposed a CVD order on cut-to-length plate from lndonesia.16 In the original 

investigation, the Department imposed a CVD on Krakatau Steel of 4 7. 71 percent ad valorem, and 

9 

10 

Id 

Id at Financial Statements, p. 85. 

11 Krakatau Steel Hot Rolled Plate Information, attached as Exhibit Vll-6. 

12 See Krakatau Steel Product Specification Brochure, attached as Exhibit VIl-7; Krakatau POSCO Steel Plate 
Sizing Chart, attached as Exhibit Vll-8. 

13 See Kenertec, Krakatau Steel, and Krakatau Posco Map, attached as Exhibit VII-9. 
14 PT Krakatau POSCO, Competitive Steel Plate Structure for Wind Power Segmentation Presentation, attached 
as Exhibit VII-10. 

JS Id. 

16 See Certain Cut-to-Length Carbon-Quality Steel Plate From India and the Republic of Korea; Certain Cut-
To-Length Carbon-Quality Steel Plate From France, India, Indonesia, Italy, and the Republic of Korea, 65 Fed. Reg. 
6587 (Dep't Commerce Feb. 10, 2000) (notice of amend. final deter. & notice of countervailing duty orders). 
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on all other Indonesian plate producers at 15.90 percent. 17 The agency found that state-owned 

Krakatau Steel received government equity infusions and subsidized loans. 18 In the three 

subsequent five-year ("sunset") reviews of this order,the Department has consistently determined 

that the revocation of the Orders is likely to lead to the continuation or recurrence of a 

countervailable subsidy at-the same rates as in the original investigation. 19 Krakatau Steel has not 

made a profit in six years, which indicates that the company remains reliant on government 

svbsidies to maintain production and provide services and investments into its affiliates, such as 

Krakatau POSC0.20 This subsidization has created a general unfair pricing of Indonesian CTL 

plate, which has led other countries to .institute anti.dumping measures on Indonesian plate 

producers, including Krakatau Steel.21 As such, the GOI's intervention in the market through 

i, Id 

18 See Certain Cut-to-Length Carbon-Quality Steel Plate from Indonesia, 64 Fed. Reg. 73,155 (Dep't 
Commerce Dec. 29, 1999) (final affirm. countervailing duty deter.). 

19 Certain Cut-to-Length Carbon-Quality Steel Plate form India, Indonesia, and the Republic of Korea, 83 Fed. 
Reg. 10,672 (Dep't Commerce Mar. 12, 2018) (continuation ofantidumping & countervailing duty orders); Certain 
Cut-to-Length Carbon-Quality Steel Plate from India, Indonesia, Italy, and the Republic of Korea, 7 6 Fed. Reg. 12,702 
(Dep't Commerce Mar. 8, 2011) (final results of expedited sunset rev.); Certain Cut-to-Length Carbon-Quality Steel 
Plate from Indonesia, 70 Fed. R:eg. 45,692 (Dep't Commerce Aug. 8, 2005) (final results of expedited sunset rev.). 

7° Riska Rahman, Krakatau Steel vows to regain profit after six years in loss, The Jakarta Post (Jan. 11, 2019), 
attached as Exhibit VII-12. Krakatau Steel used 24.88 percent of the proceeds from its 2010 public offering to finance 
the maturation of an area that was eventually became the PT Krakatau Posco Integrated Steel Plant Project in Cilegon. 
Krakatau Steel 2018 Annual Report at 180, attached as Exhibjt VII-5. 
21 In the third five-year review of the order on CTL plate from India, Indonesia, and Korea, the USITC noted 
that Australia, Brazil, Canada, India, Malaysia, Taiwan, and Thailand all maintained duties on CTL plate from 
Indonesia. Gut-to-Length Carbon-Quality Steel Plate from India, Indonesia, and Korea, Inv. Nos. 701-T A-388, 389, 
and 391 and 731-TA-817, 818, and 821, USITC Pub. 4764 (Feb. 2018) (Third Review) at IV-22 (Table IV-16). 
Beginning in 2013, Australia maintained dumping margins of 11.3 percent on Krakatau Steel and 19 percent on all 
other exporters until the order expired in December 2018. See Report No. 198, Dumping of Hot Rolled Plate Steel 
Exported From the People's Republic of China, Republic of Indo'f'!esia, Japan, the Republic of Korea and Taiwan and 
Subsidisation of Hot Rolled Plate Steel Exported From the People's Republic of China, Australian Government, Anti
Dumping Commission (Sept. 16, 2013) at 8, excerpts attached as Exhibit VII-13. Similarly, in 2014, Canada instituted 
antidumping duties on Indonesian plate exporters, determining that these exporters were dumping hot-rolled steel 
plate at rates of 59. 7 percent. Certain Hot-Rolled Carbon Steel Plate and High-Strength Low-Alloy Steel Plate from 
the Federative Republic of Brazil, the Kingdom of Denmark, the Republic of Indonesia, the Italian Republic, Japan, 
and the Republic of Korea, Canada Border Services Agency (May 2, 2014) (statement of reasons) at 19, attached as 
Exhibit VII-14. . 
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ownership of major steel plate producers and extensive subsidization so distort the domestic 

market that a world bene~ark must be used to accurately,value this subsidy. 

b. The Provision of Cut-to-Length Steel for Less Than Adequate 
Remuneration Constitutes a Countervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Under the Tariff Act of 1930, a countenrailable subsidy exists if, among other criteria, an 

"authority" provides a financial contribution. The Act defines "authority" as "a government of a 

country or any public entity within the territory of th(? country."22 While the statute does not define 

"public entity," the Department's "longstanding practice" is to "{treat} most government-owned 

corporations as the government itself."23 The Department may consider a variety of factors in 

determining whether an entity is a "public entity" under the CVD laws, but "{i}in most instances, 

majority government ownership alone indicates that a firm is an authority."24 Because Krakatau 

Steel is 80 percent owned by the GOI,_ it qualifies as a public entity under the Act. 

The evidence available to Petitioner indicates that the Department should also treat 

Krakatau POSCO as a public entity, and therefore as an "authority." That Krakatau POSCO is not 

majority-owned by the GOI does not preclude it from being an authority. The Department has 

frequently sought to gather information on enterprises in which a government has minority 

ownership to determine whether the government's ownership share can result in behavior that 

distorts the market.25 

22 

23 

19 u.s.c. § 1677(5)(B)(iii). 

Countervailing Duties, 63 Fed. Reg. 65,348, 65,402 (Dep't Commerce Nov. 25, 1998) (final rule). 

24 Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Certain Kitchen Shelving and Racks from the People's 
Republic of China, 74 Fed. Reg. 37,012 (Dep't Commerce July 27, 2009) {final affirm. countervailing duty deter.) at 
43. 

25 See, e.g., Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Certain Quartz Surface Products from the 
People's Republic of China, 83 Fed. Reg. 47,881 (Dep't Commerce Sept. 21, 2018) {prelim. affirm. countervailing 
duty deter., and alignment of final deter. with fiJ?,al antidumping duty deter.) at 17-18. Issues and Decision 
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In assessing whether a company should be considered an authority, the Department has 

stated that the relevant test is whether the government "has meaningful control" over the company 

and whether "the company pursues government policy objectives through" its business and 

operations.26 The information available indicates that K.rakatau POSCO satisfies this test. The 

Department has stated that it is relevant whether board members are government or party officials, 

and that it will examine whether there are other means through which the government can influence 

the behavior of the company in question.27 While the identities of Krakatau POSCO's directors 

are not reasonably available, two of K.rakatau Steel's six commissioners are listed as having a 

primary duty of overseeing PT Krakatau 'POSCO's operations.28 Krakatau Steel does not 

otherwise assign more than one commissioners to any other of its numerous affiliate companies, 

even those it wholly owns.29 As such, K.rakatau POSCO's decision-making is subject to the 

direction of the GOI, including pricing'determinations. 

The Department has stated that, for purposes of attributing subsidies, cross-ownership can 

exist between two companies if one has a large minority voting interest - for example, 40 percent -

in the other. 30 The same principle can be applied to the question of whether a majority government-

Memorandum accompanying Cast Iron Soil Pipe Fittings from the People's Republic of China, 83 Fed. Reg. 32,075 
(Dep't Commerce July 5, 2018) (fmal affirm. countervailing duty deter.) at 15-16. 
26 Issues and Decision Memorandwn accompanying Certain Cold-Rolled Steel Flat Products from the Russian 
Federation, 81 Fed. Reg. 49,935 (Dep't Commerce July 20, 2016) (fmal affirm. countervailing duty deter.) at 37-38 
("CR Steel Russia lDM"). 

27 Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Certain Passenger Vehicle and Light Truck Tires from the 
People's Republic of China, 80 Fed. Reg. 34,893 (Dep't Commerce June 18, 2015) (final deter. of sales at less than 
fair value and fmal affirm. deter. of critical circumstances, in part) at 42. 
28 Krakatau Steel 2018 Annual Report at 224, attached as Exhibit VII-5. 
29 See id. 

30 Issue and Decision Memorandum accompanying Fine Denier Polyester Staple Fiber from the People's 
Republic of China, 82 Fed. Reg. 51,396 (Dep't Commerce October 30, 2017) (prelim. affirm. deter. countervailing 
duty investigation) at 6. 
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owned company should be considered to hav<'< cross-ownership in a related company to the extent 

that it can direct or influence its.operations. As noted above, the GOI owns 30 percent ofKrakatau 

POSCO, and has an option to increase its ownership share to 45 percent. Moreover, there is 

extensive evidence establishing that Krakatau Steel and Krakatau POSCO cooperate closely, and 

often develop projects in tandem. Indeed, the two companies often act in tandem to develop 

additional production capacity, with Krakatau Steel investing in projects that benefit both 

companies.31 For example, Krakatau Steel used nearly twenty five percent of the proceeds·:from 

its public offering on financing the maturation of the area that eventually become the PT Krakatau 

POSCO Integrated Steel Plant Project.32 Furthermore, at a time when there were no foreign 

investors in Indonesian steel production, Krakatau POSCO was able to function primarily because 

it could use Krakatau Steel's existing infrastructure,33 including port facilities, land, water, and 

electricity networks operated by Krakatau Steel. 34 The integrated mill operated jointly by Krakatau 

POSCO and Krakatau Steel also had access to Indonesia's reserves of raw materials, including 13 

million tons annually of coking coal and 2.4 million tons annually of iron ore. 35 

Krakatau POSCO does not appear to have full autonomy to conduct its business operations 

independently of government-controlled Krakatau Steel. Reporting indicates that Krakatau 

POSCO could not decide which types of steel to produce in the second phase of its initial 

31 See Winny Tang, Krakatau Steel to Focus on Cilegon Cluster Development, The Jakarta Post (Mar. 26, 2019), 
attached as Exhibit VII-15. 
32 

33 

Krakatau Steel 2018 Annual Report at 180, attached as Exhibit VII-5. 

[ f> OtK"C: f 
], attached as Exhibit VII-16. 

34 [ ~ c:, vrt:-e.. 
Exhibit VIl-17. 

35 Id. 
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Indonesian operations without approval by Krakatau Steel.36 Indeed, when Krakatau POSCO 

prepared to begin operations in 2013, the Indonesian Minister of Industry noted the GOI would 

not limit the supply of steel from any company because "{the GOI} wants to see demand met 

domestically as much as possible."37 Indeed, in 2015, when Krakatau Steel faced a shortage of 

slab supply, Krakatau POSCO reduced its export quantities to supply Krakatau Steel instead.38 

Furthermore, after Krakatau POSCO nearly collapsed in 2016, the GOI attempted to counteract 

the effects of Chinese imports on the Indonesian steel market by directing Krakatau Steel and 

Krakatau POSCO to supply local industries.39• This indicates that the GOI is involved in the 

business, operations and decision-making of Krakatau POSCO more than its minority share 

suggests and that Krakatau POSCO is, actively pursuing Government objectives of making the 

domestic wind tower industry more competitive by selling to the Indonesian wind tower producers 

forLTAR. 

Should the Department determine tliat Krakatau POSCO is not itself an authority, it should 

determine that the GOI entrusts and directs Krakatau POSCO to provide steel plate for LTAR. As 

previously mentioned, the GOI has substantiaj influence over Krakatau POSCO's decision

making. This arrangement allows the GOI to control domestic steel availability by ensuring 

Krakatau POSCO supplies the domestic market with the required steel products. 

36 Krakatau Posco 's $3b Mills to Begin Operations in December, The Jakarta Post (June 12, 2013), attached as 
Exhibit VII-18. 

31 Id. 

38 [ S cvr~t ], attached as 
Exhibit VII-19. 
39 Anton Hermansyah, RI, S. Korea Pin Hope on Krakatau Posco, The Jakarta Post (Nov. 15, 2017), attached 
as Exhibit VIl-20. 
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Further, through its control of steel raw materials to both Krakatau POSCO and POSCO 

itself, the GOI exerts significant influence over Krakatau POSCO. As an integrated steel mill with 

a significant amount of BOF steel production, POSCO relies on a continuous supply of iron ore 

and.coking coal.40 Reporting suggests that POSCO entered into an agreement with the GOI to 

access to 13 million tons of coking coal per year and 2.4 million tons of iron ore each year.41 These 

raw materials are essential to both POSCO and Krakatau POSCO's operations in Indonesia, as it 

would be unable to produce steel without reliable and inexpe~ive acce~s to these inputs. Further, 

the amount of coking coal available each year from the Indonesian reserves vastly exceeds that 

amount of coking coal necessary for Krakatau POSCO's integrated mill, which has a capacity of 

only 3 million tons of slab and plate each year. 42 Consequently, this arrangement also ensures that 

POSCO's Korean operations are supplied with critical access to low-cost coking coal and iron ore, 

in excess of between 9 to 10 million tons annually. This is sufficient supply a significant portion 

of'POSCO's Korean crude steel production.43 As axesult, POSCO's Korean operations ru:~ also 

largely dependent on continued access to coking coal and iron ore supplied by the GOI. This 

provides the GOI additional influence over Krakatau P,OSCO's other owner, POSCO. Finally, as 

previously mentioned, Krakatau POSCO relies heavily on access to Krakatau Steel's port facilities, 

40 [ Sovr-e,..t, ], attached as 
Exltibit VII-17. 
41 [ ,ov ,t:..-e. ), attached as 
Exhibit VII-19. 
42 Roughly 770 kg of coal are used to produce each 1,000 kg of steel. World Coal Association, How is Steel 
Produced?, attached as Exhibit VIl-21. 
43 According to POSCO's 2017 Annual Report it consumes 26 million tons of coking coal annually. POSCO 
2017 Annual Report at 88, attached as Exhibit VII-22. This means that nearly halfof POSCO coking coal is supplied 
through its access agreement with the GOI. 
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land, water, and electricity networks in production at the Krakatau POSCO integrated steel mill.44 

As such, the GOI, through Krakatau Steel, exclusively controls the terms on which Krakatau 

POSCO has access to these resources. Indeed, Krakatau POSCO has already demonstrated its 

willingness to shift sales of steel products to the domestic market at the GOI' s direction. Therefore, 

· reasonably available information indicates that,the GOI has the ability to entrust and direct 

Krakatau POSCO to act in accordance with GOI's objectives. 

Based on this evidence, it is reasonable for the Department to conclude, for purposes of 

initiation, that Krakatau POSCO is acting as a government authority. Alternatively, the 

Department should conclude that the GOI through Krakatau Steel is directing Krakatau POSCO 

to provide steel plate at LT AR. Therefore, the bepartment should investigate the sale of CTL 

plate by Krakatau Steel and Krakatau PbSCO to Indonesian wind tower producers at L TAR is a 

financial contribution within the meaning of section 771(5)(D)(i). 

(2) Benefit 

The benefit of this program is equal to the difference between the price the Indonesian 

wind tower producers actually paid for CTL plate and the international benchmark price, adjusted 

for freight, insurance, and customs duties. To determine whether governmental authorities have 

sold a good or service for LT AR, the Department will compare the price charged by the 

government authority to a "market-determined price" for the good in the country. 45 Petitioner does 

not have access to the prices which Krakatau Steel or Krakatau POSCO charge the Indonesian 

44 [ 'e,,J ic,,f. ], attached as 
Exhibit VII-17. 
45 19 C.F.R. § 351.51 l(a)(2)(ii). 
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wind tower producers. 46 It is reas~nable, though, to assume that those prices are at least no higher 

than the prices at which CTL plate is imported into Indonesia. Indeed, Indonesian import prices 

reflect the price at which imported plate could compete with domestic prices. As a proxy for the 

price of CTL plate provided by government authorities, therefore, Petitioner has used the average 

price of all imports of CTL plate into Indonesia, as reported by TDM, by month for calendar year 

2018.47 

To determine whether sales have J,een at·LTAR, it is necessary to compare the domestic 

price to a benchmark. The Department's preferred benchmark is a market-determined price within · 

the. country. 48 Because the domestic Indonesian CTL market is dominated by Krakatau Steel and 

Krakatau POSCO, though, all other prices, including import prices, are affected by their pricing 

practices. Additionally, GOI's extensive intervention both through direct ownership and the 

above-mentioned subsidization of the plate production itself prevents an analysis of a "market 

determined" price. Because the domestic market for CTL plate in Indonesia is distorted by this 

government action, the Department ~annot rely on Indonesian prices, jncluding Indonesian import 

prices. 49 It is therefore appropriate to compare ~omestic Indonesian prices (in this case, import 

prices) to "Tier Two" world prices for CTL plate.10 

46 Jung Min-hee, Krakatau POSCO Surpasses JO Million Tons in Cumulative Sales in 4 Years, Business Korea 
(Jan. 16, 2018), attached as Exhibit VII-23. 
47 See Trade Data Monitor, Indonesian Imports of Cut-to-Length Carbon and Alloy Steel Plate Data, attached 
as Exhibit VII-24; The relevant HTS Nos. are 7208.51; 7208.52; 7211.13; 7211.14; and 7225.40. This data was 
obtained from Trade Data Monitor, a trade information database service that collects essentially the same information 
as Global Trade Infonnation Services. Indonesian import prices were unavailable from Comtrade on a monthly basis. 

48 19 C.F.R. § 351.511(a)(2)(i). 

49 See, e.g., Issues and Memorandum accompanying Certain Steel Wheels 12 to 16. 5 Inches in Diameter From 
the Peoples Republic of China, 84 Fed. Reg. 6132 (Dep't Commerce Feb. 14, 2019) (prelim. deter in the countervailing 
duty investigation) at 20 ("Steel Wheels China IDM") ("Chinese land prices are distorted by the significant 
government role in the market," precluding the use of those prices as a benchmark for purposes of determining whether 
sales were made for LTAR). 

sb See 19 C.F.R. § 351.51 I(a)(2)(ii); see also Steel Wheels China IDM at 18. 
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To calculate a benchmark for global CTL plate prices, Petitioner obtained export prices for 

CTL plate from all exporters of CTL plate. Data was obtained using the United Nations Comtrade 

system. 51 Petitioner excluded prices from China, Korea, India, Russia, Turkey, and Ukraine, as 

the Department has found that those countries either subsidize steel production or provide broad 

subsidies to exports.52 

To calculate the price which fairly-traded G::TL plate would be available to an Indonesian 

purchaser, Petitioner totaled the quantity and value of all exports, by month. It then calculated the 

average unit value for each month. The product is a global price for CTL plate per metric ton. 

Because the average unit value reflects both, total quantities and total values, it represents a 

weighted average. 

The Comtrade export prices are reported on a customs value basis, and do not include 

freight, insurance, import duties, or other internal taxes in the importing country. The benchmark 

should represent a price available in the country under inv~stigation. This means the benchmark 

price must be adjusted to reflect freigh.t expense, insurance, import.duties, and any applicable taxes, 

such as vaj.ue added tax. 53 

For freight, Petition has used the total freight cost, as obtained from the SeaLand datab~e;

for shipments from Yokohama, Japan to Jakarta, Indonesia. 54 The use of Yokohama is 

conservative, as it represents one of the closest ports to Indonesia in a country that is a major 

producers of CTL plate, but which, does not significantly subsidize exports of that product. For 

51 Comtrade, Global Export Data for Cut-to-Length Plate, attached as Exhibit VII-25. 

52 See Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Steel Propane Cylinders from the People's Republic 
of China, 83 Fed. Reg. 66,675 (Dep't Commerce Dec. 27, 2018) (prelim. affirm. deter. of sales at less than fair value 
and postponement of final deter. measures) at 24. 

53 Steel Wheels China IDM at 19. 
S4 Seal.and Freight Data, attached as Exhibit VII-26. 
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import duties, Petitioner _calculated the average duty rate Indonesia imposes on imports of CTL 

plate, which is 9.17 percent ad valorem.55 Indonesia imposes a value added tax of 10 percent on 

most goods, including imports.56 Petitioner was unable to obtain meaningful information for 

insurance for ocean shipments of CTL plate, but it is Petitioner's understanding that a typical 

insurance rate is one percent. Petitioner has not included any insurance cost in the benchmark 

calculation, however. 

The following table shows the comparison of Indonesian domestic prices (as reflected in 

import prices) to the global benchmark. 

TABLE 1 
, LTAR CALCULATION FOR CTL PLATE 

Jan-18 Feb-is Mar-18 Aor-18 Mav-18 Jun-18 Jul-18 

Indonesia Import Price $755 $783, $160 $826 $847 $864 $875 . 
World Benchmark $811 $922 $846 $S58 $844 $843 $843 
Frei!!ht $31 $31 $31 $36 $37 $40 $42 
VAT $81 $92 $85 $86 $84 $84 $84-
Duty $74 $85' $78' $79 $77 $77 $77 
Delivered World Price $997 $1,130, $1.039 $1,059 $1 043 $1 044 $1046 

ss 

56 

Difference $242 $347 $279 $233 $196 $180 $172 

Au2-l8 Sen-18 Oct-18 Nov-18 Dec-18 2018 

Indonesia Import Price $753 $843 $819 $813 $926 $809 
World Benchmark $846 $861 $871 $836 $886 $853 
Frei!!ht $42 $43 $42 $42 $42 $36 
VAT $85 $86 $87 $84 $89 $85 
Duty $78 $79 $80 $77 $81 $78 
Delivered World Price $1,051 $1,069 $1,080 $1 039 $1 098 $1.053 
Difference $297 $225 $261 $225 $171 $243 

World Integrated Trade Solution for Indonesia, World Bank, attached as Exhibit VII-27. 

Indonesian Tax Guide 2017, Deloitte (Aug. 31, 2018) at 44, excerpts attached as Exhibit VTT-28. 
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As the table shows, Indonesian prices were below the global benchmark in every month of 

2018 by at least $170 per metric ton. This marked divergence between Indonesian and global 

prices for CTL plate is strong evidence that the Indonesian government is directing the main 

Indonesian plate producers, Krakatau Steel and Krakatau POSCO, to sell for LTAR in order to 

subsidize the Indonesian wind tower industry for policy reasons. The above benefit calculation 

above is based on the best information available, which indicates a significant benefit. Therefore, 

the Department should investigate the benefit conferred on Indonesian wind tower producers by 

the GOI's provision of steel plate for LTAR. 

(3) Specificity 

This program is specific pursuant to section 771(5A)(D)(iii)(I) because the recipients of 

the benefit are limited in number. 57 The industries consuming CTL plate are extremely limited. 

To the best of Petitioner's knowledge, the primary consumers of CTL plate are the shipbuilding, 

wind tower, and large-scale heavy fabrication industries. Indeed, Krakatau POSCO identifies two 

of its customers purchasing large quantities of plate as a steel-frame structure manufacturer and a 

wind tower producer. 58 As such, the subsidy is specific because it is realized by a limited number 

of Indonesian industries, including wind tower producers. 

2. Corporate Inco:nie Tax Holiday for Pioneer Industries 

The GOI II18:intains a comprehensive corporate income tax holiday designed to incentivize 

direct investment in a number "Pioneer Industr{ies} in order to encourage economic growth."59 

57 See, e.g., Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Certain Uncoated Paper from Indonesia, 83 Fed. 
Reg. 15,370 (Dep't Commerce Apr. 10, 2018) (prelim. results of countervailing duty admin. rev.; 2015-2016) at 9 
(subsidy is specific where number ofrecipients is limited in number). 

58 PT Krakatau POSCO Sales Exceed IO Million Tons, POSCO Newsroom (Jan. 15, 2018), attached as Exhibit 
VII-11. 
59 See, e.g., Regulation Granting of Corporate Income Tax Reduction Facility, Minister of Finance of the 
Republic of Indonesia (Aug. 18, 2015) at 1, attached as Exhibit VII-29. 
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The Department previously initiated an investigation on the Indonesian corporate income tax 

holiday scheme in Certain Cut-to-Length Carbon-Quality Steel Plate from Indonesia and Extruded 

Rubber Thread From Ind<?nesia, although it was not used by respondents in those cases.60 Since 

the Department investigated this program in these prior investigations, the scope of this program 

continues to expand. 

Recently, in an effort to accelerate and expand capital investments in Indonesia, the 

Ministry of Finance promulgated Regulation No. 150/PMK.010/2018, which became effective on 

November 27, 2018.61 This regulation revises the existing corporate income tax holiday 

provisions, including a related regulation issued earlier in 2018.62 First, the new tax holiday has 

been expanded to cover eighteen "pioneer industries." 63 Second, the new regulation lowered the 

minimum investment value required to receive benefit of the tax holiday from IDR 500 billion to 

IDR 100 billion. 64 Those companies undertaking new capital investments within this range will 

receive a fifty percent reduction in corporate ~ liability for five years, while those with new 

capital investments above IDR 500 billion will receive a one hundred percent tax liability reduction 

for five years. 65 The new regulation defines. pioneer industry as "an industry that has extensive 

connections, gives add value and high extemality, introduces new technologies, and has a strategic 

60 See Certain Cut-to-Length Carbon-Quality Steel Plate from Indonesia, 64 Fed. Reg. 73,155; Extruded 
Rubber Thread From Indonesia, 64 Fed. Reg. 14,695'(Dep't Commerce Mar. 26, 1999) (final negative countervailing 
duty deter.). 

61 Provision of Corporate Income Tax Deduction Facility, Minister of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia 
(Nov. 26, 2018), attached as Exhibit VII-30. 

62 

63 

64 

65 

See Indonesia: Revised Rules, Corporate Tax Holiday, KPMG (Apr. 15, 2019), attached as Exhibit VII-31. 

See Indonesia Releases New Tax Holidays, EY, attached as Exhillit VII-32. 

See Indonesia: Revised Rules, Corporate Tax Holiday, KPMG (Apr. 15, 2019), attached as Exhibit VIl-31. 

Indonesia Releases New Tax Holidays, EY, attached as Exhibit VII-32. 
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value for the national economy."66 These industries include the upstream base metal industry, 

components of power plant machinery, and components used in the shipbuilding industry. 

The Regulation of Investment Coordinating Board, which is responsible for the 

implementation of the program, has yet to elaborate on the details of the business sectors and types 

of production that will qualify for each of these pioneer industries, and so be eligible for these tax 

benefits. 67 Without this clarification, the universe•-Of potentially eligible sectors remains broad. As 

Indonesian wind tower producers are involved in the production of an emerging technology related 

to the industries specifically enumerated in the tax holiday regulation, it is reasonable to believe 

that such companies would qualify for, and utilize, this program. The Department should therefore 

include it in its CVD investigation. 

a. Tax Holidays Provided to Indonesian Wind Tower Producers 
Constitutes a Countervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Tax holidays provided by the GOI program constitute a financial contribution in the form 

ofrevenue foregone by the GOI, consistent ~th section 771(5)(D)(ii) of the Act. 

(2) Benefit 

Tax holidays confer a benefit on the recipients in an amount equal to the tax savings for 

the specified course of the program, under 19 C.F.R. § 351.509(a)(l). 

(3) Specificity 

This program is de jure specific within the meaning of section 771 (SA)(D)(i) of the Act, 

because, as a matter of law, eligibility for this tax program is expressly limited to the eighteen 

66 See Provision of Corporate Income Tax Deduction Facility, Minister ofFinance of the Republic oflndonesia 
(Nov. 26, 2018) at 4, attached as Exhibit VII-30. · 

61 See id at 10-11. 
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enumerated industries listed in the Ministry of Finance's regulation. Specifically, this category of 

covered industries is limited to those considered "pioneer" industries. 

3. Export Financing from the Indonesia Export-Import Bank 

As the Department previously determined in Frozen Warmwater Shrimp from the Republic 

of Indonesia, export financing from Lembaga,Pembiayaan Ekspor Indonesia, the Export-Import 

Bank oflndonesia ("Eximbank") is a countervailable program. 68 The Department should continue 

to do so here. The Eximbank "is a financial institution under the Government of the Republic of 

Indonesia" that has the primary objective of"boost{ing} national growth and {assisting} exporters 

in expanding their business capacity."69 To this end, the Eximbank provides financing services 

comprised of "export working capital and export investment facilities designed to help export

oriented enterprises within Indonesian territory expand on their businesses and produce export 

goods and/or services."70 These include the-provision of "working capital" to those companies 

looking to conduct export activities and alloy.ring businesses to receive financing for the issuance 

ofletters of credit. 71 Further, the Department has previously determined that various lines of credit 

from the Eximbank are issued with preferential interest rates. 72 As Indonesian wind tower 

producers have demonstrated an export-oriented posture,73 it is reasonable to believe that such 

companies would qualify for, and utilize this program. 

68 See Issues andpecision Memorandum accompanying Certain Frozen Warmwater Shrimp From the Republic 
of Indonesia, 78 Fed. Reg. 50,383 (Dep't Commerce Aug. 19, 2013).at 7 ("Shrimp Indonesia IDM"). 

69 

70 

71 

72 

See Indonesia Eximbank General Information, attached as Exhibit VIl-33. 

Indonesia Eximbank Export-Import Products & Services, attached as Exhibit VII-34. 

Id. 

Shrimp Indonesia IDM at 7. 
73 Jung Min-hee, Krakatau POSCO Surpasses 10 Million Tons in Cumulative Sales in 4 Years, Business Korea 
(Jan. 16, 2018), attached as Exhibit VII-23. 
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a. Export Financing from the Indonesian Export-Import Bank 
Constitutes a Countervailable Program 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Preferential loans and other benefit~ provided by the Eximbank should be considered 

financial contributions by the GOI. As such, the Department should continue to find this program 

is provides a financial contribution pursuant to section 771(5)(D)(i).74 

(2) Benefit 

Loans and lines of credit confer a benefit that is equal to the difference between the amount 

the recipient pays on the government loan and·the amount the recipient could have otherwise 

obtained through commercial banks. Therefore, financing through the Eximbank confer benefit, 

according to section 771 ( 5)(E)(ii) of the Act. 

(3) Specificity 

As the Department previously' determined, 'this program is "contingent upon export 

performance," and thus, qualifies within the meaning of section 771(5A)(B) of the Act.75 

4. Guarantees from the· Indonesia Infrastructure Guarantee Fund for 
Infrastructure Proiects 

In 2009, the GOI established the Indonesia Infrastructure Guarantee Fund ("IIGF") as a 

state-owned enterprise to provide government guarantees for infrastructure projects developed 

under public-private partnerships ("PPP''). 76 The guarantees from the IIGF provide compensation 

for the private entity in the event that the public contracting party is unable to pay or causes the 

termination of an infrastructure project. Such guarantees enhance the creditworthiness of 

74 

15 

76 

Shrimp Indonesia IDM at 7. 

Id at23. 

See Indonesia Infrastructure Guarantee Fund Overview, attached as Exhibit VIJ-35. 
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infrastructure projects, enabling private entities to raise capital for otherwise risky infrastructure 

projects at a lower cost. IIGF lists numerous benefits of the Fund, including lengthened loan 

maturities and increased bid prices for private entities. 

Only Indonesian entities involved in the development of infrastructure projects are eligible 

for IIGF guarantees. These guarantees are only available for projects in a limited number of 

sectors, including renewable energy production sector and electricity sector. 77 For example, IIGF 

guaranteed the financing of the PPP between the private developer Bhimasena Power Indonesia 

and the state-owned utility PLN, which enabled the development of the Central Java Power Plant 

Project.78 It appears that the Indonesian wind tower producers would be eligible for such 

guarantees to the extent that they are involved in PPP infrastructure projects, which would provide 

them with benefits in the form of access to preferential financing rates. 

a. Provision of IIGF Guarantees Constitute a Countervailable 
Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Guarantees offered under this program constitute financial contributions under section 

771(5)(D)(i) of the Act because they represent the potential assumption of liability to the GOI.79 

77 IIGF's lists 19 sectors eligible for guarantee including "Oil & Gas & Renewable Energy." Indonesian 
Infrastructure Guarantee Fund Eligibility Requirements, attached as Exhibit VII-36 (translated via Google Translate). 

78 See Central Java Power Plant Project Overview (June 9, 2016), Exhibit Vll-37. 
79 See, e.g., Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Laminated Woven Sacks from the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam, 84 Fed. Reg. 14,651 (Dep'tCommerce Apr. 11, 2019)(final deter. of sales at less than fair value) 
at 20 (guarantees provided by state-owned banks represented a financial contribution). 
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(2) Benefit 

This program confers a benefit to recipients within the meaning of section 771 ( S)(E)(iv) of 

the Act equal to the difference between financing rates received due to the guarantees and the rates 

that could have been obtained in the absence of the guaranties. 

(3) Specificity 

This program is specific because it is provided to a limited to those producers involved in 

infrastructure projects across nineteen specific sectors. This specifically includes infrastructure 

projects in the renewable energy and electricity sectors. Wind tower producers are involved in 

both of these sectors and it is likely that wind tower producers have used these programs and will 

use these programs as the GOI continues to encourage the construction of domestic wind farms. 80 

Therefore, the provision of guarantees on infrastructure projects to wind tower producers in 

Indonesia is specific within the meaning of section 771(5A)(D)(i). 

5. Income Tax Benefits for Listed Investments 

In 2007, pursuant to GOI Regulation No. 1/2007, the GOI issued regulation titled "Income 

Tax Facilities for Investment in Certain.Business Fields and/or Certain Regions"81 The benefits 

provided in this regulation include (1) 30%,net tax deduction of the total Investment, charged for 

6 years for 5 percent annually (2) accelerated depreciation and amortization (3) reduced tax rates 

on dividend distribution to non-resident taxp,ayers, and ( 4) loss compensation. 82 Benefits are 

available based on certain criteria to companies that, invest in certain fields, hire more than 500 

80 Second Sulawesi Wind Farm Project Near Completion, The Jakarta Post (Nov. 7, 2018), attached as Exhibit 
VII-3. 
81 See Government of the Republic of Indonesia, Income Tax Facilities for Investment in Certain Business, 
Regulation No. 1/2007, attached as Exhibit VII-38. 

82• See id; see Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Biodiesel from the Republic of Indonesia, 
82 Fed. Reg. 40,746 (Dep't Commerce, Aug. 28, 2017) (prelim. affrrm. countervailing duty deter.) at 18 ("Biodiesel 
Indonesia PDM"). 
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workers, reach the ten billion IDR investment threshold, use domestic product development 

research, or use domestic raw materials. 83 Qualifying sectors include, "Machine and equipment 

manufacturer {sic};, of"Steam turbin, gas turbin, and windmill. "84 The Department recently found 

in Biodiesel from Indonesia that the tax deductions provided by this program confer a 

countervailable subsidy. ss 

a. Provision of the Income Tax Benefits for Listed Investments 
Constitute a ~ountervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contribution 

As the Department previously determined in Biodiesel from Indonesia, the deductions 

under this program "provide a financial contribution in the form of revenue foregone by the 

government" pursuant to section 771(5)(.D)(ii) of the Act.86 

(2) Benefit 

This program provides a benefit to wind tower producers, which are covered in the 

pertinent regulation, in the amount of tax savings received. Thus, this program confers a benefit 

pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 351.509(a)(l) 

(3) Specificity 

This program is specific within the meaning of section 771(5A)(D)(i) of the Act because 

tax benefits are limited certain business sectors expressly listed in the Appendix of the regulation, 

including windmill equipment manufacturers. 

83 See Government of the Republic of Indonesia, Income Tax Facilities for Investment in Certain Business, 
Regulation No. 1/2007, attached as Exhibit VII-38. 
84 See Letter from Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP to Sec'y Commerce, re: Biodieselfrom Indonesia: Response 
of the Government of Indonesia to the Department's May JO, 2017 Initial Questionnaire and May 19, 2017 Correction 
to CVD Initial Questionnaire (June 29, 2017) at Exhibit GOI-ITB-3, excerpt attached as Exhibit VII-39. 
8S 

86 

See Biodiesel Indonesia PDM at 18. 

See id 
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6. Land for Less than Adequate Remuneration 

The majority of industrial estates in Indonesia are operated by private entities, but the 

GOl's Ministry of Industry estimates that about six percent of industrial estates are operated by 

state-owned entities. 87 One of the primary s,tate-owned industrial estates is PT Krakataq Industrial 

Estate Cilegon ("KIEC"), which is wholly.owned by Krakatau Steel.88 As previously mentioned, 

Krakatau Steel is, in turn, majority-owned by the GOI. KIEC is adjacent to Krakatau Steel and 

Krakatau POSCO in Cilegon. It has demonstrated a strong preference for tenants in steel 

consuming industries. KIEC tenants include, inter alia, PT Krakatau Nippon Steel Sumikin, PT 

Global Steel Utama, PT Krakatau Osaka Steel, PT Heng Tai Yuan Indonesia Steel, PT Bluescope 

Steel, Ind., PT Mape Steel Industri, and PT Cold Rolling Mill. 89 Comparison of KIEC' s prices for 

land located in its industrial estate ihdicates that it leases land at prices well-below market rates in 

Indonesia. Therefore, this provision of land constitutes a countervailable program. 

Despite the provision of numerous amenities, KIEC .. sells land to industrial entities at a 

price below other privately-owned industrial estates. KIEC maintains 625 total hectares of 

industrial estate in Cilegon, and offers access to the Cigading Port, a power plant, industrial water 

treatment plant, access to telecommunication and transportation resources, and other benefits to

resident companies.90 Publicly available information indicates that KIEC sells this land at prices 

as low as $150 per square-meter.91 In comparison, numerous privately-owned industrial estates 

81 See Khoirul Amin, Government to Issue Fiscal Incentives for Industrial Zones, The Jakarta Post (Feb. 20, 
2016), attached as Exhibit VII-40. 
88 Krakatau Steel 2018 Annual Report at 10, attached as Exhibit VD-5. 
89 

90 

Krakatau Industrial Estate Cilegon List of Tenants, attached as Exhibit VIl-41. 

Krakatau Industrial Estate Cilegon Overview, attache~ as Exhibit VII-42. 
91 See Krakatau Industrial Estate Cilegon Profile, Indonesia Industrial Estates Directory 2018-2019, attached 
as Exhibit VIl-43. 
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sell land at much higher prices. For example, BSB Industrial Park, offers land at a purchase price 

of $193 per square-meter.92 BeFa Industrial Estates' MM2100 Industrial Town, located 43 km 

from its nearest seaport, sells land between $210 and $240 per square-meter to industrial tenants.93 

J:he disparity in these prices suggests that the GOI is offering llll}d to industrial entities at LT AR. 

It is likely that wind tower producers in Indonesia use this program, and the Department 

should investig~te the extent to which these producers benefit from land at L TAR. The primary 

Indonesian wind tower producer, Kenertec is located in close proximity to KIEC and the Cigading 

Port, which is part of the KIEC.94 While Kenertec:s facilities are not located within the KIEC, it 

is reasonable that Kenertec uses-the warehousing and port services provided through the KIEC to 

store and ship its finished wind towers. However, Petitioner does not have access to Kenertec's 

financial documents to the extent to which it uses port or warehousing services located at KIEC. 

Therefore, the Department should investigate the extent to which Kenertec or any Indonesian wind 

tower producer uses this program of land 'at L TAR. 

a. Provisio:fl of Land at Less than Adequate Remuneration 
Constitutes a Countervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contribution 

The provision of land by the government constitutes a financial contribution under section 

~ 

771(S)(D)(iii) of the Act in the fonn of the provision of a goods. 

92 See BSB Industrial Park Overview, Indonesia Industrial Estates Directory 2018-2019, attached as Exhibit 
Vll-44. 
93 See MM2100 Industrial Town Overview, Indonesia Industrial Estates Directory 2018-2019, attached as 
Exhibit VII-45. 
94 See Krakatau Industrial Estate Cilegpn Overview, attached as Exhibit VII-42. 
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(2) Benefit 

A benefit within the meaning of section 771(5)(E)(iv) of the Act is conferred on the 

recipient to the extent that land is provided for LT AR. As indicated above, evidence reasonably 

available to Petitioner indicates that the GOI provides land through industrial estates, such as 

KIEC, at prices below those ofprivately,;owned enterprises. Accordingly, Petitioners submit that 

the Department should find that this constitutes prpvision of land for LT AR, conferring a benefit 

equal to the differe?-ce between market value of land usage in privately-owned industrial estates 

and that provided through government-owned industrial estates, such as KIEC.95 

(3) Specificity 

This program is specific within the meaning of section :771(5A)(D)(iv) of the Act because 

the provision of land for LT AR is limited to fompanies purchasing land in certain designated areas. 

Specifically, as discussed above, KIEC appears to disproportionately sell land to the steel 

consuming industry, which includes wind tower producers. Therefore, steel consuming industries 

are the predominant users of this subsidy. 

7. Industrial Estate Subsidies 

On December 28, 2015, the GOI passed Regulation No. 142/2015 on Industrial Estates, 

with the aim of "enhancing{ing} investment competitiveness and industrial competitiveness."96 

According_ to the Indonesian Minister of Industry, this regulation was designed at making existing 

incentives in industrial zones "more'attractive and widespread. ,,'97 Through this regulatory scheme, 

95 19 C.F.R. § 351.51 l(a)(2)(i). 
96 See Government of the Republic of Indonesia, Industrial &tate, Regulation No. 142/2015, attached as 
Exhibit VII-46. ' 

91 New Regulation Aims to Attract Investment to /ndustrial Zones, The Jakarta Post (Jan. 7, 2016), attached as 
Exhibit Vll-47. 
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known as Kemudahan Layanan Investasi Langsung Konstruksi ("KLIK") or the Construction 

Direct Investment Services program, the GOI offers numerous incentives to industrial enterprises 

through regulations promoting the development of industrial estates, including taxation 

incentives.98 Due to this regulation, the vast network of Indonesian industrial estates has grown 

rapidly since its passage at the end of 2015. 99 The Indonesian Industrial Estates Association reports 

having 87 members across 18 provinces, covering a total area of 86,051 he.ctares. 100 

Badan Koordinasi Penanaman Modal '.Profile ("BKPM"), the Indonesian Investment 

Coordinating_ Board, 101 is a non-ministerial government agency is a liaison between the GOI and 

industry and was tasked with implementing this series of incentives for development in certain 

industrial parks. The Ministry of Industry in Indonesia has designed these incentives to apply to 

both operators of industrial zones and businesses located in them. 102 These incentives include tax 

holidays and tax allowances at the national level as well as relief from regional taxes and levies 

(i.e., land and building acquisition'fees1 property taxes, and street lighting taxes). 103 Recently, the 

' BKPM has expanded this program further to inc!ude 42 industrial zones and more than 115 

projects or companies have used the incentive~ provided by this regulation. 104 As the Minister of 

Industry noted, these incentives are particularly targeted for the strategic development of 

98 Id 

99 See Khoirul Amin, Government to Issue Fiscal Incentives for Industrial Zones, The Jakarta Post (Feb. 20, 
2016), attached as Exhibit VIl-40. 
100 

IOI 

See Himpunan Kawasan Industri Indonesia Website Excerpt, attached as Exhibit VII-48. 

See Badan Koordinasi Penanaman Modal Profile, attached as Exhibit VII-49. 
102 Constance Johnson, Indonesia: Regulation to Encourage Investment in Industry, Library of Congress (Jan. 
13, 2016), attached as Exhibit VII-SO. 

103 Id. 

104 See Arsy Ani Sucianingsih, BK.PM Expands the Program to Facilitate Construction Direct Investment 
Services, Kontan (Mar. 6, 2018), attached as Exhibit VII-SI. ' 
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Indonesia's modem industrial sector and are part of "an active step by the government to provide 

locations for export-oriented, high-tech ... industries."105 As such, the facilities provided via 

industrial estates are countervailable subsidies specifically directed at the high-tech industry 

sector, which includes wind tower production. 

a. Industrial Estate Subsidies under the KLIK Program are 
Countervailable Subsidies 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Pursuant to section 771(5)(D)(ii} of the Act, exemptions, allowances, or reduction of 

federal or regional taxes constitute financial·contribuJion, as the GOI foregoes or does not collect 

revenue that is otherwise due in the form of taxable income for companies located in industrial 

estates. 

(2) Benefit 

The Department's regulations specify that a benefit exists in the case of "a program that 

provides for a full or partial exemption or remission of a direct tax ... {or} to the extent that the 

tax paid by a firm as a result of the program is less than the tax the firm would have paid in the 

absence of the program."106 Thus, KLIK provides a benefit to tenants of industrial estates that 

would have otherwise paid the full amount of the taxes owed. 

(3) Specificity 

As previously mentioned, the GOI only provides these industrial estate subsidies to those 

industries located within a designa.ted industrial zone. Furthermore, the GOI has specified that it 

is specifically preferencing the development of high-tech industry through these industrial estate 

105 

· 106 

BKP M Expands KLIK Services in 15 Industrial Estates, BKPM, attached as Exhibit VII-52. 

19 C.F.R. § 351.509(a)(l). 
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subsidies. Therefore, these sub$idies are specific for two reasons. First, the tax relief is provided 

only to those entities "located within a designated geographical region within the jurisdiction of 

the authority providing the subsidy" (i.e., ~e industrial estate). Thus, these subsidies are specific 

pursuant to section 771(5A)(D)(iv) of the Act. Second, while there are at least 87 industrial estates 

in Indonesia, the KLIK progratJl Oi:JJy applies to 42 industrial zones. As such, the program is 

specific within the meaning of section 771(5A)(D)(iii)(I) of the act because the recipients of the 

subsidy are limited in number. That is, only those 42 industrial zones and their tenants may receive 

the benefit of tlie subsidy. 

8. Electricity for Less than Adequate Remuneration 

The GOI uses its control over the generation and supply of electricity to boost the 

competitiveness of the steel industry, which benefits wind tower producers. In 2018, the GOI 

announced that it would continue to provide subsides for electricity through the end of 2019.107 

This announcement contradicted the GOl's'previous move towards reducing these subsidies,108 

which were already among the highest subsidies globally.109 PLN is a public-utility company and 

state owned enterprise wholly owned by tl].e GOI, is the beneficiary of these subsidiesY0 PLN 

generates the majority of electricity it distributes through generators it owns and operates, with the 

remaining minority produced by privately owned or leased power plants.111 Traditionally, the GOI 

has set electricity prices at low levels an<;I theft covered PLN's losses through large transfers of 

107 Gov't Will Keep Fuel, Electricity Prices Stable Until End o/2019, Jakarta Globe (Mar. 6, 2018), attached as 
Exhibit VII-53. 

108 See Paul Burke, Indonesia's Electricity Subsidy Reforms Led to Improved Efficiency, The Jakarta Post (Mar. 
22, 2018), attached as Exhibit VII-54. 

109 

110 

lll 

See Fossil-~uel Subsidies, International Energy Agency (2019), attached as Exhibit VII-55. 

· See PLN 2017 Annual Report at 32, 156, attached as Exhibit VII-56. 
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funding.11 2 In 2017, PLN reported that it received a subsidy ofIDR45.74 trillion from the GOI.113 

While this was a decrease of 21.19% from the prior year, 114 PLN continues to require these 

payments from the government to operate. Indeed, in 2017 PLN' s operating losses before the 

government's electric subsidy were ID.R 20.18 trillion.115 PLN continued this trend in the third 

quarter of 2018, reporting losses ofIDR 18.5 trillion.116 

Industrial entities, such as wind tower producers, have been the primary beneficiary of 

these subsidies to PLN. Wind tower producers, particularly, consume large amounts of electricity 

in the welding process. The GOI has sei,prices for the industrial sector far below those paid by 

households and businesses. Residential and business customers continue to pay IDR 1,115 and 

IDR 1,467 per kilowatt hour, respectively, while the cost of electricity for industrial customers is 

set at IDR 997 per kilowatt hour. 11 7 The GOI is able to set and maintain these low prices for 

industrial electricity and cover the PLN's lossys through large transfers of government funds. 

Additionally, PLN also provides speciatdiscounts to industrial users as a "form of PLN's support 

for industrial progress" in order to "maintain domestic industry productivity."118 This discount 

program provides a 30 percent discount rate·to medium and large-scale industry custo:rµers for 

energy use between the hours of 11 PM and 8 AM. 119 · There are no similar discounts for residential 

112 See Paul Burke, Indonesia's Electricity Subsidy ~eforms Led to Improved Efficiency, The Jakarta Post (Mar. 
22, 2018), attached as Exhibit VIl-54. 
113 

114 

115 

PLN 2017 Annual Report at 7, attached as Exhibit VIl-56. 

Id 

Id at 30. 

116 PLN Books Rp 18.5 Trillion Loss as of Q3, The Jakarta Post (Oct. 30, 2018), attached as Exhibit VII-57; 
PLN 2017 Annual Report at 14, attached as Exhibit VIl-56. 
117 Stefanno Reinard Sulaiman, No Electricity Price Increase in QI, Official Says, The Jakarta Post (Jan. 4, 
2019), attached as Exhibit VII-58. 
118 

119 

PLN 2017 Annual Report at 224, attached as Exhibit VII-56. 

Id 
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or business consumers. Therefore;wind tower producers are likely benefiting from the provision 

of this electricity for LT AR. 

a. Provision of Electricity at Less than Adequate Remuneration 
Constitut~s a Counfervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Section 771(5)(D) of the Act states that a :financial ·contribution may take the form of a 

direct transfer of funds, the potential direct transfer of funds or liabilities, foregoing or not 

collecting revenue that is otherwise due, or providing goods or services other than general 

infrastructure. 120 As a government entity whose sole purpose is to ensure a continued cheap supply 

of ~nergy at prices far below cost to industrial entities, the GOI through PLN has provided a 

financial contribution to Indonesian wind tower producers in the form of a good or service, 

specifically, electricity. PLN is wholly owned by the government and serves a government 

mandated function by providing cheap electricity to industrial users, routinely failing to cover the 

cost of provision.121 Importantly, because PLN generates the majority of its electricity from 

company-owned generators, it is important that the Department gather costs associated with PLN's 

distribution and generation of electricity. These generators are part of PLN as a state-owned 

enterprise and, therefore, part of the overall authority. Thus, costs associated with PLN' s electricity 

generation must also be examined. 

(2) Benefit 

The statute provides that the provision of goods or services confers a benefit "if such goods 

or services are provided for {LTAR} .... "122 Where a country's domestic electricity market is 

120 

121 

122 

19 u.s.c. § 1677(5)(0). 

See PLN 2017 Annual Report at 30, attached as Exhibit VII-56. 

19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E)(iv). 
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distorted by government involvement and there is not a worJd market price available to purchasers 

in the country in question, the Department has traditionally analyzed the provision of electricity 

for LTAR under its tier three regulation at 19 C.F.R. § 351.51 l(a)(2)(iii), which provides that "the 

Secretary will normally measure the adequac~ of remuneration by assessing whether the 

government price is consistent with market principles." Where the Department has determined 

that the government's electricity price to a respondent are not set in accordance with market 

principles, it has "constructed a price that provides for complete coverage of fixed and variable 

costs, as well as a portion of {return on equity} for profit using available information on the 

record" 123 or relied on a world market price as an external benchmark under a tier-three analysis.124 

The Preamble to the Department's regulations suggests that the Department may look to factors 

including the government's price settil\g methods, costs, or possible price discrimination to 

determine whether a price is consistent with market principles. 125 The recent Federal Circuit 

decision in N~cor v. United States, however, indicates that the Department's reliance on price 

discrimination or preferentiality alone does not conform with the plain language of the statute.126 

The Department must consider whether the government set electricity prices appropriately covers 

costs and allows for a reasonable return on ,investment.127 As the Federal Circuit indicated, the 

Department can no longer compare one set of distorted electricity prices to another in its benefit 

analysis, it must examine the cost of producing the electricity, and, as the discussion above 

indicates, the GOI through PLN is selling electricity far below cost especially to industrial users. 

123 Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Supercalendered Paper fr.om Canada, 80 Fed. Reg. 63,535 
(Dep't Commerce Oct. 20, 2015) (final affirm. countervailing duty deter.) at 48 ("SC Paper Canada IDM"). 

124 

125 

126 

127 

CR Steel Russia IDM at 66-67. 

Countervailing Duties, 63 Fed. Reg. at 65,378; CR Steel Russia IDM at 66-67. 

Nucor Corp. v. United States, No. 2018-1787 at 14 (Fed. Cir. June 21, 2019). 

See id. at 21. 
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Because the GOI through PLN dominates the electricity market tliere are likely no "market-based" 

electricity prices in Indonesia. As such, the Department must examine whether the prices offered 

by PLN to wind tower producers and other industrial users recover the cost of generating and 

distributing the electricity including a reasonable rate of return. The information available to 

Petitioner indicates that it does not. 

The Department can look to ·PLN's cost of generating and distributing electricity and 

whether it is priced in such a way to ensure a reasonable rate of return. Toe evidence above clearly 

shows th~t PLN' s prices do not. As mentioned above, the Department has previously "constructed 

a price that provides for complete coverage of fixed and variable costs, as well as a portion of ROE 

for profit."128 This requires an examination of whether rates result in "rates of return sufficient to 

ensure future operations by covering all c9sts aqd providing for profit." 129 During the investigation, 

when examining PLN's cost of generating and ..distributing electricity, the Department may also 

adjust the below cost prices offered to cover costs anq. reflect a reasonable rate of return to calculate 

a benefit. In doing so, the Department would likely consider proxies for a reasonable rate of return 

after adjusting the electricity prices to recover costs. In order to do this, however, the Department 

must gather the actual cost associated with producing and distributing the electricity, including 

any costs related to operating PLN's company-owned generators. 

In examining costs, Petitioner does ,not have access to PLN' s costs associated with 

generating and distributing the electricity. This information will be developed during the 

investigation. Howevert as a proxy for industrial electricity prices that appear to cover costs and 

128 

129 

SC Paper Canada IDM at 48. 

Id. 
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generate a reasonable return on investment, Petitioner looked to electricity prices in a similarly 

situated country, in this case Singapore, as discussed in more detail below. 

In,the alternative to this "cost-plus-profit" analysis, the Department may resort to an out

of-country benchmark to determine adequacy of remuneration under a tier-three benchmark 

methodology,13° In Cold-Rolled Steel.from Russia, :for example, the Department applied a third

country tier-three benchmark because the "market is characterized by the presence of a single, 

predominant supplier ... whose prices are administratively set by a governmental agency" and 

who "has been vested with government autho,rify to carry out mandates in pursuit of governmental 

policy objectives that are divorced from market outcomes ..... " 131 The Department recognized 

that its regulations do not specify how it should conduct a market principles analysis, and, thus, it 

relied on world market prices to develop a tier-three benchmark. 132 

As in the natural gas market in Russia, the Jndonesian electricity market is characterized 

by the presence of a single, predominant supplier, PLN, whose prices are set by the Indonesian 

government. The presence of PLN· distorts the market for electricity in Indonesia, rendering the 

Department's tier-one benchmark inapplicable. Furthermore, under a tier three analysis, it is 

evident that the GOI does not set prices in accordance with market principles. As mentioned above, 

the PLN has required massive transfers from the GOI to cover its consistent losses, indicating t.µat 

PLN sells electricity at unsustainable prices. Thus, the Department must look to other sources to 

construct a price to measure the adequacy of remuneration. Consist,ent with Department practice, 

130 See, e.g., CR Steel Russia IDM at 67-70; Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Laminated Woven 
Sacks From the People's Republic of China, 73 Fed. Reg. 35,639 (Dep't Commerce June 24, 2008) (final affirm. 
countervailing duty deter.) at 58-64. 
131 CR Steel Russia IDM at 53. 

132 Id. at 69. 
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the benefit conferred by the provision of electricity for LT AR could be estimated by comparing 

the price of industrial electricity in Indonesia to the price of industrial electricity in a similarly

situated country. As in Cold Rolled-Steel from Russia, the Department should consider similarly 

situated third-country pricing as a proxy for determining what industrial electricity prices that 

recover costs -and generate a reasonable rate of return on investm~mt would be in its tier three 

analysis. 

Specifically, the Department should compare the electricity rates in Indonesia to those in 

Singapore. Not only is Singapore geograpp.ically situated in the same region as Indonesia, both 

countries rely heavily on fossil fuels for greater than seventy-five percent of their energy 

production. 133 The evidence reasonably available to Petitioners shows that Indonesian electricio/ 

rates provided to industry members are significantly lower than those charged by Singapore due 

to subsidization in Indonesia. Medium and large industrial consumers in Singapore purchase 

electricity at rates of $0.131/kWh and $0.127/kWh, respectively. 134 However, in Indonesia, 

medium and large industrial consumers pay sjgnificantly lower rates of $0.084/kWh and 

$0.075/kWh, respectively.135 The Department should use these rates to determine the adequacy of 

remuneration for electricity in Indonesia. 

Due to a distorted domestic electricity market and lack of cross-border transmission of 

electricity, the Department may either rely on a "'cost-plus-profit" analysis or external world 

133 See Singapore Energy Statistics 2018 at 14, attached as Exhibit VII-59; Power in Indonesia:·Investment and 
Taxation Guide, PWC (Nov. 2017) at 17, attached as Exhibit VII-60. 
134 Competitive Indonesian Electricity Rates in the ASEAN Region, Digital Energy Asia (Aug. 25, 2018), 
attached as Exhibit VII~61. 

13s Id 
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benchmark to determine appropriate electricity prices in Indonesia. Regardless of the methodology 

used, the provision of electricity for LT AR to Indonesian wind tower producers confers a benefit. 

(3) Specificity 

The Department should determine, pursuant to section 771(5A)(D)(iii)(Ill) that indu~al 

users, such as wind tower producers, receive electricity rates that are disproportionately low and 

additional programs lower these prices even further. These large-scale industrial uses are the 

pricing beneficiaries of these programs and of the subsidized electricity costs. As such, the 

program is specific to a group of industries within Indonesia and to wind tower producers as part 

or the large-scale steel fabrication industry. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

As described above, Indonesian wind tower producers are benefiting from countervailable 

subsidies, which are causing material injury to the wind tower industry in the United States. 

Petitioner therefore requests that the.Department initiate a CVD investigation on imports ofwinq 

towers from Indonesia, that the Department make affirmative determinations of countervailable 

subsidies, and that the Commission make an affj.rmative determination of material injury by reason 

of such unfairly traded imports. 
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I. THE DEPARTMENT .SHOULD IMPOSE COUNTERVAILING DU'OES ON 
UTILITY SCALE WIND TOWERS, FROM VIETNAM 

Petitioner reguests that the U.S. Departmel}t of Commerce ("the Department") initiate a, 

"Countervailing duty investigation of imports of wind towers from the Socialist Republic of 

Vietnam. ~ursuant to 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671(a)(l) and (2); the Department is required to impose a 

countervailing duty when a '~Sul;isidie~ Agree,ment'1 couQ.try is found to provide countervaifable 

subsiaies to manufacturers that produce or export mercliandise iII;ported into the United States if 

the imported merchandise materially injures or threatens to injurtf an industry in the United States. 

As a member of the World Trade Orgrutlzation (''WTO"), Vietnam is a "Subsidies A,greement" 

country as defined by 19 U.S.C. § 167l(b). 

Petitioner alleges that (1) tlte ·qovernment of Vietnam ("GOV") maintains various 

economic programs and policies that have tonfe,rred countervailable subsidies ,on Vietnamese 

producers 6f utility scale wind towers, and' (2) these subsidized subject imports are materially 

iajuringJhe U.S. wind tower industry. Aqcordingly, Petitioner requests that the Department 

investigate and impose countervailing duties Jo.imports of utility scale wind towers from Vietnam 

to offset th~ subsidies provided by the policies and programs outlined in this petition. This petition 

contains detailed information regarding those subsidies. 

II. NAME OF THE COUNTRY IN WHICH THE SUBJECT MERCHANDISE IS 
MANUFACTURED OR PRODUCED 

The name of the country in which the subject merchandise is manufactured or produced is 

the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. 

III. NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF VIETNAMESE WJND TOWER PRODUCERS 
BENEFITING FROM SUBSIDY PROGRAMS ' 

Petitioner has identified a wind tower producers or exporters in Vietnam believed to have 

benefited from countervailable subsidies and whose products are believed to. have been exported 
~ 

1 
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to the United States. To Petjtioner's knowledge, there are three producers of utility scale wind 

towers in Vietnam: cs;:Wind Vietnam, -a subsidiary of CS Wind of Korea; 1 UBI, a subsidiar,r of 

Renewable Energy of Vietnam; ap.d. Vina Haifa H~avy Industries. Public information indicates that 

Vina Halla Heavy Industries is owned by a South Korean cQmpany.2 Petitioner believes Vina 

Halla's owner is Halla Energy & Environment of,l(orea, but has not been able to confirm this. 

The full names and a,ddress;s of these conipbnies are attached as Exhibit I-16to Volume! 

of this petition. 

IV. EFFORTS TO OBTAIN INFORMATION: 

Petitioner has conducted extensiye re~earch'to document subsidies from the Gov· to the,_ 

wind tower industry in Vietnam, includmg:a review of the following sources: financial statell}ents 

of Vietnamese wind· tower producerst 'where available; company websi,tes; market and industry 

research; news sources; WTO, U.S. government and Vietnamese government reports; private 

market research·reports; and recent DepartrtJ.el\t 9ountervailing duty investigations of imports from 

Vietnam. 

However, much of the information.that would allow Petitioner to determine with certaip.ty 

the types and amounts of subsidies re_ceived by.each of Vietnam's wind tower producers is difficult 

or impossible to obtain. All three of.the known Vieinapiese wind tower producers are privately 

owned, so that the information about· tli~m avijilable to the public is limited. For exampJe, the 

interest rates.at which Vietnamese producers obtain preferable loans are not publicly available. In 

addition, the DepartmenJ has repeatedly found in past investigations that the GOV failed to provide 

Letter from Grunfeld, Desiderio, Lebowitz, Silverman, Klestadt LLP to Sec'y Commerce, re: CS Wind 
Sectiol:} A Response in the Antidumping Duty Administrfitive Review on Utility Scale Wind Towers from the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam (May, 29, 2014) at 2-3 ("CS Wind Section A Response"), excerpts attached as Exhibit VIIl-1. 

2 Situation Analysis of the Vietnamese·Electi;icity Sector at 84, excerpt attached as Exhibit VIII-2. 
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the information requested, making it even more dipic~lt to tie known programs to specific 

recipients, 3 

As a result of the difficulties' inherent in documenting subsidization, Petitioner c9ncurs 

with the DeJjartment that ''there are typicallyrlo independent sour~s for data on company-specific 

benefits r,esulting from countervailable subsidy program~:"4 The most accurate and thorough 

manner in which the type and value of subsidies may be determined is through administrative 

invesligation and through . the issuance o'f- detailed, preliminary and final administrative, 

determinations. 5 D~spite these difficulties in obtaµnng information,. Petitioner investigated and is 

providing inf.ormation demonstrating that the GOV'has granted, ap.d continues to grant, financial 

assistance to Vietnam's wind tow~r producers - assistance wfilch con~titutes countervailable 

subsidies under section 771 of the Act. 

V. THE DATE FROM WHICH THE DEP:ARTMENT SHOULD MEASURE 
SUBSIDIES 

For purposes of 19 C:F .R. § 351.524( d)(2), the average useful life of renewable physical 

assets in this industry - i.e., in the manufacture' Qf metal products' such as a wind tower - is 

12 years.6 Accordingly, assuming that the period ofinv~stigation ("POI") is calendar year 2018, 

Petitioner respec~lly requests that the Department investigate any allocable, non-recurring 

3 • See, e.g., Preliminary Decision Memorandum accompanying Certain Steel Nails from the Socialist Republic 
of Vietnam, 82 Fed. Reg. 29,022 (Dep't Commerce June 19, 2017) (prelim. results of countervailing duty admin. rev. 
and intent to rescind, in part) at 7 ("Steel Ndils Admin. Rev. IDM"). 
4 Prestressed Concrete Steel Wire Strand,from India, 68 Fed. Reg. 40,629, 40,632 (Dep't Commerce July 8, 
2003) (prelim. affirm. countervailing duty deter.). 

See id 
6 See Internal Revenue Service, Pub. 946 "How to Depreciate Property" (Feb. 28, 2018) at 105, excerpt 
attached as Exhibit VIII-3. See also Issues and Decisions lYfemorandum accompanying Utility Scale Wirld Towers 
from the People's Republic of China, 77 Fed. ,Reg. 75,978 (Dep'i Commerce· Dec. 26, 2012) (finul affirm. 
countervailing duty deter.) at 7. 
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subsidies granteq during the peripd from 2007 to 2018,,and any outstanding loanS' or'recurring 

subsidies provided dµring_ the pr~surnptive POI. 

VI. COUNTERVAlLABLE SUBSID:Y PROGRAMS 

The Vietp.amese government grants subsidies to ·fts prQducers of subject merchandise,. 

including: 

• Export fmancing on pr~ferentia) terms; 

• The.provision of land and utilities for less than adequate rem\Jileration; 

• Income tax preferences; and 
• Exemption from import· liuties. 

The available evidence indicaJes that tliese programs constitute countervailabJe subsidies 

under section 771 of the Act because tliey represent financial contributions by the GOV, provide 

a benefit to wind tower producers, and are specific,. Provided below is a description of the various 

countervailable subsidies available to Vietnamese wing tower producers. 

A. Government of Vietnam Subsidy Programs 

The Department should inves~igafe the following subsidy programs offered by the GOV 

because there is. evidence 1:hat these programs constitute countervailable subsidies, which benefit 
'. 

Vietnamese wind tower producers aJld injure United States wind tower producers. With respect to 

export subsidy programs, it should be noted that, according to PIERS data, CS Wind was the only 

source of Vietnamese exports of wind tpwers to the-1.Jnited States during the POL However, given 

the increase in exports of wind towers from Vietnam., the Department. should investigate whether 

the other Vietnamese producers have benefitted from these programs·as well. 

1. Support for the Vietnamese Wind Tower·Industry 
C 

The GOV has adopted a program to encourage the ~evelopment of wind power in Vietnam. 

Decision No. No.: 37/2011/QD-TTg, dateq June 29, 2011, state~ in its V5!ry first article that "{t}his 
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Decision regulates mechanisms forsul?port and-development of wind power projects in Vietnam/'7 

The decisiorfthen defines "wind power work" as "a synchronous consortium of wind turbines, 

generators, synchronous devices and other structures using · wind energy . fo,r generating 

:electricity."8 A "wino power project" includes·oneior more "wind power work~."9 Wind·towers 

are of course necessary for the mounting of wi.J!d turbines an<l the generation of wind power, so 

that wind towers would be included within the scop'e of the support provided under Decision 37: 

Decjsion 3 7 provides for a wiqe range of incentives to support the development of wind 

pow~r in Vietnam. It does not apyear to create any programs on its own, but rather provides that 

wind power projects, which would include the production of wind towers, are eligible for a variety 

of benefits under other programs. Wfod power projects are entitled to receive incentives "in 

accordance with current regulations aboqt the State's ihvestment credit." 10 While the decisiort does 

not identify this prdgrall} explicitly, it is. reasonaple to assume that it is referring to the benefits: 

provided under Decree No. 75/2011/ND-CP, datedAugust 30, 2011. This program is discussed 

below'at Section VI.A.2. 

Decision 37 also pro~ides that wind power projects are exempt from import duties for any 

goods imported to create fixed assets of the pro~ects or as raw materials "in accordance with 

regulations of the Law on Export, Import Duti'es and leg~l regulations being in force thereof."n 
' . . 

.Exemptions from import duties are discussed below at SectionsVI.A.27, 28, and 29. Wind power 

10 

11 

Decision No. 37/2011/QD-Tig (June 29, 2011) at Art. 1.1, attached as Exhibit VIII-4. 

Id. at Art. 2.3. 

Id. at Art. 2.4. 

Id. at Art. 12.1.b. 

Id. at Art. 12.2. 
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projects are also entitled to ~arious exemptions and reductions of corporate income tax.12 These 

programs are discussed below at Sections VI.A.13-20. Ffnally, wind power projec~ "will be 

' 
exempted from, reduced on land use fee, rentJn accordance with l~gal r~gulations being in force 

for the projects in investment preference sectors.''13 The various legal authorities for providing 

exemptions or reductions for rent and land use truces are discussed at S~ctions VI.A.8-11 below. 

Decision 37 was issued ii\ 2cr1 l. ,It·was recently modified by Decision No. 39/201'8/QD-
, ' 

TTg. 14 While Decision 39 makes a nµmber of piodifications to the mechanism for supporting wind 

power in Vie~, it does not make any changes to th.e eligibiljty.o(the Vietnamese wind intlustry 

for the benefits identified above.15 This indicates iliat the Vietnamese wind tower producers remain 

fully eligible for all of the benefits discuss,ed in Decree 3 7. 

As explained abov.,e, neither L)ecree 37 n9r Dec°ision 39 appears by itself to create any 

programs to subsidize the Vietnamese wind tower industry,. Rather, they specify that the industry 

is eligible for other individual programs. That each of these programs represents a financial 

contribution and provides a benefit is shown in corirtection with the discussion of each individual 

program. Howev.er, Decree 37 does establisp.,that benefits received by the Vietnamese wind tower 

producers under these programs are specific, as Decree 39 explicitly jdentifies the Vietnamese 

wind power industry as being eligi,ble for these·benefits. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Id. at Art. 12.3. 

Id. at Art. 13. I. 

Decision No. 39/2018/QD-TTg (Sept. JO, 2018), attached as Exhibit VIII-5. 

See id. 
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2. btvestment Credits from the Vietnatn Development Bank 

Decision 37 states that wind power projects in Vietnam are eligible for investment credit.16 

The Department has noted that one oftlie funcpons of the Vietna.Jll Development,Bat)k (VDB) is 

"to implement state policies-on development investment credit. " 17 The Department does not ap~ear 

to have otherwise investigated this program. 

The GOV has st~ted that the VDB 1s a "policy' bank," and that it is state-owned. 18 

Significantly, the V:DB operates on a not-for-profit basis. 19 Decision No. ·108 assigns the VDB the 

duty to implement state policies on investment ~redit, but does not otherwise provide any detail.20 

Decree No. 75./2011/ND-CP does provide some of this detail.21 Investment credit includes both 

investment loans and post-investment support.22 Enterprises eligible for investment credit are 

specified in an appendix to the decree. 23 Among the industries listed as eligible are "Investment 

projects on building power generation plants µsing wind energy, solar energy, geothermal energy, 

bio-energy and other renewable epergy, resource:s. "24 

16 Decision No. 37/2011'/QD-TTg (June 29, 2011) at Art. 12.1.b, attached as Exhibit l'III-4. 

17 Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanylng Certain Steel Nails From the Socialist Republic of 
Vietnam, 80 Fed. Reg. 28,962 (Dep't Commerce May 2Q, 2015) (final aftjrm. countec.vailing duty deter.) at 21 ("Nails 
IDM") (citing Decree No. 108/2006/QD-Tig (May 19, 20Q6), attached as Exbibit VIII-6). 

18 Issues and Decision Memorandum accompanying Certafn Frozen Warmwater Shrimp from the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam, 78 Fed. Reg. 50,387 (Dep't Commerce Aug. 19, 2013) (final affirm. countervailing duty deter.) 
at 13 ("Warmwater Shrimp IDM"). 
19 Decree No. 108/2006/QD-TTg (May 19, 2006) at Art. 2, attached as Exhibit VIII-6. 

20 Id. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Decree No. 75/2011/ND-CP (Aug. 30, 2011), attached as Exhibit VIII-7. 

Id. at Art. I .a. 

Id. at Art. 5. 

Id. at Appendix 1. 
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Under this program, loans are available for up. to 70 percent of the total cost of the 

inv~stment, includihg WQrking capital,:5 with loans denominated in Vietnamese d_png.26 ''"The 

investment loan interest rate must not be lmyer than the average interest rate for capital sources 

plus operating expenses of the Vietnam Development Bank."27 Interest rates for investment credits 

are so tied to the VDB' s cost-Of capital, and not to any market rate. This raises the strong possibility 

that the interest rate for investment ci:edit for the VDB is be!ow c~I11l.)1ercially-available rates for 

simiJar projects, so that the pr9vision of investment credit by tb,.e VDB bestdws a countervailable-
" 

subsidy. The Department should therefore fovestig,ate whether .the Vietnamese wind tower 

producers have received investment• credit from, th~ VDB, and· wbether any such credit was 

provide~ ori preferential terms. 

a. Investment Credits· from ·the Vietnamese Development Bank 
Constitute a <;ountervailable Subsidy 

(1) •Financial Contribution 
' . ' 

,, 
VDB is a state-owned policy bank, and exists specifically to carry out the GOV's 

investment credit policies.28 The VDB is accordingly an "authority" within, the meaning of 

19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(B). The Departm~nt has found that export credits provided by VDB represent 

a financial pontribution by the,GOV unde(19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)(i).29 The.same principle applies 

to investment credits provided by the VDB, so that the _P,rovision of such credits represents a· 

25 

26 

27 

Id. atArt. 7.1. 

Id. at Art. 9. 

Id at Art. 10.1. 

28 See Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 13; see also Decree No. 75/2011/ND-CP (A'ug. 30, 2011) at Art. 2, attached 
as Exhibit VIII-28. 
29 See Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 14. 
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µnanci~l contrjbution under 19 U.S.C. § 16'l7(S)(D)(i). The Department has npt, previously 

ip.vesti,gated this pro~am. 

(2) Benefit 

Investment credits from the VDB provi!fe a benefit to the recipient to the extent that, the 

recipient paid less interest than they :w<;mld' pave for a. commercially available loan.30 As with 

export credits by the VDB, :the amount of the benefit is "equal to .the difference between what the 

recipient paid on the loans and what it woulcl have paid under the benchmark interest rates." 31 This 

repreJ;ents 8;benefit as defined by l~tU.S.C. § 1677(S)(E)(ii) ;md 19 C.F.R. § 351.S0~(a)(l). The 

Department has not previously investigated this' prqgram. 

(3) Specificity 

This program provides benefits ohly to selected industries, namely, the wind power 

industry among others. 31 It is :therefore sp'eqific within the meaning of section 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(S)(D)(i). The Department has not Previously investigated this program. 

3. Export Credits from tlie Vietnam Development Bank {VDB) .. 
The Departme.nt has found that the Vietnam Development.Bank ("VDB") provides export 

credits at prefer~ntial rates to exporters.33 This. pro~ram was created by Decision No. 

108/2O06/QD-TTg.34 One of the functions of the. VDB is "to mobilize and receive funds from 

30 

31 

32 

19 U.S.C. §..J?77(5)(E)(3); 19 C.F.R. § 351.505. 

See Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 14. 

Decree No. 75/2~11/ND-CP (Aug. 30, 2011) at Art. 5, attached as Exhibit VIIl-7. 

33 Warmwater' Shrimp IDM at 13. The Department has investigat~d this program and found it to be 
countervailable, using adverse facts available ("AFA") in a number ofpther cases where the GOV or the respondents 
failed to provide adequate.information. See, e.g., Issues and Decision Memorandum accomwmying Laminated Woven 
Sacks from the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 80 Fed. Reg. 14,647 (Dep't Commerce Apr. 11, 2019) (final deter. in 
countervailing duty investigafion) at 17-18 ("Woven Sacks IDM"); Steel Nails Admin. Rev. IDM at 9. 

34 Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 13. 
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domeslic and foreign organizations to implement the S4tte's develol'ment assistanc~ programs-and 

its export credit policies."35 Articfe 4:3 of Deci~ion No. 108 specifically authorizes the VDB to 

provide loans for exports. 36 

Decree No. 75/2011/ND-C::P provides further details on the provision of export credi4! by 

the VDB. 37 TJle decree provides for loans by the VDB to Vietnamese exporters.38 The industrjes 

identified as being eligible for VDB ·export credits jnclude b6th "(:omponents of equipment in 

complete sets and equipIIJ.ent in complete sets" and "Power engines ,and diesel engines. "19 It 'is 

likely that, as necessary components of wind power Jacilities, wfnd towers would fall under either 

or both of these categories. 

Decree 75 states that the interest rate on export credits is set by the Chairman of the 

Management Councifof the Vietnam Developmen;t J;3ank. The de~ree also states that these interest 

rates should "match" mar'ket rates. 40 The Departi;µentf qund, though, that this is not correct. As the 

Department explained: 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

Under, the program, the VDB pro\rid,es lines of credit: to exporters, with the loan 
contracts stipulating that a penalty 1nterest rate will be charged if the loan proceeds 
are not used for the intended purpose of supportin~ the. production and shipment of 
exported goods .... {I} n prai;tice, { the borrower} enters into an export line of credit 
with the VDB and, in order to receive the "preferential export" interest rate, it must 
provide documentation demonstrating it utilized the funds to produce exported 
goods or otherwise pay the "agreed" rate.41 

Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 13 .. 

Decree No. 108/2006/QD-TTg (May 19, 2006) at Art. 4.3.a, attached as Exhibit'VIII-6. 

Decree No. 75/2011/ND-CP (Aug. 30, 2011), attached as Exhibit VIII-7. 

Id. at Art. l.b and Art. 15. 

Id af Art. I 6 and Appendix II. 

Id. at Art. 21.1. 

Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 13. 
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The Deparnnent so fognd that ex~ort credits issued by the VDB are provided at preferential 

inlerest rates, as .the rates charged were ·below the benchmark th~ Department calculated for 

commercially-available loans.42 Given the p~ usage of this program by a number of different 

industries in Vietnam, the Department should 'investigate whether the Vietnamese wind tower 

producers have utilized and benefitted from such export credits from the VDB as well. 

a. Export Credits from the Vietnamese Development Bank 
Constitute a Co;untervailable· Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contribution 

VDB is a state-owned policy b'ank~and exists spepifically,to carry out the GOV's export 

credit policies.43 The Department has accordingly foupd .that export credits provided by VDB 

represent a financial contribution by the GOV under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)(ii).44 

(2) ·Beµ,efit 

Preferential !en.ding and export credits fro.m the VDB provide a benefit to the recipient to 

the ext~nt that the recipient paid a lo;wer interest rate than the, benchmark interest rate applical;>le 

this program. The amount of the benefit is "equal to tl,1.e differ~nce between what the recipient paio 

Ql1 the loans and what it would have paid und(?r the benchmark interest rates." 45 This repre~ents a 

benefit under 19 U.S.C. § l 677(5)(E)'(ii) and .19 C.F.R. § 351.505('8.)(l): 

42 Id. at 14. 

43 Id. at 13; see also Decree No. 75/2011/ND-CP,(Aug. 30, 201J) at Art. 2, attached as Exhibit VIII-7. 
44 Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 14; see also Initiation Checklist, Frozen Warmwater Shrimp from the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam (Jan. 17, 2013) at 20 (" Warmwater Shrimp Initiation ·checklist"), attached as Exhibit VIII-8. 
The petition alleged, and the Department initiated, an investigation of export credits under Decree 51, but found during 
the investigation that this program,had been supplanted by Decree I 08. 
45 Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 14; see also Warmwater Shrimp Initiation Checklist at 20, attached as Exhibit 
VIIl-8. 
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(3) Specificity 

This program provides loans for the export of Vietnamese &oods at preferential rates. 

Benefits uhd_er this ~rogram are ''tied to actual oi anticipated exportation. "46 The benefits are 

specific under 19 U.S.C. § 1677.(SA)(B) becau~e the receipt dfbenefits is contingent upon export 

performance. 47 

4. Preferential Len'ding to E~porters by SOCBs 

Besides export credits from the VDB, the Department has found that various state-owned 
,,- r. :• 

commercial banks ("SOCB'') in Vietnam also lend to exporters at preferential rates.48 The 

Department has described this program as follovys: 

According to the GOV, under thi"s program, the lending institutions offered 
"supported" interest rates to exporters,, provide~ that they use the proceeds of the 
loan in the manner specified in the contract,.{ollo~ the 'payment schedule specified 
in the contract, conduct payment for exporting through the lending in::;titution, and 
sell the foreign exchange e'arned 'from the export sale· through the lending 
institution. 49 

The Department has identified the Vietnam Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Industry and 

Trade (Vietin Bank) .as an SOCB that participates in this program. 50 In addition, the Departm~nt 

has indicated that another state-owned bank participates in this program, but could not release.the 

name of the bank because that information was proprietary. 51 

46 Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 14. 

47 Warmwater Shrimp Initiation Checklist at 20, attached as Exhibit VIII-8; Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 14. 

48 Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 14-15 (lending by Vietin Bank).; Issues, and Decision Memorandum 
accompanying Certain Steel Wire ,Garment Hangers from the Socialist Republic·o/ Vietnam, JfFed. Reg. 75,980 
(Dep't Commerce Dec. 26, 2012) (final affirm. countervailing duty deter. and final affirmative_d,~ter. of critical circ.) 
at 16-17 ("Wire Garment Hangers IDM") (lending by Vietinbank and another unnamed bank). The Department made 
a similar determination in its investigation of woven sacks based on AFA. Woven Sacks IDM at 18-19; 

49 

so 

51 

Wire Garment Hangers IDM at 16. 

Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 14; Wire Garment Hangers IDM at 16. 

Wire Garment Hangers IDM at 16. 
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Because the Vietnamese wind to,wer producers are all privately owned, Petitioner does not 

have information as to whetlier they. have received loans fr.om SOCBs. Given the prevalence of 

qse ·of the program across a n,umber of industries, though, it is likely that they have benefitted :froll} 

this program. It is noteworthy that at leas~ two· other steel-consuming industries have benefitted 

:fromthis program,52 making i~more likely that the Vietnamese wind tower producers have as well. 

a. Preferential Len~ing to Expprtets by SOCBs Constitutes a 
Countervailable P:t'ogram . .. 

(1) •Financial Contribution 

Becau$e SOCBs such as Vi~tin Bank are state-owned, they constitute government 

authorities.53 They are therefore capable of providing a financial contribution within the meaning 

of 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)(ii). 54 

(2) Beneqi 

Export loans under this program confer a benefit" equal to the difference benyeen what 

the recipients paid on the loans from tlie lending institutions and the amount they would have paid 

on comparable, commercial loans."55 This constitutes a benefit under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E)(ii) 

and 19 C.F.R. § 351.S0S(a)(l). Th¥ Dtparlment has found thatloans1.mder this program were in 

fact provided at interest ratE:S below commercial benchmark rates, so that the recipient received a 

benefit. 56 

52 'Wire Garment Hangers IDM at 16. The Department also found a subsidy under this program in its 
administrative review of steel nails from Vietnam, but that determination•was based on APA. See Steel Nails Admin. 
Rev. IDM at 10. 
53 Wire Garment Hangers IDM at 18. 
54 Initiation Checklist, Steel Wire Garment Hangers from the Socialist RepuQlic of Vietnam (Jan. 18, 2012) at 
12 ("Wire Garment Hangers Initiation Checklist"), attached as Exhibit VIll-9; Wire Garment Hangers IDM at 18. 

Wire Garment Hangers Initiation Checklist at 12, attached as Exhibit VIII-9; Wire Garment Hangers IDM 
at 18. 

56 Wire Garment Hangers IDM at 18. 
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(3) Specificity 

The pro$ram makes preferenti~ loans available specifically .for exports of Vietnamese 

product. ,Toe program is therefore "co:ntingent'upon export perfomiance." It therefore qualifies 

as specific within j:he meaµing 19 U.S.C. § 1677(51\)(B). 57 

5. Interest Rate Support Program under the State Bank of Vietnam 
y • 

In its countervailing duty investigation bf Steel Nails from Vietnam, the Department found 

that Vietnamese prod_l]Cers of steel nails had benefitted from an ,tihterest rate support 'program." 

Essentially, this program con~istecJ of the State Bank of Vietnam, Vietnam's central bank, pruvided 

interest rate support of fpur percent on.some loans. The Deparbnent described the program as 

follows: 

The GOV reported that the purp9se of -this· program is to assist borrowers in 
maintaining production and creating jobs 1n response to the financial crisis and global 
economic downturn. According to the GOV t Decision 131 proyided for four percent 
interest r~te support for a maximum 'period:of. eight months for loans under credit 
contracts signed and disbursed -in the time period from February l, 2009, to December· 
31, 2009. 100The program was extend~d to medium-·and long-term loans with a period 
of support of up to 24 months.101 The GO\l added that Decision 2072 expandeg the 
interest rate support for medium and loqg-term to loan~ made in ~O 10 with a period of 
support of up to 24 months counting from the time of qisbursem~nt. 58 

While the Deparbnent initially indicated that it had investigated the program because it provided 

benefits to exporters, 59 it subsequently found that, at least with respect to the products in question, 

the pro,~ram was available to Vietnamese CO!llpanies that used domestic goods rather than imports 

in their production process. 60 

57 

at 18 .. 
58 

59 

60 

Wire Garment Hangers Initiation Checklist at 12, attached as Exhibit VIII-9; Wire Garment Hangers IDM 

Nails IDM at 22-23 (footnotes omitted). 

Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 15. 

· Id. at 16. 
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Uie Deparµnenf has identified thre~ regtuatibns relevant to this program: D~cision 

131/QD-'IJ'g; Circuhµ· No. 2/2009/.JT-NHNN; and Circular No. 21/2009/IT-NHNN. Decis,ion 

131 sets up a general program for providing "interest rate support" to Vietnamese enterprises "in 

order to reduce costs of products and goods, maintain ptoductio~ and pusiness and generat~ jobs 

whe9- the economy is affected bylhe world finan~ial crisis and economic recession."61 Articl~ 3.3 

sets the rate of support at 4 percent.62 Circular No: 2/2009flT:NHNN provides guidance on the 

application of interest rate suppqrt. 63 This circular was modifieq in certain details by Circular No. 

94/2.009/TT-NHNN.64 Further detail re~arding the program appears in Circnlar No. 05/2009/IT

NHNN.65 The effect of this regulation was to expand availability of the interest rate support. 

Circular No. 21/2009/TT-NHNN provided still more detail regarding the industries and sectors 

eligible for interest rate support. Art. 1.a of Circular ,No. 21 explicitly identifies the electricity 

production and distribution industry as being ~ligible fot interest rate ~µpport. 66 

' 

Although the original program was implem,ented in 2009; the Department has repe~tedly 
' . ' 

found that Vietnamese companies Have continued to benefit from this program.67 The most recent 

such finding was in April 2019:68~:Petitioner-,has attempted to confirm the continued existence of 

the program. A document dated October 31, 2016, indicates that, a's of that date, the interest rate 
' 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

Decision No. 131/QD-TTg(Jan, 23, 2009) at Art. 1, attach~d as Exhibit VIIl-10. 

Id at Art. 3.3. 

Circular No. 2/2009/TT-NHNN (Feb. 3, 2009), attached as,,Exhibit YIII-11. 

Circular No. 04/2009/TT-NHNN (Mar. 13, 2009), attached as JJ:xlti~it VIII-12. 

Circular No. 05/2009/TT-NHNN (Apr. 7, 2009), attached as Exhibit VIII-13. 

Circular No. 21/2009/TT-NHNN (Oct. 9, 2009) at Art. La, attached as.Exhibit VIII-14. 

61 See, e.g., Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 16; Woven Sacks IDM at 19. In the Woven Sacks determination, the 
Department applied a subsidy to ont: of the respondents on the basis of APA. However, the Department stated that it 
had received no information causing it to revise its earlier-conclusiops regarding the program. 

68 Woven Sacks IDM at 19. 
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support program continued in effect. 69 F01: purpos~s of initiation, the Department should conclude, 

as it. did in its final determination in Woven ,Sacks from Vietnam, that it has no information 

indicating any change in this prograin, 

a. Provision of Interest; Rate Support Constitutes a Countervailable 
Subsidy 

(1) Fjnan~ial Contribution 

The interest rate $Upport offered und~r this progran;i is provided by the State Bank of 

Vietf1am, the central banlt of Vietnam. The SBV is a government authority. Interest rate support 

by' tlie· SBV therefore represents a financial contribution by a government authority within the 

tneal'ling of 19 V.S.C. § 1677(5)(B).70 

(2) Benefit 

The interest rate support pro~r~ redm;:es by a fixed percentage the amount of interest 

recipients must pay on loans. Under 19 U.S.~.§ 1677(5)(E)(ii) and 19 C.F.R. § 351.505(a)(l), It 

therefore confers a benefit equal to the savii:igs on interest payments provided by the program. 71 

(3) Specificity, 

The Department has previ9u~!Y found that this program is specific within the meaning of 

19 U.S.C. § 1677(5A)(C) because it is,contingent,upcm the use of domestic,rather than imported 

goods. 72 In addition, the various regulations'and circulars impfementing the program sp(?~ify that 

69. Institute of Policy and Strategy fot Agriculture and Rural•Developmen~ List of Main Policies for Vietnam's 
Livestock Sector (Oct. 31, 20!6) at 3, attached as Exhibit VIII-IS. 
70 See Initiation Checklist, Laminated Woven Sacks.from the Socialist Repubfic of Vietnam (Mar. 27, 2018j at 
9 ("Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist"), attached as Exhibit VIII-16; Woven Sacks IDM at 19; Warmwater Shrimp 
IDM at 16. 

71 Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 10, attached as Exhibit VIII-.16; Warmwater Shrimp IDM at ~6. 

72 See, e.g., Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 10, attached as Exhibit VIII-16; Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 
16; Woven Sacks IDM at 19. ' ' 
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it is only available to enumerated industrie~, including th~ electricity production and distril.;ution 

sector.73 Because availability o(bepefits is by lawrestritted to certain named industries, benefits 

uq,der this program are specific "'Yithin the meaning of 19 U .S.C. §. 1677(5A)(D) as well. 

6. Export Factoring 

Factoring is a fomt of trade finance where a papk IJ1akes a loan against trade receivables. 

The GOV has stated that "{SOCB} 9r joint-siock commercial bank's can provide export factoring 
<' 

activities if they meet the conditions defµied in Article 7 of the R~gulation on Factoring. "74 The 

current regulation on.factoring in Vietnam, is provided by Circular No. 02/~017ITT-NHNN. This 

regulatioh authorizes. commercial banks, which would include:soc~s, to engage in factoring. 75 

At least two SOCBs, Vietin 'Bank.~and·Vietcom Bank,,offer export factoring.76 Vietcom 

B~, an SOCB, has identified thefollowing"terms and benefits of its export factoring operations: 

73 

74 

75 

• Enhance c.ompetitiveness through flexible p~yment m.ethods 

• Protection against Buyers' payment default UI? to 100% of the invoice value 

• Aavance payment by Viefoom Bank up to 80-90% of the receivables; 

• Improved cash.flow through fast collection ad remittance; 

• Frequent and updated information on tqe.standihg of the Buyers; 

• Reduction in administration and collection time and costs77 

Circqlar No. 21/2009/fT-NHNN £Oct. 9, 2009) at Art. I.a, attached as Exhibit VIII-14. 

Nails IDM at 19. 

Circular No. 02/2017/fT-NHNN (May 17, 2017) at Art. 2.1, attached as Exhibit VIIl-17. 
76 See Petitions for the Imposition of Antidumping and Countervailing Duties, Laminated Woven Sacks From 
The Socialist Republic of Vietnam, vol. III (Mar. 7, 2018) at 11, excerpts attached as Exhibit VIII-18, 

77 Vietcom Bank Website Excerpts, attach9d as Exhibit VIII-19. 
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Vietcom has also published its fee schedqle for export ff:!cloring. 78 This sch~dule shows the terms 

and fees for export factoring, but not the interest: rates,charge9. 

To the extent that SOCBs provide qharge interest rates for.export factoring that are below 

commercially-available rates, a countervail$le subsidy ~ould exist. A countervailable subsidy 

would also exist to the extent that the terms on export· factoriµg loans offered by the SOCBs were 

better than those from commercially-~vailable soutces. The Department has previously determined 

that export factoring by SOCBs can provide a counte:r7ailable subsidy.79 The Department should 

accordingly investigate whether ,the Vietnamese SOCBs'hEive provided export factoring tQ the 

Vietname~e wind tower producers, and if so, whether these activities bestowed countervailable 

subsidies. 

a. Export Factoring by SOCBs Constitutes a Countervailable 
, :-

Subsidy 

(1) ,Financial Contribution 

As the Department previously determined in Steel Nails from, Vietnam, SOCBs are 

"authorities." Therefore, the provision of export factoring by SQCBs represents a finaneial 

contribution within the meaning of 19 U.S.C. '§ 1677(5)(D).80 

(2) Benefit 

The benefit from export factoring by"s09:ss would be equal to (1) the interest saved in 

comparison to that paid on an equivalent cpmmercialJy-avaJlable loan, and (2) the difference in 

78 Id 
79 See Nails IDM at 19-20. The Department found in that inves!igation that the respondents had not provided 
the information necessary to show whether or not they had benefitted from the program; so the Department assumed 
that they had used and benefitted from the program. The Departmept also found this program provided countervailable 
subsidies in the investigation of Woven Sacks from Vietnam, but this determination was based on AFA. See Woven 
Sacks IDM at 20. 
80 Initiation Checklist, Certain Steel Nails from the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (June 18, 201:4) at 7 ("Nails 
Initiation Checklist"), attached as Exhibit VIII-20; Nails IDM at 19-20. 
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fees and other costs between the factoring provided- by SOCBs 'and those imposed by non-state 

banks. These interestan,d fees savings represent a benefit under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E)(ii) f¥1d 

19 C.F.R. § 351.505(~)(1).81 ,, 

(3) Specificity 

Because ·the receipt of benefits under this pro gram is by definition contingent on exl?otts, 

this program specific 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(B).82 

7. Guarantees for Export Activities 

Vietnamese SOCBs have provided guarantees for export activities to Vietnamese 

companies in a number of industries.83 At least two ~OCBs, 'Vietin and Vietcom, have furnished 

such guarantees.84-Vietcom, for example, offe,rs at least foll! types of guarantees associated with 

exports: 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

• Performance guarantee: Vietcom Bank undertakes to compensate the customer if 
the Vietnamese exporter does not perform. 85 

• Tax guarantee for export/impqi;t: Vietcom Bank will fulfill an exporter's obligation 
to pay any export taxes if the exporter fails to do so.86 

• Advance payment guarantee: Vietcom Bank will refund the purchaser's advance, 
payment if the Vietnamese $efler violates a contract.'~7 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 8, attached as Exhibit VIII-20; 

Id.; Nails IDM at 20. 

Nails IDM at 20·21; Woven Sacks IDM at 20. 

Nails IDM at 20. 

Vietcom Bank Website Excerpts, attached as Exhibit VIII-19. 

Id 

Id. 
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• Warranty guarantee: Vietcom Bank issues a written commitment ensuring the 
beneficiary that, i:( the seller doys -not qeliver. the quality of work contractt;<f for, 
after-sales services, maintynance: etc.~ Vietcom Brulk will compensate the 
purch!l,Ser. 88 

Vietcom Bank's. fee schedule for guarantees is contained in Exhibit VIII-19. 

Because :;oCBs are "authorities" within the meaning of 19 U.s''.c. § 1677(5)(D), their 

provision of guarante~s woula confer a countervaiJable• to tne ~xtent that; after adjusting for 

differences in guarantee fees, the amount the''recipient of tpe guararrt;ee pays on the _guarant~ed 

loan and the amount is lower than the amount the recipi~nt w01;ld pay for a comparable co,nmei:cial 

loan if there were no guarantee by the authority. 89 'The Department has sought to investigate this 

program in the past, but the Vi-etnam~~e -govenµnent declined, to provide the inform~tion 

requested. 90 Given the benefits -of g·mµatitees ~rovided by SOCBs, · ,the Department shqµld 

ihvestigate whether the Vietnamese wind towedndustry has benefitted from this program. 

a. 'Provis'ion of ~xport 'Guarantees by ~OCBs Constitutes a 
Counte~_~ilable Subsidy 

ti), Financial, Cpnfribution 

Export guarantees by SOCBs constitute ·it financial coQ.tributiort because SOCBs are 
. ' 

'tauthorities" within the meaning of 19 U .. S.C. §' 1677(5)(8).91 

(2) Benefit 

The relevant statute, 19 U.$.C. § 1677(5), states that the benefit from a guarantee provided 

by an authority is equ_al to the difference "after adjusting for any difference in guarantee fees, 

between the amount the recjpient of the guarantee pays on t~e guaranteed loan and the amount the 

88 

89 

90 

91 

Id. 

19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(:E)(3); see also Nails IDM at 20. 

Woven Sacks IDM at 20. 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 8, attached as Exhibit YIII-20; Nails IDM at 20-21. 
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recipient would pay for a comparable commercial loan if there w~re no guarantee by the authority." 

Under 19 C.F.R. § 351.506(a)(l), To dete:pnjne the benefit, the'DeJ?tlrtment will (1) compare thr 

amount charged for the guatantee by the·authority compared to the cost of a comparable guarantee, 

if available, from a commercial source, and (2) determine the ,pxtent tp which the recipient' paid a 

lower interest rate as a re&ult of the guarantee.92 

(3) Specificity 

The ben~fits of export guarantees issuetl by SOCBs ~e necessarily limited to export~rs.93 

Such benefits are accordingly specific lJ!lder 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E)(3).94 
f, ... ~· 

8~ Land Preferences: Including Exemption from or .Reduction of Rent 
and Land Taxes, for Enterprises in Selected Regions under Decrees 
142 mid 108': ' 

All land in Vietnam is owned by the state, so that the GOV controls the dJstribution of all 

land in Vietnam.95 Under Decree No. l'f2/2Q05iN:p-CP, the GOV will exempt from rent, or the 

reduce the rent, onJand in "areas facing socio-economic difficu1t\es" or in "areas facing particular 

,s0<;:io-economic difficulties" for v~rioµs periods of time.96 

Th~ benefits available under b.ecree No. 142/2005/ND-CP were described in greater detail 
,;.1, 

in Decree No.108/2006/ND~CP.97 Among the benefits identified are'free or reduced rent for land 

and exemptions or reductions of land use truces and levies: 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

Article 26.- Preferences related to land use tax,land use levy, land rent and water 
surface rent 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 8, attached &s Exhibit VIIl-20. 

Nails IDM at 21. 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 8, attached as Exhibit VIII-20; Nails IDM at 21. 

Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam at Art. 53, attached as" Exhibit VIIl-21. 

Decree No. 142/2005/ND-CP (Nov. 14, 2005) at Art. 4.3, attached as Exhibit V:UI-22. 

Decree No. 108/2006/ND-C,P (Sept. 22, 2006), attached~ Exhibit VIII-i3. 
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:Investors to whom the State assigns ~and without collection of land use levies, 
assigns' land with collection oi land ·us.e levies or the State leases land and who have 
investment projects in domains or' geographical areas entitled to 'investment 
preferences defined in this .Decree are entitled to exemption from or reduction of 
land use tax, land use levy, lahd rent 6r water surface, rent in accotdance with the 
land law and the taxation law.98 

The areas eligible for this treatpient are identified in Appendix II to the decree. 99 App~ndix 

II specifically identifies Tan Thanh district of Bu Ria-Yung Taµ proviflce as an area with difficult 
'· 

socio-economic conditions. 100 Investors in these areas are therefore. eligibl(?,for the exemptions Of 

reductions ofland taxes, land levies, and land i:ent. 101 

Bo~ CS Wind and Vina Halla are located in Tan Thanh district of Ba Ria - Vung Tau 

" 
Prov1nce. 102 This is a d{strict designated·as experiencing ,difficult socio-economic condition~, so 

that the reductions or exemptions of rent, land levy, and land' tax under Decrees 142 anq 108 are 

available to investors in it. It is therefore likely that CS1Wind and Vina Halla benefitted from this 

program. 

The Department has- found this program to· pro,vide countervailable benefits to a range of 

industries. 103 In addition, in its count~rvaillng duty investigations of·steel nails from Vietnam and 

woven sacks from Vietnam, the Qepartmeµt also identified a program it called "~'and Rent 

Reductions~xemptions for Exporters.'' The Department indicated that this program was also 

98 

99 

100 

101 

Id. at Art. 26 

Id. at Appendix II. 

Id. at Appendix II. 

Id. at Art. 26. 
102 Petition, Vol. I at Exhibit 1-16. The third Vietnamese producer, UBI, js located in Kim Thanh district, Hai 
Duong Province, which does not appear to be eligible for these benefits. 
103 See, e.g., Nails IDM at 23-24; Woven Sacks IDM at 2}. In Nails, the GOV provided information on this 
program, but the respondents did not, so the Department applied AF A in determining that they used and benefitted 
from the program. In Woven Sacks, the GOVaeclined to provi~e informaJion at all. 
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administered under Art: 26 pf Decree 1Q8. 104·tt is unclear whether this is ~ separate program 

targeted specifically at exporters, or whether it is part of the exemption or reduction of rent for 

enterprises in specified districts. The D~parfment should accordingly request the GOV to provide 

'information clarifyin& this matter. 

a. The Exemption or Reduction of Rent, Land Taxes, and Land 
Levies in Specified Districts Is a Cou'ntervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Con\ribution 

As-explained above, all land in Vi_~tnam is owned by the DOV. Therefore the remis'sion or 

reduction of rent, land levies, or. land taxes represents a fiµancial contribution in the form of the 

,provjsion of·a good or service under 19 "U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)(iii), 105 as well as revenue foregone . . 

under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)(ii)}06 

(2) ,Benefit 

Under 19 U.S.C. § 1677.(S)(E)(iv) and 19 C.F'.R. § 351.51 l(a)(l), the benefit 'of this 

program is equal to the difference 9etween the Bencluµark rate for rent in the locality and ffie actual 

rent paid. 107 The benefit also includes the difference'' between. the rate of. land tax and ·1anct levy 

,actually paid by the recipieµt on the land 'in question, and the amount that would be collected 

absent exemption or reduction. 

104 

!OS 

106 

107 

Nails IDM at 6; Woven Sacks IDM at 21. 

Wire Garment Hangers IDM at 13; Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 23. 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 14, attached as Exhibit VIIl-20; Nails IDM at 23-24. 

Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 23; Wire Garment Ijangers lDM at 13-14. 
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(3) Specificify 

These benefits are available only to enterprises i!} designated geographic areas, including 

Tan Thanh gistrict, . .where two of the tpree Vietnamese wind tower producers are located. These 

subsidie$ are therefore specific under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5~)(D)(iv). 108 

9. Exemption or Redudion of Rent fi>r Exporters under Decision 189 

In Woven Sacks and Nails, the D~partment identified yet Jlllother program involving· 

exemptions for rent, this one for exporters,109 This subsidy is provided under Decision 189.110 As 

the Department explained, 

{a}ccording fo the GOV, Article ~,.3 of Decision 189 provides a rent exemption of 
seven years for certain project:; qf inv~stment in ~eas with difficult socio-economic 
conditions•. The GOV adds th~t Appendix J b of Decisien 189 lists, apiong other 
projects eligible for rent ej{emption, projects processing 80 percent or more 
products for export. 111 • 

D~cision 189 also provides retit requctions or exemptions ~for.e,n.terprises in specified industries, as 

well as those located in-areas with difficult socio-economic conditions.112 It appears that this aspect 

of Decision 189 was superseded by Decrees No. 142 and 108, but the Department should confinp 

this. 

Petitioner believes that CS Wind exports 80 percent or more of its production. This would 

make it eligible for rent reductions or exemptions under Art. 8 of Decision 189. Vina Halla .has 

also exported wind towers. Given the exfent to which C,S Wind in particular exports its products, 

108 

109 

110 

24. 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 14~ attached as Exhibit VIII-20; Nails IDM at 24. 

Woven S().cks IDM at 21-22; Nails IDM'at 24. 

Nails IDM at 17. A cop¥ of Decision No. 189/2000/QD-BTC (Nov. 24, 2000), is attached as,Exhibit VIII-

111 Nails IDM at 17; see also Letter from Government of Vietnam to Sec'y Commerce,,re: Government of 
Vietnam's Second Supplemental Questionnaire CVD Response (Q5 to Q9) (Oct. 9-, 2014) at 4;- attached as Exhibit 
VIIl-25. 

112 Decision No. 189/2000/QD-BTC (Nov. 24, 2000) at Art. 8, attached as Exhibit VIII!24. 
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it i's likely that the Vietnamese wind tower produ~ers have benefitte? from the rent exemptions .or 

reductions available to exporters. 

a. The Exemption of Rent for Exporters Is a Countervailable 
Subsidy 

(1) ·Firancial Cimtribution 

Exemptions or reduction of rent constitutes 'fit\ancial contribution under 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(5)(D)(ii), as the GOV did not collect tp.e rent it would otherwise,113 or, alternatively, 

beca,use ·the GOV provided a goocf to the recipient withiµ the meaning of 19 U.S.C. 

§ l677(5)(D)(iii). 114 

(2) Benefit 

This program reduces or eliminates the rent aue 'on land leased by enterprises exporting 80 

percent or more of their production. Under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E)(iv) and 19 ·c.F.R. 

§ 351.511 (a)(l ), the benefit. of this pro_gram is equal to the difference between the market rate for 

rent in the locality and the actual rent"paid. 115 

(3) Specificity 

These benefits are available only to exporters m,eeting the 80 percent threshold, as well as 

to certain other projects and to enterprises- in selected industries and regions. These subsidies are 

therefore specific within the meaning of 19 U.S.C. § 167}(5a)(D)(iv). 116 

113 Nails IDM at 18. 

114 Wire Garment Hangers Initiation Checklist at 8, attached as Exhibit VIII-9; Wire Garment Hangers IDM 
at 13. 

115 Wire Garment Hangers Initiation Checklist at 8, attached as Exhibit VIIl-9; Wire Garment Hangers IDM 
at 13-14; Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 23;. 

116 Nails Initiation Checklist at 14, attached as Exhibit,VIII-20; Nails IDM at 24. 
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10. Rent Preferences, for Foreign-Invested Enterprises under Decision 
189 ' , 

As noted above, all land in Vietnapi is <hyned, by the state, SQ tp.at the GOV sets all rents-. 

Decisiort'No. 189/2.000/QD-BTC creates a fr~ework, for establfshing rates for ptoperty,rented)o 

foreign-invested 'enterprises.117 ·These include joint ventures and enterprises with 100 percent 

foreign capital. 118 es Wipd falls in this category, as· it is owned by,.a S.outh Korean company.119 

As discussed above, public information also indicates tha~ Vina Hal,)a is owned by a fQreign 

company, and would therefore qualify·as a forefgn-invested enterprise as,well. 120 

Decision 189 has the followin~ provision,,'regarding· rent te~uctions and exemptions for 

foreign-invested enterprises: 

Thefand rent reduction ~d exemption under this decision shall apply to all foreign
invested projects in Vietn~. For ,projects whichJtave been gr!lllted investment 
licenses'ir(,tb,e capital construction periO"d, the l~d rent shall be reduced acc0rding 
to the provisioQ.sofDecision No.,179/1998 I QD:BTC of February 24, 1998, now 
entitled to rent exemption, land as stipulated in •Clause 2 of this Article for the 
remaining time of capital construction. For profects which have byen put into 
operation since the date of c,apit~ constructi~n completed until the time this 
d_ecision takes effect but still have time, to enjoy exemption from land rent as 
prescribed in Clause 3 of this Arttcle, the)' shall be exempt from money. renting 
land for the remaining period of land·rent exemption. 121 

The regulation under De'cision Nod 89'provides the actual formula for setting rental rates. 

'As well as setting r~nts, the regulatioll also exempts foreign-invested enterprises from having to 

_pay rent for. a set period, depending upon the location. On its f}i.ce, this prog_ram provides a subsidy 

to foreign-invested enterprises in Vietnam. The Department has found that this program provides 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

Decision No. 189/2000/QD-BTC (Nov. 24, 2000), attllched as Exhibit VIIl-24. 

Id. at Art. 1. 

CS Wind Section A Response at 2-3, excerpts attached as Exhibit VIII-1. 

Situation Analysis of fhf Vietnamese Electricity Sector, attacped as Exhi~it VIII-2. 

Decision No'. 189/2000/QD-BTC (Noy. 241 2000) at Art. 8.7, attached as Exhibit v11·1:24. 
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a countervailable 'bepefit, albeit• on ihe basis ot: AfA. 122 The, De,partment should therefore 

investigate whether any of the VietIUUI].eSe wind tower l?roducers have received benefits;under this 

program, either in the form ofrent exemptions, or in·the fol1ll ofrents at p1eferential rates. 

a. Preferential Rent1tl Rates and Rent Exemptions for Foreign
'lnvested Enterpris~s Prov1de a Countervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contribut:ipn 

Exemptions or reduction of rents constitute financial cotitribution, as the GOV, by 

definition an authority, is the owner of the land, and did .not collect the rent it would otherwise 

have received. As a result, prefen;ntial rental rates and, rent, exemptions for foreign-invested 

enterprises provide a financial contribution in the.foqn of revenue foregone by the GOV within 

the me~ning of 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)(ii).12~This program also provides a financial contribution 

in, the form of the provision of a good or service,within the meaning of 19 U.S.C. § 1677(D)(iii). 

(2) Benefit 

This program reduces or eliminates liability for rent by foreign-invested enterprises. For 

rent ~xemptions, this subsidy confers a benefit on the recipients in an amount equal to the amount 

of rent Sstyed, as provi9ed for by 19'C.F.R. § 351,.51 lXa)(l). 124 

(3) Specificity 

The GOV only provides these benefits to foreign-invested enterprises, as well as 

enterprises located within a designated area. The benefits conferred under this program are 

122 

123 

124 

Woven Sacks IDM at 22. 

Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 14, attached .ts ExhibiJ VIIl-16; Wovery Sacks IDM at 22. 

See Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 13, attached as Exhibit VIIl-16. 
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regionally specific in accprdance with, 19 l:J.S.C. § 1677(5A)(D)(iv) because this program is 

limited·as a matter of law to foreign-inyested enterpri.ses.125 

11. Rent Preferences for Enterprises Located in Special Zones;, under 
Decision 189 

,. Decision 189 also provides that land rents in industrial parks, export processing zones and 

Iii-tech parks will be 80 percent of.the otherwise-prescribed r~tes. 126 By its terms, this pro):ision 

reduces the rent companies in such are~ }:lay, providing them with'a benefit. CS Wind is located 

in Phu,Muy Industrifil Zone No. l, Tan Thanh District: ill Ba Ria-Vurig Tau Province.1·
27 V.ina Halla 

is lQcated in My Xuan; which is also an industrial. park. 128 Both would appear to be-eli&ibl~ for' 

red~ced rent under this program. 

The Department atten:pted ~o investigate·this program,in previous investigations, but the 

GOV decl,ined to provide any information regatding it:'129 Petitioner has been unable to, find any 

further information showing the actual receipt of benefits under this program by the Vietnamese 

wind tower producers. 

a. Pref~rential Rental Rates l\nd Rent lj:xemptions for Enterprises in 
Special Zones Provide a Counterv~ilable Subsidy 

(1) ,,Financial _Contribut!on 

Exemptions or, reduction of rents constitute financial contribution, as the GOV, by 

definition an authority, is the owner of. the land, and did hot ~ollect the rent it would otherwise 

have received. As a result, preferential renq1.l rates and rent exemptions for enterprises in special 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

See id. at 14; W~ven Sacks IDM at 22. 

Decision No. 189/2000/QD-BTC (Nov. 24, 2000) at Art. 4, attached as Exhibit VIII-24. 

Petition, Vol. I at Exhibit I-l6. 

Id 

Woven Sacks IDM at 23. 
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zones provide a financial contribution in ,the 'fotm of revenue foregone by the GOV within the 

meaning of 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)(ii).130 

(2). ·Benefit 

This program re_duces or eliminates liability for rent by foreign-invested enterprises. This 

confers a .. benefit on the recipients in an amount equ_al tQ the differyn~e between the rent actually 

paid by the recipient and the amount it would have paid under market conditions, as provided for 

in 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E)(iv) and 19 C.F.R. §. 351.51 l(a). 131 

(3) SpSlcificity 

The GOV only provides these benefits to enterppses located within a designated area. The 

benefits conferred under this _progr~ are regionally specific in accordance with 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(5A)(D)(iv) because this program is litµited as a matter of -law to specific geographic 

regions. 132 

12. Provision ,of Utilities for Less than Adequate Remuneration 

The WTO Wor~ing Party on the accession of Vietnam .to the WTO noted in its Working 

Party Report.that Vietnam had sta~µ that, following'.its accession to the WTO, Vietnam would 

limit is subsidies to enterprises in industrial zones to, inter alia, "facilitatjon in the supply and 

training of labour, and supply of water, power and other utilities."133 Vietnam further stated that 
. 

enterprises in'industrial zones received preferential treatment. 134 In Woven Sacks, the Department 

130 

131 

132 

Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 14, attached as Exhibit VIIl-16; see also Woven Sacks IDM at 22. 

See Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 13, attached as Exhibit VIII-16. 

See id. at 14; Woven Sacks IDM at 22. 
133 Report of the Working Party on the Accession of Vietnam, "Po)icie~ .Affecting Trade in Goods," 
WT/ ACCNNM/48 (Oct. 27, 2006) at para. 33 8, excerpts attached as Exhibit VIII-26. 

134 Id. 
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attempted to investiga~e yvhe~er, companies in industrial zdnes received utilities,. including 

electricity and water, for less than adequate remuneration ("½TAR"). In its final determination in 

that case, the Department stated. that the G0V had fait~a to provide any information on this 

program, so that·the Department was forced to apply facts '8.vailable. 135 

Petitioner _has been unable .to. ,uncover any additional• evidence regarding this program. 

However, Petitioner notes that Vietnam Ele.¢t!icity., the state-owned electricity company, h~ a,. 

monopoly on the transmission and ,distribution of electricity in Vietnam. 136 The provision of 

eiectricity .in industrial patks and zones £0,r LT AR would therefore constitute a countervailable 

subsidy. CS Wind is located in Phu ·Muy Jndustrial Zone, and Vfna Halla in My Xuan Industrial 

Zone. 137 Therefore both of these producers would be e!'igible for acces~ to utilities at LTAR~ 

In past investigations, in determining whether a government auJhority provided goods or 

services for LT AR,. the Department has focused li>n whether the recipient received a preferential 

rate for the good or service in question .. In Nucor Corp. v. United States, the Court of Appeals for 

the Federal Circuit held that this limited test is inadequate to satisfy the statutory standard.138, 

Rather, the Department must also determine whetp.er the government is receiving a "market-based. 

p,rice" for the good or service. 139 In this c;;ontext, this means the Depar:tment should investigate not 

just whether enterprises in industrial zones purchase utilit'ies at preferential rates, but also, even if 

they do not, whether the prices'· charged represent a'market-based price. As such, the Department 

135 Woven Sacks IDM at 23-24; see also Carrier Bags IDM at 11 (Depattment found respondent had not received 
preferential rates for ~ater). 

136 U.S. Commerce Department, Vietnam Country Commercial Gude: Vietnam - Power Generation (July 12, 
2018), attached as Exhibit VIIl~27. 
137 

138 

139 

Petition, Vol. I at Exhibit 1-16. 

Nucor Corp. v. United States, Case No. 2018-1787 at 14 (Fed. Cir. 2019). 

Nucor Corp. v. United States, Case No. 201 ~1787 at 13. 
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should also examine the degree to which the,prices charged are sufficient to recover costs and 

allo~ for a reasop.able rate of return when evafuatfng :yvhe~er the electricity prices are col}sistent 

with market principals. 

The Department should ther~foi:,e include this pro~am in its· investigation, as it did in its 

recent countervailing duty investigation'ofwoven s~ckS'frOJll Yietnam:140 

a. The Provision of Utilities -fof Le$S Than Adequate Remunera.tion 
Is a Countervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contribution 

The provision 6f utilities for •LT AR provides a cbst savings to the recipient. As a result, the 

provision of water, electti9ity, and other utilities to entetprises in special zones provide a finattcial 

contribution in the form bf the provision of a·good or service within the meaning of 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(5)(D)(ii). 141 

(2) Benefit 

Under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E)(iv) and 19 G:F.R. § 351.51 l(a)(l), the benefit of this 

program is equal to the difference between the price actually paid.by the recipient and a market

based price. In the past, the Department has defined the benefit as the difference between the.price 

actually paid and the non-preferential price. 142 As note9 above, Nucor requires that the Department 

determine both whether.the recipient received a preferential price and whether the price in question 

was below the market price for the good or service in question . 

. 
140 See Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 15, attached as E~hibit VIII-16. 
141 Wire Garment Hangers Initiation Checklist at 10, attached as Exhibit VHI-9; Woven Sacks, Initiation 
Checklist at 15, attached as Exhibit VIII-16; Woven Sacks IDM at 23. 
142 Wire Garment Hangers Initiation Checklist at 11, attached. as Exhibit VIII-9; Woven Sacks Initiation 
Checklist at 15, attached as _Exhibit VIII-16. 
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(3) Sp~cificity 

The GOV only_provides these.benefits only to enterprises lQcated 'Within a designated m:~a. 

The benefits conferred under this progratn are r~gi6nally .specific il) accordance with >Section 19 
. 

U.S.C. § 1677(5A)(D)(iv) because it i~)imited to~companies in within a.designated area (in this 

case, Phu Muy and My Xuan industrial zones).143 

-13. Income Tax Prefer.,ences 
' 

The GDV has provided and continues to provide income tax pre:ferences to exporters, to 

enterprises located in specific regions, and to industries in certain. sectors tQrough a nllil'!ber Qf 

qffferent prqgrams. In its mpst 'recent deJertni~ation regarding, steel nails from Vietnam, the 

Department identified no, fewer than seven different ~rograms. These include benefits under 

Decrees Nos. 24, jl, 60, 124, and 164. 144 It is not-always clear wh~ther iµdividual decrees remain 

in ,effect, or }lave been <Supers~ded by later legislation. The I)epartment has noted that, even if a 

decree is terminated, bei;iefits under it may,be grandfathered, so t\lat they remain in effect for some 

time. 145 Significantly, the Department determined iµJts aµministrativereview of the cou~tervailing 

duty .order on steel nails from Vietnam to :assign a single countervailing duty rate .for all.income 
"' 

tax programs, in part apparently for this reason. 140 

Petitioner is providing informatiol} on alf income tax programs identified by ·the 

Department in past investigation's as,providing counter\railable be11efits, as well as other programs 

Petitioner has uncovered in tne ,course of preparing· this ·petition. Each decree is addressed 

143 Wire Garment Hangers ,,Initiation Checklist at 110, attached as Exhibit VIII-9; Woven Sacks Initiation 
Checklist at 15, attached as Exhibit VIII-\6; Woven Sacks ID¥ at 24. 
144 

145 

146 

See Steel Nails Admin. Rev. IDM at 13. 

Nails IDM at 25. 

See Steel Nails Admin. Rev. IDfyf at 13. 
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separately below,, along with a shc1Wing that the benefits :under the decree represent a financial 

contribution. The discussion of each decree also includes ah identification of the benefit an~ a 

showµig that the benefit is specific. 

14. Income Tal'i Preferences for Enterprises in Special Zones under 
; 

Decree No. 124. 

Under Art. 16 of Decree No. 124/2008/ND::-CP of December 11, 2008, companies in certain 

specified areas "with socio-economic difficulties" ,are entitled to reductions in income tax. 147 The 

Department summarized these benefits as follows: 

Spebifically, Article 15 { of Decree l24} provides a tax ircentive rate of 10 percent 
for I 5 yearsior new enterprises located in the areas with•extreme socio-economic 
difficulties as enumerated iµ;tl!e Appendix to Decree 124, as well as in economic 
zones and high-tech parks;,additionally, an incentive tax.rate of 20 percent for tO 
years is available for new enterprises located in the areas with socio-economic 
difficulties as enumerated in the Appendix of,Decre~ 124. Moreover, Article 16 bf 
Decree 124 provides a tax exemption for 4 .years and a 50 percent tax reductjon {or 
the subsequent 9 years for new enterprises located in the f1reas with extreme socio
econqJiliC difficulties as enumera_ted in the Appendix of Decree 124, as well as in 
economic zones and high-tech•parks. Additionally, Article 16 provides a two-year 
tax exemption and 50 perqent tax reduction for the four subsequent years for new 
enterprises established uhder'investment projects in regions with socio-economic 
difficulties as enumerated in the Appendix of Decree 124. 148 

The Dep~ent has found in previous· investigations that benefits under this program provide 

countervailable subsidies. 149 

147 

148 

Decree No. 124/2008/Np-Cf (Dec. 11;2008)'atArt. 16, attached as Exhibit VIII-28. 

Nails IDM at 26 (footnotes omitted). 
149 Woven Sacks IDM at 24; Preliminary Decision Memorandum accompanying Laminated Woven Sacks from 
the Socialist Republic of Vietna1J1,, 83 Fed. Reg. 39,883 (Dep't Commerce Aug. 13, 2,018) (prelim. affirm. 
countervailing duty deter. and alignment offinal deter. with final antidumping duty deter.) at 14 ("Woven Sacks Prelim 
IDM"); Nails IDM at 26. In Nails, the Department noted that the resp,onoents had failed to provide the necessary 
information on this program, so that the .Qepartment ha_d determined they had benefitted from it on the basis of AF A. 
However, the Department's Io.formation arrd Decision Memorandum indicates that the'Department obtained sufficient 
information during the investigation 'to establisfi affirmatively th'at, if used, the program wquld bestow countervailable 
benefits. 
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To-receive benefits, enterprises must be located in aretts with extreme socio-economic 

4iffi<?ulties or socio-economic difficulties, as identified in the Appendix to the decree. 150 T!lll 

Thanh district of Ba Ria - Vung Tau province is lneluded in 'the list of the specified areas as a· 

district witli socio-economic difficulties:•151 Both CS Wind and Vina Halla are located in Tan 
K. ., 

Thanh district. 152 It therefore 'appears that both may be eligible for benefits under this program. 

a. Income, Tax Preferences for ~~terpdses in Special Zones· B~stow 
a Countervailable Subsidy . •· 

(1) financial Contribution 

Incoµie tax preferences for enterprises in spechtl zones represent revenue foregone py \he 

GOV. They therefore constitute a financial contribution ung.er 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(D)(ii) .153 

(2) Benefit 

The benefit of this program is equal to the f}iffer~nce between-the income tax the r~cipjent 

would have paid absent the program,,and the income ttp{ it actually paid, as provided for in 19 

U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E) and 19 C.F.R. § 351.509°(a)tl). 154 

(3) Specificity 

These benefits are only available·to companies within industrial zones in designated areas,· 

including Tan Thanh district, where both CS ~Wind and Yina Halla are located. Benefits under tliis 

program are therefore specific within the meaning of 19 U.S.C. §· l677(5A)(D)(iv). 155 

ISO 

ISi 

152 

153 

Decree No. 114/2008/ND-CP (Dec. 11, 2008) at Art. 15.4, attached as Exhibit VIIl-28. 

Id at Appendix. 

Petition;·Vol. I at Exhibit 1-16. 

Nails Initiation,Checkiist at 16-17, attached as Exhibit VIIl-20; N~ils lDM at 26. 
154 Nails Initiation Checklist at'l 7, attached as Exhibit VIIl-20. The Nails IDM,did not discuss the amount of 
the benefit. 

ISS Nails Initiation Checklist at 17, attached as Exhibit VIII-20; Nails IDM at 26. 
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15. Income Tax Preferences for Exporters UhderDecree No.164 

Decree No. 164/20O3/ND-CP P,rd'Videcf a number of income tax pref~rences, _including 

reductions or exemptions frqm income-tax, for enterprises operating in'certain specified industries 
{ 

or sectors of the economy as specified in the Appendix to the decree. 156 The industries specified 

in the Appendix include "{i}nvesting in the construction m1d modernization of electric power 

plants as well ftS electricity distribution.and transmission. Building ~stablishments operated by ' 

solar energy, wind power and bio-gas,"1s7 as well as "{a}pplying,technologies using or producing 

machinery and ·equipment operated by bio energy, win~ power, solar, geothermal 'Or tidal 

energy."158 The production of wind towers woulcf appear to tall under both of these classifications, 

making the Vietnamese wind tower producers eligible for these benyflts. 

Decree 164 also provides for tax b~nefits for. ~nterprises located in the enumerated 

districts. 159 Tan Thanh District, where CS Wind and Vina Halla are located, is among the 

enumerated districts. 160 Jhis would m.ake them eligible for benefits under this aspect of Decree 

164 as well. 

Finally, the decree also provides for tax benefits for certain exporters. 161 Petitioner believes 

'that CS Wind and Vina Halla at least export propuct from Vietnam. Jhis raises the possibility that ,, 

they have also benefitted from these t~ exemption&, 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

Decree No. 164/2003/ND-CP (D~c. 22, 2003) a\ Art. 33, attached as Exhibit VIIl-29. 

Id at Appendix, List A at II.I. 

Id. at Appendix, List A at V.6. 

Id. at Art. 34. 

Id. at Appendix a. 
Id. at Art. 39. 
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The Department has examined-all of these benefi_y;·'Ullder Deere~ 164 and found them to J,e 

countervailable. 162 While the GOV s;ated that these provisiqns, have been terminated, tlre 

Department found that certain provisions of Decree 164 had been grandfathered, so that enterprise~ 

could still claim certain tax benefits·under it. 163 Accor,dingly; it found as· recently as April 2019 

'that Vietnalilese compani~ con,tinued to benefit ftom1 tliis pro,gram. 164 The Department should 
', 

investigate whether this program continues to provide benefits, ·as well as whether it has been 

replaced by a more recent equivalent. 

a. Income· Tax Preferences under Decree 164 Bestow a 
Countervajlable Subsidy 

(1) Financtal Gontribution , . 
Income tax preferences for exporters con~titute a financial c.ontribution under 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(5)(D)(ii) because they represent revenue foregone by the GOV. 165 

(2) Benefit 

Under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E) and 19 C.F.R. § 351.503;the benefit of this program is equal 

to the difference between the income tax the recipient.would l].ave· paid absent the program ail,d the 

income tax it actually paid. 166 

162 Nails ,IDM at 25;,.Woven Sacks'IDM at 24-25. In both cases the Department applied AFA,as the respondents 
had failed to provide tli,e information necessary to determine whether they had benyfitted from these programs or not. 
163 

164 

165 

Woven Sacks IDM at 24. 

Id. at 24-25. 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 16, attached as Exhibit VIII-20; Nails IDM at 25. 

166 Nails Initiation Checklist at 16, attached as Exhibit VIIJ-20; Nails IDM at 25; see also Woven Sacks Prelim 
IDM at 14. 
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(3) 'specificity 

These'benefits are only available. to companies withip1ndusfrial zones in designated areas, 

and are therefore specific under 1,9 U.S.C. § 1677(5A)(D)(i) and (D)(iv).167 

. 16. Incom~ Tax Preferences under Decr,ee 24 {2007) 

Under Decree No. 24/2007/ND-CP, of February 14, 2007, the GOV provides income tax 

preferences to enterprises in va,rious sectots of the economy, as well as those in areas with Vserious 

socio-economic di~ficulties."168 .J:rt particular, th~ decree sets maximpm income tax rates for 

enterprises located in such areas, ~ well as enterpr!ses in certain designated sectors of the 

econorµy. 169 Th~se regions are identified in Decree ros.170 As noted above, Tan Thanh h'.as been 

classified as an area of serious socio-economic difficulties under Decree 108. 

The Department has found 6enefits under this program to be countervailable. 171 The 

Department·should therefore investigate whether itny of the Vietnamese wind tower producers 

have benefitted from it, either because of ·their located in an area with serious socio-economic 

difficulties or because they belong to a-fayored sector, or because they are located in a designated· 

industrial zone. 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

Nails Initiation Checkli~t at 16", attached as Exhibit Vll)-20; Nails IDM at 25; Woven Sacks IDM at 25. 

Decree No. 24/2007/ND-CP (Feb. 14, 2007), attached as Exhibit VIII-30. 

Id. at Art. 34. 

Nails IDM at 13. 

Id. at 13-14. 
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a. Income Tax Preferences unde"r D~cree 24 (2007) Bestow a 
Counfervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contri~~tiQn· 

Income tax preferences for exporters constitute a £naricial contribution under Section 

771(5)(D)(ii) of the As;:t because they repr~sent revenue foregope by t}le GOV. 172 

(2) Ben~fit 

The benefit of this program is equal to the tax savings realized by th~ recipient. 1•7? 

(3) ·Specificity 

These benefits are only available to compjlllies within designated areas or industries, and 

are therefore specific. 174 

'17. Income Tax Pr,eferences under-Decree 124 (2008) 

The Department has investigat~~ and held countervailable, .a range of income tax 

preferences unde~ Decree No. 124/,20Q8/ND-CP of December 11, 2008. 175 As with the other 

programs, these benefits /il'e avatlable to enterprises lofated in certain areas, with the level of 

benefits depending upon the characterization of the area,} 76 Tan Thanh district, where CS Wind 

and Vimt Halla are located, is classified as an area with" socio-economic difficulties,"177 so that 

projects in this district are eligibkfor J,enefits. In additigrt, incentives are available for investmynts 

in ''power plants,"178 which may include the manufacture'of wind towers, which are necessary to 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

Id. at 13. 

Id. at 13-14. 

Id. at 14. 

See, e.g., id. at 26; Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 17. 

Decree No. 124/2008/ND-CP (Dec. 11, 2008) at Art._15, attached.as ~xhibit VIIl-28. 

Id. at Appendix. 

Id. at Art. 15(1){b). 
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the production of electricity through the"USe of wind power. Art. 16 provides additional tax benefits 

to enterprises in designated areas, again including 'J:an, Thanh. 179 

a. ln~ome Tax .Preferences und~r Decree 124 (2008) Bestow a 
Countervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial'Contributiorl. 

Income tax preferences for exporters constitute a financiaJ. contribution ~der Section 

77i(5)(D)(ii) dfthe ~ct.because1hey represe~t-revenue foregone by the GOV.180 

(2) Benefit 

The benefit of this program is equal toJh~ dif~erence between the income tax the recipient 

would have paid absent the prognµn and the, income1ax it actually paid. 

(3) Specific\ty 

These benefits 1;1re only available to companies within designated areas or industries, and 

are therefore specific.'1 81 

18. Tax Preferences under Decree,24 

In February 2007, the GOV issued Decree No· 24/2007/ND-CP. 182 Among other things, 

!]:iis-decree establishes reduced income tax rates for. enterprises engaged in specified activities183 

or located in regions with clifficutt socio-economic 90nditions. 184 The decree does not itself 

identify these areas; rather, they ate those specified in the Appendix to Decree 108.185 As noted 

179 

180 

181 

183 

184 

185 

Id. at Art. 16. 

Nails IDM at 26. 

Id. 

Decree No. 24/2007/ND-CP (Feb. 14, 2007), attached as Exhibit VIII-30. 

Id. at Arts. 33.1 and33.2. 

Id. at Art. 33.3. 

Nails IDM at 13. 
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above, however, Tari Thanh district, where CS Wind ancf Vjna Halla are located, is classified as 

an area.with "serious socio-economic difficulties.M 86 -Decree No. 24 also enumerates a variety of· 

other tax benefits, including benefits for enterprises that "invest in builaing new production chains,. 

expand their production scale, renew teq~?logies, impr~ve the ecolo'gical environment and raise 

their -production capacity." 187 

The Department has determined that income tax benefits under Decree No. 24 pr~vide 

countervailable subsidies. This conclusion was based tipottinformatiorl' submitted by the GOV.188 

In W armwater Shrimp, the Department was able, to, calculate the actual level of benefits received 

by the respondents. 189 

a. Income Tax P.referenceSs under Decree 24 Bestow a 
Countervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Cohtribution 

Income tax preferences under Decree Z4 constitute a financial contribtiflon under Section 

771(5)(D)(ii) of the Act becaus~ they represent revenu.e foregone by the GOV. 190 

(2) Benefit 

Under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(ij).and• 19 C.F'.R. § 531.503(a), the benefit of this program is 

equal to the difference between the income tax the recipient would have paid absent the program 

and the income tax it actually paid. 191 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

Decree No. 108 at Appendix II, attached as Exhibit Vlll-23. 

Decree No. 24/2007/ND-CP (Feb. 14, 2007) at Art. 36, attached as Exhibit VIII-30. 

Nails IDM at 13; Warmwater Shrimp IDM at·l9. 

Warmwater Shrimp IDM at 19. 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 15, attached as Exhibit Vlll-20; Nails lDM at 13. 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 15, attached as Exhibit VIII-20; Nails IDM at 13~14. 
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(3) Specificity 

These benefits ate only ,available to co:rp.pariies wfthin deslgn~ted areas or industries, and 

are therefore·specific lll).der 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5A)(D)(i),an<f(D)(iv). 1,92 

19. Tax Benefits under Decree 60 

Under· Decree Number 60/2012/ND-CP of July 30, 2012, small and medium-sized 

enterprises are eligible for a range of tax benefits. 193 Companies' in. certain industries are not 

• # 

el~gible, including enterprises in lottery, "rear estate, securiti~s, fitiance, banking, or insutance. 

Enterprises producing goods.subject to the'excise tax and first-class and special-class enterprises 

are also ineli~ible. 194 The Vietp.amese wind tqwer produc~rs clearly do not fall,'Yithin the industries 

identified, and Petitioner has no information indicating that-they are otherwise ineligible for these 

b~nefits as first-class or special-class enterprises. 

The Department has held the benefit& under this program to be countervailable, as the 

program represents a fip.ancial, contribution pro.viding a benefit that is spe'cific. 195 However, the 

Department was forced to use AF A for the· actl!al-calculation,of benefits. 196 Because information 

regarding the c,apital and employment levels at, the. Vietnamese wind tower producers is not 

publicly available, Petiti9ner cannot determine whether the Vietnamese producers are eligible-for 

·or have tienefitted from this program. The D~partment should therefore include it in its 

investigation. 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 15, attached as Exhibit VIII-20; Nails IDM at 14. 

Decree Number 60/2012 I ND-CP (July 30, 2012) at Art. 1, attached as Exhibit ""111-31. 

Id at Art. 2. 

Nails IDM at 14-15; Woven Sacks IDM at 25. 

Nails IDM at 14-15; Woven Sacks IDM at25. 
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a. Income Tux ,Preferences ·under Decree ,60 Bestow a 
Countervailable Subsi~y 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Jncome tax preferences und~r Decree 60 constitute a financial contrjbutiqn utider 19 tJ.S.C. 

§ 1677(5)(D)(ii) because they represent-revenue fore,gone by the <JOV. 197 

(2) Benefit 

Under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E) ap.d 19 . .C:F.R:. § 5.~l.'503(a), the benefit of this prograin is 

equal to the difference between the income tax the.recipient would have paid absent the program 

and the income tax it actually paid.198 

(3) Specificity 

These benefits are only available to enterprises of a certain size that db not belong to the 

excluded indusµies, and are, therefore specific under 19 l! .S:C; § l 677(5A)(D)(i). 199 

20. Tax Benefits un"der Decree No. 218 

The GOV created still· more- tax incentives in Decree No. 218, which was enacted in 

2013. 200 The tax incentives available under the program include: 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

• A corporate tax rate of·lO percent for income from new investment projects in, 
among other ill.dustries, rene:wable energy.201 

• A corporate tax r~fe of20 percent for income from new inveeytments in areas with 
difficult socio-economic conditions.202 

• Tax reductions for new in.vestments in industrial zones.203 

Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 17 .. 18, attached as ExhjJ>it VIII-16; Nails IDM at 14'. 

Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 17-18, attached as Exhibit VIII-l6; Ntiils IDM at 14. 

Woven Sacks Initiation Cnecklist at 17-18, attached as Exhibit VIII-L6; Nails IDM at 14-15. 

Decree No. 218/2013/ND-CP (Dec. 26; 2013), attached as Exhibit VIII-32. 

Id. at Art.15.1.b. 

Id. atArt. 15.3.a. 

Id. at Art. 16.3. 
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• Income tax preferences to enterprise,s that increw;ed tlie value of their ,fixed assets 
and increased prog.uction capacity.204 

. The Department has determined that at least the last cat~ory of benefits is 

countervailable.205 ijovyever, as shown below, ~ach of these categories satisfies all of the criteria 

for coµntervailability: It is possible that the'fietnamys~ producers benefited from one or more of 

thes~. Tan Thanh,where CS Wind.and Vina Halla are focated, is'included in the list of areas with 

difficult socio-economic coJ;).diti9ns.206 As dischssed 'above, CS Wind and Vina Halla are located 

in ind!,1Strial zones. The Department sh~uld' theref9re investigale the possible receipt by the 

Vietnamese wind tower producers of all types of benefits under Decree 218. 

a. Income Tax Preferences under Decree 218 Bestow 
' Countervailable Sobsidies 

(1) Financial Contribution 
\ 

All of these benefits reflect the reduction of income tax that would otherwise be collected. 

Income tax preferences under Decree 218 cOIJ.stituie a financial contribution under 19 U.S.C 

§ 1677(5)(D)(ii) because they repres~nt r~venue foregone by the GOy.207 

(2) Benefit 

Under 19 U.'S.C. § 1677(5)(E) and'19 C.F:R. § 531.503(a), each of these reductions-or 

exemption~ provide a benefit equal to the difference between th~ income tax the recipient would 

have paid absent the program and the income tax it actually paid.208 

204 Id. at,Art. 16.5; see also Woven SackdDM at 25. 
205 Woven Sacks IDM at 25. While the Department found these b~mefits to be countervailable, based upon the 
information provided by the GOV, it based the actual calculation of benefits upon AFA. 

206 Decree No. 218/2013/ND-CP (Dec. 26, 2013) at Annex, attached as ExhibifVIIl-32. 
207 

208 

Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 16-17, attached as Exhibit VIII-16; Woven Sacks IDM at 25. 

Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist &ct 16~17, attached as Exhibit VIII-16; Woven Sacks IDM at 25. 
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(3) Suecificify 

Each oft.he benefits,.under Decree 128 are,specific. In Woven Sacks, the Departmeht fo1JI10· 

'that tax preferences for enterprises that ificreased their fixed assets and increased production 

.capaclty were -specific "Ul1der 19 U.S.C. §J677(5A)(D)(i) because ,such benefits were only .. . •. 

available to enterprises that had incr~~~ed ,.asset$. or production capactty.209·Beriefits for specified 

industries, inclufiing rene:o/able energy, .are· also specifip under• 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5A)(D)(i) 

because they are limited to certain,named mdustries. ,Tax ben(?fits fo~ enterprises in areas with ., 
difficult socio-:economic ctmditions and in industrial zones are specific. under 19. U.S.C. 

§ 1677(5A)(D)(iv) because they are limited to companies in certain geograp}lic region~. 

21. Benefits under Decree 51 

The Department has found that'Vietnamese 'industries have r~ceived a number of benefits 

under Decree No. 51/1999/ND-CP, dated July 8, 1999.210 These benefits include: 

• Land Rent Exemption or Reduction (Article 18) 

• Enterprise Income 'fax Exep:iptions and· Reductions.for Business Expansion and 
intensive Investment (Art. 2~) 

• Tax Prefert'!nces for Investors Producing and/or Dealing in Export Goods (Art. '27) 

• Investment Support (Art. 30)211 

The GOV has stated that these ,programs ar~ no longer in effect.212 The·Department wd.$' 

unable to confirm this, as the GOV failed to proyide the necessary supporting information. As a 

consequence, the Department found these programs to be countervailable, and applied AFA.213 

209 See Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 16-17, attached as Exhibit VIII-16; Woven Sa9ks IDM at 25. 

210 See Nails IDM at 9-10; Steel Nails Admin. Rev.,IDM.at· 13; Decree No. 51/1999/ND-CP (July 8, 1999), 
attached as Exhibit VIIl-33. 

Nails IDM at 9 n.31. 

Nails IDM at 6; Warmwater Shrimp IDM a.t 16. 

211 

212 

213 Nails IDM at 10; see also Steel Nails Admin. Rev. \~Mat?. 
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Moreover, the (JQV also indicated that in som~ circumstances, enterprises may elect to conti}lue 

to.receive benefits under Decree 51, even if the decr~e has been superseded.214 As a consequence, 

'the Department has cqntinue to investigate the possible receipt' of benefits under Decree 51:215 

j\ccordingly ,- the Department $ho.ul(inVestigate eacp. of the above pro grams under Decr.ee 51 to 

.determine whether the Vietnames~wind tower progucers have received benefits under them. the 

individual benefits under Decree 51 are.discussed below. 

22. Exemption or ~ed~ction of Land Rent under Article 18 of Decree 5~ 

Investors in,eligibie industd~s or re,giom~ are entitled-to the exemptjon of land rent for 

various periods oftime, gepending upoirthe industry or re~ion involved.~16 All three Vietnamese 

producers would be eligible for reductions in rent as a consequence of the appearance of wind 

power in List A.217 Vina Halla and CS Wind w9uld be eligibl~ for additional reductions,through 

their location in Tan Thanh district, which app~ars on List B.218 

~. The Reduction or Exeniption of Land, Rent under Decree 51 
Provides a Countervailable ·subsidy 

(1) Financia\ Contribution 

Exemptions or reduction of rents :constitute financial contribution, as the GOV, by 

definition an authority, is the owner of the land, and did not c~llect the rent it would otherwise 

have received. As a result, preferential rental rates ~d rent exemptions for foreign-invest~d 

214• 'Warm1Vater Shrimp IDM atJ6-17. 

215 Id. at 17. It is unclear; however, whether the Department did so in,the most recent countervailing-investigation 
involving Vietnam, that of woven sacks. Although programs under Decree,51 were enumerated in the c;ountervailing 
duty petition, they do not appear to have been aqdressed in the Department's initiation checklist, and were not 
discussed in either the preliminary or the final determinations in that investig11tion. 
216 

217 

218 

Decree No. 51/1999/ND-CP (July 8, 1999) at Art. 18, attached as Exhibit VIII-33. 

See id. at Art. 18.1 and Appendix, List 'A. 

See id. at Art. 18.2 and Appendix, List B, 
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enterprises ·provide a financial contrib:ution ih the foi;m of.revenue foregone- by the GOV within 

the I\leaning of 19 U.S:C. § 1677(5)(D)(ii).219 This program also provides a financial contribution 
. 

in the form ofth~ provision ota good or service within the.meaning of 19 U.S.C. § 1679(D)(iii). 

(2) Benefit 

This program reduces or eliminates liability for rent by entyrprises in specified industries 
; 

or regions. For rent exemytions, this subsidy confers a benefit I\S it•reJ?resents the provision of a 

good by the GOV for less than a:qequate remuneration, as provided for by 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(5)(E)(iv) and 19 C.F.R § 351.Sllta)(l).220 

(3) Spe~ificity 

The 'GOV only provides these benefits to specified industries, as well as enterprise~ locat~d 

withjn a designated area. The benefits conferred under this program are regionally specific in 

accordance with 19 U.S.C: § 1677(5A)(D)(i) and·(D)(iv).221 

23. Enterprise Income Tax Exemptions and Reductions for Business 
Expansion and Intensive Investm~nt und~r Article 23 of Decree 51 

Investors having business expansion and inten's,ive investment' projects in industries 

enumerated in List A to the, decree receive enterpri~e income tax exemption,s or requction for the 

income amount arising'from-the investmept.222 As shown above, the wind industry is incluqed in 

List A, so that the wind tower producers would be ~ligible for this befiefit. In addition, such 

investments in regions with "special socio-economic difficultjes".contained in List Care eligible 

219 

220 

221 

222 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 23-24, attached as Exhibit VIII-20. 

Id. 

Id. at 24. 

Decree No. 51/1999/ND-CP (July 8, 1999) at Ari. 23, attached as Exhibit VIII-33. 
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for exte:Qded exemptions or reauctions.~23 Tan Thanh district, the locatiqn of Viha Halla and CS 

Wind, is included in List' C.224 

a. Income Tax Preferences under·Article 23 of Decree 51Bestow a 
~ounte~ailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contritmtion 

Income tax preferences for enterprises s,elected i,ndustries and specified regions re~resent 

revenue foregone by the GOV. They therefore con'.stitute a·4nancial contributidn under 19, U.S,G, 

§ 16J7(5)(D)(ii) .225 

(2) Benefit 

The benefit of this pro~ram is equal to the difference be,tween the income tax the recipient 

would have paid absent, the 'program and the income- ta~ it actually paid, as provided for in 19 

U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E) and 19·C:F.R.,§ 35lt509(a)(lf226
• 

(3) Specificity 

These benefits are only available to designated industries, and are therefore specific under 

19 U.S.C. § 1677(5a)'(D)(i). Additional benefits. are available to ~rejects in specified g~ographic 

regions, including Tan Thanh district, wpere both C~ Wind and \rina Halla are located: Benefits 

under this program ate therefore specific within the me{llling of 19 ·u.s.c. § 1677(5A)(D)(iv). 227 

223 

224 

225 

226 

227 

Id. at Art. 23.3. 

Id. at Appendix, List C. 

Nail~ Initiation Checklist at 21, attached as Exhibit YIII-20, 

Id. 

Id. 
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24. Tax Preferences for Investors Producing ana/ot Dealing in Export 
Goods under Article 27 of Decree 51 

Article 21 of Decree 51 provides a number of additional tax benefits for exporters. 
' -

Companies producing and/or dealing in export goods are entitled to a.SO percent reduction in"their 

income tax if they 

• Export directly in their first year;, 

• Export commodities that were not previously-and that hav~ "economib-technical as 
well as utility properties";, or 

• Export to the new 'overseas markets or new territories other than the former 
markets.228 

Additional tax b~nefits are ,available fot e?{porters who increase tjleir turhover.229 

Enterprises for whom expot1s constitute mor,e thap. 50 percent of their tumov,er, or who have stable 

export volumes for three years, are also entitled to income tax reductions.23° Finally,_ a full 

exemption ofincome tax is available for projects in region~ appearing in List C.231 As noted above, 

Tan Thanh district is on thjs list. 

The Vietnamese wind tower producers are privately owned, so that Petitio:µer does not have 

acce~s to information regarding their export vofumes or histories. It is established, though, that 

they do export. The Department should investigate whetherthey have received or are stilt'receiving 

benefits under this prpgram. 

228 

229 

230 

231 

Decree No. 51/1999/ND-CP (July 8, 1999) at Art. 27.1, attached as Exhibit VIII-33. 

Id. at Art. 27.2. 

Id. at Art. 27.3. 

Id. at Art. 27.5. 
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a. lncoll'le Ta:r'•Prefere_nces under Article 23 pf Decree 51Bestow a 
CountervailabJe Sub~idy 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Ihcome tax preferences for enterprises in selected industries and specified regions repres.ent 

revenue foregpne by the GOV. They therefore constitute a fina,ncial contribution under 19 U.S:C. 

§ 1677(5)(D)(ii) .232 

(2) B~nelit 

The benefit of this program is equal to the difference between the income tax the recipient 

wouJd havJ;: paid absent the program and the income tax it actually 'paid, as provided for in 19 

U.S.C. § 1677€5)(E) arid 19 C.F.R. § 351.509(a)(l).233 

(3) Sp~cificity 

These benefits are only availaj:,le to 'designated i~dustries, and are therefore specific under 

19 U.S.C. § 1617,(Sa)(D)(i). Additionarbenefits are available to projects in specified geographic 

regions, including Tan Thanh district, where both-CS Wind and Vina Halla are located. Benefits 

under this program are therefore specific within the meaning of 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5.A)(D)(iv).234 

25. Investment Support under A'rticle 30 of Decree 51 

Under Article 30 of Decree 51, government agencies are to consider the provision of 

investment support to investors with eligible projects. "Investment suppbJ;t" consists of "n:i~dium

and long-term loans wit~ preferential interest rates or partial interest-rate support for jnvestment 

projects ehtitled to inv~stment credit guaranty."235 Investment projects eligible for support are 

232 

233 

234 

235 

Nails Initiation Checklist at 22, attached as Exhibit VIII-20. 

Id. 

Id. 

Decree No. 51/1999/ND-CP (July 8, 1999) at ~rt. 10.1, attached as Exhibit VIII-33. 
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those identifie'd in the appendix to the decree.~3,6 Wind power projecti; are among those listed as 
.. , !,: 

yligible for jnvestment support.237 

In addition, eligible investment projects that are directly ~mgaged in export activiti~s are 
'< ,. ., "i 

entitled to apply for export cr~dit Joans, at. pr~ferential interest ~ates from the Nationaf Export 

Support Fund. Loans can be obtained for up tt> 70% of t~_total value of signed export contrf1cts. 

In addition, the Fund may guarante~ foans to eligible investment project~ nf up to '80 percent of 

the value of export co:ntracts/38 Becau~e they are eligible projects and export, the Vietnamese wind 

woducers would appearto be entitled to-these benefits ~swell. The D~pfl!tllJ.ent should accordingl~ 

investigate 0 whether the Vietnamese wind tower producers continue to receive benefits under this 

prograµi. 

a. Investment Support unde(Oec-:ee 51°Pro'vides Countervailable 
SubsidJes · 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Under this program, state-owned support funds provide eithet loans at preferel}tial rates or 

direct interest rate support. This represents action Pf ~overnment· authorities.239 These actions 

constitute a financial contribution within the meanin$ of 1~ U.S.C.,§ !677(5)(D)(ii).240 

(2) Benefit 

Preferential lo]:lns under _.tqis program confer a benefit confer a. benent "equal, to the 

difference between th~ amount the recipient paid on the 16~n and the amount that the recipient 

236 

237 

238 

Id. at Art. 30. 

Id. at Appendix~ List at II. I. 

Id. at Art. 10.2~ 
239 Nails Initiation Checklist at 25, attach~d as Exhibit VIIJ-2(). The Department did not receive the requested 
information regarding any of the .. becree 51 prqgrams from the GOV, ana' therefore applied AF A in its final 
determination. Nails IDM at 9-10. 
240 Nails Initiation Checklist at 25, attached as.E?,'.bibit VIII-20. 
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would pay on a compara];,le commercial loan that lhe recipient.could obtain oq. the market."241 This 

constitutes a benefil under 1 .. 9 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E)(ii) and '1~-C.F.R. §°351.505(~)(1). For credit 

guarantees, as set forth in 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E)(iii),ap.d -19 C.E.R. § 351.5O6(a)(l), the benefit 

is ~.ual to "the difference b(?tween •the amount the recipient of the gUat:ahtee pays on the guarantee~ 

loan ahd the amount the."'fecipient would pay for a commercial loan without the guarantee."242 

(3) S~ecificity 

The program makes preferential loans available only to specified ,industries, and is

therefore specific under IQ. U.S.C. § 1677(5A)(U)(i). In addition, export loans are "contingent 

upon export performance," apd' are therefore qualifies !;lS specific within the meaning 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(5A)(B).'243 

26. Export Promotion 

The GOV provides direct support to exporters throhgh. its export promotion program. 

No.27912005/QD-TTg ofNov~mber 3: '2005, createg. a "national trade promotion program."244 The 

program provides direct fupding to, fndustries with export promotiQn,programs to cover various 

costs, including 

241 

242 

243 

244 

Id. 

Jd. 

Id. 

• Trade information and export propagation 

• Hiring ddmestic and foreign experts to acJvtse on development of expbrts and 
designing models and produyts to raise the quality of goods.and services 

• Organizing domestic and overseas training to improve export capacity and business 
skills 

• Organiii~g and participating in trade fairs 

Decision No. 279/2005/QD-TTG,(No'l. 3, 2005) M ~rt. I, attached as Exhibit VIII-34. 
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• Orgahizipg delegations for market l:iurYey or commercial transactions in fo~~ign 
cotintrit?5 

• Organizil),g _general promoticm activities to boost the export 'of Vietn~ese goods 
and services and to attract foreign investment and tourists to Vietnam 

• Introducing brands of godds or services, which have been aw~de~ export prizes by 
the Prime Minister under anmial national branding pro~ains to foreign plal'kets and 
.support.them penetrate into such mar~ets 

• Building trade·promotion infrastructure at home and abro~d 

• Formtllal~g and applying electronic business processes245 

The level of supporr'varies by activity; but may be up to 100 percent of the cost of certain 

activities.246 The details ,of the export promotion program are further elaborated by Decision 

137/QD-BCT, dated January 16, 2017?47 The Department has qonsistentl¥ held that this pro~am 

p,rovide,s countervailable subsidies, although it'was forced 'to use AF A il\ the actual calculation of 

benefits. 248 The Department should investigate ~hether the Vietnamese wind tower producers 

have benefitted from this program. 

a. Benefits under the -Export. ~romotjon Program Best~w a 
Countervailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Contribution 

Benefits under the export promotion program constitute a financial contribution under 

19 U.S.C. § 1677(5){D)(ip because it reflects a direct transfer of tunds from the GOV to the 

recipients. 249 

245 

246 

247 

248 

249 

Id. at Art. 9. 

See id. at Art. 10. 

Woven Sacks IDM at 28. 

Id. at 28-29; Nails IDM at 22; 

Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 22-23, attached as,Exhibit VIII-16; Woven Sacks IDM at 28. 
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,(2) Benefit 

Under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E),and 19 C:];i'.R. § 351.503/the benefit under this program is 

equal to the amount of funds received. 250 

(3) · Spe~ificity 

These benefits are specific under 19 U.S.C. flo77(6A)(B) because they ¥e only available 

to exporters.251 

27. Import Duty ,Exemptions for Imports Used to Produce Exported 
Goods.under the Law'l07 on Import and Export Duty 

The Gt>V ope,rates a number of programs that proyide -exemptions. from import duties to 

selected industries. These exemptions are se~ forth,.in the caw on.Import and E?C,port Duty 2016, 

Law No. 10'.7/2016/QH13, dated April 6, 2016.252 Unqer'A.rtfole 16.7 of the Law on Import and 

Export Duty 2016, <laJed April 6, 20·16, imports "that are incorporated into exported goods or 

directly used i:tl. the production of such goo'ds" are exempted from impor,t.duties.253 A similar 

exemption applies to "{i}mported r:aw .materials, supplies, components serving processing of 

exports; finished products imported• to be fixed on proc~ssed proq.ucts; outward processing 

products."254 Significantly, the new law eliminated the previous requirement that the export o'fthe 

finished good occur witnin 275 days,- of i]Jlportation.255 'Decree No. 134/2016/ND-CP provides 

detailed guidance.on the application of these exemptions~256 

250 

251 

252 

253 

254 

255 

256 

Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at i2-23, attaclted asExh'ibit VIII-16; Woven Sacks iDM at 28. . . 
Woven Sacks Initiation•Ch~c}dist at 22-23, attached as Exhibit Vlli'-16; Woven Sacks IDM at 28. 

Law No. 107/2016/Q28 (Apr. 6, 4016), attached as Exhibit VIIl-35. 

Woven Sacks Prelim IDM at 15. 

Law No. 1Q7/20l·6/Q28 (Apr. 6,.2016) at Art. lli.6, attached as Exhibit VIII-35. 

Delpitte Tomatsu Tax Co., 91obal Tax Update Vietnan;i (May 2016) at 1, attached as Exhibit YIII-36. 

Decree No. 134/2016/ND-CP (Sept, 1, 2016), attached as Exhibit VIII-37. 
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The Departmept has held benefits under this-program .to be -countervailable.257 The 

Department will.not treat as a_.sub~idy the remission of i:piport duµes in connection with exported 

goods if the country can show that the system for cal<~ulating. and remitting import duties me~ts 

certain requirements.258 The. Department has detemiined that Vietnam does not ~eet these 

requirements, as 

the GOV's system {for calculating, 'the amowU of the duty rebated1 does not 
account for resalable waste, because such waste is exe"mpt from duties; therefore, 
we find this system to l'lot meet the regulatory 'requirements under 19 CFR 
351.519(a)(4)(i)'for calculating a benefit.on an amount other than the total amount 
of exempted duties. 259 • . 

The Department has accordingly held th,~: exemption ·of import dutie§ under this program 
I 

to be countervailable. 260 

a. Benefits under the, Import Dtity Exemptions for Exported Goods 
of Law No. 107 Bestow a Countervailable Subsid)" 

(1) Fina11ci'al Contribution 

The exemption of import duties _constitutes a financial contribution under 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(5)(D)(ii) because it reflects. tax'revenue foregone by the ·ooV.261 

(2) ,Benefit 

Under·19 U.S.C. § 1677(5)(E) and 19 C.F.R. § 351.503, the benefit under this program is 

equal to the amount of import duties not collected.262 

257 

258 

259 

260 

Woven Sacks IDM at 26. 

19 C.F.R. § 351.519(a)(4). 

Woven Sacks,Prelim IDM at 16. 

Woven Sacks IDM at 26. 

261 Woven Sacks I:nitiation Checklist at 20-21, attached as Exhibit VIII-16; Woven Sacks PreliJ!l)DM at 17. The 
Department determined this program was countery,ailable in its final determination, ·referring to the preliminary 
determination as the basis for its conclusion. Woven Sacks IDM at 26. 

262 Woven Sacks Initiation CheckJist at 20-21, attached as E,1(hibit VIII-16; Wov~n Sacks Prelim IDM at U. 
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(3) ,Specificity 

These benefits are specip·C'under 19 U:S.C. § 1677(5A)(BJ bepause fu.ey are only available 

to exporters. 263 

28. Exemption oflmport Duties for Imports into Industrial Zones under 
Law 107 · 

The Department has also identified !IDOther source of exempii.ons,from import duties under 

J.,aw 107, namely an exemption on imports of spllre parts and aecessories for companies in 

industrial" zones,. The Department describe_s t\lis as "an import ,clut):7 exemption program for 

comnanies in gyographic locations in areas with difficult ·socioeconomic conditions."264 The 

Department has stated t!!at this program is authorized under Art. 16.11 of.Law 107,265 As with the 

other exemptions under, Law I 07, detailed guidance on its application is provided by Decree No. 
,. . 

; 

1·34.266 The Department has found this program to be countervailable.267 

In fact, this exemption a.pppars to go beyond spare parts. Rather, the languagy of Art. 16.tl 

covers machinery and equipment and rnw. materi~~ for the manufacture of machinery and 

equipment, as well as components, parts, and spare parts:268 Accordingly, "enterprises located _in 

industrial zones are entitled to import du,ty exemptions on their imported goods used to create fixed 

assets."269 As explained above, Vjna Halla and CS Wind areJocated in '!11 industrial zone in a 

region identified as having difficult socio .. economic conditions. The Department should 

263 

264 

265 

266 

267 

268 

269 

Woven Sacks Initiation Check1ist at 20-21, attached as Exhibit VIII-16; Woven Sacks Prelim IDM at J7. 
Woven Sacks IDM'at 26. 

Law No. 107/2016/Q28 (Apr. 6, 2016) at Art. 16.11, attached as Exhibit VIll-35. 

Decree No. 134/20I<j/ND-CP (Sept. I, 2016), attached as Exhibit VIII-37. 

Woven Sacks IDM at 27. 

Law No. I 07 /20 I 6/Q28 (Apr. 6, 2016) at Art; 16. IJ .a, attached as Exhibit VIII-35. 

Woven Sacks Prelim IDM at 21. 
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investigate the full scope of this exemption, and in partictt!ar whether aI_lY of the Vie,tnamese wind 

tower producers have benefitted from its use, not just for '!;pare parts, outfor imports of ma<;;hinery, 

equipment, components, or parts as well. 

a. Import Duty ExemptioQJ; Tor Imports into •Industrial Zones 
-Bestow a Couni~rvailable Subsidy 

(1) Financial Conttibution 

The exemption of imp9rt duties constitute& a financial contribution upder 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(5)(D)(ii) Act beca\lse it•reflects tax'rev~nue foregone by the GOV.270 

(2) Benefit 

Under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5J(E)"and 19 C.F.R § 3'51.'?03;the benefit under.this program is 

equal to the amount of import duties notcopect~d.271 

(3) Specificity 

These benefits are specific under 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5A)(D)(iv) becl)use they are available 

only to enterprises.jn designated geogr,aphic regionsP2 

29. Exeniption of Import Duties for Fo~reign-Invested Enterprises 
'T ..,,. 'I 

Vietnamese law· also· exempts imports made by foreign-invested enterprises urtder,soine 

circumstances. Decree No. 24t2000/ND-CP .exe~pts imports of equipment, machinery, parts, 

spare parts, components, and other materials for the creation of fixed assets from the payment of 

import duties.273 Decree No. 24 also exempts·imports of raw materials used by foreign~invested 

270 

271 

272 

273 

Woven Sacks Initiation 'Checklist at 21,..attached as Exhibit VIII-Hi; Woven Sacks IDM at 26. 

Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 21, attached as Exhibit VIII~16; Woven Sacks IDM at 26. 

Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 21, attached as Exhibit ~JII-16; Woven Sacks IDM at 26. 

Decree No. 24/2000/ND-CP (July 31, 2000) arArt. ~7,· attached as Exhibit VJIJ-38. 
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enterprises to produce goods for export.274 As noted above, CS Wind and Vi~ Halla are foreign

invested enterprises. The Department has determined th~t this prqgram is countervailable.275 

a. The Exemption ofimport Duties on Imports by Foreign-Invested 
Enterprises Bestows a Countervailable Sub~idy 

(1)- Fipancial Contribution 
-i, 

The exemption of impOJ;t duties co11stitutes a finahcial contribution ,under 19 U.S.C. 

§ 1677(5)(D)(ii) because it r~flects tax revenue'foregone by the GOV.276 

(2) Benefit 

Unger 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5){E) apcl 19 C.R.R. § 351:503, the benefit under this program is 

equal to the amount of,import duties not ~6llected~277 

(3) Spef.!ificity 

Benefits under this program are SJ?ecific pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1677(5A)(D)(iv) because 

they are available only to enterprises in designated geograp,hic regions.278 

VII. CONCLUSION 

As described above, the Vietnamese wind Jpwer pr9ducers are benefiting from 

countervailable subsidies, which are causing material injury to the wind tower industry in· the 

United States. Petitioner therefore requests that tlie Department injtiate a countervailing duty 

investigation on imports 6f wind towers from Vietnam. 

214 

27; 

276 

277 

278 

Id. at Art. 57.7. 

Woven Sacks IDM at 27-28. 

Woven Sacks Initiation Checklist at 21, attached as Exhibit VUl-16; Woven Sacks IDM at 27. 

Woven Sacks lnitiatiory Ch,.ecklist at 21, attached as ExhibitNIII-16; Woven Sacks IDM at 27. 

Woven Sacks IDM at 27. 
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EXHIBIT LIST 

. . 
EXHIBIT NO. DESCRIPTION STATUS 

, -• , , 

Letter from Grunfe1d, Desiderio, Lebo~tz, Silvermfil'l~ Klestadt 
LLP to Sec'y Cotninerce; rbCS Wina,SectionA Response in the 

VIII-1 Antidumping Duty Administrative Review on Utility Scale Wind Public 
Towers from the Socialist.Republic of fietndm (May 29·, 2014) 
(excerpts) 

_, 
" 

VIII-2 Situation Analysis ofthe Vietname~e Electricity Sector ( excerpt) Publio 
' 

VIII-3 
Internal Revenue Service, Pub. 946 t'How to Depreciate· 

Public 
Property" (Feb. 2~, 2018).(excerpt) 

vn1 .. 4 Decision.No. 37/2011/QD-TTg (June 29,2611) Public 

. 
VIII-5 Decision No. 39/2018/QD-TTg (Sept. 10, 2018) Public 

.. . 
VIII-.6 Decree-No. 108/2006/Qp-TTg (May 19~ 2006j Puplic 

'" 

VIII-7 Decr~e No. 15/2011/ND-CP (Aug. 30, 2011) Public 

VIII-8 
Initiation Checkli~t, Frozen Warmwater Shrimp frpm the 

Public 
Socialist Republic"oJVietndm (Jan. 17, 2013) 

VIII-9 Initiation Checklist, Steel Wire barment Hangers from the 
Public 

Socialist Repub'lic of Vietnam (Jan. 18, 2012) 
_, 

VIII-IO Decision No. 131/QD-TTg (Jan. 23, 2009) Public 

VIII-11 Circular No. a2/2009/TT-NHNN (Feb. 3,,200~) Public 

. 
VIII-12 Circular No. 04/2009/TT-NHNN (Mar. r3, 20<t9) Public 

VIII-13 Circular No. 05/2009/TT-NHNN (1pr. 7" 2009) Public 
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t EXHIBIT LJST 

. 
> 

EXHIBIT NO. ·»ESCRJ;,PTION STATUS 

, , 
" -

VIII-14 Circular No. 21/2009/rT.:.NHNN (Oct. 9, 2009) Public 
, , 

·' ~ 

Institute of' Policy and, ~trategy for ,Agtjculture and ·Rural 
VIIl-15 Development, List ofi Main Policies. for Vietnam's Livpstock Public 

Sector.(Oct; 3l, 2016~ 
. 

VIII-16 
Initiation Checklist, Laminated Woven Sacks from the Socialist 

Public 
l1epublic oj'Vietnam (Mar. 27t 2018J . 

' 
. , 

VIII-17 Circular No. 02/2017/rT-NHNN (May 17, 2017) Public 
, 

.• . 
Petitions for the Imposition of 4\-p.tidumping and Couptervailing 

VIII-18 Duties, Laminated Woven Sacks Fro.m The Socialist Republic of Public 
"" !II " 

Vietnam, vol. III (Mar. 7, 2018) (ex~erpts) 
, . . 

VIII-19 Vietcom Bank Website,Excerpts Public 

' 
, 

:VJII-20 
Initiation Checklist, Certain Steel Nails fi:om the Socialist 

Public 
Republic, of Vietnam (June 18, 2014) 

~ 

VIII-21 Constitution of the Socialist Republic ofVietnam Public 
, 

. 
' 

VIII-22 Deere~ No. 142/2005/ND-CP (Nov. 14, 2005) Public 

VIII-23 Decree N"o. 108/200'6/,ND-CP (St::r.t. 22;2006) Public 
' 

VIII-24 Decision No. 189/2000/QD-BTC (Nov. 24, 2000) Public 
.., ~ ' 

Letter from Gov,ernment of Vietnam to Sec'y -Commerce, re: 
VIII-25 Government of Vietnam's Second S?Jppltme,:,.tal .Questionnaire Jlt1blic 

CVD 'R.esponse (Q5 to. Q9) (Oct. 9, 2Q14) 
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P,UB~l~ DOCUMENT 

, 

EXHIBIT LIST 

EXHIBIT No. DESCRIPTION STATUS 

' 

Report of the· Working PiUiY on tlie Accession, o( Vietnam, 
' VIIl-26 "Policies Affecting Trade in Goods," WT/ACCNNM/48 (Oct. Public 

27, 20ti6) ( excerpts) , . 
I•<>' . 

VIII-27 U.S. Commerce DepflI1:lnent, Vietnam Country. Commercial 
Public Gude: Vietnam - Power Generation (July 12, 2018) 

' 

VIII-28 Decree.No. 124/2008/ND-9P (Dec. 11, 2008) Public 

. 
VIII-29 Decree No. 164/2003/ND .. CF°.(Dec. 22, 2003) Public 

, 
, 

' 

VIII-30 Decree-No. 24/2007/ND-CP (Feb. 14: 2007) Public 
. 

T 

VIIl-31 Decree Nuniber 60/2012 / ND-CP (July,30, 2012} P~blic 

VJII-32 Decree No,,218/2013/l'{D-CP (Dec. 26, 2013) Public 
; 

VIII-33 Decree No. 51/19~9/ND-CP (July 8, 1999) Public 

. 
VIII-34 Decision No. 279/2005/QD-TTG (Nov. 3, 2005) Public 

VIII-35 Law No. 107/2016/QH13 (Apr: 6, 2016) Pu,blic 

VIII-36 
Deloitte Tomatsu Tax Co., Global Tax &pdate Vietnam (May 

Public 
2016) . 

VIII-37 Decree,No.• 134/2016/ND-CP (Sept. 1, 7016) Public 

VIIl-38 Decree No. 24/;2000/ND-CP (July 31, 2000) Public 
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